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ARABIC,  SOUNDS 
1.  CONSONANTS 
Arabic  Translite-  Phonetic  Phonetic 
symbol  ration  Transcription  Values 
voiceless  glottal  stop 
.A  h  h  voiceless  glottal  fricative 
C  4  voiceless  pharyngeal  fricative 
f-  C  voiced  pharyngeal  fricative 
kh  X  voiceless  uvular  fricative 
gh  V  voiced  uvular  fricative 
43  q  q  voiced  uvular  stop 
J,  k  k  voiceless  velar  stop 
i  i  voiced  palatal  stop 
y  Y  voiced  alveo-palatal  semi-vowel 
sh  S  voiceless  alveo-palatal  fricative 
d  d  voiced  alveolar  stop 
t  t  voiceless  alveolar  stop 
voiced  emphatic  alveolar  stop 
I  voiced  alveolar  lateral 
r  r  voiced  alveolar  trill 
voiced  emphatic  alveolar  fricative 
n  n  voiced  alveolar  nasal 
voiceless  emphatic  alveolar  fricative 
z  z  voiced  alveolar  fricative 
s  S  voiceless  alveolar  fricative 
z  voiced  emphatic  interdental  fricative 
S  th  voiced  interdental  fricative 
th  e  voiceless  interdental  fricative 
I.  j  f  f  voiceless  labiodental  fricative 
b  b  voiced  bilabial  stop 
m  M  voiced  bilabial  nasal 
w  W  voiced  bilabial  semi-  vowel 
.S  ý  approximated  to  z - 
I 
ý-Ol 
L;  o,  Li 
S  .  ￿i 
01 
zuec  ziup  01 
ZLIL4A  Z3U9ý  Z>.:  i 
01 
ZLZ.  i  ZJL4  Z>ai 
ý  ZX:  i 
2.  Vowels 
Short  vowels 
Long  vowels 
Over-length  vowels 
a 
1 
U 
a 
1 
U 
a 
I 
U 
Alif  at-imdlah  al-khafifah  E 
Alif  al-imdlah  ath-thaqllah  6 
Fatýat  al-im;  Rlah  al-khafifah  E 
Fatýat  al-imdlah  ath-thaqllah  e 
Alif  at-  tafkhIm  5 
Fatýat  at-  tafkhlm  D 
Kasrah  approx.  to  jammah  4. 
Pammah  approx.  to  kasrah  -+-+ III 
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Abstract 
This  thesis  deals  with  the  'phenomenon  of  assimilation,  a 
natural  phonological  process,  in  classical  Arabic,  It  consists  of 
three  chapters: 
The  first  chapter  of  the  thesis  deals  with  the  Arabic  sounds 
in  isolation:  their  points  of  articulation  and  manners  of 
articulation  with  reference  to  the  views  of  both  Arab  linguists 
and  scholars  of  Tajwld'  Secondary  sounds,  both  accepted  I  and 
rejected,  are  mentioned  too.  A  brief'  discussion  is  devoted  to  the 
distinctive  features,  with  particular  reference  to  those  that  seem 
to  have  been  described  inaccurately  by  some  early  or  modern 
linguists. 
The  second  chapter  deals  with  the  definition  and'different 
types  of  assimilation.  The  term  idghim,  which  has  been 
rendered  as  "assimilation"  is,  in  fact,  narrower  in  application  than 
the  English  term;  other  topics  and  sub-topics  in  Arabic  grammar 
that  subsume  aspects  of  assimilation  are  also  discussed.  The 
direction  of  assimilation,  whether  the  influence  comes 
regressively  or  progressively  or  in  both  directions  is  dealt  with, 
with  detailed  examples,  mostly  from  the  Qur-lin.  A  brief 
discussion  of  both  complete  and  partial  assimilation  is  given 
followed  by  a  discussion  of  distant  assimilation,  with  particular 
attention  being  given  to  the  so  called  "al-Idghim  al-Kabir".  The 
last  sub-chapter  here  deals  with  the  history  of  sound  changes  in 
Arabic. 
The  third  chapter  is  the  main  part  of  the  thesis.  It  deals 
with  Arabic  sounds  in  combination.  Consonants  are  discussed  first, vii 
from  two  points  of  view:  the  occurrence  or  non-occurrence  of 
certain  consonants  with  each  other  within  the  same  roots,  and 
the  influence  of  certain  sounds  upon  others  when  these  occur 
adjacently. 
Vowels  are  then  discussed  in  detail,  particularly  with 
respect  to  the  best-known  phenomena  associated  with  them: 
imilah,  vowel  harmony,  lengthening  and  shortening,  and 
tafkh1m.  Under  imilah,  we  consider  whether  the  alif  al- 
im4lah  is  an  independent  phoneme,  a  dialectal  variant,  or  an 
allophone  of.  the  actual  /  fL  /.  When  this  alif  is  likely  to  occur 
and  when  it  is  likely  to  be  inhibited  is  also  seen.  In  the  section  on 
vowel  harmony  the  question  as  to  whether  there  is  systematic 
harmony  is  confronted.  In  the  section  on  lengthening  and 
shortening,  the.  circumstances  in.  which  these  two  phenomena 
occur  are  discussed,  with  particular  attention  to  the  over- 
lengthened  vowels.  Finally,  alif  at-tafkhIm  is  investigated,  to 
see  whether  this  vowel  /5/  is  an  independent  phoneme,  a 
dialectal  variant,  or  an  allophone  of  the  actual  /d Introduction 
Arabic  phonetics  and  phonology  have  been  studied 
extensively  by  both  early  and  modern  linguists.  The  phenomenon 
of  "assimilation"  is  included  in  their  general  work;  however, 
deeper  study  of  this  phenomenon  is  needed.  In  this  work,  we 
attempt  to  fill  this  gap  to  some  extent;  however,  a  comprehensive 
further  investigation  is  still  needed,  especially  where  the 
behavior  of  certain  sounds  is  not  satisfactorily  explained.  Largely 
because  of  the  very  great  number  of  contradictory  examples 
reported. 
The  study  of  phonetics  among  the  Arabs  dates  back, 
together  with  their  other  linguistic  studies,  such  as  grammar, 
lexicography,  and  rhetoric,  to  the  first  century  of  the  Hijrah 
(A.  H.  ).  It  took  as  its  base  the  Qur-,.  Rn,  and  the  principal  reason 
for  its  development  was  the  desire'to  preserve  the  text  of  the 
Qur,  jn  from  corruption.  It  manifested.  itself  at,  that  time  chiefly 
in  the  science  of  tajwld  (correct  recitation'of  the  Qur)jn)- 
al-Khalil  was  the  first  of  those  whom  we  know  to  have 
discussed  the  sounds  of  Arabic,  although  he  did  not  devote  any 
separate  section  of  this  work  to  the  topic.  SIbawayh  has  one 
chapter  on  sounds,  al-idghim,  in  which  he  looks  into  the  matter 
in  more  depth  than  his  master,  al-Khalil,  many  of  whose  ideas 
he  also  presents. 2 
Ibn  jinn!  (-392  A.  H.  )  was  the  first  to  devote  a  whole  work 
to  phonetics,  Sirr  ýinjcat  al-Icrib  I-  It  remains  one  of  the 
best-known  Arabic  works  on  the  subject. 
A  large  proportion  of  the  examples  employed  are  ýaken 
from  the  Qur-7in.  This  is  because  linguistic,  and  particularly 
phonetic,  phenomena  are  better  documented  in  connection  with 
Qur)jn  recitation  than  with  any  other  form  of  utterance. 
Before  we  start  the  discussion  of  the  phenomenon  of  the 
assimilation  in  classical  Arabic,  it  will  be  helpful  to  consider  the 
pronunciation  of  Arabic  sounds  in  isolation. 
From  this  we  shall  be  better  able  to  understand  the 
phenomenon  of  assimilation  in  Arabic  and  why  it  occurs  with 
some  sounds  but  not  with  others. 
Ibn  jinni  says  in  this  book  (I  /  59):  "I  know  no  one  of  our  companions 
(he  probably  meant  the  linguists  belonging  to  the  Ba$rah  school)  who 
did  in  this  field  as  I  do  and  gave  it  full  discussion  as  I  do".  He  is  right  in 
this  claim,  because  even  after  him  nobody  gave  phonetics  as  much 
attention  as  he  did. 
2-  The  different  dialects  spoken  in  the  Arab  'world  nowadays  are  outside 
the  scope  of  this  thesis,  since  we  are  dealing  with  classical  Arabic. 
3-  Sibawayh,  the  father  of  Arabic  grammar,  described  Arabic  sounds 
before  he  dealt  with  idgham  incorporation  or  gemination  which  is 
considered  as  part  of  assimilation.  The  other  kinds  of  assimilation  are 
found  listed  under  different  headings  in  Arabic  grammar  such  as  ibdll 
(substitution),  After  he  has  described  Arabic  sounds  in  terms  of  their 
point  of  articulation,  Sibawayh  says:  "I  have  described  the  (sounds 
associated  with)  the  letters  of  the  alphabet  in  this  way  simply  in  order 
that  you  may  know  in  which  idgham  is  appropriate  and  permissible 
and  in  which  it  is  inappropriate  and  impermissible.  "  (al-  Kitilb,  2 
406-407)  Most  of  the  grammarians  followed  him  in  this  way. Chapter  One 3 
Chapter  one 
Arabic  sounds 
Arabic  has  twenty-eight  cardinal  consonants.  and  six 
cardinal  vowels  three  of  which  are  short  and  three  are  long.  The 
total  number  of  Arabic'sounds  is  thirty-four.,  I 
There  are  only  thirty-two  signs  in  the  Arabic  writing 
system  because  /w  /  and  /y  /  have  the  same  symbol  as 
/U/  and  /1/  respectively.  Moreover,  the  short  vowels, 
namely  /  a,  i,  and  u/  were  not  written  in  Arabic  orthography 
up  to  the  second  century  A.  H.  (after  the  prophet  Muýammad's 
migration  to.  the  city  of  Madinah).  indeed,  they  are  still  absent  in 
most  Arabic  hand-written  and  printed  material 
Moreover,  the  Arabs  do  not  use  letters  to  indicate  short 
vowels  except  in  one  word,  namely  /  -)ull  they",  the  third 
person  feminine  plural  pronoun),  where  they  use  /U/  instead 
of 
On  the  other  hand,  the  long  vowel  /d/  was  not  shown  in 
the  Arabic  script  for  a  long  time.  It  is  still  not  written  in  many 
cases  in  the  Qur)anic  script,  nor  in  some  other  Arabic  words  such 
as  /h  jf  j/  (this)  /  Allih  /  (God)  and  ar-Rap  m  in 
(the  merciful). 
In  Arabic,  there  are  six  acc  I epted  non-cardinal  sounds,  and  eight 
rejected  non-cardinal  sounds  as  have  been  described  by  Arabic 
grammarians  and  phonetitians  such  as  Sibawayh,  Ibn  Jinni,  and  others. 
They  are  either  stylistic,  dialectal,  contextual  or  free  variants.  There 
will  be  a  detailed  discussion  of  these  in  the  ensuing  chapter. 
2  J.  Cantineau  (1966),  173. 4 
Furthermore,  the  Arabs  sometimes  employ  short  vowels 
instead  of  long  ones,  as  in  the  use  of  /i/  for  /1/e.  g. 
/  tucti  /  (you  give),  /  al-ghawani  /  (alyawini)  (the 
bea'utiful  girls),  /  yj  cibidi  /  (Oh  my  servants).  They  are 
instead  of  /  tuct!  al-ghawin!  /  and  /  yj  cibid! 
respectively;  u/  for  /U/e.  g.:  /  an-nujum  /  (stars), 
/  al-Puluq  (throats)  instead  of  /  an-nujilm  /,  and  /  al- 
huffiql  respectively  .3 
This  fact  about  the  way  of  writing  short  vowels  does  not 
affect  our  discussion  since  we  are  dealing  with  the  sounds  and 
pronunciation  and  not  with  orthography. 
We  shall  discuss  consonants,  vowels,  and  semi-vowels 
separately;  however,  neither  the  early  Arabic  linguists  nor  the 
scholars  of  taiwid  always  separate  the  three  types  of  sounds  in 
their  discussion. 
The  Arabs  have  described  Arabic  sounds  regarding  both 
makhraj  (point)  and  Fifah  (manner)  of  articulation  in  a  way 
that  is  similar  to  that  of  the  modern  linguists. 
1.1  Consonants: 
I.  I.  I.  Points  of  articulation: 
The  ordering  of  Arabic  sounds  from  the  throat  forwards  to 
the  lips  made  by  various  Arabic  scholars  : 
al-Khallf  Ibn  Aýmad  (-  175  A.  H.  ): 
h,  x,  -  q,  k  J,  9,0 
-  ý,  s,  z  d,  t  1,  n-f,  b, 
w/a,  v/1,  ).  4-5 
lb  n  jinni  ,  a]-kha;  Ais  ,3/  13  3  -13  4. 5 
Sib  awayh  (-  18  0  A.  H.  )  : 
3,  ä,  h-,  c,  h-ýr,  x,  -q-k-J, 
§,  y-I-I-n-r-t  d,  t-z,  s,  s-ä, 
g,  e-f-b,  m,  w  /U.  6 
al-Mubarrid  (-  285  A.  H.  )  : 
0,  -h,  d-ý,  c-yx-q-k-s-j  -I-  I 
-n-tjd-s,  ý,  Z-4, 
7, 
f  W,  b,  m. 
7 
AMI  cAll  al-Qdll  (-  356  A.  H.  )  : 
x,,  K  -k-1, 
j,  9-1,  r,  n-t,  d,  t-;,  z,  s-4,6,9  -  f,  b, 
w,  a,  y. 
Ibn  jinn!  (-  392  A.  H): 
),  ; R..  h-1c,  ý-yx-q-k-jj,  y-0-1  -n-r-td,  t-ý-z- 
s-  9-  f-b,  m,  w. 
9 
Ibn  Sindn  al-Khafdjl  (-  466  A.  H.  ) 
),  d,  h  -c,  ý--sx, 
-q-k-j, 
§,  y-  I  -I  -n-r-tt,  d-ý,  z,  s- 
4,9,6-  f-b,  'm,  w.  10  1 
az-  Zamakhsharl  (-  538  A.  H.  ) 
),  a-c.,  ý-,  K,,  x-q-k-jj,  y-o-  I 
-n-r-td,,  t-;,  z,  s- 
4  He  lists  the  sound  /',  /  at  the  end  with  the  vowels,  although  he  believes 
that  it  is  articulated  in  the  deepest  part  of  the  pharynx,  (al-Ayn,  I/ 
52).  However,  he'  also  says  that  /c/,  after  which  he  named  his 
lexicographical  work,  is  the  deepest  sound. 
5  al-Ayn,  I/  57-58. 
6  a]-Kitab,  2/  405. 
7  al-Muqtadab,  I/  192-193. 
8  a]-  BarP,  16. 
9  Sirr  sinjat  al-  Prab,  I/  46-48. 
10  Sirr  al-fasaha,  29-30. 6 
4,9,9 
-f  -b,  m,  w.  11 
1 
Ibn  Yacish  (-  643  A.  H.  ) 
3,  h,  ; ä-c,  4  -1;,  x  -q,  k-j,  §,  y  -1  _I  -n  -r.  -1 
ý,  9-  f  b,  m,  W. 
12 
Ibn  al-  jazarl  (-  833  A.  H.  ) 
h-,  c,  4x  -q-  X  -j, 
§,  y-I-I  -n  -r-td, 
t-5, 
s,  z-4,9,9-f 
13 
1.1.2.  Manner  of  articulation: 
I.  Slbawayh  :  14 
Stops  :  ),  q,  k,  j,  t,  t,  d,  b. 
Fricatives  :  h,  h,  y,  x,  9,  s,  d,  z,  s,  4.,  e,  6,  f. 
ReSonantsI5  c.  (I,  .  n,  - r,  W,  M). 
16 
Voiced  :  ),  a,  c,  -s,  q,  j,  y,  0,1,  n,  r,  t,  d,  z,  4,  a,  b,  m,  I. 
Voiceless  :  h,  ý,  x,  k,  ý,  S,  t,  ý,  e,  f. 
2.  Ibn  jinn!  17 
Stops  q,  k,  j,  t,  d,  t,  b. 
Sharb  al-  m  ufassal,  10  12  8. 
- 
12  Sharb  al-mufa$$al,  10  123-125. 
13  an-Nashr  B  al  -qira,,  It  al-ashr,  I/  199-200. 
Sounds  that  are  grouped  between  dashes  (- 
-) 
have  the  same  place  of 
articulation  but  they  are  not  necessarily  in  order. 
14  al-  Kitab,  2/  405-406. 
15  Resonants  are  classified  by  the  Arabs  as  between  stops  Shadidah  and 
fricatives  Rikhwah. 
16  Sibawayh  did  not  specify  the  sounds  in  brackets  as  resonants.  However, 
this  is  to  be  understood  from  the  fact  that  they  are  listed  neither  under 
stops  nor  under  fricatives., 
17  Sirr  $inaat  al-itrab,  I/  60-61. 7 
Fricatives 
Resonants 
Voiced 
Voiceless 
3.  Ibn  Sindn  al 
:  h,  4,  U,  X,  §,  e,  1,  Z,  S,  J,  ä,  E),  f. 
c,  y,  n,  r,  m,  w. 
c,  q,  j,  y,  1,1,  n,  r,  t,  d,.  z,  J,  ä,  b,  m,  w. 
k,  t,  s,  9,  f. 
-Khaf  äjl  18 
Stops  :  ),  q,  k,  j,  t,  d,  t,  b. 
Fricatives  :  h,  ý,  y,  x,  §,  d, 
- 
ý,  s,  z,  ý,  a,  9,  f. 
Resonants  :  c,  d,  y,  1,  n,  r,  m,  w. 
Voiced  a,  q,  J,  y,  0,1,  n,  r,  t,  d,  z,  b,  m,  w. 
Voiceless  h,  ý,  X,  k,  t,  s,  9,  f. 
4.  az-  Zamakhshari  19 
Stops  :  ),  q,  k,  j,  to  do  to  b. 
Fricatives  h,  X,  ý,  0,  ý,  So  Z,  4,  go  9,  f. 
Resonants  C,  a,  Y,  1,  no  r,  m,  w. 
Voiced  ),  5,  c,  -so  q,  j,  y,  0,1,  no  r,  to  do  z,  9,  ý,  b,  mow 
Voiceless  h,  ý,,  X,  k,  to  9,  ;,  so  e,  f. 
5.  Ibn  Yacish  20 
Stops  :  ),  q,  k,  J,  t,  t,  d,  b.  -, 
Fricative  :  h,  h,,  F,  x,  §,  s,  s,  z,  d,  9,  ý,  90  f. 
Resonants  c.  a,  n,  r,  I,  y,  m,  w. 
Voice  d  ),  a,  ;,  's,  q,  j,  y,  1,1,  n,  r,  d,  z,  b,  m,  w 
Voiceless  h,  ý,  x,  k,  t,  s,  f.  - 
21  6..  Ibn  al-jazarl 
18  Sirr  al-fasabah,  29-30. 
19  Sharb  al-mufassal,  10  /  128. 
20  Sharb  a]-mufa$$al.  10  /  129. 8 
Stops  :  ),  q,  k,  t,  t,  d,  j,  b. 
11, 
Fricatives  ,:  h,  x,  9,  ý,  s,  z,  1,4,6,9,  f. 
Resonants  c,  I,  r,  n,  m,  (w,  y)  - 
Voiced  ),  5,  ý,  -s,  q,  j,  y,  j,  1,  n,  r',  t,  d,  z,  b,  m,  w. 
Voiceless  h,  ý,  x,  k,  t,  9,  ;,  s,  e,  f. 
As  regards  the  preceding  matrices,  it  is  to  be  noticed  that: 
a.  The  linguists  whose  schemes  are  presented  here  cover  a 
substantial  period  of  time: 
1.  Second  century  A.  H.  al-Khalil  and  SIbawayh 
2.  Third  century  A.  H.  al-  Mubarrid 
3.  Fourth  century  A.  H.  al-Q5.11  and  Ibn  Jinn! 
4.  Fifth  century  A.  H.  Ibn  Sindn  al-Khafdjl 
5.  Sixth  century  A.  H.  az-Zamakhshari 
6.  Seventh  century  A.  H.  :  Ibn  Yacish 
7.  Ninth  century  A.  H.  :  Ibn  al-Jazarl 
b.  They  specialized  in  different  aspects  of  the  subjects  22 
1.  Lexicography  al-Khaill  and  al-Qdll 
2.  Grammar  :  SIbawayh  and  al-Mubarrid 
3.  Phonetics  :  Ibn  Jinn! 
4.  Rhetoric  :  Ibn  SinAn  al-Khafdjl 
5.  Qirj)jt  :  Ibn  al-Jazarl 
6.  Tafslr  :-  az-Zamakhsharl 
21  an-Nashr,  I/  202-203. 
22  Sometimes  it  is  difficult  to  limit  the  ancient  scholars'  fields  of  interest. 
It  is  normal  to  find  somebody  who  could  be  described  as  either  a 
grammarian,  phonetician  or.  lexicographer,  such  as  al-Khalil.  For  that 
reason,  we,  shall  focus  only  on  the  scholar's  major  field  of  interest. 9 
There  is  shown  unanimous  agreement  as  to  the 
classification  of  the  sounds  although  not  as  to  their  order: 
a.  Stops  ),  q,  k,  j,  t,  t,  d,  and  b. 
b.  Fricatives  h,  x,  §,  s,  s,  z,  d,  9,9,  e,  and  f. 
c.  Resonants  23 
:  nasals  (n,  m)  liquids  (I,  r),  and  semi-vowels 
(y,  w)  - 
24 
d.  Voiced  :  a,  c,,  F,  q,  j,  y,  j,  I,  r,  n,  t,  d,  z,  4,9,  b,  m,  a,  w. 
25 
e.  Voiceless  :  h,  ý,  x,  k,  tr  ý,  s,  ý,  e,  and  f.  -- 
In  describing  sounds  according  to  their  point  of  articulation, 
they  all  proceed  from  those  pronounced  furthest  back  in  the 
throat  to  those  pronounced  nearest  to  the  lips.  There  are  some 
differences  between  them  as  to  which  sounds  are  articulated 
precisely  where,  -  especially  the  back  sounds.  Thus  they  just 
almost  entirely  repeat  one  ano"ther's  ideas,  except  in  some  clear 
cases,  such  as  the  consideration  of  c/  as  neither  stop  nor 
fricative.  In  the  case  of  contemporaries  giving  different 
descriptions  of  the  same  sound,  we  are  obliged  to  assume  that 
these,  if  accurate,  must  apply  to  different  regions. 
23  All  of  them  consider  c/  as  a  resonant  and  not  as  a  fricative.  This 
appears  strange;  they  seem  simply  to  be  repeating  one  another. 
24  Almost  all  the  mentioned  scholars  list  the  long  vowel  /a/  as  a  resonant 
(neither  stop  nor  fricative),  which  is  correct,  but  it  should  be  discussed 
with  the  other  long  vowels  /  ri  and  1/  separately.  The  only  scholar  who 
does  mention  all  the  three  vowels  here  is  Ibn  al-jazarl. 
25  They  do  not  mention  the  other  two  vowels,  namely  /0  and  1  /,  as  voiced 
because  they  did  not  have  separate  symbols  for  them.  As  mentioned 
before,  they  class  them  together  with  the  semi-vowels  /w  and  y  /.  and 
so  they  find  it  enough  to  indicate  them  together  as  voiced. 10 
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Generally  speaking,  modern  stU*dies'iný  Arabic  phonetics 
show  that  Ibn  jinni's  description  of  Arabic,  sounds  is  almost 
identical  to  that  of  Sibawayh's  except  that  the  former  states  that 
/  is  articulated  farther  back  than,  /k/  and  that  /Y/  is 
articulated  further  back  than  Clearly  both  had  a 
competent  understanding  of  articulatory  phonetics  and  were  able 
to  give  an  adequate  description  of  Arabic  consonants. The  most  probable  reason  for  the  comparatively  early  date 
of  such  experts  among  Arabic  grammarians 
26 
is  that  linguistic 
studies  originated  in  attempts  to  preserve  an  unaltered  text  and 
an  authentic  oral  presentation  of  the  Qur)an.  27 
Now  we  come  to  the  question  of  the  method  they  used  to 
discover  where  a  sound  is  articulated.  The  answer  is  to  be  found 
in  Ibn  al-jazarl's  statement:  "  The  method  of  determining  the 
point  of  articulation  of  a  sound  is  to  produce  it  after  hamzat  I- 
waýl  with  sukiln  or  tashdid.  This  is  the  clearest  way  in  which 
the  characteristics  of  a  sound  may  be  appreciated  ".  28 
However,  the  use  of  any  sound  before  the  one  in  question  is 
rejected  by  modern  Arabic  linguists,  on  the  grounds  that  it  will 
inevitably  modify  the  point.  of  articulation. 
29 
1.2.  Non-cardinal  sounds: 
In  addition  to  the  thirty-four  Arabic  cardinal  sounds, 
Arabic  phoneticians  list1six  more  accepted  non-cardinal  sounds, 
and  eight  rejected  -non-cardinal  sounds 
30-.  They  are  furilc 
26  The  Arabs  studied  linguistics  for  more  than  a  thousand  years  before 
Westerners  did.  G.  BergstrUsser  says:  "  No  nations  preceded  Westerners 
in  this  field  (Linguistics)  except  two  nations,  namely  the  Indians  and 
the  Arabs.  "  (at-Tatawwur  an-nahwi  Jil-Jughah  al-carabiyyah,  5). 
27  Firth  says  "  Phonetics  grew  to  serve  two  holy  languages:  they  are 
Sanscrit  and  Arabic.  "  A.  cUmar,  a]-Bahth  al-lughawi  cind  al-Carab,  79. 
28  an-Nashr,  I/  199.  In  fact,  Abri  Shamah  gives  a  similar  statement 
concerning  this  method  before  Ibn  al-Jazarl,  but  without  mentioning 
tashdid  . 
(see  Ibraz  al-  macani  min  birz  al-amini,  745). 
29  1.  Anis,  al-A$wAt  al-lughawiyyah,  20. 12 
(branches)  of  the  original  sounds.  They  may  be  considered  as 
%  dialectal  variations  or  allophones  of  other  sounds  as  an  outcome 
of  assimilation  in  certain  phonetic  environments. 
The  accepted  non-cardinal  sounds  are  accepted  because 
they  are  adopted  in  the  reading  of  the  holy  Qur-lin  and  in 
elevated  speech. 
The  rejected  non-cardinal  sounds3l  were  used  by  some 
foreigners  who  accepted  Islam  and  learned  Arabic.  They  were 
also  used  by  some  Arabs  who  lived  with  these  foreigners  and 
spoke  their  languages  32 
The  non-cardinal  sounds,  both  accepted  and  rejected,  have 
no  special  symbols 
'in 
the  Arabic  writing  system33.  This  fact 
leads  Arabs  not  to  consider  their  point  of  articulation  or,  in  some 
cases  their  manner  of  articulation.  In  fact,  the  only  one  the  point 
of  articulation  of  which  is  described  is:  an-nan  al-khaffah  (the 
light  /n  /),  as  being  the  nasal  cavity,  . 
34 
30  See  al-Kitab,  2  404,  Sirr  $inacat  al-  PrAb,  I/  46,  an-Nashr,  I 
201-202,  and  Sharti  a]-mufassal,  10  /  125-128...  etc. 
31  We  shall  see  in  our  examples  of  assimilation  how  the  Arabs  dealt  with 
these  non-approved  sounds  practically,  whether  they  accepted  them  all 
or  just.  some  of  them. 
32  Sharb  al-mufassal,  10  /  128. 
33  This  is  true  in  the  early  stages;  however,  later,  symbols  indicating,  the 
sound  of  imalah,  are  found  in  certain  manuscripts  and  printed  books. 
These  symbols  are:  kasrah'  before  below  the  alif:  a  small  m  uayyan 
(rhombus)  written  sometimes  in  red  color,  below  the  alif,  the  word 
mil,  in  red,  written  above  the  alif  (for  more  details,  see  A.  Shalabi,  R 
ad-dir-IsAt  al-qur,.  Iniyyah  waI-Iughawiyyah:  a]-imllah  U  aI-qirAJt 
wal-lahajAt  al-,  Arabiyyah,  369-  382).  Nowadays,  the  musbafs  used  in 
North  Africa  have  a  dot  below  the  alif  in  places  where  imAlah  is  read 
by  Warsh  an  Nafic. 13 
1.2.1.  The  accepted  derived  sounds:  I 
35  The  accepted  derived  sounds  are  six  , 
four  consonants 
and  two  vowels,  as  listed  below: 
I.  Consonants: 
1.  an-nOn  a]-khafifah  (the  light  /n  /),  an-niln  al-khafiyyah 
(the  unclear  /nA  or  an-nOn  as-sikinah  (vowelless  /nA 
pronounced  in  certain  phonetic  environments,  I.  e.  when 
followed  by  the  fifteen  sounds  which  are  called  the  letters  of 
ikhfd-7  (hiding)  36  :  S,  9,  e,  k,  j,  q,  s,  d,  t,  z,  f,  t,  0,  and  37. 
These  sounds  -may,  be  in  the  same  word  as  the  nOn  or  may 
begin  the  following  word,  if  the  nOn  is  the  ultimate  sound  of 
the  previous  word  Here  are  some  examples: 
-)airr  (nose), 
%^ 
. 
1.1% 
-lizi  k  untum  (If  you  (masc.  plu.  )  are). 
This  nUn  is  recommended  in  the  reading  of  the  Qur)jn. 
However,  Ibn  al-j4zarl  does  not  mention  it  as  one  of  the 
secondary  sounds  of  Arabic. 
2,  the  hamzah  bayna  bayna  as  SIbawayh  calls  it  38, 
or  al- 
hamzah  al-khafifah  (the  light  hamzah)  as  Ibn  jinn!  calls 
it39,  or  a]-musahhalah  (the  easy  ha  MZa)4 
Oas  Ibn  al-jazarl 
34  See  for  example  al-Kitab,  2/  405,  a]-Muqta0ab,  I  /  193. 
35  Ibn  al-jazari  (an-Nashr  I/  202)  adds  the  emphatic 
36  Sharb  al-mufa$$al,  I/  126. 
37  There  will  be  further  discussion  of  this  point  in  the  following  chapter 
on  assimilation. 
38  a]-KitAb.  2/  163. 14 
calls  it,  or  half-way  articulated' 
4  'as  K.  Semaan  calls  it.  Here 
is  an  example:  the  glottal  stop  is  pronounced  as  halfway 
between  mupaqqaqah  (the  true'  glottal  stop)  and  the  long 
vowel  corresponding  to  the  short  vowel  following  the  hamzah 
/3/.  If  the  hamzah  is  followed  by  /a/,  it  -will  be 
pronounced  as  between  /  and  /d/,  Similarly,  if  it  is 
followed  by  /i  /  or  /u  it  will  be  pronounced  between 
/3/  and  /1/  or  /  fI  /  respectively  . 
42  Hence  it  can 
occur  in  intervocalic  positions  (v  )  v)  or  between  vowel  and 
43 
consonant  but  it'  can  not  occur  in  an  initial  position 
Examples  of  this  hamzah  are: 
sa-lala  ý  (he  asked), 
su)ila  (he  was  asked), 
mustahzi)iln  (jesting). 
I 
3.  shin  /9/  approximated  to  jim  /j/  44. 
The  Arabic  /9/  is  a  voiceless  alveo-palatal  fricative 
while  /j/  is  a  Voiced  palatal  stop.  D.  Bolinger  describes  the 
English  /j/  as  a  voiced  StOP45  just  as  it  is  in  Arabic.  The 
39  Sirr  sinvat  al-  Prab,  I/  46. 
40  an-Nashr,  I/  201. 
41  Semaan  Khalil.  "Sibawayh:  Islam's  contribution  to  the  History  of 
Linguistic  Science",  al-Lisan  a]-,  Arab!,  13  April,  30  (1974). 
42  al-Kitlb,  2/  163-164. 
43  The  other  kinds  of  hamzah  will  be  seen  later. 
44  Makki  Ibn  AN  Talib  does  not  mention  this  sound  ýamong  the,  accepted 
sounds  in  ar-RPAyah  li-taiwid  al-qira,  ah  wa  tabqlq  JafJ  at-tihlwah, 
107-112. is 
English  /3/  as  in  pleasure  is  formed  like  /  §'  /  except  that 
the  air  pressure  is  weaker  and  the  vocal  cords  are  made  to 
vibrate  so  that  voice  is  produced  during  the  articulation  of  the 
46 
sound 
The  English  sound  3/  is  closer  to  than  the  other 
English  sound  j  /.  A.  C.  Gimson  says:  "  The  oppositions  between 
'S  /  and  3  are  rare.  "  47 
We  can  conclude  that  the  Arabic  which  is 
approximated  to  j/  is  similar  to  the  English  3  /.  The  sound 
moves  back  towards  the  sound  The  word  )agdaq 
(having  a  large  mouth)  will  be  pronounced  as  [  -a3daq  1.  To 
state  a  form  for  this.  movement,  we  may  say  48 
: 
+  consonant. 
+consonant.  +  consonant.  -  continuant 
+  hushing  +  hushing  -  voiced 
-  voiced  +  voiced  -  emphatic 
LL  coronal 
S3d  (optional) 
4.  Fid  approximated  to  zay  /z 
This,  is  called  ag-  Fid  al-mushammah 
49 
, 
it  has  some 
45  Aspects  of  Language,  79. 
46  An  Outline  of  English  Phonetics,  192. 
47  An  Introduction  to  the  Pronunciation  ol'English,  190. 
48  Bakalla  chooses  the  phonetic  symbol  131  in  his  M.  Phil.  Thesis, 
University  of  London.,  p.  205,  while  he  -chooses  [ZI  in  his  article  "Some 
Remarks  on  Sibawayh's  Contribution  to  Phonetics",  M-Lisan  Al- 
,  Arabi,  18,1.  P.  28, 16 
features  of  /z/,  and  is  pronounced  as  between  pure  Fid  /;  / 
and  zay  /z/. 
/ý/  is  a  voiceless  emphatic5O  alveolar  fricative,  while 
/z/  is  a  voiced  non-emphatic  alveolar  fricative. 
The  approximation  of  /ý/  to  /z/  is  described  thus  by 
Ibn  jinni  "The  voicelessness  of  the  $,  Id  approximated  to  zay 
decreases  and  it  acquires  some  voicedness  by  becoming  close  to 
51 
z  P,  This'occurs  under  the  influence  of  another  sound  in 
one  particular  environment,  namely  before  the  sound  /d/, 
which  is  voiced.  The  form  for  this  movement  may  be  designated 
49  "Ishmam  (approximation),  to  the  qurra,,  indicates  one  of  these  four 
things: 
I-  Approximating  a  consonant  to  another  consonant  as  in  at--Sir'l; 
(the  path),  aSdaq  (more  truthful),  and  musaylir  (ruler); 
2-  Approximating  a  vowel  to  another  vowel  as  in  qH  (to  be  said)  and 
rio  (to  become  less  (water)); 
3-  Partially  sup  . pressing  a  short  vowel  so  that'it  lies-halfvýay  between 
iskan  and  labrik,  as  in  some  readings  of  the  verse  ta,  manna 
cald  YFisuf  (you  trust  us  with  Joseph)  [for  ta,  manuna) 
4-  rounding  of  the  lips  after  a  sukii-n.  which  is  discussed  in  the 
chapter  on  pause  "  (Ibraz  al-Maclni,  71-72)  [the  mouthing  of  a 
vowel  in  a  pause). 
Another  term  close  to  ishmam  is  r  awm,  which  is  also  the  partial 
pronouncing  of  the  barakah,  The  difference  between  the  two  terms  is 
that  the  former  cannot  be  heard  but  only  be  seen,  while  the  latter  is 
heard  also.  In  fact,  the  Kufan  school  call  ishmam  rawm  and  rawm 
ishmilm.  (for  more  details  see  an-Nashr,  2/  12  1). 
50  Speech  sounds  produced  by  using  constrictions  between  the  velum  and 
tongue  or  tongue  and  pharyngeal  walls  are  traditionally  known  by 
phoneticians  as  emphatic  sounds  "  (see  Latif  Hasan  Ali  and  R.  G.  Daliloff. 
"A  Contrastive  Cineflougraphic  Investigation  of  the  Articulation  of 
Ephatic-Nonemphatic  Cognate  Consonants",  Studia  Linguistica,  26 
(1972),  P.  81. 
5ISirr  sinVat  al-Prib,  1150-51. 
I 17 
a  s: 
+  consonant.  +  consonant, 
+  continuant  continuant 
voiced  -+  emphatic 
emphatic  +  voiced 
-j  L 
+  consonant. 
-  continuant 
-  voiced 
-  emphatic 
+  coronal 
d  (optional) 
where  [51  is  pronounced  between  pure  gid  /ý/  and  zay 
/z/  Thus  yaFdur  (step  out),  would  be  pronounced  as  [yagdurl. 
This  condition  (being  before  /d  /)  is  emphasized  by  Ibn  jinn!  in 
his  statement  is  changed  to  z  or  /  -S  /  before  /  d 
and  if  it  becomes  before  other  than  d  the  changing  of  it  is 
impermissible  "52.  However,  the  reading  of  the  wordas-sirjt  53 
(the  path)  by  AbU  cAmr  as  and  /5/,  as  cUrydn 
reports,  54  where  no  /d/  is  involved,  does  not  necessarily 
invalidate  this  rule,  since  "aF-girit  is  said  to  be  an  alternative 
form  of  as-sirif  with  /s/,  even  though  this  word  is  written  in 
the  Qur-linic  manuscript  with  /;  /-55.  Some  Arabs,  Ibn  jinn! 
claims56,  "pronounce  it  as  a  pure  /z/;  they  say:  yazdur  (step 
out)  and  qazd  (intention)"57  (for  yaFdur  and  qaFd 
52  ibid.  I/51. 
53  Qur,  An,  I/6. 
54  al-FArisi,  a]-guflah  Iii-Qurri,  as-Sabeah,  I/  49.  The  other  readings  of 
this  word  by  the  scholars  are:  Ibn  Kathir  read  it  with  /ý/  and  /s/. 
Abri  Amr,  as  al-Aýmaci  reports,  read  it  with  /z/,  Uamzah  and  YacqDb 
read  it  /*/,  and  the  rest  of  the  readers  read  it  with  pure 
55  Ibn  Mujahid,  KiMb  as-sab,  ah  R  aI-qirjAt,  p  107. 
56  Sirr  fin,  Va  f  al-  iTJ  b,  I/50-51. 18 
respectively  )58 
1.2.1.2.  Vowels: 
1.  alif  al-imilah  (the  alif  of  inclination).  The  long  vowel  /d/ 
which  is  pronounced  between  actual  /d/  and  /1/  in 
certain  circumstances.  There  are  two  degrees  of  this 
movement:  imilah  shadidah  (heavy  imilah)  and  imilah 
khafifah  59  (light  imilah).  imilah  shadidah  may  be 
symbolized  as  C,  60,  while  imilah  khafifah  may  be 
symbolized  as  The  word  Iciliml  (scholar)  may  be 
pronounced  as  [ciýliml  or  [cf1im]  61.  This  vowel  is  a  central 
front  vowel. 
2.  alif  at-tafkhlm  (the  velarized  alif),  is  an  open  back  vowel 
with  some  rounding  of  the  lips.  It  is  a  vowel  that  has  moved 
up  from  /-  A/  toward  /U/,  and  an  appropriate  symbol  is 
[5].  This  is  the  reason  behind  writing  alif  in  Qur)jnic  script 
as  wjw  in  some  cases,  as  in  [ýal.  5h  (prayer),  [  zak3h  I 
(charity)  and  [  Pay.  5h  I  6ife).  There  will  be  more  discussion  of 
this  sound  /5  in  (3.2.5  below). 
57  ibid,  I/  50. 
58  There  will  be,  more  discussion  of  this  point  in  chapter  2. 
59  Sibawayh  mentions  only  al-imilah  ash-  shadidah,  al-Kitab,  2/  404. 
whereas  most  of  the  other  linguists  mention  both. 
60  See  AbO  Bakr  al-Khallfah  (1951).  The  Text  of  the  Qur,  an  with 
Reference  to  the  Phonetic  Aspects  of  Taiwid,  Ph.  D.  thesis.  44:  see  also 
M.  Bakalla  "Some  Remarks  on  Sibawayh's  Contribution  to  Phonetics", 
al-LisAn  al-Arabl,  18,1,28. 
61  More  detail  will  be  given  in  both  sections  on  vowels  and  imalah. 19 
1.2.2.  Rejected  derived  sounds  62 
: 
Arabic  phoneticians  have  listed  eight  more  derived 
consonants  which  are  non-approved 
63;  'they  are  not  discussed 
in  detail  in  classical  Arabic.  Ibn  jinn!  says:  "  The  eight  that  follow 
them  are  disapproved  of;  an  explanation  of  their  characteristics 
64 
would  be  lengthy,  and  so  we  have  omitted  them"  These  eight 
sounds  are: 
(1)  kif  /k/  which  is  pronounced  as  between  j/  and 
/  65 
(2)  jim  /j/  approximated  to  kif  /k/.  66 
62  These  are  non-preferred  consonants  and  not  used  a  great  deal  by  pure 
Arabs  (al-Kitab,  2/  404). 
63  Ibn  SinA  (Risalah  fi  makharij  al-buraf,  21-23)  lists  seven  more 
consonants  heard  in  his  time  (-1333  A.  H.  ): 
1.  /t  approximated  to 
2.  /s  approximated  to  z 
3.  t  approximated  tol  z 
4.  r  approximated  to  T 
5.  r  approximated  to  I 
6.  r  approximated  to  t 
7.  Emphatic  /r/. 
64  Sirr  finl  at  W-PrA  b,  I/51. 
65  Ibn  Faris  lists  this  sound  among  al-Jughit  al-madlmDmah  (censured 
dialects),  and  he  associate  it  with  the  Yaman!  dialect.  (a]-Muzhjr,  I 
222-223). 
66  Ibn  Faris  calls  it  al-barf  al-ladl  bayn  a]-qaf  wal-kat  U  Jughat  Tamim 
(the  sound  between  /q/  and  /k/  in  Tamim  dialect).  Obid). 20 
Palatal  Velar  Uvular 
V1. 
stops 
k 
vd.  (g) 
It  seems  likely  that  the  sound  meant  by  both  kif  -I  k 
which  is  'pronounced  between  jim-  /j/  and  kaf  /k/,  and 
jim  /j/  which  is  approximated  to  kif  /k/  is  the  sound 
g/ 
67 
;  the  voiced  counterpart  of  the  English  /k 
As  far  as  /k/  is  concerned,  Ibn  At-jazarl  says:  "  The 
plosiveness  and  voicelessness  of  kif  should  be  regarded  and  it 
should  not  be  pronounced  as  al-kif  aý-FammV  (hard  /  solid 
/a  sound  found  in  some  languages.  This  /k/  is  not 
accepted  in  Arabic"68.  Similarly,  if  /q/  loses  its  characteristic 
of  isticIP  (elevation),  it  becomes  kif  Fammi-I  as  a  result, 
according  to  Ibn  al-jazarl.  So  both  /k/  and  /q/  come  to  be 
kif  Fammi-I.  -  which  supports  our  claim  that  kif  $ammj)  may 
be 
67  See  for  example  EI-Saaran,  Ph.  D,  94,  and  Bakalla,  M.  Phil,  209,  and 
"Some  Remarks  on  Sibawayh's  Contribution  to  Phonetics",  al-LisIn  al- 
,  Arabi,  18,1,28 
68  an-Nashr,  I/  221. 21 
(3)  ilm  /j/  approximated  to  gin  /ý/: 
We  have  seen  (in  1.2.1.1  #3)  that  the  sound  /  'S  /  which  is 
approximated  to  /j/,  namely  [31,  is  approved  but  the  sound 
j  /  which  is  approximated  to  however,  is  disapproved 
of.  It  is  difficult  to  see  in  what  respects  then  two  sounds  would 
differ,  and  why  one  should  be  approved  and  the  other 
disapproved  of.  In  these  examples: 
-7a§daq  /  --4  Pa3daq  13  /-d 
)ajdar  /  --ý  Pa3dar  I 
-7ijtamacil  Pi3tamacig) 
3  [t 
/  is  closer  to  /d/  than  /9/  is  in  that  it  has  two 
features  in  common;  plosiveness  and  voicedness,  while  /  has 
neither.  However  in  the  third  example,  where  t/  is  the 
dominating  sound,  j/  and  each  share  with  /t/  one 
main  feature;  plosive  and  voiceless  respectively;  therefore,  Ibn 
al-jazar!  warned  that  in  this  case  (j+vl)  the  voicedness  and 
plosiveness  of  j/  should  be  emphasized  and  not  weakened,  so 
as  to  tend  towards  /.  69  The  main  reason  for  accepting  the 
approximation  of  to  /j/  and  rejecting  that  of  /j/  to 
§/  is  that  /j/  is  a  voiced  plosive,  and  is  one  of  the 
qalqalahl  7ýO  sounds,  which  are  required  to  be  pronounced 
carefully  so  that  they  do  not  acquire  other  features  from 
neighboring  sounds.  Ibn  al-jazarl  says:  "  The  sound  /i/  must 
be  articulated  from  its  original  place  of  articulation  (the  palate). 
69  an-Nashr,  1/  218. 
70  Qalqalah  sounds  are  sounds  having  both  voiced  and  plosive  features  in 
Arabic. 22 
It  must  not  move  forward  so  that  it  tends  towards  /§/,  as  is 
the  case  with  many  people  in'Sh2m  and  Mýsr  Ininth  century 
A.  D.  ).  He  specifies  the  circumstances  in  which  care  must  be  taken, 
particularly  where  it  is  pronounced  geminated  or  before  voiceless 
sounds. 
71 
(4)  ag-oid  ad-Vaclfah  (weak  /j/:  ) 
The  standard  /0  /-is  articulated  min  bayn  awwal  Piffat 
al-lisin  wa  mi  yaffhi  min  al-aorjs 
72  (between  the  extreme'  tip 
of  the  tongue  and  the  nearest  molars  to  the  tongue).  It  is  a  voiced 
emphatic  apico-alveolar  fricative  sound. 
As  far  as  the  weak  Vid  /0/  is  concerned,  Ibn  Yaclsh 
explains  it  as  occurring  in  the  speech  of  those  foreigners  who  find 
it  difficult  to  pronounce  true  /d/;  they  may,  pronounce  it  as  tP 
/t/,  in  attempting  to  articulate  it  mim  mi  bayna  al-lisin  wa 
)atrif  ae-eanjyj  (between  the  tongue  and  the  edges  of  the  front 
incisors),  73 
rather  than  in  its  true  place  of  articulation.  They  in 
fact  pronounce  it  between  and  /74.  Ibn  al-jazarl 
claims  that  none  of  the  Arabic  sounds  is  as  difficult  as  /q  /75. 
This  sound  is  pronounced  in  various  ways  by 
71  an-Nashr,  I/  218. 
72  al-Kitab,  2/  405. 
73  In  this  description,  it  is  articulated  in  the  same  place  as  0,8.  and  0. 
74  Sharb  al-mufa$$af,  10  /  127-8. 
75  an-Nashr,  l  /  219.  However,  1.  Anis,  a  modern  Arabic  linguist,  claims 
that  hamzah  is  the  most  difficult  sound  in  Arabic.  (see  al-A$wAt  a]- 
lughawiyyah,  90. 23 
foreigners;  some  pronounce  it  as  t  /,  some  approximate  it  to 
some  to  some  approximate  it  to  /z/,  and  some 
pronounce  it  as  emphatic  /I/.  None  of  these  is  accepted. 
76 
(5).  Fid  /?  /  approximated  to  sin  /s/: 
The  sounds  and  /s/  only  differ  in  the  feature  of 
itbiq 
. 
(emphasis).  Slbawayh  says:  "  If  there  were  no  itbdq,  the 
sound  /t/  would  become  /d/,  /ý/  would  become  /s/, 
/4/  would  become  /6/,  and  /I/  would  disappear  from 
speech,  since  there  is  nothing  to  take  its  place. 
77 
This  shift  of  the  sound  /  s:  /  toward  /s/  is  against  the 
usual  nature  of  -assimilation  in  which  the  stronger  sound  affects 
the  weaker  sound. 
Ibn  al-jazari  warns  Qur-linic  readers-  to  be  careful  not  to 
pronounce  as  s/  when  it  is  Sikinah  (vowelless)  before 
t  or  d  /,  as  in  these  examples  /  wa  law 
Paraptum  (even  if  you  desire),  -7a  gtafj  /  (did  he  choose 
78 
and  1-7apdaq  /  (more  truthful). 
fi-I  /t/  approximated  to  tP  t 
When  loses  its  voicedness,  it  becomes  close  to  /t 
but  when  it  loses  its  emphaticness,  it  comes  close  to  /d/.  This 
approximated  to  ta)  /t/  was  heard  a  great  deal 
76  an-Nashr,  l  /  219. 
77  a]-Kitfib,  2/  206. 
78  an-Nashr,  I/  219. 24 
from  foreigners  in  Iraq,  79  during  and  even  before  Ibn  Yaclsh's 
time  (seventh  century  A.  H.  ).  They  would  say:  tilib  instead  of 
tilib  (student).  Ibrahim  Anis  says:  It  is  used  now  in  most  Arab 
countries,  but-  nobody  recognizes  it  so  as  to  reject  it.  "  80  (this 
century). 
(7)  ýV  /4/  approximated  to  oil  /9/: 
- 
When  /0/  loses  its  voicedness,  it  becomes 
Foreigners  tend  to  say:  /  ealama  /  for  the  word  /  ýalamz  / 
(treat  unjuStly)81. 
(8)  bj)  /b/  approximated  to  fj)  /f/: 
Bilabial  Labiodental 
V1.  p 
Stops 
vd.  b 
V1.  f 
Fricatives 
vd.  v 
(sounds  between  parentheses  are  not  Arabic) 
According  to  Ibn  Yacish,  this  sound  is  frequently  used  in 
Persian  82.  They  say:  /  Air  /  instead  of  /  Mir  /;  presumably 
79  Sharb  al-mufa$ýal,  10  /  128. 
80  al-A$wAt  al-lughawiyyah  52. 
81  Sharb  al-mufassal,  10  /  128. 25 
the  pronunciation  /  vOr  /-is  indicated. 
b/  differs  from  /f/  in  three  main  features: 
voicedness,  plosiveness,  and  the  place  of  articulation.  So  which 
feature  of  /b/  must  change  in  order  for  it  to  move  towards 
/f/?.  If  it  changes  its  voicedness,  the  result  is  similar  to  the 
English,  /  'p-  /  83, 
and  if  it  moves  backwards  in  place  of 
articulation,  or  if,  the  blockage  of  the  airsteam  is  not  complete,  the 
resultant  sound  is  /,  v  /.,  - 
Some  linguists  consider  this  approximated  /-b  /  to  be 
similar  to  the  English  /,  v/,  among  them  EI-Saaran  84,  while 
others  belief  it  to  -be  -similar  to  the  English  /p/,  among  them 
Bakalla.  85 
Bilabial  plosive  sounds  are  likely  to  move  backwards  and 
have  some  friction.  Latin  /p  /becomes  /,  f  /'in  English,  as  in 
these  examples: 
Latin 
.. 
English 
pes  foot 
piscis  fish 
pater  father.  86 
82  ibid. 
83  It  is  interesting  to  quote  here  M.  Brame  who  says  that  "  of  course  this  is 
the  case  historically,  that  is  phonetic  /f/  did  derive  from  Semitic  /p  /". 
(Arabic  Phonology.  Ph.  D.  Thesis,  1969,  Massachusetts  Institute  of 
Technology,  18.  ) 
84A  Critical  Study  of  the  Phonetic  Observations  of  the  Arabic 
Grammarians,  Ph.  D.  Thesis  London  University,  100-101. 
85  "Some  Remarks  on  Sibawayhi's  Contribution  to  Phonetics  "  al-Lisan  al- 
,  Arabi,  18,1,28. 
86  Bloomfield,  Language,  347. 26 
In  fact,  there  is  not  much  detailed  description  given 
concerning  these  rejected  derived  consonants.  We  therefore  do  not 
know  for  certain  the  exact  nature  of  the  sounds. 
1.3.  VOWELS: 
..  Vowels  are  speech  sounds  made  by  shaping  the  oral 
cavity  while  allowing  free  passage  of  air  from  the  lungs.  The 
primary  criteria  for  the  classification  of  vowels  are:  (1)  the 
distance  between  the  top  of  the  tongue  and  the  roof  of  the  mouth 
-87  and  (2)  the  retraction  or  extension  of  the  tongue.  ....  their 
outlets  are  wide  for  the  air  of  the  sound;  and  none  of  the  (other) 
letters  has  wider  outlets  than  theirs...  "  88 
Arabic  has  six  primary  vowel  phonemes, 
89 
namely  aj,  u, 
a,  1,  and  U.  In  spite  of  the'fact  that  short  vowels  -  as  we  have 
previously  stated-  do  not  always  appear  in  writing,  and  in  spite  of 
the  fact  that  they-were  studied  by  the  earlier  Arabic  linguists 
only  in  relation  with  consonants,  they  are  not  totally  ignored  as 
90 
an  independent  class  of  sounds,  as  one  modern  linguist  thinks. 
87  C.  Sloat  and  others,  Introduction  to  Phonology,  10. 
88  Sibawayh's  statement  as  translated  by  an-Na$$ir  in  his  Ph.  D.  Thesis 
Sibawayhi  The  Phonologist....  -  University  of  York  (1985),  p.  62. 
89  They  are  not  as  N.  lCushmanov  (The  Structure  Of  Arabic  Language,  12) 
claims  :  "Arabic  has  three  vowel  phonemes.  A.  I.  U.  They  may  be  short 
(aj,  u)  or  long  It  is  understood  from  his  statement  that  three  'of 
the  vowels  are  allophones  of  the  others.  This  is  not;  since  both  may 
occur  in  the  same  environment. 
90  AL-Wohaibi,  Qur,  Anic  Variants.  Ph.  D.  Thesis.  Indiana  University 27 
(diagram  of  Arabic  cardinal  vowels) 
Front  Central  Back 
2gh 
i 
The  question  to  be  raised  here  is,  how  far  did  the  early 
Arabic  linguists  recognize  the  short  vowel  in  their  analysis  of  the 
phonetics  and  phonology  of  Arabic?  In  answering  this  question, 
the  following  points  may  be  considered: 
(1)  The  early  Arabic  linguists  do  not  always  organize  their  work 
systematically.  They  mingle  different  things  together,  and 
introduce  the  same  points  in  more  than  one  place.  It  is 
therefore  normal  to  find  a  phenomenon  which  is  discussed  in 
great  detail,  although  no  separate  chapter  is  devoted  to  it. 
The  vowel  is  one  of  these,  especially  the  short  vowel. 
(2)  Although  Arabic  linguists  differentiate  between  long  and 
short  vowels  by  considering  the  former  as  hurOf  (letters) 
0 
and  the  latter  as  Parakit  (movements),  they'  do  in  fact 
believe  that  long  and'short  vowels  are  the  same  except  in 
duration.  Ibn  jinni  comments  "Know  that  the  Parakit  (short 
vowels)  are  parts  of  Purilf  al-madd  wal-lin  (long  vowels  and 
(1982),  p.  190. 
a'a 28 
glides),  namely  ; a,  U,  1,  y,  and  w.  The  early  grammarians  name 
fatpah  /a/  the  small  alif  a  /,  kasrah  /i  small 
yj-7  /I  /yand  Oammahl  u  /,  the  small  wjw 
(ri  /w9  He  continues:  "Do  you  not  know  that  long  vowels 
may  be  found  longer  in  some  phonetic  environment  such  as 
before  the  glottal  stop  and  geminated  consonants  ... 
So 
1  the  short  vowel  may  be  made  longer  and  become  a  long 
vowel  with  )ishbic.  92 
(3)  Arabic  linguists  see  other  similarities  between  the  Parakit 
and  the  Purilf  in  terms  of  their  function: 
a.  SIbawayh  explains  why  the  sound  remains  and  is 
not  approximated  to  /d/  in  such  words  as  Fadaqa 
(he  toldthe  truth),  by  becoming  /z/  or  /  -5  He  states 
that  and  d  are  not  contiguously  pronounced; 
the  short  vowel  a  separates  them93. 
b.  AbfI  cAli  al-Faris!  (-377  A.  H.  )  considers  the  short  vowel  to 
be  as  adequate  ab  arrier  as,  the  long  vowel,  f  or  exa  m  ple: 
a:  /  sidiq  /  (truthful),  and 
a:  /  Fadaqa  (he  told  the  truth). 
Both  a  and  EL  prevent  the  assimilation  of 
and  d  94 
C.  Ibn  jinn!  says:  When  a  consonant  is  followed  by  a  short 
I  vowel,  the  vowel  separates  it  from  the  following 
91  a]-Kh-a$JV$,  2/  327  and  Sirr  $ihicat  al-iTab,  I/  17. 
92  Sirr  finVat  a]-iTjb,  I  /  19-20. 
93  al-Ki0b,  2/  426. 
94  al-Ruflah  JR-qurra,  as-sabcah,  l  /  54. 29 
consonant.  The  difference  between  two  consonants  and 
the  barrier  of  the  short  vowel  come  to  act  -  in  preventing 
assimilation  (badal)  -  as  a  barrier  Parf  (consonant  or 
95  long  vowel)  between  the  two  similar  consonants".  A 
short  vowel  acts  as  a  barrier  between  two  similar 
consonants. 
96 
(4)  Finally,  because  they  believe  that  a  long  vowel  and  its 
corresponding  short  vowel  are  the  same  (as  stated  before  in  2 
above)  except  in  duration,  they  appear  to  find  it  unnecessary 
to  discuss  the  short  vowels  separately. 
With  regard  to  the  vowel  in  general,  "it  seems  obvious  that 
Slbawayh  (and  other  Arabic  linguists)  are  aware  of  the 
distinction  between  phonetics  and  phonology.  To  describe  the 
phonetic  properties  of  the  vowel,  Slbawayh  called  them  letters  of 
madd  and  lin  (softness  and  prolongation),  and  he  called  them 
cillah  (letters)  to  describe  the  way  they  behave  within  the 
structure  of  Arabic.  "  97 
Another  question  to  be  raised  here  is  how  much  the  early 
Arabs  know  of  the  nature  of  the  vowel  in  their  language,  and 
how  accurate  their  description,  of  the  vowel.  is. 
It  is  not  easy  to  answer  such  questions.  Again  some  points 
may  be  detailed  here  (a  full  analysis  of  vowels  is,  beyond  the 
95  W-Munsif,  2/  335. 
96  al-  Kha$94$  2/  320. 
97  an-Na;;  ir,  Sibawayh  the  Phonologist  ...  63. 30 
scope  of  this  thesis): 
I-  Most  Arabic  linguists  discuss  vowels  in  conjunction,  with 
consonants,  in  respect  of  the  place  of  articulation,  including 
Sibawayh,  al-Mubarrid,  Ibn  Jinni,  az-Zamakhsharl,.  and  Ibn 
Yacish.  In  fact  -Ibn  al-Jazarl  seems  to  be  the  most  accurate, 
since  he  groups  the  vowels  and  he  differentiates,  with  respect 
to  the  place  of  articulation  in  particular,  between  the  two 
vowels  /U  and  1/  and  the  two  semi-vowels  /w  -and  y 
which  are  represented  similarly  in  Arabic  script. 
2-  All  the  linguists  of  whom  I  have  made  mention  so  far,  consider 
vowels  as  voiced  phonemes. 
3-  All  of  them  describe  vowels  as  neither  stops  nor  fricatives,  but 
resonants. 
4-  In  the  matter  of  ease  of  utterance  of  vowels,  Slbawayh  says: 
"alif  /A/  is  khaf1fah  (light,  i.  e.  lax),  because  neither  the 
tongue  nor  the  lips  move.  It  is  as  easy  to  produce  as  the 
breath.  It  is  therefore  not  as  thaqflah  (heavy,  i.  e.  tense)  as 
wjw  U  or  yJ-)  /1  /".  98  To  sum  up: 
+  lax  -  tense 
lax  +  tense 
With  relation  to  jaw  opening,  the  Arabs  divide  vowels  into 
two  groups:  first,  the  open  vowel  which  is  produced  with  wide 
jaw  opening,  where  the  distance  between  the  tongue  and  the 
roof  of  the  mouth  is  great.  This  is  the  case  with  the  long  vowel 
98  a]-Kitlb,  2/  357,  see  also  Sirr  $inaat  al-iTAb  and  Diwfin  a]-adab  I 
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99  /a/,  and  what  they  consider  to  be  its  short  counterpart 
a  /.  Second,  the  close  vowel  which  isproduced  with  narrow 
jaw  opening.  This  is  the  case  with  both  /1/  and_  4U/  10  0 
and  their  counterparts  /i/  and  /u/.  -They  realize,  more 
specifically,  that  the  sound  /1  is  more  open  than  U/  and 
less  than  /a  but  that  it  is  more  close  to  /U  than  to 
This  division  helps  them  in  their  discussion  of  the 
interchange  between  vowels,  with  1/  and  /U 
interchanging  with  one  another  more  than  they  do  with  the 
/a/  because  of  this  closer  relationship.  More  details  and 
examples  will  be  provided  later  in  this  thesis. 
(6)  In  the  case  of  the  shape  of  the  lips,  the  only  primary 
roun'ded  vowel  is  /U/  and-its  counterpart  /u/.  Other 
vowels  are  unrounded. 
99  al-Kitab,  2/  406. 
10  0  Ibid. 32 
Main  features  of  primary  Arabic  vowels 
Vowels  -4 
Features 
a  u 
Back  +  + 
Front  +  + 
Mgh  +  +  +  + 
Low  +  + 
Lax  +  + 
Tense  +  + 
Round  +  + 
Close  +  +  +  + 
, -Opený  +  + 
Long  +  +  + 
(7)  When  the  Arabs  speak  about  the  quantity  and  duration  of 
vowels,  they  consider  a  short  vowel'as  a  part  of  its  corresponding 
101 
long  one.  The  only  difference  between  them'is  its  duration. 
102 
Modern  linguists  agree  with  this  conclusion.  Others  claim  that 
10  1  See  for  ex.  Sirr  $inva  t  al-PrA  b,  I/  19. 
102  M.  al-Mubarak,  .  Fiqh  al-lughah  wa,  kha;  ais  al-carabiyyah,  45. 33 
the  differences  are  in  terms  of  quality  as  well  as  in  quantity.,  since 
the  position  of  the  tongue  is  not  the  same, 
103 
as  represented  in 
104  the  following  chart  by  Al-An! 
U- 
i 
Al-An!  came  to,  this  conclusion  by  using  x-rays  (in 
spectrographic  displays)'05;  another  linguist  has  come  to  the 
same  conclusion  by  using  minimal  pairs  with  the  long  vowel  and 
its  corresponding  short  vowel  :"  In-the  minimal  pairs  /  kataba  / 
and  /  kitaba  /,  the  pairs  of.  vowels  /a/  and  /A/  are 
different  in  quality  as  well  as  in  quantity.  The  short  vowel  is 
slightly  more  fronted  and  less  open  than  long  vowel.  ,  106 
The  ration  of  time  that  a  short  vowel  takes  is  only  half  of 
that  of  a  long  vowel,  this  -is  to  say'  1:  2.  This  ratio  may  become  as 
103  A.  cUmar,  DirAsat  as-sawt  al-lughawl,  282-283. 
104  Arabic,  Phonology,  25. 
105  This  was  with  an  Iraqi  subject. 
106  an-Na;;  ir,  Sibawayhi  the  Phonologist 
... 
59. 
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high  as  1:  6  in,  for  example,  the  reciting  of  the  Qur)jn,  where  a 
long  vowel  becomes  extra  long.  The  difference  between  these 
extra  long  vowels  (a,  71,  -U)  and  the  normal  long  vowels  is  not 
phonemic.  It  is  optional.  in  normal  speech  and  reading,  but 
recommended  in  the  reciting  of  the  Qur)jn.  The  two  vowels  are 
regarded  as  allophones  of  the  same  phoneme,  as  in  the  following 
107  examples. 
V  -->  VO",  1.  Before  hamzah  in  medial  and  in  junctural  positions; 
2.  Before  geminated  consonant  in  medial  position, 
3.  In  a-pre-pausal  position,  , 
4.  In  fawitip  as-suwar  (the  beginnings  of  silrahs) 
a  wa  ja)a  (and  he  came), 
dEbbah  (animal), 
- 
ar-Rapma""n  w  (the  merciful), 
QEf  (the  letter  /q  /). 
1-4-1  wa  jVa  (and  (they)  were  brought), 
,  e, 
ar-Rapi  mw  (the  compassionate), 
01m 
(the  letters  h  and  m).  Ha  MT 
a 
a  sff)  (evil), 
)atupa  j'ju  nni  ((come)  you  to  dispute  with  me, 
turpamu"h  w  (you  may  obtain  mercy), 
NU-n  (the  letter  /n  /).  108 
107  Abri  Bakr,  The  Tezt  of  the  Qur,,  In  ...  172-173. 
108  More  detailed  description  will  be  given  later,  in  the  sub-chapter  of 
vowel  lengthening  and  shortening,  pp.  24. 
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The  over-long  vowel  is  not  the  only  allophone  of  the  vowels 
in  Arabic.  Most  of  the  vowels-  may.  have  allophonic  variants 
which  occur  in  differen  -t  environments.  We  have  seen  (in  1.2.1.2. 
above)  some  of  the  allophonic  variation  of  vowels.  In  brief,  the 
109  ' 
secondary  vowels,  which  can  be  regarded  as  allophonic  or 
dialectal  variations,  are: 
I.  a  --4  E  rapmah  IrapmEh  I  (mercy)  (light  imilah), 
e  rap  m  ah  rap  m  eh  I  (strong  im  jlah), 
D  rapmah  [  rapm;,  h  I  (tafkhIm 
a/  rapmah  rapmah  (standard). 
2.  AE/  cilim  /  -->  I  c[lim  (scholar)  (light  imilah), 
6/  cilim  /  -4  1  C61im  I  (strong  imilah), 
i  sj)a  /  -->  [sVa  Hbe  bad)  (over  -le  ngthe  ning), 
S.  qjla  /  (he  said)  (standard).  - 
1  giyjml-->  [Fiyaml  (fasting)  G  approximated  to  W, 
i  labisa  /  (he  -wore)  (standard). 
4.1  il  qlla  /  --.  )  [qlla  I  (it  is  said)  G  approximated  to  u), 
If  /  Si2a  /  -*  ,  [ST-la  I  (...  he  was  grieved  ... 
)  (over- 
lengthening), 
fil  /  (elephant)  (standard). 
ma  J*  c  ig  r  /-  -->  [ma  cf  cer  (f  rightene  d) 
approximated  to  1), 
siff)  /  -4  [  su-)  I  (badness)  (over  -lengthening), 
U/  sUr  /  (fence)  (standard). 
109  a]-KhapIis,  3  /  121,  and  Sirr  finaat  al-ilrab,  I/  50-51. 36 
(diagram  of  allophonic  variation  in  Arabic  vowels) 
(i0i)(u,  11  ) 
(  a,,  A) 
To  compare  Arabic  and  English,  the  long  *vowel  in  Arabic  is 
a  pure  vowel,  while  it  is  diphthongized  in  English.  '  10 
Generally  speaking,  secondary  vowels  in  Arabic  are  non- 
functional  sounds;  in  the  following  example,  the  two  words  of  the 
pairs  are  morphologically  identical: 
Cilim  Celim 
qIIa  q!  Ia 
m  ao*cilr  m  av  cRr 
SPa  S  Va 
S-)  SiP  U 
I  10 
-  Gairdner,  Phonetics  of  Arabic,  3  5. 37 
1.4.  Semi-vowels: 
A  semi-vowel  is  "a  speech  sound  which  can  have  certain 
features  of  a  vowel  and  consonant;  such  sounds  have  open 
approximation  of  the  articulators  and  very  little  friction  noise.  " 
They  are  sometimes  called  glides.  Arabic,  like  many  other 
languages,  has  two  semi-vowels  only:  /y/  and  /w/.  They 
both  involve  tongue  raising  as  a  main  feature.  The  movement  is 
upwards,  and  for  /y  is  forwards,  but  for  w/  is  backwards. 
As  we  have  seen  earlier,  the  two  semi-vowels  in  Arabic 
have  no  special  symbols  in  the  writing  system;  they  have  the 
same  as  those  of  the  corresponding  long  vowels.  Even  though  the 
two  letters  function  as  long  vowels  and  as  semi-vowels  /  similar 
semi-consonants  glides,  it  is  not  difficult  to  differentiate 
between  them.  A  long  vowel  in  Arabic  cannot  be  followed  by  a 
short  one;  if  so  the  long  vowel  will  become  a  semi-vowel.  alif 
5.  /  is  the  only  pure  long  vowel  in  Arabic  that  has  no 
corresponding  semi-vowel. 
1.  a.  cvc  as  in  mil  (wealth), 
cv  as  in  mi  (what), 
*VC  112 
CVV 
2.  a.  y+  v  as  in  yabisa  (dried), 
c+y  as  in  ýaby  (gazelle), 
V+  Y+c  as  in  bayt  (house), 
IIR.  Hartmann,  Dictionary  of  Language  and  Linguistics,  205-206. 
112  This  sign  N  will  be  used  in  this  work  to  denote  that  the  respective 
sound,  word,  or  combination  does  not  occur  in  Classical  Arabic  or  any 
language  in  question. 38 
v+  y+  v  as  in  bayin  (announcement), 
b.  '-W  +v  as  in  wacada  (promised), 
c+  w-  as  in  jarW  (puppy), 
.v+w+c  as  in  nawm  (sleeping), 
113  v+w+v  as  in  mawidd  (material). 
Being  semi-consonants,  /w/  and  /y/  do  not 
interchange  as'frequently  as  their  correlate  long  vowels  /U 
and  /1/.  SIbawa'yh  and  other  gr  I ammarians  emphasize  this. 
Diphthongs  in'Arabic  are  a  combination  of  a  vowel  and  a 
glide  /  semi-vowel. 
1.5.  Distinctive  features: 
A  sound  should  be  distinguishe'd  from  other  s6uhds  by'  at 
least  one  feature,  in  order  to  ,  be  regarded  as  an'  independent 
phoneme.  Such  features  are  also  important  in  that  they  are  held 
to  account  for  the'  occurrence  of  ass  I imilation  between  some  sounds 
and  not  others. 
There'  are  many  distinguishing  features  to  be  discussed  in 
relation  to  the  place  of  articulation,  manner  of  articulation,  tongue 
position,  lip  shape,  and  prosodic  features.  However,  we  will  discus 
only  some  of  the  most  important  features;  the  others  will  be 
presented  in  chart  form. 
113  More  details  will  be  seen  later. 39 
1.5-1.  Voiced  versus  voiceless: 
Sounds  produced  with  the  vibration  of  the  vocal  cords  are 
called  voiced,  those  that  are  not  called  voiceless. 
The  term  voiced  is  the  most  common  equivalent  of  the 
Arabic  majhUr.  as  the  term  voiceless  is  of  the  Arabic  mahm(Is. 
Other  terms  used  to  render  these  two  Arabic  words  are  as 
follows:  114 
mathur  vs.  _mahmffs 
f  ortis  vs.  lenis 
non-breathed  vs.  breathed 
pressed  vs.  non-pressed 
sonore  vs.  sourd 
sonorous  vs.  muffled. 
The  earlier  Arabic  grammarians  and  phoneticians  agree 
that  the  voiceless  sounds  are:  h,  ý,  X,  'S,  ý,  S,  t,  e,  and  f.  They  all 
have  all  been  described  by  modern  linguists  as  voiceless  in 
today's  fuFpj  "standard  language"  (M.  S.  A.  ). 
.a 
The  voiced  consonants,  according  to  the  almost  unanimous 
opinion  of  the  early  Arabic  grammarians,  are  :  ),  c,  x,  q,  j,  7,1,1.9  ro 
n,  t,  d,  z,  6,4,  b,  m,  and  w.  These  are  all  undoubtedly  voiced  in 
modern  Arabic,  with  three  exceptions:  the  glottal  stop 
/q/,  and  /t/.  115 
114  Blanc.  "  The  Sonorous  vs.  Muffled  Distinction  in  Old  Arabic  Phonology" 
Readings  in  Arabic  Linguistics  (1973),  P.  128,  and  Bakalla  M.  Phil. 
Thesis  (1970).  p.  286.1 
1  Ibrahim  Anis  a]-Aswat  al-lughawiyyah,  2  1,  Bakalla,  M.  Phil.  Thesis, 
pp.  . 
295  -296,  and  Abri  bakr  al-Khalifah,  Ph.  D.  Thesis,  p.  216. 40 
These  three  sounds  must  either  have  changed  over  the 
years  or  have  been  originally  wrongly  described  by  either  early 
or  modern  linguists. 
I 41 
(  Distinctive  Featuers  of  Arabic  Sounds  (1)) 
Sounds  ---4 
Features,  ý  b  rn  f  n  Z  S  t  d 
consonantal  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  + 
vocalic 
continuant  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  + 
voiced  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  + 
sonorant  -  +  +  +  + 
nasal  -  +  + 
lateral  -  + 
emphatic  -  -  -  -  +  +  +  +  + 
qalqalah  +  + 
sibilant 
hushing 
anterior  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  +  + 
coronal 
tense 
high 
low 
back 
round 
long 
The  feature  "high"  ýis  limited  here  to  vowels.  Consonants  de- 
scribed  as  high  /  mustacff  /  are  listed  under  "emphatic". 42 
N 
(  Distinctive  Featuers  of  Arabic  Sounds  (2)) 
Sounds 
Featuressý 
consonantal 
vocalic 
continuant 
voiced 
sonorant' 
nasal 
lateral 
emphatic 
qalqalah 
sibilant 
hushing 
anterior 
coronal 
tense 
high 
low- 
back 
round  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 
long  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 
The  features  -  tense  "high",  "low",  "back",  "round",  and 
"long"  are  relevant  mainly  to  the  production  of  vowels. 43 
A  consideration  of  certain  aspects  of  thse  three  sounds  may 
help  to  resolve  this. 
1.  /3/: 
a.  The  written  symbol  for  this  sound  is  in  most  cases  dependent 
on  another  symbol,  i.  e.,  one  associated  with  a  long  vowel: 
on  lalif  /,  e.  g.  "  jsI  **  (to-eat), 
.1", 
(Ibraham),  under  lalif  /,  e.  g.  r.  Al_ýj 
on  lwjw,  l,  e.  g.  (a  believer), 
on  IyA,  /,  e.  g.  (it  was  read), 
independent,  e.  g.  (load). 
b.  This  sound,  as  we  have  seen,  has  allophones  in  which  it 
becomes  musahhalah  -(pronounced  easily)  and  bayna 
bayna  (in  between-the  actual  glottal  stop  and  the  vowel  that 
precedes  it).  In  this  respect  gains  someývoicedness  from 
the  vowels.  The  Arabs  describe  it  in  a  way  similar  to  the 
vowels.  In  point  of  fact,,  they  describe  the  features  of  some  of 
its  allophones  and  they  generalize  them. 
c.  Because'of  its  frequent  connection  with  alif 
116  /a  the 
Arabs  may  have  described  it  as  ir  they  had  been  -describing 
alif  /a/  in  the  matter  of  voicedness. 
d.  The  vibration  which  immediately  follows  the  release  of  sound 
gave  the  Arabic  grammarians  the  impression  that  this  sound 
is  voiced. 
117 
e.  On  the  other  hand,  the  glottal  stop  has  been  described 
116  Cantineau.  DurCjs  fl  ilm  aswat  a]-carabiyyah.  3  5. 
117  AbQ  Bakr  al-Khalirah.  Ph.  A  Thesis,  227. 44 
as  neutral  in  respect  of  voicedness;  it  is  neither  voiced  nor 
voiceless. 
118 
2.  /qI: 
The  sound  /q/  is  described  as  a  voiced  uvular  stop  by 
the  early  grammarians;  however,  in  contemporary  standard 
Arabic  it  is  realized  as  voiceless.  I  believe  that  it  was  a  voiced 
sound,  for  these  reasons: 
a.  The  unanimous  opinion  among  both  early  linguists  and  tajwld 
scholars  is  that  this  sound  is  voiced. 
b.  The  linguists  list  it  among  the  qalqalah  sounds. 
c.  A  modern  linguist  believes,  that  Classical  Arabic  had  a  voiced 
as  well  as  a  voiceless  /  qjf  /  in  SIbawayh's  time.  119-  The 
symbol  given  to  this  sound  /q/  is  for  the  voiceless  sound 
that  occurs  in  most  modern  Arabic.  The  Classical  voiced 
Arabic  /  qjf  /  should  have  a  voiced  symbol  [G1. 
d.  In  the  Sfidan,  Qur-linic  readers  pronounce  it  voiced.  120 
e.  This  sound  is  voiced  in  some  modern  Arab  dialects  such  as 
those  of  the  northern  Arabian  Peninsula  and  eastern  Tunisia. 
This  fact  makes  modern  linguists  believe  that  it  was 
118  See  An  Outline  of  English  Phonetics,  150,  Bakalla,  M.  Phil.  Thesis,  p. 
297,1.  Anis,  al-AfwAt  al-lughawiyyah,  90,  and  Fi  al-lahaiat  al- 
carabiyyah,  77. 
119  "The  Sonorous  vs.  Muffled  Distinction  in  Old  Arabic  Phonology", 
Readings  in  Arabic  Linguistics,  (1973).  134. 
120  Ph.  D.  Thesis,  p.  224.  AbU  Bakr  graduated  from  the  Khalwas  school  of 
Qira?  at  in  SFjdAn-  He  was  advised  by  his  teachers  (1943)  not  to 
pronounce  the  sound'  /q/  as  a  voiceless  stop  Mid). 45 
originally  a  voiced  sound  in  Classical  Arabic.  121 
3.  /tI: 
Again  this  sound  is  described  by  al-Khalll  and  his 
successors  as  voiced,  while  it  is  found  in  modern  Arabic  as 
voiceless.  SIbawayh  states  that  "This  sound  without  itbiq  would 
be  /d/  122, 
which  is  voiced  "  123.  In.  the  science  of  Qiri-lit,  it  is 
listed  among  the  qalqalah  sounds  which  are  voiced.  Moreover,  it 
is  found  voiced  in  some  dialects  of  Yemen  124 
and  Tchad.  125 
There  is  also  another  variant  of  the  sound  /t/  namely 
the  approximated  to  /t/,  which  was  disapproved  of  in 
Classical  Arabic.  126  his  secondary  sound  may  have  driven  out 
the  original  one,  which  has  gradually  been  disappearing  from 
most  forms  of  Arabic. 
In  fact,  modern  qurri),  unlike  the  modern  linguisticians, 
regard  these  three  sounds  qt/  as  voiced 
consonants,  as  they  are  described  in  classical  Arabic.  127 
12  1  Cantineau,  Durris  B  41m  awat  al-arabiyyah,  I  10. 
122  Using  for  Arabic  ta,  the  phonetic  symbol  /t/  is  not  accurate  for  a 
voiced  Classical  Arabic  .6V;  however,  it  indicates  the  modern  voiceless 
sound,  the  counterpart  of  /t/.  Classical  NI,  /  is  a  counterpart  of 
d  and  a  better  symbol  for  it  would  be  As  for  the  sound  wa 
4  would  replace 
123  al-Kitab,  2/  406. 
124  This  is  stated  by  Glaser  and  restated  later  by  Rossi  (see:  Cantineau. 
DurOs  B  aswat  a]-,  arabiyyah,  50). 
125  Mentioned  by  Kampffmayer  in  his  article  on  the  Arab  dialects  of  vadai 
(east  of  Lake  Tchad);  see  Cantineau  Obid) 
.51. 
126  See  1.2.2.  no.  6,  above. 46 
1.5.2.  Continuants  vs.  non-continu  ants: 
Arabic  phoneticians  have  divided  Arabic  sounds  into  three 
groups  in  relation  to  continuity:  the  first  group  is  shadidah  (stops 
or  plosives)  which  are  produced  by  a  complete  oral  closure  and 
velar  closure. 
128  Arabic  has  eight  stop  consonants,  they  are:  ),  q, 
k,  j,  d,  t,  to  and  b.  The  second  is  Rikhwah  (fricatives).  Arabic 
fricative  sounds  are  :  h,  ý,  c,  x,  'K,  9,  ?,  SO  0  4,9,  and  f.  It  is 
Z* 
go 
surprising  to  find  unanimous  exclusion  of  the  sound  /c/  from 
fricative  sounds  by  the  early  Arabs.  I  assume  that  the  reason 
behind  this  exclusion  is  al-Khaill's  consideration  of  /c/  as  the 
farthest  sound  in  the  Palq  129  (pharynx),  which  he  considered  to 
be  close  to  the  point  of  articulation  of  the  vowels.  Thus  al-Khaill's 
130 
followers  all  regarded  /c/  as  neither  stop  nor  fricative 
Ibrdhim  Anis  gives  another  possible  explanation:  "  The  reason 
might  be  the  weakness  of  its  Paff  (rustling)  in  comparison  with 
/  -e  /;  this  weakness  brings  it  close  to  /m/,  /n/,  and  /I/ 
which  are  close  to  vowel  soundsl3l.  The  third  group  is  resonants 
or  sonorants,  sounds  in  between  stops  and  fricatives.  This  group 
127  See  for  example:  cAbd  ul-  Fattab  al-  Mar$afi,  Hidayat  al-qAri  oiJJ  tajwld 
kahim  al-  Bfiri,  97. 
128  C.  Hockett.  A  Course  in  Modern  Linguistics,  70. 
129  al-Ayn,  I/  47. 
130  Ibn  al-jazari  lists  /c/  among  sounds  that  are  neither  stop  nor 
fricative  (an  -Nashr,  I/  202),  but  'when  he  discusses  it  elsewhere,  he 
regards  it  as  a  stop.  He  says:  "If  /c/  is  vowelless  (sakinah)  and 
followed  by  a  vowelless  sound,  its  voicedness  and  plosiveness  should  be 
maintained"  (an  -Nashr,  I/  220) 
131  1.  Anis,  al-AsMit  W-JughawiYYah,  88. 47 
includes  the  Arabic  sounds: 
nasals  :m  and  n, 
liquids  :I  and  r, 
glides  :w  and  y, 
vowels  :  a,  A,  i,  i,  u  and  0, 
and  as  we  have  seen  the  Arabs  add  the  sound  c 
wrongly. 
Both  the  early  qurra,  and  the  modern  qurra,  describe 
this  sound  as  bayna  ash-shadidah  wa  ar-Rikhwah  (neither  stop 
nor  fricative,  i.  e.  sonorant).  132 
132  See  for  example:  Abdul-  Fattali  al-  Mar;  afi,  Hidlyat  al-qjr!  41A  taiwid 
kahim  al-  bAri,  97. Chapter  Two 48 
Chapter  Two 
Types  of  Assimilation 
Definitions: 
Before  giving  the  definition  of  the  phenomenon  of 
assimilation,  some  examples  will  be  provided  as  illustrations: 
1.  /*  idtaci  /  ---)  [  iddaci  I  (he  claimed) 
t  -4  d/d 
wh  I ere  C,  C2  CI  Cl  (C  -  Consonant)" 
2.  )a]  Fibir  ---4  [  )aF  Fibir  I  (patient) 
I  ----)  ;/-ý 
where  C,  C2  C2  C2 
wagtabir  --4  1  wagtabir  I  (and  be  patient) 
t-t/- 
where  C,  C2  CI  C3 
-an  bigrika  --ý  I  -am  b(Irika  I  (that  blessed  are) 
n-+m/_b 
where  CI  C2  -*  C3'  C2 
)in  kuntum  --+  [  )in  E&ntum  I  (if  you  are) 
ij  - 
iý 
where  :  Cl  C2  C3  C4 
(The  mark  Cý  I  indicates  nasality  of  sounds,  and  the  symbol  [0 
indicates  a  velar  nasal.  ). 
The  use  of  C  here  is  purely  arbitrary,  since  -  assimilation  is  not  limited  to 
consonants  but  also  extends  to  include  vowels  and  semi-vowels.  It  would 
perhaps  be  more  accurate  to  use  S-  "sound". 49 
iq*talama  /  --4  1  iffalama  I  (to  do  injustice) 
a 
t-ç/_ 
4-4t  /-t 
where  :,  Cl  C2  -'  C3  C3-, 
, 
It  is  perhaps  appropriate  to  give  other  linguists'-  definitions 
before  I  give  my  own. 
1.  Ida  C.  Ward  :  "Assimilation  may  be  defined  as  the  process  of 
replacing  a  sound  by  another  sound  under  the  influence  of  a 
*,  2  third  sound  which  is  near  to  it  in  a  word  or  a  sentence  . 
This  definition  is  not  complete  enough  to  cover  all  possible 
kinds  of  assimilation.  Three  of  our  preceding  examples  (1,2. 
and  5)  are  outside  of  the  phenomenon  of  assimilation 
according  to  this  definition,  since  the  influence  is  that  of  one 
sound  upon  the  other  and  not  that  of  a  third. 
2.  R.  Hartmann:  "  The  process  of  result  of  two  sounds  becoming 
identical  or  similar,  due  to  the  influence  of  one  upon  the 
-  other 
The  environment  here  excludes  two  of  the  preceding 
examples  (3  and  4),  since  the  effect  there  is  caused,  by  a  third 
sound. 
D.  Abercrombie:  "changes  in  pronunciation  which  take  place 
under  certain  circumstances  at  the  ends  and  the  beginnings  of 
wor  s-4 
2  The  Phonetics  of  English  (1945  ),  185-186.  The  same  kind  of  definition 
is  given  by  Daniel  Jones.  An  Outline  of  English  Phonetics  (1956  )  217- 
218. 
3A  Dictionary  of  Language  and  Linguistics,  2  1. 
4  Elements  of  General  Phonetics  (1967  ),  133. 50 
This  definition  excludes  the  middle  of  the  word  as  an 
environment  where  assimilation  might  take  place,  as  in  our 
examples  0  and  3)  above. 
Arabic  is  not  the  only  language  that  has  assimilation  in 
the  middle  of  words;  many  other  languages  have,  including 
English.  The  English  word  /  congress  /  is  pronounced  as 
I  coý)ress  1. 
4.  Roger  Lass:  "In  assimilation,  one  segment  becomes  more  like  (or 
identical  to)  another  (or  two  become  more  like  each  other)"5. 
6  This  definition  does  not  give  the  reason  for  assimilation. 
These  definitions  are  merely  examples  of  those  given  by 
different  linguists.  I  am  not  ruling  out  the  possibility  that  there 
are  more  accurate  definitions  unknown  to  me. 
By  combining  more  than  one  of  the  above  definitions,  we 
can  produce  a  more  accurate  definition:  assimilation  is  the 
process  in  which  sounds  become  identical  or  more  alike  under 
the  influence  of  a  third  sound  or  that  of  one,  upon  the  other.  It 
may  occur  at  the  beginning,  in  the  middle,  or  at  the  ends  of 
words. 
Assimilation  is  the  most  common  cause  of  sound  change.  It 
plays  a  great  part  in  phonology  and  phonetics.  Thus  it  occurs 
frequently,  both  as  a  wide  general-  heading  and  as  one  of  a 
number  of  sub-headings  of  some  other  wide  general  heading. 
Examples  of  the  sub-headings  found  under  it  are: 
5  Phonology..  (1984  ),  171. 
6A  definition  similar  to  this  is  given  by  C.  M.  Wise.  Applied  Phonetics 
(1975),  153. 51 
a.  nasalization, 
7  b.  palatalization, 
c.  assibilation,  8 
d.  vowel  harmony. 
Examples  of  headings  under  which  it  may  occur  are  : 
a.  sounds  in  context, 
b.  sound  change, 
c.  morphophonemic  change, 
d.  sound  shift, 
e.  Phonetic  laws, 
f.  sounds  in  connected  speech, 
g.  phonological  processes. 
similitude: 
Some  linguists  differentiate  between  similitude  and 
assimilation.  similitude  has  been  defined  as  "the  pronunciation  of 
one  segment  being  influenced  by  the  pronunciation  of  an 
adjacent  segment"9.  Daniel  Jones  says  that  "  The  difference 
between  similitude  and  assimilation  most  be  clearly  observed. 
7"  This  process  superimposes  a  palatal 
, 
articulation  on  non-palatal 
consonants  which  are  followed  by  a  front  vowel  or  glide.  Palatalization 
produces  sounds  such  as  the  I  Py  [  my  1,  [  kY  1,  and  [  fY  in  the  words 
pure.  mule,  cute,  and  few  from  the  palatal  consonants  pmk1,  and 
f  See  C.  Sloat,  Introduction  to  Phonology,  113. 
8"  The  process  by  which  a  sto'p  consonant  becomes  a  sibilant  (  groove 
fricative.  groove  spirant  whistling  )  consonant  owing  to  assimilation" 
(see  R.  Hartmann  and  others,  Dictionary  of  Language  and  Linguistics, 
21,208. 
9  Hartmann,  Dictionary  of  Languages  and  Linguistics,  209. 52 
Similitude  is  the  use  of  a  certain  variety  of  sound  at  the  present 
time.  An  assimilation  is  the  process  of  replacing  one  sound  by 
another  under  particular  conditions.  "  10 
From  these  definitions  of  assimilation  and  similitude,  it  is  to 
be  noted  that  the  main  difference  between  the  two  processes'is 
that,  in  similitude,  a  sound  is  compared  with  itself  in  different 
positions,  while,  in  assimilation,  a  sound  is  compared  with 
neighboring  sounds. 
An  example  of  similitude  is  the  voiceless  velar  ýtop  sound 
/k/  which  is  articulated  forward  after  front  vowels  as  in  the 
word  /  kill  /,  and  backward  after'back  vowels  as  in  the  word 
/  call  /.  A  simple  form  for  this  is  as  below: 
--4  front  /-v 
front 
I 
k  --4  b  ack  /- 
b  ack 
Similitude,  however,  may  perhaps  still  be  considered  as  a 
branch  of  assimilation. 
A  question  to  be  raised  here  is  that  of  what  the  reason 
behind  the  assimilation  of  sounds  is. 
Languages  behave  differently  in  relation  to  assimilation.  An 
accurate  rule  that  applies  in  one  language  can  not  necessarily  be 
applied  to  other  languages;  even  within  one  language  dialects 
may  not  behave  similarly.  In  all  languages,  the  phenomenon  of 
assimilation  is  found.  Considering  this  point,  al-Khaill  Ibn  Ahmad 
a 
observes  that  languages  are  not  the  same  in  the  way  in  which 
10  Th  e  Pron  uncia  tion  of  English,  12  8.,  - 53 
they  combine  sounds  and  form  words;  that  in  Arabic  certain 
combinations  may  occur  that  may  not  occur  in  other  languages, 
and  that  Arabic  avoids  certain  word-formations  that  may  occur 
in  other  languages.  Of  this  last  phenomenon,  he  gives  as 
examples  the  beginnings  of  a  word  with  a  consonant  not  followed 
by  a  vowel'and  the  consecutive  occurrence  within  a  word  of  two 
such  consonants'.  11 
An  example  of  these  differences  is  that  "an  Arabic  speaking 
person  would  find  it  difficult  to  utter  the  word  'monroe'  without 
assimilating  the  sound  /n/  to  that  of  /r/,  producing  *  mor- 
ro  I  instead  of  [  monroe  1.  The  same  applies  to  an  /n  that  is 
next  to  /b/  or  /p/  as  in  'unborn'  and  'unpredictable'.  Indeed 
we'know  that  English  shares  assimilation  of  this'kind  with 
Arabic  in  certain  words,  such  as  'impossible'  and  'impropor  12 
Differences  also  occur  between  even  the  languages  of  one 
family,  such  as  Arabic  and  Hebrew.  'An  example  of  assimilation 
in  Hebrew,  quoted  from  Gleason  is:  mibbayit  /  (from  a 
house)  from  the  base  forms  /  min  (from)  and  I*bayit 
(house)".  13 
Arabic  has  the  same  morphemes  that  Hebrew  has  cited 
above.  /  min  /  (from),  and  /'  bayt  /  (a  house),  even  though, 
when  the  two  words  occur  contiguously,  a  partial  assimilation 
occurs  here  and  not  complete  assimilation  as  happens  in  Hebrew. 
The  combined  words  would  be  pronounced  as  [  mim  bayt  1.  The 
n/  does  not  become  /b/  but  rather  becomes  another 
IA  cumar.  al-Bahth  a]-lughavvi  ind  al-arab,  83. 
12  al-Wohaibi.  Quranic  Variants,  pp.  137-138. 
13  Gleason.  Descriptive  Linguistics,  84. 54 
bilabial  sound  /m/.  This  can  be  reformulated  as: 
n+b  ---  >m+b:  in  Arabic 
b+b:  in  Hebrew 
Concerning  assimilation,  a  question  to  be  raised  is  under 
what  conditions  it  occurs.  Again,  languages  are  not  the  same  so 
far  as  these  conditions  are  concerned.  However,  the  prime  cause 
of  the  phenomenon  of  assimilation  is  phonological  conditioning. 
These  changes  of  sounds  are  caused  mainly  by  the 
speaker's  speed  of  utterance;  the  rapid  movement  of  the  speech 
organs  from  one  position  to  another  causes  both  of  the  two 
sounds  to  change  either  into  a  third  or  into  two  other  sounds 
very  similar  to  one  another.  The  English  phrase  "this  young 
man",  spoken  rapidly,  would  be  pronounced  as  §aD  man 
When  the  assimilation  of  sounds  is  caused  by  "careless" 
speech  it  is  called  "negligent  assimilation". 
14  An  example  in 
Arabic  is  the  phrase:  sawfa  afOal  (I  will  do).  This  is  pronounced 
as  saw  af  cal  or  saf  af  call  5.  Rapid  speech  which  usually  causes 
the  assimilation  of  sounds  to  each  other  or  the  deletion  of  sounds, 
is  found  mostly  among  Bedouin.  16 
In  general,  the  following  law  may  be  cited  for  changes  in 
sounds  :  "when  two  sounds  undergo  assimilation,  the  stronger  (s) 
one  dominates  the  weaker  (w)  one". 
17  This  holds  good  for  most 
cases.  A  similar  statement  is  made  by  Ibn  jinni. 
14  D.  Jones.  The  Pronunciation  of  English,  127-128. 
15 
al-Kha$44,9,2  /  440. 
16  1.  Anis,  R  al-lahaiat  al-carabiyyah,  71.1 
17  J.  Foley,  Function  of  Theoretical  phonology,  133. 
18  al-Mun$if,  2/  328. 55 
+  consonant.  +  consonant. 
+  strong 
strong  strong  -+  strong 
+  strong  strong 
--j  (optional) 
Examples  are: 
voiceless,  -->  voiced  /  voiced  -11.  ., 1 
/  ýiztapama  /  ---->  [  -lizdapama  I  (to  be  crowded.  ). 
non-emphatic  emphatic  /  emphatic  --- 
/  -)ýstabara  -4  [  )ýstabara  I  (to  be  patient.  ). 
It  is  not  only  phonetic  and  phonological  rules  that 
determine  -  sound  changes;  morphological  and  syntactical 
conditions  may  also,  be  involved  in  both  the  causing  and 
inhibiting  of  assimilation.  Examples  are: 
Root  verb 
1.  dwm  ddwim  (continue) 
nomen  aszentis 
dVim  (continuing) 
2.  pwl  Piwil  (try) 
3.  nwl  ndwil  (hand) 
PMI  (obstacle  /  obstructing) 
nVil  (giving) 
In  columns  two  and  three,  the  semi-vowel  as  central 
radical  has  the  same  environment  phonologically,  although  it 
changes  to  the  glottal  stop  /,  /,,  in  column  three  for  purely 
morphological  reasons;  the  alternative  in  the  central  radical 
avoids  ambiguity. 
"Assimilations  are  not  compulsory  in  many  languages, 
including  English.  A  speaker  may,  if  he  chooses,  avoid  making 56 
the_m  ".  19  They  are  not  "  mostly  obligatory  in  English  as  A.  al- 
20  Fdris  thinks 
On  the  other  hand,  in  Arabic,  this  point  has  to  be 
considered  from  two  separate  viewpoints,  first  that  of  the  Arabic 
language  in  general,  and  second  that  of  the  recitation  of  the 
Qur)jn. 
As  for  the  first,  some  types  of  assimilation  are  obligatory. 
The  speaker  has  to  assimilate  sounds  in  certain  environments,  as 
for  example  the  /I/  of  the  definite  article  (al-),  when  followed 
by  al-purfif  ag-gamsiyyah  (the  sun  letters): 
al-badr  (the  moon), 
*  al-Fadr  (the  chest), 
al-ghir  (the  cave), 
al-nir  (the  fire), 
an-nar., 
Another  case  of  compulsory  assimilation  in  Arabic  is  that  of 
the  t/  that  is  infixed  after  the  first  radical  in  the  /  iftacala 
/  form  and  its  derivatives.  This  /t/  is,  replaced  by  the 
emphatic  sounds 
I/ 
t/  in  certain  environments;  after  itbdq 
sounds  [,  ý,  0,  t,  41: 
ipabara  ýstabara  (to  become  patient), 
iotaraba  iotaraba  (to  be  shaken  or  disturbed), 
io*talama  [Jo*talama  (to  act  unjustly), 
ittalaca  iýtalaca  1,  (to  become  clear). 
is  replaced  by  d  after  /d  and  /z 
19  Abercromlie  ,  Elements  of  General  Phonetics,  135. 
20  "Assimilation  in  Arabic  and  English.  MKAU  18  (1976).  p.  26.  He  says: 
"Assimilation  in  English  is  mostly  phonemic  and  obligatory  ". 57 
*/  idtaca  /  --4  [  iddaca  I  (to  claim), 
*/  icftakara  /  --*  [  io*dakara  I  (to'remember), 
at  I ina  izdjna  I  (to  become  beautiful), 
Other  cases  of  obligatory  assimilation  are,  for  example: 
raoiwa  /  ---4'  [  raoiya  I  (to  be  satisfied), 
siwjm  /  giyjm  I  (fasting), 
siwit  siyjt  I  (whips), 
maywit  /  -4  mayyit  I  (dead), 
maroiw  /  --->  maroiyy  I  (satisfied), 
m  uyqin  mU  qin  I  (convinced), 
*/  iwtaFala  /  --->  I  ittaFala  I  (to  be  connected). 
In  fact  most  contiguous  assimilations  in  Arabic  are  either 
obligatory  or  recommended;  most  non-contiguous  assimilations 
are  optional. 
As  for  the  second  viewpoint,,  that  of  the  recitation  of  the 
Qur,  fin,  we  find  that  Muslims  in  general  and  qurri)  in 
particular  take  special  care  in  this;  in  the  recitation  of  the 
Qur-lin  assimilations  are  obligatory  which  are  optional  in 
ordinary  speech.  Qurri-Ifollowed  the  instruction  ofAbn  Mascrid, 
jawwida  al-Qur-lin  wa  zayyinilhu  bi  -)apsani  al-)aýwjt  (make 
excellent  your  reciting  of  the  Qur)jn  and  adorn  it  with  the  best 
voice). 
We  may  see  from  Ibn  Mujahid,  a  famous  scholar  in  the 
science  of  tajwid,  to'what  extent  such  assimilation  is  taken  in 
recitation  of  the  Qur)jn.  "The  following  are  some  verses  in  which 
assimilation  is  obligatory: 58 
/  qad.  tabayyana  /  should  be  read  as  [  qat  tabayyana  I 
(has  become  clear),  /  wa  laqad  tarakn,!  /  should  be  read  as 
[wa  laqat  tarakni  (and  we  have  left),  /  wa  qjIat  tPifatun  / 
should  be  read  as  wa  qUat  ;  Vifatun  I  (a  section  of  the  people 
said),  and  hammat  ti-WatAn!  /  should  be  read  as 
[h  am  m.  a  ti-Watin!  I  (two  parties 
'meditated); 
in  all 
assimilation  should  take  place...  it  is  foreign  to  the  speech  of  the 
Arabs  and  very  weak  without  assimilation 
21 
Now  we  turn  to  Arabic  to  see  what  sub-headings  may  be 
listed  under  this  general  heading  of  assimilation  and  also  under 
general  headings  assimilation  may  occur: 
1.  Idgbim: 
The  term  idghim,  in  its  general  sense,  covers  most  of  the 
assimilation  processes.  However,  it  is  not  an  equivalent  term 
exactly  to  the  English  "assimilation".  -  The  closest  Arabic  term  to 
this  is  taqjrub  al-aýwjt  . 
The  term  idghdm,  as  used  by  the  Kilfan  school  of 
grammar,  and  iddighim  as  used  by  the  Ba$ran  school,  is 
defined  as  the.  gemination  in  pronunciation  of  two  identical 
sounds;  these  may  be  written  as  one  letter  with  shaddah 
(doubling  marker)  above  it.  This  is  usually  phonetically 
represented  as  either  (cc)  or  (0. 
I'n  fact,  the  Arabs  use  the  term  idghim  for  pure 
gemination  without  assimilation,  complete  assimilation  which 
leads  to  gemination  as  a  final  'result,  and  partial  assimilation 
21  Kitab  as-sabah  R  8I-q!  rAj-v,  115. 59 
where  there  is  no  gemination  at  all. 
These  different  uses  encompassed  by  the  term  idgh2m 
may  be  represented  as  follows: 
1.  Gemination: 
in  its  strict  sense,  which  is  the  combination  of  two 
identical  sounds.  This  gemination  may  be: 
a.  Contiguous,  where  the  two  sounds  are  adjacent  without  a 
short  vowel  in  between.  This  type  of  assimilation  is  only 
found  in  across-  word-  boundary  positions  C,  fo  C, 
e.  g.  bal  Jahu  ballahu  /  (but  for  him).  The 
gemination  here  is  optional,  that  is  to  say  the  speaker  can 
make  a  short  pause  without  geminating  the  two  sounds. 
b.  Non-contiguous,  where  the  two  identical  sounds  are 
separated  by  a  short  vowel  which  is  deleted  when 
gemination  occurs,  as  in  this  example  sadada  -->  0 
sadda 
a 
(to  shun).  [  vowel  deletion,  and  gemination 
2.  The  second  status  of  an-niln  as-sikinah  and  tanwin  (the 
vowelless  /n/  and  nunation)22: 
The  complete  assimilation  of  [-nI  with  the  following  six 
sounds  /  y,  m,  n  23,  w,  1,  and  r/  results  in  gemination.  24  Some 
examples  are: 
22  an-  nOn  as-  s2kinah  and  tanvinare  phonetically  the  same.  They  are 
pronounced  as  vowelless  /n/;  however.  they  have  different  functions 
morphologically  and  syntactically. 
23  There  is  no  assimilation  when  /n/  is  followed  by  another  n/  because 
they  are  already  identical,  but  there  is  gemination. 
24  More  detailed  discussion  will  be  provided  later  on. 60 
a.  Vowelless  /n/: 
,  min  wjqin  -->  miwwjqin  (of  a  defender),  I 
man  yaqUlu  --4  mayyaqillu  (who  says), 
min  mV  -4  mim  m  S)  (f  rom  water), 
min  naJYlr  -)  minnao*lr  (of  a  warner), 
min  rabbihim  -->  mirrabbihim  (from  their  lord), 
min  ladunni  --->  milladunni  (from  our  presence). 
b.  Nunation: 
rapimun  wadad  --ý  raplmuwwadad  (compassionate 
and  loving), 
wujilhun  yawma-)iJ*in--4  wujiIhuyyawma)iJ*in  (faces  on 
that  day), 
qawlun  macrilfun  ---4  qaw1ummacrilfun  (kind  words), 
yawmadoYin  nicimah  ---4  yawmaWfinnicimah  (that 
day  will  be  joyful), 
ra)iffun  rapim  ra)ilfurraplm  (kind  and  0 
compassionate), 
fa  salimun  laka  -->  fa  Salim  Ullaka  (peace  be  unto 
you). 
Complete  assimilation: 
complete  assimilation  can  be  of  two  kinds,  contiguous  and 
non-contiguous,  known  as  al-idghim  aý-paghlr  (small)  and  al- 
idghim  al-kabir  (large)  respectively. 
An  example  of  the  first  is: 
*)jwtasala  -->  )ittasala  (to  be  connected); 
aa 
and  an  example  of  the  second  is: 
khalaqakum  -->  khalakkum  (He  created  you). 61 
It  is  clear  that  complete  assimilation  comes  about  through 
two  processes:  first,  the  changing  of  one  sound  so  as  to  be 
identical  with  another;  second,  the  geminating  of  the  two 
I-  - 
identical  sounds  so  as  to  be  one  long  one.  Idghim,  then,  refers 
essentially  to  the  latter  process. 
4.  Partial  assimilation. 
An  example  of  this  type  is:  canbar  --4  cambar.  Many 
Arabic  linguists  however  do  not  refer  to  this  type  of  assimilation 
by  the  name  idghim.  Ibn  jinn!  is  one  of  those  who  do  so.  He 
says:  "Idghim  is  the  approximation  of  one  sound  to  another 
sound',  '25.  He  gives  examples  for  the  various  types  of  assimilation 
to  all  of  which  he  gives  this  name,  such, 
'as 
imilah,  emphatic 
assimilation,  vowel  harmony,  and  voicing  assimilation.  26 
To  sum  up  what  the  term  idghim  means  in  classical 
Arabic,  it  may  refer  to  any  one  of  the  following: 
1,1.  Gemination. 
-I 
, 
2.  Assimilation  of  final  /n/  to  the  six  sounds  (w,.  y,  r,  1,  n, 
m).  I 
Complete  assimilation. 
4.  Partial  assimilation. 
2.  IbdjI  (substitution) 
The  term  ib'dil  has  been  used,  differently  by  philologists 
and  by  grammarians: 
25  a]-Khasa-4s,  2/  139-ý 
26  op.  cit.,  2/  141  -145;  see  also  his  at-Ta$rjf  al-mul0ki,  97-107. 62 
1.  IbdjI  as  used  by  philologists: 
Philologists  use  it  in  a  specific  sense  to  mean  that  two 
words  have  the  same  meaning  and  their  forms  differ  only  in  one 
sound.  Ibn  al-Sikkit  (-244  A.  H.  ),  lists  about  300  words  in  his  al- 
QaIb  wal-ibdil.  Some  examples  of  these  are: 
aqýar  /  aqFal  (shorter), 
al-  cunf  ur  /  al-  cunFul  (the  original), 
ae-eilm  /  a]-f(Im  (garlic), 
pazn  /  Pazm  (hard), 
laPm  /  lahm  (meat). 
Abli  at-Tayyib  al-Lughawl  (-  315  A.  H)  lists  about  2800 
pairs  of  words  of  this  type  in  his  Kitib  al-ibdil. 
The  best  explanation  of  this  type  of  ibdjI  is  given  by  AbU 
at-Tayyib  al-Lughawl:  "Ibdil  does  not  mean  that  the  Arabs 
deliberately  substitute  one  sound  for  another;  they  (the  different 
forms)  are  purely  dialectal  variations  with  identical  meanings". 
He  gives  examples:  "The  same  tribe  does  not  pronounce  a  word 
sometimes.  with  hamzah  and  sometimes  without,  nor  does  it 
sometimes  pronounce  a  word  with  Fid  /;  /  and  sometimes 
with  sin  /s/...  one  tribe  says",  this  and  other  tribes  say 
that  ...  27  So  does  al-Batalayaws!  in  his  Sharp  al-Fasih..  This  kind 
of  ibdjI  is  called  al-ibdil  al-lughawl  (linguistic  ibdil)  or  al- 
ibdjI  as-samicl  (aural  ibdal),  which  cannot  be  defined  by 
rules.  Many  scholars  have  written  about  this  type  of  ibddl-,  some 
have  devoted  whole  books  to  it.  As  examples,  we  may  cite: 
27  as-Suy(lti.  al-Muzhir,  I/  460. 63 
1.  Complete  books  on  ibdjL 
a.  al-Qalb  wal-ibdilby  al-A?  macl  (-216  A.  H.  ),  not  known  to 
be  extant. 
b.  al-Ibdil  by  Abfi  cUbaydah  Macmar  Ibn  al-Muthannd,  not 
known  to  be  extant  . 
28 
c.  al-Ibdil  by  cAll  Ibn  cAsakir,  not  known  to  be  extant.. 
d.  a]-Qalb  wal-ibdil  by  Ibn  as-Sikkit  (-244  A.  H.  ),  printed. 
e.  al-Ibdil  wal-mucjqabah  wan-nagPir  by  az-Zajjdjl  (-340 
a 
A.  H.  ),  printed. 
f.  al-lbddl  by  Abfl  at-Tayylb  al-Lughawl  (-  351  A.  H.  ),  printed. 
2.  Books  including  chapters  on  ibdjL 
a.  al-KhaFj)4  by  Ibn  jinn!  (-392  A.  H.  ). 
b.  Sirr  Finicat  a]-icrib  Gd.  ). 
c.  a]-MukhagFaF  by  I6n  Sidah  (-458  A.  H.  ). 
d.  al-Amiliby  AbU  cAll  al-Qall  (-356  A.  H.  ). 
e.  al-Muzhir  by  as-SuyfilVi  (-911  A.  H.  ). 
2.  Ibdjl  as  used  by  grammarians: 
IbdjI  is  defined  by  grammarians  as  "  the  replacing  of  one 
sound  (any  sound)  by  another".  29  It  is  more  susceptible  to 
definition  by  rules  than  ibdJ1  samicl.  It  is  this  kind  of  ibdil  of 
which  the  term  is  more  commonly  used.  Grammarians  divide  it 
into  four  groups: 
a.  IbdjI  shj,  )ic  (widespread  ibdjI)  -leading  to  gemination 
(complete  assimilation).  This  type  may  be  found  with  any 
sound  except  alif  /a/.  We  have  'seen  this  above  in 
28  Adil  Zaydan,  AbO  at-TaYYib'  al-lughawi  wa  athAruhD  R  al-lughah,  56 
-  60. 
29  Sharb  at-tasrib  calA  at-tawOib,  2/  366. 64 
idgh,  im  leading  to  gemination. 
b.  IbdjI  nAdir  (rare  ibdjI)  leading  to  gemination.  This  is  limited 
., 
x,  c,  q,  0.  and  6.  Examples  are:  to  six  sounds  :h 
waknah  /  waqnah  (the  house  of  a  cat  in  the  mountains), 
)ayann  /  )azann  (one  who  speaks  nasally), 
rub  c/  rubh  (quarter), 
a 
xatar  /  catar  (danger), 
fild  /  jigd  (skin), 
talaceamal  talaco*ama  (to  falter). 
c.  IbdjI  shVic  not  leading  to  gemination  (partial  assimilation). 
KhAlid  al-Azharl  divides  this  type  into  two  groups: 
1.  Not  important  for  at-tqrIf  (accidence).  This  ibdil  may  be 
found  among  twenty  two  sounds  :  1,  j,  d,  f,  ý,  k,  s,  3,  m,  n, 
y,  e,  W,  b,  0,  Z,  t,  h,  and  d. 
2.  Important  for  accidence:  this  ibdAl  may  be  found  among 
nine  sounds  :  ),  h,  d,  t,  A,  w.  and  m.  We  will  see  below 
that  this  group  is  sometimes  called  iclil  or  qa1b. 
d.  IbdjI  nidir,  not  leading  to  gemination,  as  in  this  example: 
uFaylil  --->  )uFaylin  /  diminutive  of  the  word 
/  (the  time  before  sunset).  This  kind  does  not  work  by 
analogy. 
The  examples  that  al-Azharl  gives  of  ibdjI  nidir  cannot 
be  considered  as  cases  of  gemination,  as  he  claims. 
30 
The  main  difference  between  the  philologists  and  the 
grammarians  in  their  treatment  of  ibdjI  is  that  the  philologists 
are  more  specific  in  limiting  ib  dil  to  Sam  j  01  (that  which  is 
30  Shar.  0  at-tasrib  aJA  at-tavOib,  2/  366. 65 
actually  'heard);  while  the  grammarians  regard  it  as  being 
qiyjsl  (analogical)  as  well  a's  samicl.  Moreover,  ibdil  samicl 
may  be  considered  as  representing  dialectal  divisions  while 
ibdW  qiyjsl  may  be  considered  as  not  necessarily  doing  so.  It 
may  be  obligatory,  as  in: 
*  raViwa  ----)  raViya  /  (to  satisfy),  or  optional,  as  in: 
wujUhl  -16jilh  /  (faces). 
Ibdj1  is  widely  used  in  Arabic.  It  applies  to  all  Arabic 
sounds.  To  quote  Ibn  a;  -ýVigh:  "You  will  not  find  many  sounds 
that  are  not  involved  in  ibdal,  even  if  rarely". 
31 
IIcIJJ  (literal  meaning:  weakening): 
The  grammarians  divide  iclif  into  three  categories: 
Iclil  bil-qalb: 
This  is  the  replacing  of  a  long  vowel,  a  glide,  or  a  glottal 
stop  /-3/  by  either  of  the  other  two.  To  grammarians,  icidl  is 
more  specific  than  ibdil,  because  ibdjI  covers  both  vowels  and 
consonants;  'iclil  is  limited  -to  these  three.  Another  difference 
between  ibddl  and  icidl  is  that  the  former  may  be  samdcl  or 
qiyjsI  while  the  latter  is  mostly  qiyjsl.  Some  examples  of  icIP 
bil-  qalb  are: 
)igjh  (faces), 
a 
Samaw  Sam  a)  (sky). 
The  first  example  is  optional  while  the  second  is  obligatory. 
b.  Iclil  bin-  naqL 
This  is  the  removing  of  a  short  vowel  from  one  sound  to 
another,  such  as: 
1  al-Muzhir,  I/461. 66 
*  maqwill  --->  maqUI  (said), 
*  yabyicu  yabicu  (he  sells). 
According  to  the  grammarians,  the  Vammah  /u/  in  the 
first  example  is  shifted  from  the  glide  /w/,  backward  to 
q  /,  similarly  kasrah  /i  in  the  second  example  is  shifted 
backward  from  the  glide  /y  to  b 
c.  Mil  bil-paft- 
This  is  the  deletion  of  a  long  vowel,  a  glide,  or  a  glottal  stop. 
An  example  of  this  type  of  iclil  is: 
/*  yawcidul  --->  yacidu  (promises). 
4.  Qa1b: 
a.  To  the  grammarians,  qa1b  is  similar,  to  iclil:  however,  it  does 
not  inclu'de  the  deletion',  of  long  vowels  and  the  transfer  of  short 
vowels  as  does  PcIjI.  32  So  the  examples  in  (1)  below  may  be! 
called  either  iclil  or  qa1b,  while  those  in  (2)  can  only  be  called 
iCIR 
(1)  miwzjn  mlzjn 
SaMjW--->  SaMP.  - 
-  (2)  yaqwulu  --->  yaqUIu, 
yawcidu  -->  ya  cida  . 
b.  To  the  philologists,  qa1b  is 
'somewhat, 
different,  constituting 
metathesis  I  Cl  C2  C3  --ý  Cl  C3  C2 
. 
1,  as  in:  /  iao*aba  /  jabao*a 
(draw).  "  According  to  as-SuyQtI,  there-  are  no  examples  of  this 
in  the  Qur)jn',.  33 
32  an-Najjar  M.  Piyj,  as-sdflk,  4  1246. 
33  as-Suyuti,  al-M-uzhir.  1  /  476. 67 
Iqllb: 
This  term  is  used  mostly  in  the  science  of  tajwld  to  mean 
the  changing  of  the  sound  /n/  to  another  nasal  sound  /m/ 
when  it  is  followed  by  the  bilabial  sound  /b/.  Iqljb  is  one  of 
the  four  modifications  of  nUn  sikinah  and  tanwin,  frequently 
used  in  the  reciting  of  the  Qur-lin.  Some  examples  of  iqljb  are: 
I)anbd)  /  ---4  [  )ambi-I  I  (news,  stories), 
,/  min  bayni  /  -4  [  mim  bayni  I  (from  between). 
6.  Ikbfj-7  (literal  meaning  is  hiding  or,  concealing) 
This.  is  specifically  coalescent  assimilation,  in  which  both 
sounds  are  affected  by  one  another.  It  is  another  modification  of 
the  nOn  sikinah  and  tanwin,  when  it  occurs  immediately 
before  these  following  fifteen  sounds  :  ;,  9,  e,  k,  j,  §,  s,  q,  d,  t,  t,  z,  0, 
4,  and  f.  It  will  assimilate  homorganicly  and  partially  to  these 
sounds.  An  example  is: 
-an  kina  -7aV  Jrjna  I  (if  he  /  it  was).  The  sounds  (n, 
k)  assimilate  to  one  another  to  some.  extent. 
7.  Itbic  (alliteration)  : 
This  term  means  two  totally  different  things: 
1)  Itbic  is  ".  )an  tatbac  al-kalimatu  al-kalimata  cali  waznihi 
ýaw  rawiyyiha  )ishb,  ican  wa  tawkidan34  (A,  word  being 
followed  by  another  with  thesame  form  or  final  sound  for 
supplementation  and  emphasis).  As  a  stricter  definition  we  may 
say  that  the  two  words  (sometimes  three  words)  differ  in  form 
and  sound  usually  in  one  respect  only,  for  examples: 
34  a]-Muzhir,  I  /  414. 68 
sighib  lighib  (hungry), 
Pasan  basan  (good  or  beautiful), 
jVic  nVic  (hungry), 
Oatshin  natshin  (thirsty), 
pirr  yjrr  (hot), 
kharib  yarib  (ruination). 
In  these  examples,  three  points  may  be  mentioned: 
a.  The  second  word  of  each  set  usually  has  no  independent  sense. 
b.  There  is  usually  no  conjunction  between  the  two  elements  of 
each  set. 
C.  (More  important)  there  is  no  ibdjI  in  this  type  of  itbic,  that 
is  to  say  in  the  first  example  I/  does  not  represent  ibdjI  of 
s  and  similarly  with  the  other  sets.  The  reason  for  this 
may  be  that: 
1)  In  ibdil,  the  two  forms  are  not  used  at  the  same  time  by 
the  same  speaker. 
2)  In  ibdil,  whichever  form  is  used  has  an  independent 
sense.  ar-Rdzi  says:  "at-Tibic  is  not  meaningful  in 
isolation",  al-)Amid!  says:  "It  has  absolutely  no  meaning  at 
all  -35. 
2)  The  second  type  of  itbic.  is  what  modern  linguists  call  "Vowel 
harmony",  in  which  vowels  assimilate  to  the  adjacent  vowels 
progressively  or  regressively.  An  example  of  this  would  be: 
al-pamdu  Iii-Libi  al-pamdu  lul-Lihi  /  or 
35  al-Muzhirl  /  415. 69 
al-pamdi  Ifl-Lihi  /  (praise  be  to  Allih). 
This  kind  of  itbic  is  important  to  our  topic  "assimilation". 
It  is  called  sometimes  Taqrlb  (approximation). 
Below  is  a  list  of  other  headings  or  sub-headings  under 
which  the  Arabs  discussed  assimilation  or,  some  aspects  of 
assimilation: 
8.  MUOIrfil0fit  al-Puriff  (assimilation  or  approximation  of 
sounds). 
9.  IsbbJc  al-ýurfff  (the  changing  of  a  short  sound  to  a  long 
one). 
10.  ImIlah  (inclination). 
11.  Gbunnab  (nasality). 
12.  Taoclf  or  tashdid  (gemination). 
13.  Makbirij  al-Purilf  wa  Fifituhi  (the  point  and  manner  of 
articulation  of  sounds). 
14.  Nasab  (relation). 
15.  Tapghfr  (diminution). 
16.  Jumilc  (plurals). 
Not  all  these  topics  have  much  connection  with 
assimilation;  some  of  them  have  to  do  with  it  only  in  minor 
details. 
The  scope  of  this  chapter  so  far  may  give  the  reader  the 
impression  that  the  topic  of  assimilation  is  an  extremely  wide 
one  which  subsumes  many  other  topics;  however,  this  is  not  in 
fact  the  case,  for  the  following  reasons: 
1.  The  Arabs  discuss  one  thing  under  a  number  of  different 
headings  and  sub-headings. 70 
2.  Alternatively,  they  also  deal  with  many  topics  sometimes 
unrelated  or  only  loosely  related,  under  one  heading. 
3.  The  application  of  phonetic  and  phonological  rules  reduces 
the  bulk  of  the  topic  as  it  at  first  appears:  we  shall  deal  with 
this  later. 
The  topics  from  the  headings  listed  above  that  are 
most  closely  related  to  assimilation  will  be  discussed  in  detail 
below. 
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2.2.  Direction  of  assimilation: 
When  sounds  are  pronounced  contextually,  they  are  likely 
to  influence  one  another.  This  influence  may  work  in  either 
direction  and  sometimes  in  both. 
In  the  first  case,  forward  influence,  a  sound  is  affecte  .d  by 
the  preceding  conditioning  one.  It  is  called  progressive 
assimilation,  or  perseverative  assimilation.  (S  (sound)  -->  S)  as 
in:  /  -7iotaraba  /  ---4  [  )iotaraba  I  (to  be  confused). 
In  the  second  'case,  backward  influence,  the  preceding 
sound  is  influenced  by  the  following  one.  It  is  called  regressive 
assimilation,  anticipatory  assimilation,  or  retrogressive 
assimilation  (S  <--  S).  Sometimes  it  is  called  "  umlaut  "  when  it  is 
happen  between  vowels;  an  example  of  regressive  assimilation  is: 
al-shams  /  ---->  ash-shams  [ag-gams]  (the  sun). 
In  the  third  case,  where  the  influence  is  found  in  both 
directions,  forward  and  backward,  both  preceding  and  following 
sounds  affect  one  another.  This  is  called  coalescent  assimilation, 
reciprocal  assimilation,  bi-directional  assimilation,  or  fusional 
assimilation.  (S  S)  ;  an  example  is: 
/  -lankilan  --4  [  ;  aVJrjIan  I  (fetters 
The  influence  of  one  sound  on  another  is  not  limited  to 
within  a  word,  it  occurs  also  across  word  and  phrase  boundaries. 
Some  examples  are: 
/  man  ra)d  /  --->  [  marra)j  I  (who  saw 
/  yawma)igin  wjhiyah  [yawma,  iJ*iwwdhiyah1 
(that  day  it  will  be  flimsy). 73 
2.2.1.  Trogressive  Assimilation: 
Progressive  assimilation,  where  the  influential  sound  seems 
to  be  travelling  forward,  is  less  common  than  regressive 
assimilation,  at  least 
lin 
both  English  and  Arabic;  even  so, 
instances  of  progressive  assimilation  are  not  as  rare  as  some 
linguistician  think.  '  The  best  examples  in  English  are: 
1.  The  suffix  /s/  as  plural  suffix,  third  person  singular  suffix, 
or  possessive  suffix  . 
This  sound  is  pronounced  as  actual  /s/ 
after  voiceless  sounds,  and  it  is  pronounced  as  /.  z/  after 
voiced  sounds. 
S  ---->  [S  VI 
-->  [zl/vd- 
or  in  other  words  :wS  -->  c<  voice  /  cK  voice  - 
cats  [  cats]  dogs  [  dogz  I 
books  [  books  beds  [bedzl 
2.  The  past  and  past  participle  suffix  [d  /  ed]  is  pronounced  as 
voiced  when  preceded  by  voiced  sounds  and  as  unvoiced  when 
preceded  by  sounds.  The  word  /  live  /  is 
pronounced  [  lived  1,  and  the  word  /  jog  /  is  pronounced  as  [ 
jogd  1.  The  word  /  picked  /  is  pronounced  [  pikt  1,  and  the 
-word  /  finished  /  is  pronounced  as  [fini§tl.  In  the  above  two 
cases,  the  process  is  called  voicing  and  devoicing  assimilation. 
In  the  same  way,  progressive  assimilation  in  Arabic  is  not 
rare.  Again  the  best  examples  of  progressive  assimilation  are: 
1.  Progressive  imdlah  after  non-mustacii  sounds  as  in 
/  cibid  /  --4  [  cib6d]  (people  or  servants). 
2.  progressive  vowel  harmony  as  inIal-hamdu  ffl-Liffhi 
a 
See  for  example,  C.  M.  Wise,  Applied  phonetics,  153. 74 
[al-bamdu  Jul-LIhil  (praise  be  to  Allah). 
Some  emphatic  examples  as  /  Faljhl  -->  [F.  >15h]. 
(prayer  ).  2 
4.  The  /  t'/  of  iftacila  and  its  derivations.  This  will  be 
discussed  in  detail  below. 
2.2.1.1'.  Iftacala: 
The  form  iftacala  is  one  of  the  derived  forms  WHO  of  the 
trilitera'l  verb. 
3  iftacala  "is  formed  from  the  first  [form] 
fa  cala  by  inserting  the  syllable  /t/  between  the  first  and  the 
second  radicals.  The'  first  radical  in  consequence  loses  its  vowel 
and  it  becomes  necessary  to  prefix  the  prosthetic  /i/...  4 
Reference  to  ifta,  ala  should  be  taken  as  reference  to  all  its 
derivatives  as  well,  e.  g. 
iftacala  (past  tense), 
yaftacilu  (present  tense), 
ifta  cil  (i  mper  ative), 
ifticil  (infinitive  noun), 
muftacil  (nomen  agentis), 
m  ufta  cal  (passive  participle),  and 
2  More  kinds  and  examples  of  progressive  assimilation  will  be  provided 
in  other  sections. 
3  Derived  forms  of  the  Arabic  trilateral  verb  are 
1.  facala  2.  fa-ala  3.  f,  1,  a1a 
4.,  af,  ala  5.  tafa,  cala  6.  tafA,  ala 
7.  infacala  8.  iftatala  9.  if,  alla 
10.  istaf,  fila  11.  iflAila  12.  ifawala 
13.  ifawwala  14.  ifaniala  15.  ifeanla 
See  W.  Wright.  A  Grammar  of  the  Arabic  Language.  L,  29. 
4  Ibid.  1,4  L 75 
)uftucila  (passive  past  tense). 
2.2.1.1.1. 
The  infix  /  t.  /  of  iftacala  and  its  derivation  is  written  and 
pronounced  as  /t/  when  it  is  preceded  by  a  mutbaq 
(completely  emphatic  sound),  that  is  to  say  when  the  first  radical 
in  this  element  is  one  of  the  sounds  and  4.  These  are  some 
examples: 
ýstabara  ýStabara  I  (to  be  patient), 
idtaiaca  idtajaca  I  (to  fie  down), 
a-aa 
ittalaca  /  ---4  [  ittalaca  ]  (to  inspect),  and 
iftalama  I  (to  suffer  injustice). 
Being  stronger,  the  emphatic  sounds  change  the  sound 
t/  into'  the  nearest  emphatic  sound  This  may  be 
represented  in  the  form: 
+  consonant.  +  consonant. 
-  continuant  continuant 
-  emphatic  +  emphatic 
+  consonant. 
-  voiced  +  voiced 
+  emphatic 
L!  coronal  j  coronal  j  L-  -j 
t 
Some  modification  should  be  made  as  below: 
a.  The  sound  t/  in  iqtaraba  /  (to  be  near)  does  not 
change  to  although  it  is  a  preceded  by  emphatic  sound 
q  /.  This  is  because  this  sound  is  a  partial  emphatic  and 
not  a  complete  emphatic,  so  our  form  has  to  be  restated  as: 76 
+  consonant.  +  consonant. 
-  continuant  continuant 
-  emphatic  emP'hatic 
-  voiced  voice  d 
coronal  _J 
L 
coronal  _J 
t  t 
+coýisonan. 
+  Itb;  aq 
L 
b.  The  sound  /t/  in  /  -lakhlaFtu  /  (I  was  sincere)  does  not 
become  /t/  because  the  word  is  not  in  iftacala  form. 
Therefore,  the  preceding  form  should  be  modified  again  to: 
+  consonant.  +  consonant. 
-  continuant  -  continuant 
-  emphatic  ---->  +  emphatic 
-  voiced  +  voiced 
L+  coronal  _j  Llcoronal  _j 
t  (in  Iftacala)  t- 
+  consonant. 
+  Itb;  Rq 
The  following  points-may  also  be  noted: 
1.  The  assimilation  here  is  obligatory.  Speakers  are  not  allowed 
to  pronounce  actual  /,  t  /. 
2.  The  assimilation  is  partial.  However,  complete  assimilation 
may  take  place  with  certain  sounds.  For  instance,  three  of  the 
four  examples  given  above  may  assume  alternative  forms: 
istabara  ----)  ýSgabara  /  ýStabara 
a 
iotajaca  ---)  i0ftjaca  /  iotajaca  /,  and 
This  may  be  represented  as: 77 
+  consonantal 
continuant 
voiced 
coronal  I 
t(  in  iftacala 
---->  (  cK  itb  dq)/  (  cK  itb  dq) 
3.  Related  to  the  sound  /t/  when  the  first  radical  in  a  root  in 
the  iftacala  form  is  /4/  yet  another  alternative  is  possible: 
ihta  la  ma 
ittala  ma 
imala  ma 
This  variation  occurs  only  with  /9/  and  appears  to 
violate  the  general  law  of  assimilation  whereby  the  stronger 
sound  affects  the  weaker.  5'/  0/  is  stronger  than  /t/,  but 
is  weaker,  according  to  Ibn  jinnI.  6 
4.  There  are  two  further  cases  of  assimilation  in  the  iftacala 
form,  when  the  first  radical  is  /0/.  They  are  considered 
exceptions.  Both  involve  the  /0jc/  root  : 
igtaiaca  -->  i0tajaca  --->  iltaiaca. 
iotajaca  ---->  iotajaca  ---)  iffajaca. 
In  fact,  the  sound  /t/  following  an  itbiq  sound  contiguously 
is  not  found  in  the  same  word  except  in  two  caseS7 
5  This  law  is  known  in  modern  linguistics  as  "  The  law  of  the  stronger".  It 
is  ascribed  to  a  French  linguist  Maurice  Grammond  (  see  A.  Umar, 
DirAsat  a$-$awt  al-lughawl.  319).  However,  Ibn  jinni  stated  this  law  a 
long  time  before  Grammond. 
6  a1-Mun$if,  2  /  328.  Indeed,  Ibn  jinn!  reports  some  examples  against  this 
rule.  One  of  them  is:  fus(At  *.  -  fustAt,  where  t/  (Sirr  sind,  at 
al-iTAb,  I/  157. 
I  have  not  come  acros  any  other  examples. 78 
1.  Iftacala,  and  its  derivatives. 
2.  When  the  pronoun  suffixes  tu  ta  tj 
tum  /.  or  /  tunna  /  are  added  to  -a  verb  ending  in 
an  ijbAq  letter.  These  are  some  examples:, 
rabat  +  tu  0  tied), 
pafaý+  ta  (you  [  mas.  sg.  ]  kept), 
paraý  +6  (you  Ifem.  sg.  ]  desired),  and 
rakag  +  tum  (you  Imas.  pl.  ]  run). 
The  sound  /t  here  is  not  assimilated  to 
/,  'or  Indeed,  Arabic  phoneticians  report  and  accept  a 
few  examples  only  in  this  case  which  have  been  assimilated. 
They  are  8: 
1.  fapqýu  bi  rifl!  0  scratch  the  ground  with  my  foot)  [  instead 
of  fapaFtu 
2.  yaballu  binicmatin  0  was  in  an  enviable  position)  [  instead  of 
yabattu 
These  examples,  however,  are  limited  to  samic!  words, 
whereas  assimilation  of  t/  in  the  iftacila  form  is  qjyasi  . 
2.2.1.1.2.  t  --+  d: 
Again  the  infix  t/  of  the  form  iftacala  /  and  its 
derivatives  is  written  as  well  as  pronounced  as  d  its  voiced 
counterpart,  after  the  voiced  sounds  /d  and  z 
Here  are  some  examples: 
*  idtacj  ---->  iddaci  (to  claim), 
*  M'takara  Jdakara  (to  remember),  and 
*  iztahara  jzdahara  (developed). 
8  Sirr  ýinjaf  al-iTab,  1  23  1. 79 
To  state  a  form  for  this  type  of  assimilation,  we  can  say: 
+consonant  +consonant  +consonant 
-  continuant  -  continuant  -sonorant 
-  voiced  -  emphatic  -  emphatic 
+  coronal  +  voiced  +  voiced 
Lr  coronal  _j  Ll  coronal 
_j 
t  (in  Iftacala)  d  d,  6,  z 
In  relation  to  this  kind  of  assimilation,  the  following  points 
may  be  stated: 
a.  The  assimilation  of  /t/  here  is  also  obligatory. 
b.  It  may  take  the  form  of  complete  as  well  as  of  partial 
assimilation;  the  two  may  be  regarded  as  free  variations: 
*  iztahara  --ý  izdahara  /  izzahara 
. 
*  Jtakara  --->  iddakara  /  Wakaral  io*dakara. 
These  free  variations  are  listed  according  to  their  frequency  of 
use 
c.  Even  though  the  sound  j/  does  not  have  coronal  features, 
some  examples  of  the  assimilation  of  /t/  to  /d/  after  it 
are  also  reported: 
Iftamaciff  --->  ijdamacil  (they  got  together), 
Ijtazza  ---4  ijdazza  (to  cut  off). 
These  examples  are  samic!  and  analogical  uses  are  not 
acceptable. 
It  is  clear  from  the  above  scheme  that: 
1.  the  complete  emphatic  ifbiq  sounds  are  phonologically 
stronger  than  the  non-emphatic. 
9  Sirr  finacat  al-itrab,  I  /  187. 80 
2.  it  is  almost  exclusively  the  voiced  sounds  that  provoke 
assimilation  here;  the  only  exception  is  the  fricative  emphatic 
/;  /,  which  is  voiceless. 
M.  O.  A 
p. 
*0A 
interdental  alveolar 
ss  VI  tops  VI  t 
vd  dt 
VI  s 
f  ric  ative 
vd  z 
2.2.2.  Regressive  Assimilation  I 
As  has  been  stated  earlier,  the  influential  sounds  move 
backwards  in  regressive  assimilation. 
When  the  term  assimilation  is  used  with  reference  to 
Arabic,  what  is  generally  meant  is  regressive  assimilation 
leading  to  gemination  However,  assimilation  is  not  always 
exclusively  regressive.  Arabic  linguists  and  scholars  of  taiwid 
discuss  and  explain  progressive  as  well  as  regressive 
assimilation.  The  assertion  of  Ibrahim  Anis  that  the  latter 
restrict  the  discussion  of  assimilation  in  their  writings  to  the 
regressive  formlo  is  false.  Imilah  and  tafkh1m  are  examples 
of  progressive  as  well  as  regressive  assimilation;  these  two  topics 
are  discussed-in  depth  in  books  in  Qiri-lit. 
To  understand  the  reason  for  the  predominance  of 
regressive  over  progressive  assimilation,,  it  is  necessary  to 
10  F!  W-Jahajat  al-arabiyyah.  70. 81 
consider  the'syllable'structure  of  the  language,  which  determines 
the  direction  of  assimilation.  The  syllable  structures  in  Arabic  are 
six  in  numbe 
cv 
'2.  cV 
3.  cvc 
4.  cvcc 
5.  c7c 
Ii  (f  or), 
(no), 
m  an  (who?  ), 
Virs  (molar), 
biffb  (door), 
i16.  cVcc  :m  irr  (passer-by). 
Where'(C-  consonant),  (v  -  vowel),  and  (V  -  long  vowel). 
We  may  conclude  that: 
1.  a  syllable  does  not  begin  with  a  vowel,  whether  short  or  long 
. 
2.  a  syllable  may  end-with  a  consonant,  a  short  vowel,  or  a  long 
vowel. 
3.  no  vowel  may  be  contiguous  with  another  vowel. 
4.  a  syllable  may  not  end  with  two  consonants  except  in  pause. 
5.  the  "  onset  "12  of  the  syllable  is  definitely  stronger  than  its 
.r  nucleus.,,  13  and  its  "  coda  "14.  This  is  because  of  the  fact 
that  consonants  are  stronger,  than  vowels. 
6.  a  syllable  may  be  open  or  closed  15. 
I.  See  S.  Al-Ani  and  D.  R.  May,  "  The  Phonological  Structure  of  the  Syllable 
in  Arabic  ";  Readings  in  Arabic'  Linguistics,  (ed.  )  Al-Ani,  117. 
12  The  initial  sound  or  sounds. 
13  The  central  sound  or  sounds. 
14  The  final  sound  or,  sounds. 
15  An  open  syllable  is  one  ending  with  a  vowel,  it  is  also  called  a  free 
syllable.  A  closed  syllable,  on  the  other  hand,  is  one  ending  with  a  non- 
vowel. 82 
Thus,  the  reason  why  regressive  assimilation  is  more 
common  than  progressive  is  because  it  usually  occurs  in  the  coda 
of  a'  syllable,  which'  is  weaker,  as  we  have  seen  above. 
Phonological  'evidence  indicates  that  syllable  -initial  'poiition'  is 
universally  stronger  than  syllable-final  position.  16  Moreover, 
assimilation  in  the  place  of  articulation  and  in  voicing  is  only 
found  regressively  . 
17 
Some  examples  of  regressive  assimilation  in  English  are: 
1.  the  alveolar  fricative  sound  [z]  of  "is"  and  "does"  is  pronounced 
further  back  as  alveo-palatal  before 
"  is  she"  [A  §i  I 
does  she"  [  du§  ýi 
2.  vowels  are  nasalized  before  nasals  as  in  the  word  /  pen 
--+ 
[pirn  1. 
nasals  are  assimilated,  e.  g.  the  alveolar  /n/  in  the  prefixes 
/  con-  /  and  /  in-/.  This  sound  often  becomes  the  labial 
/m/  before  the  labials  [  p,  b,  fI  as  in  /  comfort  /,  compel 
18 
and  /  combine  / 
4.  the  voiced  sound  /d/  becomes  voiceless  before  the  voiceless 
sound  /e/  as  in  /  width  wite 
Examples  in  Arabic  are: 
1.  The  most  obvious  form  of  regressive  assimilation  is  that  the 
definite  article  lal-I  assimilates  to  about  half  of  all  Arabic 
sounds. 
16  Theo  Vennemann  (  1972  ),  9. 
17  Peter  Roach,  English  Phonetics  and  Phonology,  106. 
18  See  C.  Sloat,  Introduction  to  Phonology.  113. 83 
w/  and  /y/  are  assimilated  to  the  /t/  of  the  iftacala 
for  m, 
3.  Nasals,  are  assimilated,  especially  /n 
4.  Regressive  imilah  also  occurs,  as  in  /  cilim  /  ---)  [c,  §Iiml 
. 
ë1im  1. 
Regressive  emphasis  may  occur,  as  in  /  qirfis  /  ---4 
[  qýrtjsl. 
6.  Regressive  -vowel  harmony  may  occur,  as  in  /  al-P  am  du 
ML,  Ihi  /  -4  [  al-pamdi  lil-Lihi  1. 
7.  The  long  vowel  /a/  may  be  lengthened  in  pause  or  when 
followed  by  the  glottal  stop  /)/  or  a  geminated 
19 
consonant.  Some  examples  are: 
ar-  rahmin  ---->  ar-  rapmal  w  (the  most  merciful), 
qVil  (saying), 
e 
dEbbah  (animal). 
The  first  three  types  of  regressive  assimilation  will  be 
discussed  below  in  detail;  the  remaining  types  will  be  given  in 
other  chapters,  in  order  to  avoid  repetition. 
2.2.2.1.  The  definite  artical  /  al-/: 
The  most  *commonly  used  regressive  assimilation  in  Arabic 
is  the  sound  /I/  of  the  definite  article  /  al-1.  It  is  assimilated 
to  approximately  half  of  the  Arabic  sounds,  in  fact  thirteen, 
which  are  produced  in  the  middle  of  the  mouth  between  the 
dental  and  alveo-palatal  sounds.  These  letters  are  called  al- 
ýurff  ash-shamsiyyah  (the  sun  letters).  They  are  :  t,  t,  d,  9, 
s,  z,  r,  and  n.  The  rest  of  the  Arabic  sounds  are  called 
19  See  chapter  one  and  chapter  (3.2.4.  )  on  lengthening. 84 
al-burOf  a]-qa,  mariyyah  (the  moon  letters).  There  is  unanimous 
agreement  among  the  Arabs  on  the  assimilation  of  /I/  to  the 
sun  letters  20.  Compare  these  two  lists: 
a.  al- 
1.  al-)ab  (the  father), 
2.  al-bib  (the  door), 
3.  al-jadd  (the  grandfather), 
4.  al-Paqq  (the  right), 
5.  al-xil  (the  uncle), 
6.  al-cilm  (the  knowledge), 
7.  al-yadd  (tomorrow), 
-8.  a]-fll  (the  elephant), 
9.  al  qabr  (the  grave), 
10.  al-kull  (all), 
1.  al-lughah  (the  language), 
12.  al-mi.  )  (the  water), 
13.  al-walad  (the  child), 
14.  al-hind  (India),  and 
15.  al-Yawm  (today). 
b.  al-  acpo  c, 
a]-tall  -4  at-tall  (the  hill), 
2.  *  al-  OjIle  -->  ae-eilie  (the  third), 
I*  al-  dir  -4  ad-dir  (the  house), 
4.  *'al-  orahab  --->  ajy-jfahab  (the  gold), 
5.  *  af-ra)s  -->  ar-ra)s  (the  head), 
20  See  Makki  Ibn  Abi  TAlib.  Kitfib  al-kashf  can  wujOh  aI-qirA,  jt  as-sabcl 
/  141. 85 
b.  al-zar  c  --4  az-zar  c  (the  cro  p  s), 
7.  al-siq  --4  as-siq  (the  leg), 
8.  al-gams  ag-gams  (the  sun), 
al-Fidq  --->  aF-Fidq  (the  truth), 
10.  *  al-Vaw-)  ->  ag-Oaw.  )  (the  light), 
11.  *  al-tayr  -->  at-tayr  (the  bird), 
12.  *  al-Jaby  --->  aý-Xaby  (the  gazelle)',  and 
13.  *  al-nilr  -->  an-nilr  -  (the  light).  21 
The  question  here  is  what  feature  or  features  do  the 
shams!  sounds  have  in  common  with  the  sound  /I/  which  the 
qamarl  sounds  do  not  ?  The  shams!  sounds  have  either  the 
same  position  as  that  of  /I/  or  one  close  to  it.  The  sound  /I 
is  articulated  in  the  alveolar  position  as  also  are  the  following 
sounds:  t,  d,  t,  s,  z,  'O,  n,  and  r.  The  remaining'  shams!  sounds 
are  articulated  either  immediately  forward  of  this  position,  in 
the  interdental  position  (e,  or  immediately  backward  in  the 
alveo-palatal  position  W.  They  all  share  the  feature  of  being 
coronal. 
22 
21  It  is  interesting  to  know  that  the  Latin  prefix  (a  d-  has  some 
similarity  with  the  Arabic  prefix  (  al  -)  in  some  positions.  The  (d)  of 
prefix  (  ad-  )  shows  a  tendency  to  assimilate  to  nearly  every  following 
consonant;  the  tendency  seems  strongest  when  the  following  consonant 
is  similar  in  position  or-  manner.  Thus  particularly  in  vulgar  Latin, 
examples  of  ad  +  t,  r,  n,  1,  s,  k.  g  becoming  att-,  arr-,  ann-,  all-,  ass-,  akk-, 
agg-  are  common,  while  the  assimilation.  of  ad-m  to  amm-  is  less  regular. 
The  Latin  prefix  (ab-  )  shows  no  such  ready  assimilability.  (  See:  J. 
Hucheson,  "Notes  on  complete  consonantal  assimilation  Ohio  state 
University  working  Papers  in  Linguistics,  14  (1973),  p.  62 
22  This  feature  is  defined  by  R,  Hartmann 
... 
(  Dictionary  of  Language  and 
Linguistics  ,  55):  "coronal  sounds  involve  the  blade  of  the  tongue  being 
raised  ,  thus  dental,  alveolar,  and  palatal  sounds.  are  coronal,  sounds  for 86 
In  fact,  two  of  the  Arabic  alveo-palatal  sounds  (j,  y)  are 
excluded  from  the  shams!  sounds,  while  their  homorganic  sound 
is  included,  as  explained  below: 
1.  The'glide  (y)  is  considered  a  non-coronal  sound23  (-'coronal). 
2.4  The  three  alve*o-palatal  sounds  (j,  y,  U  are  described  in 
Arabic  grammar  as  articulated  by  raising  the  center  of  the 
tongue  towar'd  the  alveolar  ridge  24.  As  for'ordering  the 
three  sounds  according  to'  their*  exact  place  of  articulation, 
most  grammarians  list  the  three  as  being'  in  the  'same  'Pla6e, 
as  do  Slbawayh.  Ibn  jinni,  az-Zamakhsharl,  and  Ibn  Yaclsh. 
However,  al-Mubarrid  specifies  the  place  more  definitely: 
"After  k  (mqving  from  back  sounds  to  front)  is  the  place 
where  R)  is  articulated;  then  after  that  the'Place  where  (j)  is 
articulated 
25".  Ibn  al-jazarl  says  something  similar:  "  It  has 
been  said  that  the  sound  (j)  is  articulated  before  the  sound 
al-Muhdawl  said  -that  the  sound  (§)  is  articulated 
immediate  I ly  after  the  so  und  (k)"26,  whi  ch  m  eans  b;  efore  11  the 
sound  (j). 
Ibn  al-jazarl's  statement  that  the  sound  (j)  is  articulated 
farther  back  than  the  sound  W  is  supported  by  M.  Brame's 
statement  that  phonetic  (j)  derives  from  semitic  (q)...  27  Again  it 
which  the  blade  of  the  tongue  remains  in.  the  neutral  position...  are  non- 
coronals". 
23  See  for  example:  C.  Sloat,  Introduction  to  Phonology,  91,  and  R. 
Hartmann,  Dictionary  of  Language  and  Linguistics,  55. 
24  See  as  examples:  al-Kitab,  2/  404,  Sirr  singat  al-irib,  l  /  47,  al- 
Muqta(fab,  11  192,  Sharb  al-mufa$$al,  10  /  124,  and  an-Nashr,  I/  200. 
25  al-Muqta0ab,  I/  192. 
26  an-Nashr,  I/  200. 87 
is  supported  by  J.  Cantineau:  "  The  sound  (j)  in  Arabic  is  the 
semitic  (g)  with  some  differenceS"28.  The  approximation  of  these 
two  sounds  may  explain  why  the  classical  Arabic  (j)  --is 
pronounced  as  (g)  in  some  modern  dialects  such  as  Egyptian.  In 
addition,  many  Arabic  linguists  including  al-Khallf,  Ibn  jinni,  al- 
KhafAj!  az-Zamakhsharl,  Ibn  Yacish,  and  Ibn  al-jazarl  29, 
alithough  not  specifying  the  place  of  articulation,  by  listing  /j/ 
before  perhaps  indicate  the  same  thing. 
The  exclusion  of  (j)  from  the  shams!  sounds  is  to  be 
understood  from  the  above  evidence  that  0)  was  not  a 
homorganic  sound  of  (1)  nor  contiguously  adjacent  to  it: 
F 
interdental  alveolar  alveo-t)alatat  r)alatal 
e  t,  d  s 
Sz,  iy 
nr 
contiguous  homorganic  contiguous  non-contiguous 
But  the  (j)  sound,  nevertheless,  has  the  coronal  feature.  I 
have  not  come  across  anyone  who  considers  a  palatal  to  be  non- 
coronal.  On  the  other  hand,  both  (g)  and  Arabic  (q)  are  non- 
coronal). 
3.  Below  is  the  form  of  the  above  mentioned  condition: 
27  Ph.  D.  Thesis,  Arabic  phonolog'y,  18-20. 
28  Durris  H  41m  aswfit  al-carabiyyah,  88. 
29  See  (  I.  I.  Labove  ). 88 
+  consonantal  +  consonantal  +  consonantal 
+  lateral  cK  coronal  4x  coronal 
exceptj 
But  again  this  form  is  not  enough.  Compare  the  following  sets: 
a.  aýsaqa  (to  stick), 
b.  *-IaI-$aqah  -->  )aF-gzqah  (deafness), 
a.  )aItagh  (having  a  speech*defect), 
b.  *  -W-taghfil  ---->  )at-taghfil  (stultification), 
a.  )aleama  (make  someone  cover  the  face), 
b.  *  -7al-earj  -->  -)ae-earj  (the  moist  earth),  ' 
a.  )aloyaca  (have  someone  hurt), 
b.  *  )aI-j*ahab  -->  -7aX-ffahzb  (the  gold), 
a.  -7alzama  (to  make  something  obligatory  to  someone), 
b.  *,  W-zamin  --->  )az-zamjn  (the  time), 
a.  -alsinah,  (tongues), 
b.  *  -)al-sinah  -->  Jas-sinah  (  the  nap), 
a.  )altafu  (more  kind), 
b.  *  ;  al-tafal  -->  -at-tafal  (  the  rain). 
In  the  first  example  ineach  case,  the  sound  (1)  is  followed 
by  a  shamsi  sound;  however,  it  does  not  assimilate  to  these 
sounds.  This  difference  may  be  i-nterpreted-as  follows: 
l.,  /  I/  in  the-first  examples  is  a-part  of  the  word.  The  roots  are 
(L  ýQ,  ITy,  LeM,  L  J*  c.  LZM,  LSN,  and  LTF,  respectively. 
in  the  first  examples  is  qaf  C,  while  it  is  waýl  in,  the 
second  examples. 89 
in  the  first  set  is  within  the  word  morphologically,  while 
it  is  in  a  different  word  in  the  second.  Therefore,  since  the 
phonetic  environment  does  not  in  itself  produce  assimilation,  a 
morphological  condition  (+  definite)  should  be  added  to  (-al) 
in  the  previous  form.  This  may  be  stated  as  follows: 
+  consonantal  +  consonantal  +  consonantal 
+  lateral  c<  coronal  c<  coronal 
I+  def. 
exceptj 
4.  Being  coronal,  the  sound  /j/  tends  to  function  as  a  shams! 
sound  in  some  modern  dialects,  including  some  Iraqi  dialects. 
They  have  -7aj-jaysh  for  -)al-jaysh  (the  army).  30  On  the 
other  hand,  in  the  modern  FuFpd  and  most  Arab  dialects, 
the  sound  /j/  functions  as  classical  /j/  and  not  as  a 
shamsijim,  as  A.  A.  an-Na;;  ir  claims. 
31 
The  Arabic  grammarians  usually  include  /I/  itself  as  one  of 
the  letters  to  which  the  I/  of  the  definite  article 
assimilates.  This  is  correct  according  to  their  definition  of 
idghim;  however,  it  is  a  gemination,  and  not  an  assimilation, 
to  modern  linguists. 
6.  /  -lam  -  /: 
The  sound  /m/  is  used  in  some  parts  of  the  south  of  the 
Arabian  Peninsula  in  place  of  the  /I/  of  the  definite  article 
)am-.  This  phenomenon  is  still  heard  in  the  south  of 
30  See  E.  Odisho,  the  sun  or  moon  status  of  Arabic  'j'.  A  Descriptive 
view".  Baghdad.  Majallat  jAdab  al-Mustansiriyyah,  4  (  1979),  13-22. 
31  Sibawayh  the  Phonologist..,  Ph.  D.  (University  of  York  (  1985  ),  125. 90 
Saudi  Arabia,  and  probably  in  Yemen.  It  is  held  by  some  that  it 
32  was  a  feature  of  the  dialect  of  ýIimyar  others  associate  it 
with  Tay)  33,  Azd  and  Huhy,  34. 
The  sound  /m/  has  non-  coronal  features,  un  like  /I 
The  question  arises  here  as  to  whether  the  sound  /m 
functions  as  a  shamsi  sound  with  shamsi  sounds,  and  a 
qamari  sound  with  qamarl  sounds  in  the  same  way  as 
The  following  reported  examples  give  an  indication: 
a.  qamari., 
-)al-birr  )am-birr  (dutiful), 
W-jazi)  )aý2-jazj)  (requital), 
-'al-cubdb  )an2-cubdb  (floods), 
. )al  kicib  )am-kicdb  (nodes),  and 
-lal-qamcl  -am-qamc  (funnel). 
b.  shamsf: 
-7aý-Fiyjm  -am-Fiydm  (fasting), 
. )as-safar  /  . 7am-safar  (traveling), 
-'as-sayf  /  )am-sayf  (sword), 
-'as-sahm  /  ;  am-sahm  (arrow), 
. )as-salamah  /  -7am-salamah  (a  kind  of  tree),  and 
. )an-nafc  I  )am-natc  (leather). 
In  fact,  we  do  not  have  sufficient  examples  to  cover  all 
32  See  Ibn  Hisham,  Sharb  qatr  an-nad.  1,114. 
33  Sallrim,  Dirasat  al-lahajAt  a]-,  arabiyyah  al-  qadimah,  84. 
34  Y.  al-Suwar,,  AOar  ikhtilif  al-lahaiat  al-arabiyyah  f!  an-nahw  M.  A. 
Thesis,  244.  -  - 91 
sounds;  however  those  provided  are  sufficient  to  enable  us  to 
reach  some  conclusions.  There  appears  to  be  no  assimilation  of 
the  sound  /m/,  whether  to  qamarj  or  shamsi  sounds.  On  the 
other  hand,  Ibn  Hishdm  says  that  "  The  definite  article  /  -laml 
is  used  only  with  moon  sounds"  and  he  adds  that  "  May  be  this  is 
,,  35 
only  used  in  some  of  the  tribes  of  Tap  and  not  all  of  them 
His  statement  is  not  correct,  as  our  list  shows. 
2.2.2.2.  W/Y  in  if  tacaIa: 
We  have  seen  that  when  the  first  radical  is  one  of  the 
itbiq  sounds,  the  t/  of  ifta,  ala  is  pronounced  as  the 
emphatic  sound  and  when  the  first  radical  in  this  form  is 
the  voiced  d  or  /z  it  is  changed  to  /d/,  its 
voiced  counterpart,  by  progressive  assimilation. 
On  the  other  hand,  when  the  first  radical  in  this  form  is  a 
glide  /w  or  y/  regressive  rather  than  progressive  assimilation 
occurs. 
When  a  glide  occurs  immediately  before  the  /t/  of  the 
iftacala  form,  it  is  changed  into  a  sound  identical  with  the 
following  one,  which  is  then  geminated.  A  form  for  this  type  of 
regressive  assimilation  is  : 
+consonant. 
-consonantal  -continuant 
-  vocalic  voiced 
L  _j  coronal 
Y,  wt 
35  Mughni  al-labib,  1  48. 
+  consonant. 
continuant 
voiced 
coronal 
t(  in  iftacala 92 
Some  examples  are: 
Root  translation  M  in  deeD  structur  g-  Min  surface  structure 
WýL  (to  arrive  -)iwtagala  -)ittapla 
WQY  (to  protect  -liwtaqaya  -littaqj 
YSR  (to  be  easy  )Itasara  )ittasara 
YBS  (to  be  dry  )  -)Itabasa  )ittabasa 
The  qualification  that  this  assimilation  takes  place  in  the 
iftacala  formis  important,  since  it  is  determined  not  only  by 
phonetic  but  also  by  morphological  considerations.  Thus,  certain 
other  similar  possibilities  are  excluded,  e.  g: 
WTR  (to  be  single)  )awtara  *  -)attara 
YTM  (to  lose  parents)  -laytama  *  -)attama 
In  fact,  there  are  some  words  reported  to  assimilate  /w/  to 
/t/  in  forms  other  than  the  iftacala  36 
: 
-lawlaia  (to  insert)  2a  tlaja 
-7awka)a  (to  lean)  -atka)a 
Some  remarks  have  to  be  made  here:, 
1.  Regressive  assimilation  in  this  environment  is  not  limited  to 
glides  only,  but  it  also  applies  to  the  voiceless  fricative 
interdental  sound  /  9/  in  one  of  its  two  optional  ways  of 
assimilation,  The  other  way  is  a  progressive  assimilation,  Both 
may  occur  in  the  iftacala  form  as  free  variations  of  the  sound 
t/  and  e/  pronounced  contiguously; 
a.  e  --4  tt  (+  iftacala) 
36  al-Munsk,  1  225. 93 
ift  a  Cala)  --4  e/e- 
ORD(to  crumble)  )ietarada  -->  -lieearada  /  )ittarada. 
The  triangular  interdental  fricative  sounds  in  Arabic 
behave  quite  differently  from  one  another  as  first  radical  in  the 
iftacala  form;  this  is  phonetically  and  phonologically  not 
difficult  to  explain: 
VI 
0  --4t 
interdental 
fricarives 
vd 
The  general  form  for  these  combinations  is: 
t  (+  iftacala)  -->  c<  emphatic  oc  emphatic 
B  voiced  B  voiced 
2.  The  glide.  /  w/  occurs  much  more  commonly  than  /y/  in 
Arabic  as  a  first  radical. 
3.  The  Arabic  grammarians  give  one  further  condition  for  /w/ 
and  /y  /  changing  to  /  t  /,  namely  that  they  occur  as 
original  radicals  and  not  as  the  result  of  the  glottal  stop 
changing,  to  a  glide  /)  ---->  y/w/.  Otherwise,  they  do  not 
change  b,  efore  the  /t/  of  iftacala.  Here  are  some  examples: 
)aminah  (reliability)  )Ptumina  Vtumina 
2alifa  (to  be  familiar)  ,  'Wtil'If  ,,  )Itildf 
37  See  for  example  :  an-Najjar.  PiYA,  as-salik,  4/  292. 
*)uttumina 
*  ý)ittilp37 94 
However,  phonologically  there  is  no  need  for  this  condition, 
since  what  we  have  here  is  not  glide  sounds  but  their 
corresponding  long  vowels  /U  and  1  /.  The  Arabic.  linguists  seem 
to  speak  about  the  two  different  things  as  if  they  are  the  same, 
because  they  are  written  in  the  same  way. 
Furthermore,  this  condition  has  some  exceptions;  for 
example,  the  word  /  )Itazara  /  is  sometimes  pronounced 
-Iittazara  /  (to  wear  a  loincloth). 
4.  The  form  in  this  type  of  assimilation  is  used  by  most  Arabs. 
Some  Arab  dialects,  however,  do  not  have  any  such  type  of 
assimilation3g;  instead  they  assimilate  /w/  and  /y/  to 
the  vowels  that  precede  them,  so  that  they  are  pronounced  as 
the  corresponding  long  vowels  in  progressive  assimilation. 
Here  are  some  examples: 
a.  wazana  (to  weight)  yjtazinu 
yabisa  (to  dry)  yjtabisu 
b.  wazana  miltazin 
yabisa  matabis 
c.  wazana  )Itazana 
yabisa  )Itabasa 
38  Ibn  Jinni  designates  the  most  common  form  (  the  changing  of  the  glide 
to  t  as  belonging  to  ffijgzl  dialect  in  his  book  Sirr  singat  al-  itrAb,  l  / 
148  and  the  least  common  form  (  the  changing  of  the  glide  to  a  long 
vowel  )  as  belonging  to  other  ffijAzi  dialects,  in  his  book  al-Munfif,  I 
228.  It  is  to  be  understood  that  the  majority  of  HijAzis  speak  the  first, 
while  only  some  of  them  (  probably  not  too  many  )  speak  the  second. 
This  is  supported  by  K.  al-Azharl  in  Sharti  at-ta$r1b  ahl  at-taw0ib  2 
391. 95 
2.2.2.3.  Nasal  Assimilation: 
Nasals  are  speech  sounds  pronounced  with  lowering  of  the 
velum  so  that  'the  air  is  allowed  to  escape  through  the  nasal 
cavity.  The  air  with  nasal  consonants  escapes  only  through  the 
nasal  cavity,  while  it  escapes  through  both  nose  and  mouth 
cavities  with"nasal  vowels.  "They  (nasals)  are  -produced  exactly 
-  39  like  stops,  except  that  the  velic  is  open  . 
Many  languages,  including  Arabic  and  English  have  only 
nasal  consonants,  while  some  others,  including  French,  have  both 
nasal  consonants  and  nasal  vowels,  e.  -  g.  "French  'bon'  [bo'  I  (good), 
and  vin  [vtl  (winý  )...  40  1 
In  Arabic,  there  are  two  nasal  consonants:  the  bilabial 
nasal  /m/  and  the  apico-alveolar  nasal  /n/.  Indeed,  Arabic 
linguists  list  two  diifer'ent  /  n's  the  apico-alveolar.  /  n/  in 
which  the  tongue  has  strong  involvement,  and  the 
khayshilmiyyah  /n/  which  is  almost  pronounced  entirely 
from  the  nose  with  the  tongue  having  less  involvement. 
Our  discussion  in  this  chapter  will  be  limited  to  /n/ 
sound  for  the  following  reasons: 
a.  it  occurs  more  frequently  because  it  is  used  as  a  phoneme  as 
well  as  tanwin  (a  definiteness  marker). 
b.  it  assimilates  regressively  and  in  qiyjsl  manner  to  most 
Arabic  sounds. 
c.  it  is  -lagbannu  min  a]-mim  (it  has  more  nasality  than  /m  /). 
d.  it  is  one  of  the  best  examples  of  regressive  assimilation  in 
Arabic. 
39  C.  Hockett,  A  course  in  Modern  Linguistics,  73. 
40  R.  Hartmann,  Dictionary  of  Language  and  Linguistics,  148. 96 
/ 
An-nfln  as-sikinah  (the  vowelless  /n  /)  is  also  called  by 
the  Arabs  an-nOn  al-khafifah  or  al-khafiyyah.  It  is  followed 
immediately  by  a  consonant  and  not  a  vowel.  It  is  considered  as 
a  secondary  approved  sound  (as  we  have  seen  earlier).  This 
sound  has  been  discussed  in  depth  by  the  Arabs  especially  in  the 
science  of  tajwld  4  1. 
The  sound  /n/  assimilates  completely  or  partially  to  22 
of  28  consonants  in  Arabic  when  they  follow  it,  either  within  a 
word  or  across  word  and  morpheme  boundaries.  It  is  pronounced 
in  its  original  position  before  six  back  sounds.  The  two  status  of 
the  sound  /n  are: 
2.2.2.3.1.1.  IdgbJm  (assimilation): 
a.  complete  regressive  assimilation: 
1. 
I 
Idghim  bi  ghayr  ghunnah  (complete  assimilation  without 
retaining  nasality  in  the  pronunciation).  When  /n/  precedes  its 
homorganic  liquid  sounds  /I/  and  /r/,  it  changes  completely 
to  or  /r/  respectively.  /  min  rabbikuml  is  pronounced 
as  [mirrabbikuml  (from  your  lord),  ghafffrun  rapim  /  as 
ghafilrurraPlm  I  ((Allah)  is  oft-forgiving,  most  merciful), 
/  min  ladunnJ  /  as  [  milladunna  I  (from  us),  and 
/  fasalAmun  laka  /  as  I  fasalAmullaka  I  (and  peace  be  unto 
you). 
41  For  a  chapter  on  this  topic  see  an-Nashr,  2/  222-228. 97 
"  consonantal 
"  nasal 
"  coronal 
n 
c<  liq  I uid  c<  liquid 
The  liquids  /I/  and  /r/  are  not  the  same  in  this  case 
according  to  some  Qur-linic  Readers.  The  sound  /n  when 
assimilated  to  /r/  is  not  written  as  /r/  but  remains  as 
/  When,  however,  /n/  is  assimilated  to  /I/,  it  is  also 
sometimes  written  as  /I/.  This  occurs  in  certain  circumstances 
where  -an  (that),  and  ;  in  (if)  are  combined  with  the  negative 
or  prohibitive  particles  /  Ij  Ian  /.  and  /  lam  /,  and 
the  conditional  particle  law  /.  The  Qur-7in  has  a 
considerable  number  of  such  sequences  in  its  text.  In  some  cases, 
n/  remains  as  it  is,  in  others  it  is  writen  as  I  Here  are 
some  examples: 
1'.  Separated: 
a.  )an  +  1j:  /  -7an  Id  yaqUIC!  /  (that  they  would  not  ascribe 
to  Allah)  [  Q.  7:  163 
b.  )in  +  lam:  /  fa  ýin  lam  tafcalff  /  (if  you  do  not  do) 
[  2:  2  4  1. 
2.  Combined: 
a.  -an  +  Lff:  /  )aIIj  tatFaW  /  (YOU  may  not  transgress  (due) 
balance).  [  Q:  55:  8 
b.  )j  n+  lam:  /  fa  -lillam  yastailbil  Jakum  /  (if  they  answer 
not  you).  [  Q.  11:  14  1. 
Comparing  the  examples  in  (1)  with  those  in  (2)  1  find  it 
difficult  to  see  the  phonetic  reason  behind  the  differences  in  the 
way  of  writing  /I+n/  as  geminated  /  11  /  in  some  cases  and 98 
not  in  others.  I  mention  the  way  of  writing  here,  even  though  it 
does  notl  fall  within  the  scope  of  this  thesis,  'Ibecause  some 
scholars  of  tajwId,  who  retain  nasality,  in  assimilating  /n/  to 
I  have  decided,  and  advised  readers,  not  to  retain  nasality 
if  n/  is  not  separated  from  /I  /_  in  script  42.  The 
assimilating  of  /nI  to  I/  itself  in  such  cases  is  sometimes 
not  practiced  by  non-trained  readers,  especially  when  /n/  is 
written  in  the  script. 
Moreover,  tajwld  scholars  themselves  are  not  in 
agreement  on  this  point,  some  of  them  retain  nasality  when 
assimilating  /n/  to  /I/,  but  the  majority  do  not  43.  Those 
who  do  retain  -nasality  here  do  not  'always  -do  so.  Retaining 
nasality  here  is  lapn  (incorrect)  to  Makki  Ibn  Ab!  TAlib44,  but 
the  evidence  is  against  this  attitude.  Here  is  an  example  of 
retained  nasality  as  cited  by  Ibn  al-  Jazarl  45: 
fa  )in  lam  taf  Oalff  --ý  fa  )illam  taf0affi  --->  fa  -7ffra  m  taf  calil 
-7an  li  yaquiff  ---->  )allj  yaquffi  --4  -1a)Tj  yaquffl. 
The  following  table  shows  us  how  often  /n/  followed  by 
occurs  in  the  Qur-lin: 
42  an-Nashr,  2/  28. 
4'ý  In  fact,  according  to  many  scholars,  the  qurrl,,  all  agree  on  the 
reading  without  retaining  nasality  with  both  /I/  and  /r  see  at- 
Taysir,  45.  a]-Kashf  can  wujiDh  a]-qirj,  jt  as-  sabc,  I/  162,  and  Ibraz 
a]-  ma,  ini  min  tzirz  al-amini,  201  ). 
44  al-Kashf,  an  wujFjh  al-qira,  at  as-sabc,  I/  162. 
45  an-  Nashr,  2  /  28. 99 
the  occurrence  of  /n  /+  /I/  in  the  Qur-7jn 
Items  Separated  Combined  Total 
,  in  +  lam  29  1  30 
,  an  +  lam  3  0  3 
,  in  +  la  0  3  3 
:,  an  +  IA  11  6  17 
,  an  -+  Ian  11  2  13 
,  an  +  law  3  1  4 
man  +  la  6  0  6 
man  +  lam  10  0  10 
man  +  law  1  0  1 
ka,  an  +  lam  8  0  8 
others  43  0  43 
total  1  130  1  13  1  143 
It  is  interesting  to  see  that  the  Qur)dnic  text  in  our  hands 
46 
nowadays  is  just  as  it  was  described  by  ad-Ddn!  and  Ibn  al- 
Jazari.  47 
This  type  of  assimilation  (complete  regressive  assimilation) 
is  found  only  across  word  boundaries  as  in  the  above  mentioned 
examples.  Indeed,  there  are  no  such  combinations  of  n+I  or  n 
-r  in  one  word.  To  quote  Slbawayh'  statement:  "  We  do  not  know 
of  the  occurrence  of  voweless  /n/  before  /r/  or  /I  /  in  the 
same  word;  it  would  be  difficult  to  pronounce  it  without 
assimilations  and  the  result  would  be  confused  with  similar 
geminated  words  when  pronounced  with  assimilation  A8 
46  a]-Muqnic  R  rasm  masAbif  aI-.,  am$Jr,  73-75. 
47  an-Nashr,  2/  28-29. 
48  al-Kitab,  2/  416. 100 
nwi 
nwr 
n+mI:  - 
*w  nliv 
*wnrw 
The  sound  /  n/  is  replaced  by  /m  /  when  it  occurs  at 
the  end  of  a  word  and  the  following  word  begins  with  /m  /; 
this  is  complete  regressive  assimilation:  49 
"  consonantal  +  consonantal  +  consonantal 
"  nasal  -->  +  nasal  w+  nas*al 
"  coronal  +  interior  +  interior 
nmm 
(optional) 
/  min  mi  razaqakum  /--)  [  mimmi  razaqakum  I  (from  what 
Allah  has  bestowed  on  you), 
lqawlun  macrilfun  [qaw  JUMMacrUfun]  (a  just 
statement). 
Within  word  boundaries,  such  assimilation  is  rare,  and  it 
permissible  only  when  no  semantic  confusion  is  possible: 
-7inmapj  Pimmapi  (to  be  effaced).  It  is  not  permissible  to 
assimilate  in  a  word  such  as  /  ghunm  /  (benefit)  ---,  ->  * 
ghumm,  since  semantic  confusion  would  be  caused  thereby.  In 
the  Qur-7in,  there.  is  no  such  combination.  within  word 
49  An  alternative  form  may  be: 
"  consonantal  *  consonantal 
"  nasal  +  nasal 
"  coronal  +  interior 
n  In 
+  consonantal 
+  nasal 
interior 
m 
(optional) 101 
50  boundaries 
b.  Partial  Assimilation: 
n+y,  w:  Leading  to  gemination: 
Before  the  glides  /y  or  w  /,  again  across  word  boundaries, 
n/  shifts  so  as  to  be  pronounced  as  /y  or  w/  respectively, 
51  but  with  nasality  retained,  as  partial  regressive  assimilation 
Some  examples  are: 
man  yaqfilu  may'ý,  v"qalu  (who  says), 
lwujilhun  yawma)din  /  ---4  wujahuyV"awma)i6*in  I 
(faces  that  day), 
min  waq  miWwaq  I  (any  defender), 
lwa''  zaytilnan  wa  nakhIan  >  [wa  zaytOnaw  Wa 
nak-hlan]  (and  olives  and  dates). 
Again  /n/  cannot  be'assimilated  to  these  two  sounds 
within  the  same  word,  for  semantic  reasons.  Thus,  for  example 
there  is  no  -assimilation:  in:  k  Fin  win  /  (two  of  a  pair), 
/  qinwin  /  (bunches  of  dates),  /  dunyj  /  (this  life),  and 
/  bunyin  /  (buildings).  This  may  be  represented  as  follows: 
+  consonantal  -  consonantal  -  consonantal 
+'nasal  -  vocalic  -  vocalic 
+  coronal  +  nasal 
nyIW,  Y,  w 
50  an-Nashr,  2/  25. 
51  Khalaf  (a  Qur,,  Inic  reader  assimilated  completely  'Without  nasality 
retained.  (  see  ad-Dani,  at-TaYsir  U  as-sabc,  45. 102 
2.  al-lqldb 
52  [n+bI  (inversion): 
The  second  type  of  partial  assimilation  of  final  -n  /  is 
what  the  qurrj-I  call  IqIjb.  Before  the  bilabial  /bn  /  is 
pronounced  as  a  bilabial  /m/. 
- 
/  -lanbi-I  ---  >.  )ambd-11  (news  or  stories), 
/  min  bacd  -->  mim  bacd  /  (after), 
/  samIcun  basir  --->  samIcum  bqIr  /  ((Allah)  who  hears  and 
sees  (all  things)).  ' 
n  --->  +  bilabial  +  bilabial  (b). 
This  type  of  assimilation  differs  from  the  two  previous 
types  in  that  it  occurs  within  word  boundaries  as  well  as  across 
them53. 
In  English  the  labial  or  labio-dental  sound  /f/  has  the 
same  effect,  while  in  Arabic  it  does  not.  The  English  prefix  (con-) 
becomes  (com-)  before  both  bilabials  /  b,  p 
54/ 
and  the  labio- 
dental  /f/  55 
: 
*/  conbine  ---Y  combine  /,  ' 
*/  conpel  -->  comp-el  /, 
-  56 
confort  -4  comfort  /. 
/n/  becomes  a  bilabial  before  a  bilabial  stop,  English 
resembles  Arabic  in  this  type  of  assimilation;  the  phrase  "  ten 
52  See  (I  ikhfa,  )  below. 
53  1  have  not  come  across  any  Arabic  word  with  the  combination  of  /m+ 
b/  in  the  deep  structure;  I  would  -therefore,  assume  that  this  is  the 
reason  why  assimilation  is  permitted  within  word  boundaries  with  /n+ 
b/  as  apposed  to  n+y,  w,  /  and  n+m  since  no  semantic  confusion 
can  arlse. 
5ý4  Of  course.  there  is  no  voiceless  bilabial  sound  /p/  in  Arabic. 
55  /n/  before  /f/  will  be  discussed  in  the  following  paragraph. 
56  See  C.  Sloat,  Introduction  to  Phonology,  113. 103 
percent  "  tends  to  be  pronounced  as  [  tem  percent  1. 
3.  IkhfV  (hiding): 
The  majority  of  obstruant  sounds  affect  the  manner  and 
position  of  articulation  of  the  apico-alveolar  nasal  /n/.  These 
sounds  are: 
1.  labio-dental 
2.  inter-dental 
3.  alveolar,  , 
4.  alveo-palatal 
5.  palatal 
6.  velar 
7.  uvular 
f 
9,  and 
:  t,  d  t,  s,?,  z  and  I. 
s 
j 
k 
q 
The  position  of,  the  apico-alveolar  /n/  moves  forward 
when  it  occurs  contiguously  before  the  front  sounds  among  these, 
likewise  it  moves  backwards  before  the  back  sounds.  On  the 
other  hand,  as  we  have  seen  in  iqljb  in  the  Previous  paragraph, 
the,  sound  /n/  becomes  bilabial  when  it  occurs  before  /b/, 
changing  position  only,  without  changing  the  manner  of 
articulation.  Indeed,  Jq1jb  is  a  part  of  ikhfj-7,  since  the 
homorganic  of  /b/  is  /m/:  there  is  in  fact  no  need  to 
consider  iqljb  as  a  separate  category,  and  /b/  may  be 
included  among  the  sounds  of  ikhfj).  To  recapitulate  we  may 
say  that  the  sounds  of  ikhfV  begin  with  the  extreme  front 
obstruants  and  proceed  backwards  to  the  uvular;  the  only 
excluded  obstruant  sounds  are  the  pUrilf  al-palq  (the,  six  back 
sounds  namely  :  ),  h,  le,  h.,  Y,  and  x. 
/n/  with  its  homorganic  sounds  ,  namely  the  alveolars 104 
d,  s,  ý,  z,  and  0,  does  not  change  its  position,  but  is  further 
nasalized  by  lowering  the  velic,  and  the  homorganic  sounds  take 
on  some  of  its  features.  A  form  for  ikhfj)  may  be  represented 
a  s: 
"  consonantal  +  consonantal 
"  nasal  [cK  position]/-[.  x  position]  +  obstruant 
"  coronal  -  ýalql 
n 
Some  examples  are: 
fI  aI-)anfjI  /  --->  [  al-)an7AI  I  (the  spoils  of  war). 
e  maneiffran  --*  [manle'offran]  (scattered). 
m  unoýir  /  --->  m  wT'Xir  I  (warner). 
inftril  /  --4  PhTýrurff  I  (see  (pl)). 
t  -antum  /  --4  [)an7uml  (you  (pl)). 
t  yantiqan  [yan  jjqunj  (they  speak). 
d  2andidan  Paircridan]  (equals) 
s  . 7ansjnlhu  -Ian'sanlhu  I  (makes  me  forget  it). 
ý:  yanprukum  [yan*ýgrukum  I  ((he)  help  you  (pl)). 
%^%o% 
z  )anzala  )an  z  ala  (he  sent  down). 
d  manoOd  maircri7d  I  (arranged  in  layer). 
S  mangiffri  [manilslulrj  I  (spread). 
j  -lanjaynikum  ---->  [  -,  an%^j  aynikum  I  (we  saved  you  (pi)). 
k  minkum  mijrJrum  I  (from  you  (pl) 
q  yanqalibiln  yan  q'alibiln  I  (they  (pl)  turn  over). 
The  purity  of  the  /n/  depends  on  how  far  the  following 
sound  is  from  /n/  in  its  place  of  articulation.  It  becomes  less 
pure  with  homorganic  and  close  sounds  . 
57 105 
4.4har  (dissimilation): 
The  sound  /n/  assimilates  to  most  Arabic  consonants 
completely  or  partially.  The  only  consonants  that  /n/  is 
pronounced  purely  with  are  Palql(guttural)  consonants:  glottal 
),  h,  pharyngeal  ý,  c  ,  uvular  x,  'K,  the  six  sounds  furthest  back.  In 
such  a  phonetic  environment,  the  sound  /n/  is  not  assimilated 
either  within  a  word  or  across  word  boundaries  as  in  the 
following  examples: 
a.  /  man)j  /  (distant.  place), 
/  man  )anta?  /  (who  are  you 
manhaj,  l  (curriculum), 
/  man  huwa?  /  (who  is  he 
yanpitan  /  (they  hew), 
/  callmun  Pakim  /  ((Allah)  all-knowing  all-wise), 
d.  /  Jancamta  /  (thon  (Allah)  hast  bestowed), 
man  cindaka?  /  (who  is  with  you 
e.  I.  al-munzaniqah-I  (that  which  hath  been  killed  by 
strangling), 
I-  man  zaraja?  /  (who  went  out 
f.  /  fa  sa  yunyioffna  /  (then  will  they  wag  their  heads), 
/  min  yayrikum  /  (from  other  than  you  (pl)  ). 
Some  qurriff),  including  AbU  Jacfar,  assimilate  /n/ 
homorganicaly  to  the  nearest  palql  sounds  [  x,  and  VI  as 
ikhf,  ffý  but  the  majority  of  qurri-I  do  not  58.  SIbawayh  also 
mentions  this  kind  of  assimilation,  giving  munkhal  (sieve)  as  an 
57  an-Nashr,  2/  27. 
58  See  for  example  ,  an-Nashr.  2  22-23. 106 
example  59.  'The  pionunciation  of  the  sound  -/  n/  is  purest 
with  the  farthest  PaIqI  sounds  h  /,  less  so  with  the  middle 
sounds  /  ý,,  c  /,  and  least  so  with  the  nearest  sounds  /  x,  V  /. 
To  sum  up,  the  sound  /n/: 
1.  loses  its  nasality  before  liquids  /  1,  r  /, 
2.  loses  its  place  of  articulation  before  /  y,  w/  and  ikhfa, 
sounds, 
3.  loses  both  its  nasality*and  place  of  articulation  before  /m 
4.  retains  nasality  and  place  of  articulation  before  PaIqI 
sounds. 
This  scheme  may  be  represented  as: 
n+  liquid  /-+  liquid]. 
n+  bilabial  /-+  bilabial. 
place  of  articulation  / 
--  cK  place  of 
articulation  (-  palq!  ). 
remains  purely  /-+  Palq!  ). 
Nasal  assimilation  may  occur  within  word  boundaries,  as 
well  as  across  word  boundaries  except  in  idghdm  (assimilating 
/n/  to  sonorant  sounds)  as  in  the  table  below: 
- 
assimilatjon 
ýý  IdghRm  IqlRb  IkhfR'  14h-ar 
environr  entýý. 
within  word  boundary  +  + 
across  word  boundary 
I 
+ 
I 
+ 
I 
+ 
I 
+  assimilated 
not  assimilated 
59  al-Kit1b,  2/  423.  ' 107 
The  assimilation  of  the  homorganic  /  n,  and  I/  is  quite 
similar:  a  comparison  gives  the  following  tables: 
Comparison  between  n/  and  I/  60 
+  obstruant 
f  0-  d  s  z  S'  j  k  q  x x  h 
+  +  +  +1  +1  +  +  +1  + 
+1  +1  +1  +1  +1  +  +  +  +1  +  +  + 
.+ 
+ 
assimilated 
-  not  assimilated 
comparison  between  /I/  and  /n+  sonorant 
n  r  I  W 
complete  +  +  0 
(n)  coMp.  or  partial  +  0  +  +  + 
assimilated 
-  not  assimilated 
The  assimilation  of  the  sound  /n/  to  following  non-balq! 
sounds,  whether  completely  or-  partially,  is  considered  optional, 
that  is  to  say,  a  sp'eaker  or  a  reader  may  ignore  it  if  he  wishes; 
on  the  other  hand,  it  is  compulsory  in  the  reciting  of  the  Qur)jn 
according  to  many  scholars  of  faiwid. 
60  The  assimilation  is  complete  for  /A  /.  while  for4  n  it  may  be  either 
partial  or  complete. 108 
2.2.3.  Coalescent  Assimilation: 
We  have  seen  earlier  that  if  the  first  sound  in  such  a 
combination  influences  the  second,  assimilation  is  called 
progressive.  If  the  opposite  happens,  the  assimilation  is  called 
regressive.  In  a.  third  type,  of  assimilation,  the  influence  operates 
in  both  directions.  This  is  called  "coalescent"  or  "reciprocal" 
assimilation. 
In  fact,  this  term  is  defined  variously  by  different  linguists: 
1.  "A  sequence  of  two  sounds  coalesces  and  gives  place  to  a 
single 
'new 
sound  different  from  either  of  the  original 
sounds". 
6  1  This  definition  may-be  represented  as:  CIC2  ---> 
C3  The  example  given  to  illustrate  it  is:  /  don't  dount 
and  /.  you  /  [ya  1  -4  [dountýou  1.  This  really  shows  a-normal 
progressive  assimilation,  which  may  be  represented  as:  CI  C2 
-4  CIC3'  This  definition  is  supported  by  C.  M.  Wise:  "Both 
sounds  disappear  as  such  and  a  third  sound  emerges  in  their 
place". 
62 
2.  J.  Hutcheson  gives  as  a  form  for  coalescent  assimilation: 
CIC2  ---->  C3C3  63  The  two  sounds  disappear  and  a 
geminated  sound  is  put  into  their  place.  An  Arabic  example  to 
illustrate  this  is: 
/  )iýtalama  /  --->  [  )iqalama  I  (did  unjustly). 
61  D.  Jones,  An  outline  of  English  Phonetics,  218. 
62  Applied  Phonetics,  154. 
63  See  his  Ph.  D.  Thesis,  A  Natural  History  of  Complete  Consonantal 
Assimilation,  The  Ohio  State  University  (  1973  ),  and  see  also  his  article 
"  Notes  on  Complete  Consonantal  Assimilation"  The  Ohio  State 
University  Working  Papers  in  Linguistics  14  (1973).  58-  65. 109 
R.  Hartmann  and  F.  Stork  give  as  an  example  of  coalescent 
assimilation:  /  seven  /  --->  [  sebm  1  64,  in  which  both 
sounds  disappear  and  are  replaced  by  others.  It  may  be 
represented  as:  CI  C2  --4 
ý3  C4* 
4.1  prefer  a  definition  which  combines  the  latter  two  definitions 
1.  where  both  sounds,  the  assimilated  and  the  conditioning, 
affect  each  other  to  result  either  in  one  geminated  sound,  or 
more  rarely,  in  two  sounds  different  from  the  originals. 
Some  examples  of  Arabic  coalescent  assimilation: 
1.  Vowelless  /n/  in  idghim  bi  ghunnah  assimilating  /n/ 
to  the  following  sound  with  nasalization  (see  above) 
/  )an  ya)tl  /  --->  [  )av"',  v  Otl  (to  co  me). 
/  min  wdq  /  -4  [  miw"V"*aq  (any  protector). 
2.  Ikhfjý  the  status  of  the  vowelless  /n/  when  followed  by 
fifteen  sounds  (see  above): 
-)in  kuntum  -Iijrlruntum  I  (if  you  were). 
64  Dictionary  of  Language  and  Linguistics,  21. 110 
2.3.  Complete  vs.  Partial  assimilation 
Complete  assimilation  is  used  to  describe  the  type  of 
assimilation  in  which  the  assimilated  sounds  become  totally 
identical  in  all  features  with  the  conditioning  sounds.  It  takes  one 
of  the  following  forms: 
11  - 
I-  C1  C2  ----  ý  Cl  Cl, 
2.  CI  C2  ---  ý  C2  C2,  or 
3.  CI  C2  ---4  C3  C3. 
Partial  assimilation  on  the  other  hand,  indicates  that  a  sound 
becomes  similar  but  not  identical  in  all  features  with  a 
neighboring  Sound.  It  takes  One  of  the  following  forms: 
I-CI  C2  --4  C  1-  Cj 
2.  CI  C2  C2  C3,  or 
3.  CI  C2  C3  C4. 
Complete  assimilation  is  sometimes  called  total  assimilation 
or  equalization,  while  partial  assimilation  is  sometimes  called 
accommodation. 
The  Arabs  usually  differentiate  between  complete  and 
partial  assimilation  in  the  following  manner.  If  the  two  sounds 
become  identical  so  as  to  be  geminated,  then  the  assimilation  is 
complete,  whereas  if  there  is  no  possibility  of  gemination,  the 
assimilation  is  partial.  However,  the  third  form  of  the  complete 
assimilation'above  is  not'included  by  many  of  them,  so'they  do 
not  consider-  a]-idghim  bi  ghunnah  (assimilating  /  n/  to  /  y, 
w  /)'as  'complete  assimilation. 
'  This  is  because  the  sound 
n/  does  not  assimilate  completely  to  these  sounds,  as  its 
I  See  for'ex.  an-Nashr,  2_1  27  . nasality  remains: 
man  yacmal-->  m  a""  Omal(  whoever  works).  IV  IV 
min  wjq  -->  miw"waq  any  protection 
Likewise  when  a  strong  sound  assimilates  to  a  weaker  one  a 
partial  assimilation,  occurs  with  one  or  more  features  of  the 
assimilated  sound  remaining,  as  in  the  following  examples  : 
baýatta  ---ý  baFatta  (you  stretch  ). 
_7apattU  ---)  ;  apattU 
2(I 
comprehend  ). 
However,  assimilation  in  these  examples  is  complete  according  to 
the  third  possible  form  of  the  complete  assimilation  (  Cl  C2  --> 
C3  C3  ). 
Indeed,  most  of  the  Arabic  linguists  do  not  call  partial 
assimilation  idghim  because  idghim  to  them  is  complete 
assimilation,  leading  to  gemination. 
The  most  frequent  example  of  complete  assimilation  is  the 
definite  article  /  al  -/  with  shams!  sounds. 
Imilah  and  /t/  of  iftacala  are  some  examples  of 
partial  assimilation. 
The  Arabic  linguists  call  complete  assimilation  al-idghim 
al-kAmil  and  they  call  partial  assimilation  al-idghim  an-na-qj*F. 
Ibn  jinn!  gives  this  division  more  attention  than  the  other 
linguists.  He  calls  complete  assimilation  al-idghim  al-akbar,  and 
partial  assimilation  al-idghim  al-agghar3.  His  terms  should 
not  be  confused  with  the  normal  terms  of  contiguous  and  non- 
contiguous  assimilation  al-idghim  aý-Faghlr  and  al-idghdm  al- 
kabir  respectively. 
2  an-  Nashr,  I/  220  . 
3  at-Ta$rlf  al-mulilki,  97,  and  81-KhasVis,  2/  141 112 
Complete  assimilation  in  Arabic  is  usually  compulsory,  On 
the  other  hand,,  partial  assimilation  is  usually  optional,  according 
to  Arabic  linguists;  it  is  however  obligatory  in  the  reading  of  the 
Qur)jn,  according  to  some  scholars  of  tajwld. 113 
2.4.  Distant  Assimilation: 
Concerning  the  proximity  of  the  assimilated  sounds  to  the 
conditioning  sounds,  assimilation  is  divided  into  two  types.  When 
the  two  sounds  involved  are  immediately  adjacent,  assimilation 
is  called  contiguous  assimilation,  or  sometimes  contact 
assimilation.  On  the  other  hand,  when  the  two  sounds  involved 
are  separated  by  one  or  more  other  sounds,  the  assimilation  is 
called  non-contiguous  assimilation,  incontiguous  assimilation, 
dilated  assimilation,  remote  assimilation,  or  distant  assimilation. 
Distant  assimilation  is  much  less  frequent  than  contiguous 
assimilation.  Therefore  whenever  the  word  "assimilation"  is  used 
without  any  modification,  contiguous  assimilation  is  mostly 
meant.  For  this  reason,  our  discussion  in  this  sub-chapter  will  be 
limited  to  distant  assimilation. 
Distant  assimilation  has  been  discussed  thoroughly  by  both 
Arabic  linguists  and  scholars  of  tajwld,  under  different 
headings,  of  which  the  following  are  the  most  common: 
1.  Vowel  Harmony: 
Vowel  harmony  is  the  most  common  type  of  distant 
assimilation.  There  is  no  contiguous  Vowel  harmony  in  Arabic. 
The  separating  sounds  may  be  one  or  more.  The  word 
NMra-I  /  (a  m*an)  with  nunation  declines: 
-limru;  un  (nominative)  as  in  :  hjo*d  mru)un  (this  is  a  man), 
-Iimra-lan  (accusative)  as  in  :  ra)aytu  mra)an  (I  saw  a  man), 
)jn2rj;  jn  (genitive)  as  in  -.  mini  mrPin  (from  a  man). 114 
Some  other  examples  are: 
-7uqtul  "  imperative  "  (kill), 
-liorib  "  imperative  "  (hit),  and 
nahar  (river).  1 
11 
2.  Im  älah: 
Im.  alah,  which  is  the  raising  of  (a  /  a)  to  become  near  (i  / 
1)  in  certain  circumstances,  is  considered  as  a  distant  assimilation 
in  all  its  types.  This  is  due  to  the  fact  that  a/d  cannot  be 
followed  or  preceded  contiguously  by  /i/  or  /i/: 
*i 
*a/+i, 
i+a 
However  there  are  some  exceptions  where  im4lah  may  occur,  in 
fact,  as  contiguous  assimilation,  such  as  when  the  low  vowels  (a 
fi)  are  followed  or  preceded  by  the  glide  /y  Some  examples 
of  imAlah  are: 
mafitip  =>  mafitip  (keys), 
al-cilamin  --->  af-cNamIn  (the  worlds), 
'kayyjl 
--ý  kayy,  §l  (the  one  who  weighs). 
Sometimes,  more  than  one  phoneme  separates  (a  /  a)  from  the 
conditioning  sound,  as  in  the  second  example  above,  and  also  in: 
, 
yaoribahj  ---)  yaoribah6  2  (he  hits  her) 
I  For  more  detail  on'vowel  harmony  see  .  2.6.2.2.  below. 
2  a]-KiMb,  2/  262. 
3  For  more  detail  on  imalah,  see  .  2.6.2.1.  below. 115 
3.  Emphasis: 
Emphasis  is  a  strong  feature  that-affects  neighboring 
sounds  both  contiguously-.,  and  non-contiguously.  Again  the 
separating  sound  between  the  assimilated  and  the  conditioning 
sounds  may  be  one or  more.  Some  examples  are: 
-laqsatu  (more  correct).  Pronounced  before  the  emphatic 
sound  /  /,  the  sound  /s  may  become  a  partial  emphatic 
s  /,  between  s/  and  or  may  become  a  complete 
emphatic 
2.  /  lasallatahum  (has  given  them  power  over..  )  The  same  as 
the  above  may  be  said  about  /s/  here.  4 
4.  al-Idgb6m  al-KabIr:,, 
a]-Idgbjm  al-kabir  (non-contiguous  assimilation),  is 
contrasted  with  al-idgbam  aý-Faghlr  (contiguous  assimilation). 
The  difference  between  the  two  types  is  that  in  the  latter  the 
assimilated  sound  is  sikin  (unvowelled)  while  in  the  former,  the 
assimilated  sound  is  mutaparrik  (vowelled).  The  short  vowel 
here  is  dropped  before  the  assimilation  process  takes  place;  as  a 
result  al-idgbAm  al-kabir  and  al-idghim  aý-Faghlr  are 
phonologically  the  same. 
Arabic  grammarians  do  not  discuss  this  kind  of  assimilation 
a  great  deal;  on  the  other  hand,  almost  all  scholars  of  tajwld 
have  a  separate  chapter  on  al-idghim  al-kabir. 
This  type  of  idghim  is  mostly  associated  with  the  reader 
Abil  cAmr  Ibn  al-cAlfi);  he  is  not  however  the  only  reader  to 
favor  assimilation  in  it.  Ijamzah  and  al-KisVI  are  reported  to 
4  For  more  detail  on  emphatic  sounds  see  .  2.6-3.1.  beýlow. 116 
have  assimilated  in  this  case  too.  On  the  other  hand,  Ndfic,  Ibn 
Kathir,  'and  cA?  im  preferred  not  to  assimilate  in  al-idghim  al- 
kabir.  Ibn  cAmir  sometimes  assimilated  and'  other'  times 
dissimilated. 
al-Idghim  as-saghir  occurs  in  both  environments,  within  .a 
and  across  morpheme  and  word  boundaries,  while  al-idghim 
al-kabir  occurs  across  word  boundaries,  with  a  few  cases  where 
it  occurs  across  morpheme  boundaries.  These  cases  are: 
a.  Pure  gemination: 
In  which  the  short  vowel  between  the  two  identical  sounds  is 
deleted.  These  examples  are  reported: 
II  1.  mi  salakakum  (what  led  you  (pl)  into  (hell-fire)), 
ma  salakkum  vowei'deletion  then  gemination, 
2.  '.  manjsikakum  (your  (pl)  holy  rites), 
manisikkum  :  vowel  deletion  then  gemination, 
3-'Ij  Wmanunj  (...  not  trust  us), 
Ij  ta-7manni:  vowel  deletion  then  gemination, 
4.  makkanan!  ( 
...  established  me), 
makkanni:  vowel  deletion  then  gemination. 
However  the  qurrj)  do  not  assimilate  in  certain  other  similar 
situations,  for  example: 
1.  bi  shirkikum  ( 
...  your  partnership), 
bi  shirkkum, 
2.  *jibjhuhum  (their  forehe  ,a  ds), 
jibdhhum  .6 
5  Ibn  Mujahid,  Kitab  as-sab,  ah  R  al-qira-,  it,  l  13-125. 
6  See  al-Warraq  al-Ma  w;  ili,  Kitlb  a]-Muyassar  min  at-taysir.  40,  Ibn 
Mujahid,  KitAb  as-sabah  fi  al-qira,  at,  121,  Ibn  al-jazarl,  an-Nashr.  1  / 117 
It  is  difficult  to  explain  why  AbU  cAmr  deleted  the  short 
vowel  and  geminated,  the  identical  sounds  in  some  cases  but  not 
in  other  similar  cases  which  seem  to  be  phonologically  the  same. 
He  was  possibly  simply  following  the'  practice  of  his  teachers  in 
such  cases.  He  assimilates  when  the  separating  vowel  is  /a 
onýy. 
b.  Deletion,  assimilation,  then  gemination: 
AbQ  cAmr  limits  the  assimilation  of  sounds  to  each  other 
after  the  deletion  of  the  short  vowel  to  one  sound,  namely  the 
uvular  Iq/  when  pronounced  before,  the  second  person  plural 
masculine  pronoun  kum.  Sonie'qurri-I  also  include  in  this 
kunna,  the  feminine  pronoun,  on  conditio  th  I at  there  is  a  vowel 
before  the  assimilated  sound  /  q'/.  Some  examples  are 
1.  khala4akum  ((AIIjh)  created  you  (pl.  )), 
khalaqkum  vowel  deletion, 
khala  kkum  as  si  milation, 
khalakku'm  gemination. 
2.  razaq  akum  ((Alldh)  gave  you  (pl.  )), 
razaqkum  :  vowel  deletion, 
, razakkum  :  assimilation, 
, razakkum  :  gemination. 
But  if  the  sound  /q/  is  preceded  by  sukiln,  whether 
with  a  consonant,  a  glide,  or  a  long  vowel,  AbB  IOAmr  does  not 
delete  the  short  vowel  nor  does  he  assimilate  the  sounds. 
mithjqakum  (your  (pl.  )  covenant), 
280.  Makki  Ibn  AN  Talib.  Kitilb  at-Taysir  U  al-qirl,  at  as-sabc,.  20,  and  as- 
Suyriti,  al-'Itqgn,  'l  /  95-96. 118 
*  mfthikkum,  I 
fawqakum  (above  you  (mas.  pl.  )), 
-*fawkkum, 
wa  liyuo*lqakum  (giving  you  a  taste), 
*  wa  liyuoflkkum. 
Neither  does  he  do  so  if  the  pronoun  following  /q/  is  not 
plural,  e.  g. 
khalaqaka  ((Allih)  created,  you  (mas.  sg.  )), 
*  khalakka. 
On  the  other-hand,  AbU  cAmr  was  in  the  habit  of  deleting 
the  final  vowel  and,  geminating  the  two  sounds  (the  final 
consonant  of  the  first  word  and  the  first  of  the  second  word) 
when  they  were  identical-and  assimilating  the  first  to  the  second 
when  they  were  similar.  The  Arabs  call  the  first  case  famithul, 
where  two  sounds  are  identical  in  both  place  and  manner  of 
articulation;  they  call-the  second  either  taiinus,  where  they  are 
identical  in  place  of  articulation  but  not  in  manner  of  articulation, 
or  taqjrub,  where  they  are  merely  similar  in  either  place  or 
manner  'of  articulation  in  both.  7  or  -following'  ex  IaI  mples  The 
illustrate  this: 
la  fahaba  bi  samcihim:  mutamlthil  (...  take  away  their  faculty 
of  hearing), 
wa  man  tiba'macaka  mutaiinis  '(and  those  who  with  you 
turn), 
yurlduba'wib  mutaqjrib  (Aesires  a  reward... 
7  See  for  example  an-Nashr,  l  /  278. 119 
I 
The  qurri-7  make  four  conditions  for  allowing  this  kind  of 
assimilation: 
1.  The  sound  assimilated  or  geminated  should  not  be  already 
geminated  (CIC1VCI  --->  *C  IC  IC  1).  This  condition  is  very 
important,  since  it  protects  the  syllable  structure,  which  does 
not  allow  the  occurrence  of  a  cluster  of  three  consonants  in 
oneýsyllable  (*  CCU  -1upilla  Jakum  (permitted  to  you).  The 
first  /I/  is  already  geminated.  Therefore,  it  is  not 
permissible  to  delete  the  short  vowel  /a/  after  it  and 
geminate  the  second  /,  I/  with  the  third  /I/  so  as  to  have 
three  /  I's  /[*  111  1.  Likewise,  /  2ashadda  ofikri  /  -7->  /* 
-7ashaMoMri  /I  *aaa  :  CICICI  1.  r 
2.  The  second  situation  in  which  idghim  is  not  allowed  is  when 
nunation  intervenes  between  consonants  that  might  otherwise 
geminate,  as  in: 
ghafilrun  rapim  --->  ghafffrurraplm  -->  *  ghafilrrrapID2. 
gh  af  Oran  rapID2  a  -74 
. 
gh  af  Ilrarrapim  a  ---> 
ghafUrrrapima. 
kacaFfih,  ma)kffI  --->  kaCagfimma)ki9I  kaIcaFfMa)k0L 
Again  a]-idghdm  al-kabir  Is  not  allowed  here  because  it 
violates  the  syllable  structure. 
The  third  condition  concerns  the  assimilation  of  /t/  in 
particular.  It  should  not  be  a  first  or  second  person  pronoun 
tu,  ta,  or  ti  /  e.  g.: 
kuntu  turibi  -->  kunt  turibi  G  were  dust), 
-7afa-lanta  WSMPOU  --->  *  -af0ant  tusmicu  (do  you  make 120 
the  deaf  to  hear), 
laqad  jPti  S'ay)an  fariyyan  --4  *  laqad  jPt  gay)an  fariyyan 
(truly  an  amazing  thing  hast  thou  brought). 
Again  it  is  the  syllabic  structure  that  prohibits  al-idghim  al- 
kabir  here.  If  assimilation  were  to  take  place  in  these  three 
examples,  the  result  would  be: 
ntt  CCC 
ntt  CCC 
t7s  CCC 
All  qurri),  agree  on  the  above  three  conditions,  8  which 
may,  in  fact  be  stated  as  one.  Thus  we  may  say  that  no 
assimilation  ýor,  gemination  can  take  place  if  the  consonant 
preceding  the  short  vowel  that  is  to  be  dropped  is  itself  preceded 
by  a  consonant.  Ibn  Mujdhid  -limits  his  prohibition  here  to  the 
presence  of  sukign  on  a  consonant,  as  opposed  to  a  glide  or  a  long 
9 
vowel. 
The  ýquestion  here  is  whether  or  not  the  qurri.  )  observe 
this  condition  in  their  practical  reading. 
In  the  readings  of  AbU  'ýAmr  and  some  of  his  followers, 
have  counted  -more  than  twenty-five  cases  in  which,  they  allow 
three  consonant  clusters  to  occur,  in  violation  of  the  theories  of 
both  grammarians  and  scholars  of  taiwid.  Examples  are: 
I-  wagtacala  )arra-su  gayban  ---  >  wagtacala  )arra)§§ayban 
(and  the  hair  of  my  head  doth  glisten  with  grey). 
)99  :  CCC. 
2-  min  bacdi  o*ulmihi  --4'  min  bacMulmihi  (after  a  wrong). 
on-Nashr,  I/  279.  - 
9  at-Taysir,  25. 121 
CCC. 
wa  napnu  laha  cibidan  wa  napnllahil  cibidOn  (and  it 
is  he  whom  we  worship). 
Wl  :  CCC. 
4-gahru  ramaVin  ---->  gahrramaVin  (the  month  of  RamaOdn). 
hrr  :  CCC. 
Some  other  examples  are: 
cýý,  cýý,  coo,  ctt,  ljj,  )tt,  rss,  rýa,  wee,  y9g,  ytt,  hil,  h;;.  10 
4.  The  fourth  condition  for  the  permissibility  of  al-idghim  al- 
kabir,  which  is  not  accepted  by  all  the  qurri),  is  that  the  word 
of  which  the  last  consonant  might  assimilate  should  not  be  in  the 
jussive  case  of  a  verb  with  weak  third  radical,  e.  g. 
wa  man  yabtayi  Zrayra  I-Islim  (if  anyone  desires  a  religion 
other  than  IslAm), 
yabta,  Nf:  not  in  jussive, 
yabtayi:  in  jussive. 
*  wa  man  yabtaTyayr  a]-  Islim  :  dropping  the  vowel  and 
geminating  sounds  (whoever  wants  other  than  Islam..  ). 
Assimilation  and  gemination  are,  however,  allowed  here  by  some 
qurrj-ý 
II 
Some  examples  of  al-idghAm  al-kabir  that  AbQ  cAmr  uses 
frequently  are: 
10  Instances  are  given  in  full  below: 
I(  'd  0-ýp  )I(t;!  L  )d(  J)j  (,  ý 
t4AL 
( 
II  on-Nashr,  I/  279. 122 
ywcaMibu  man  ya§Vu  -4  yUcaMimmaV""*y"`a§j-u  (he  punishes 
whom  he  pleases), 
)iIj  al-jannati  zumarj  ---->  -IiIj  al-jannazzumari  C..  to  the 
Garden  in  crowds), 
Payou  t0mariln  ---->  Payttu-Imariln  (where  you  are  ordered), 
wa  -laxraja  oupjhj  wa  ýaxraOVuPjhj  (and  its  splendor 
doth  bring  out  ... 
yakjýu  zaYtuhj  yuOPu  --->  yakazzaytuhi  I 
yuý!;  U  (whose  oil 
is  well-nigh  luminous). 123 
2.5.  Historical  Assimilation: 
Historical  assimilation  is  one  -  which  has  taken  place  in  the 
course  of  development  of  a  language,  and  by  which  a  word 
which  was  once  pronounced  in  a  certain  way  came  to  be 
pronounced  subsequently  in  another  way"  It  is  the  opposite 
of  contextual  or  juxtapositional  assimilation  which  is  actual 
assimilation;  therefore,  when  the  word  "assimilation"  is  used  in 
phonetics  or  phonology  without  further  modification,  it  means 
contextual  assimilation  and  not  historical  assimilation.  For  this 
reason,  historical  assimilation  is  the  business  of  historical 
linguistics.  Another  difference  between  the  two  types  of 
assimilation  is  that  historical  assimilation  involves  a  change  only 
within  a  word,  while  in  contextual  assimilation,  a  change  is  found 
across  morpheme  and  word  boundaries  as  well  as  within  the 
same  word. 
The  significance  of  the  study  of  historical  assimilation  is  not 
the  same  in  all  languages.  Some  languages  have  undergone 
change  enough  in  short  or  long  periodsto  make  it  worth  studying 
them  historically,  while  some  others,  including  classical  Arabic, 
have  not.  "Arabic  has  not  undergone  significant  phonological  or 
syntactical  change  in  its  scientific-literary  form-'  2.  Thus  there 
is  not  a  great  deal  to  be 
-said 
about  classical  Arabic_  phonetics 
from  a  historical  point  of  view. 
Furthermore,  we  do  not  know  much  about  early  classical 
D.  Jones,  An  Outline  of  English 
'Ph 
one  tics, 
. 
218. 
2  S.  Khalil,  The  History  of  Early  Arabic,  Linguistics,  xix. 124 
Arabic. 
-What  we  know  goes  back  only  to  about  150  years  before 
the  rise  of  Islam  3,  and  even  that  was  not  written  down  till  the 
second  century  of  the  hijrah.  In  the  first  stages  of  classical 
Arabic,  it  is  not  easy  to  show  how  the  Arabic  sounds  change,  for 
lack  of  early  material.  Contemporary  classical  Arabic  is  similar  to 
that  described  by  the  earlier  grammarians  both  syntactically 
and  phonologically.  The  only  sounds  that  appear  to  have 
changed  are  /  ),  q,  t 
_4,  and  to  some  extent  /0/. 
In  fact,  the  Arabic  linguists  do  not  directly  deal  with  the 
history  of  changes  in  sounds 
5.  They  mention  the  Uý01  6 
(original  'sounds)  and  differentiate  between  them  and  the  furac 
(derived  sounds)  which  occur  in  words  involving  free  variation. 
It  seems  to  me  that  the  most  likely  reason  for  the  Arabs' 
neglecting  the  study  of  sound  historically  is  the  general  belief 
3  That  is  to  say  that  this  is  the  earliest  period  for  'which  we  have  any 
considerable  amount  of  material,  rather  than  merely  a  few  words  from 
inscriptions,  such  as  "naqsh  an-namilrah"  (  328  A.  D.  )  or  even  naqsh 
umm  al-jimfil  al-Awwal,  about  (  250  A.  D. 
4  See  (.  1.5.  above 
5. 
- 
Some  linguists  saysomething  about  the  history  of  small  changes  in 
sounds;  they  do  not  however  say  when  these  took  place,  but  only  why 
they  took  place.  A  report  of  as-Suy0ti  from  AbO  Ubaydah  is  an  example: 
"The  Arabs  drop  hamzah  in  four  words  in  common  use.  These  are: 
khabiyah  (  large  vessel  )  from  khabaa  hide  ),  bariyyah  (humanity) 
from  bara,  a  (create  ),  nabi  (prophet  from  an-naba,  (news),  and 
jurriyYah  (children  )  from  jara,  a  (to  give,  )"  (  a]-Muzhir  ,2/  252.  ). 
6  The  Arabs  sometimes  differentiate  between  the  actual  form  of  words 
and  what  they  think  to  be  the  original  form,  even  if  the  latter  is  not 
recorded.  To  quote  Ibn  jinni  :"  It  has  to  be  understood  that  when  we  say 
the  original  of  qama,  baca...  is  qawama  and  bayaca 
...  we  do  not  mean 
that  these  words  were  for  a  time  pronounced  in  this  manner  and  that 
this  pronunciation  was  subsequently  abandoned.  We  mean  that  if  they 
were  pronounced  according  to  analogy  with  similar  forms  they  would  be 
pronounced  qawama  and  bayaca"  (  al  -Munsit,  I/  190). 125 
that  languages  in  general  and  Arabic  in  particular  are 
tawqlfiyyah  (taught  to  mankind  by  Allah)7.  Arabic  was 
revealed  and  was  thus  learned  completely  at  one  time  without 
going  through  different  stages,  of  development.  AbU  cAll  al-Fdris! 
says:  "  This  language  (Arabic)  came  down  as  a  whole,  like 
something  imprinted 
...  no  part  of  it  can  be  adjudged  to  be  earlier 
than  another".  8 
Another  reason  may  be  that  having  recorded  very  many 
roots  similar  to  one  another  except  in  one  sound,  the  Arabic 
linguists  'think  that  this  substitution  of  sounds  is  habitual  to 
Arabic.  Therefore,  they  accept  words  without  giving  much 
attention  to  their  phonological  history. 
The  question  here  is  how  they  know  which  sound  is  the 
original  and  which  is  the  derived  or-developed.  The  criteria  that 
they  adopt  for  this  are  the  following: 
J.  Frequency  of  occurrence: 
In  cases  where  two,  or  more  roots  exist,  exactly  similar  to 
one  another  except  in  one  sound,  one  is  said  to  be  the  original 
and  the  other  (s)  derived  from  it,  in  accordance  with  the  relative 
frequency  of  their  occurrence.  , 
khjmil  /  khdmin  (languid). 
bal  /  ban  (rather). 
Both  words  in  each  set  above  are  reported  to  have  the 
same  meaning,  but  the  first',  in  each  case,  is  reported  to  be  used 
more  frequently.  This  implies  to  the  Arabic  linguists  that  the 
in  the  first  set  is  the  original  and  that  the  /n/  is 
7  see  for  ex.  a]-Khasa4s,  I/  47. 
8  aI-Kha$a4$,  2  /  40. 126 
developed  from  it;  the  same  is  true  for  the  se'cond  set  also. 
2.  Number  of  the  inflectional  forms  recorded: 
The  root  that  is  recorded  as  being  akthar  ta$arrufan  (used 
in  more  most  different  inflected  form's)  is  taken  as  the'  original. 
For  example  hatalat  hatanat  as-samVu  (it  rains)  are  found 
in  an'equal  number  of  inflected  forms: 
word 
hatalat  /  hatanat 
tahtil  /  tahtin  mudiric  a 
tahtil  /  tahtiffn  maýdar 
huttal  /  huttan  WaFf 
On  this  criterion,  Ibn  jinni  arrives  at  the  conclusion  that 
both  roots  are  original  9.  Modern'linguist's,  on  the  first  criterion, 
frequency  of  occurrence,  arrive  at  the  conclusion  that 
/  tahtin  /  is  the  original,  since  it  occurs  more  frequently  than 
tahtil  /  10.  In  the  case  of  the  roots  quhh  kuhh  (pure  as 
in  cArab!  quPP  /  kupp  qupp  is  taken  as  the  original, 
because  it  is  recorded  in  the  plural  /  aqpjp  whereas  kupp 
is  not.  II 
Occurrence  in  specific  dialects: 
The  form  used  in  a  specific  dialect  or  region  is  sometimes 
9  aj-Khaýgiý,  2/  82. 
10  1.  Anis.  Min  asrar  a]-lughah,  79,  and  Izz  ad-Din  at-Tanrikhi 
Kimb  al  -ibdll(  intro.  I/  22 
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taken  as  being  the  derived  one.  12.  The  use  of  /  am  /  as  the 
definite  article  in  the  southern  part  of  Arabic  peninsula  is  one 
example. 
The  two  or  more  words  involved  in  each  case  must  have 
exactly  the  same  meaning  in  order  to  be  considered  as  having 
undergone  ibdjI  (substitution).  This  condition  is  very  important, 
since  two  such  words  may  have  a  similar  general  meaning,  but 
each  with  its  own,  particular  sense,  being  a  minimal  pair: 
jamada  /  jamasa  both  mean,  to  freeze  but  they  are  used  of 
different  substances:  -I 
jamada  al-mV  (the  water  froze). 
jamasa  al-wadak  (the  (diet)  oil  or  fat  froze). 
qagama  xagama  (both  mean  to  eat,  but  they  are  again  used 
of  substances  of,  different  consistencies): 
/  qaoama  /  is  used  for  eating  something  hard  or  dry  (to 
gnaw),  while  /  xaoama  /  is  used'for  eating  something  wet  or 
moist  (to  munch).  ý 
No  substitution  is  considered  to  have  taken  place  in  either 
of  these  two  sounds,  and  both  roots  are  taken  as  being  original. 
However,  it  is  reported  that  DhU  ar-Rummah  uses  jamasa  in  one 
of  his  verses,  speaking  of  water:  wal-md)u  j4misu;  al-A;  mac! 
considers  this  a  mistake.  Ibn  Sidah  says  If  any  one  were  to 
claim  that  /s/  had  been  substituted  for  d/  here,  his  claim 
would  not  be  accepted  "13. 
On  the  other  hand,  when  only  one  sound  is  used  and  is  said 
to  be  developed  from  another  that  is  no  longer  used,  the  original 
12  Sometimes  both  sounds  are  ta*ken  as  bein'gý  original. 
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sound  of  the  one  used  may  be  established  in  one  or  more  of  the 
following  ways,  from  other  inflections  of  the  root 
1.  From  the  ma$dar  and  muoAri,: 
Ya  bica  (he  sales). 
bayc((n.  )  sale). 
Wa  qjIa  (he  said). 
qawl  (saying). 
2.  From  the  plural: 
w  --->  m  fam  (a  mouth). 
)afwjh  (mouths). 
3.  From  the  dual: 
w  --4  d  casi  (a  stick). 
caýawjn  (two  sticks). 
4.  From  the  diminutive: 
w  -->  d  sicid  (an  arm). 
suwaycid  (small  arm). 
5.  From  the  nisbah: 
w  --4  dma  Ih  j  (a  place  of  entertainment). 
malhawiyy  (someone/something  connected. 
with  a  place  of  entertainment). 
6.  From  analogy: 
This  is  one  of  the  principal  ways  of  establishing  the  original 
sounds.  When  Arabic  phoneticians  say  that  the  original  roots  of 
the  words  qjma  (to  stand),  bica  (to  seal)  are  *  qawama  and 
*  bayaca  respectively,  they  do  not  mean  that  these  forms  were 
used,  Rather  they  deduce  them  according  to  the  pattern  of  the 
strong  root  facala  yafcalu  and  its  derivatives.  14 
14  al  Munsif,  I/  190. 129 
Some  such  words  are  reported  as  occurring  in  the  strong 
root  pattern.  Although  they  are  thus  used  with  the  original 
sound,  they  have  been  considered  in  Arabic  linguistics  as 
exceptions;  such  are  istanwaqa  al-jamalu  (the  camel  behaved 
like  a  she-camel),  istarwapa  (to  ventilate),  and  istahwah  (to 
a 
overwhelm).  15  Such  words  do  not  occur  with  assimilation: 
istanjqa,  *  istariha  (meaning  to  ventilate),  and  *istahjoya.  aa 
15  al-Munsif,  I/  190-191. Chapter  Three 130 
Chapter  Three 
Sounds  in  Combination 
Arabic  is  a  language  that  has  a  wide  range  of  sounds,  from 
the  farthest  part  of  the  throat  (glottal)  forward  down  to  the  lips 
(labial).  1  The  Arabs  recognize  three  types  of  close  relationship: 
1.  Tamithul, 
2.  Tajinus,  and 
3.  Taqjrub. 
With  tamithul,  they  define  the  two  sounds  in-  question  as 
sounds  "...  for  which  you  put  your  tongue  in  the  same  place 
In  other  words,  the  second  is  simply  the  first  repeated,  (Cl  Cl), 
as  '  tt  ',  '  bb',  and  '  ss'.  Slbawayh  defines  them  as  sounds  "  for 
which  you  put  your  tongue  in  one  place  without  moving  it  --3. 
The  two  sounds  are  usually  geminated  for  ease  of  articulation. 
With  tajinus,  the  Arabs  describe  the  two  sounds  as 
having  the  same_  makhraj  (place  of  articulation)  but  not  the 
same  gifah  (manner  of  articulation),  as  b/m,  I/n,  and  s/?. 
In  fact  homorganic  closeness  affects  sounds  more  than  the 
manner  of  articulation. 
With  taqjrub,  the  two  sounds  have  neither  the  same 
place  of  articulation  nor  the  same  manner  of  articulation;  they 
are  quite  close,  however,  either  in  their  place  of  articulation  or  in 
I  In  this  chapter,  we  are  mostly  speaking  with  regard  to  the  Arabs' 
point  of  view  concerning  the  combination  of  sounds.  We  ignore  the 
interference  of  short  vowels;  however,  we  shall  focus  on  them  when  it 
is  necessary.  As  an  example,  the  Arabs  consider  and  /h/  to  occur 
consecutively  in  such  words  as  /  ahl  /  (family) 
2  an-Nashr,  1  278. 
3  W-Kitab,  2  407. 131 
their  manner  of  articulation  or  in  both4.  To  SIbawayh, 
mutajinis  and  mutaqjrib  are  the  same:  he  calls  them  both 
mutaq.  grib5.  SIbawayh's  view  is  practically  perhaps  better, 
since  both  Arabic  linguists  and  scholars  of  tajwld  cite  almost 
identical  definitions  of  mutajinis  and  mutaqjrib  and  speak 
about  them  in  very  similar  terms.  To  illustrate  these  three 
relationships,  we  may  use  this  table: 
type  P.,  0.  A  M.  0.  A.  Example 
mutamathil  the  same  the  same  bb 
mutajanis  the  same  0  bm 
mutaqarib  close  0  qk 
0  close 
close  close 
Sounds  other  than  those  having  one  of  these  three  types 
of  relationship  are  considered  mutabicid  (distant,.  as  in  the  case 
of  /h/  and  /b  /I. 
We  have  to  consider  here  the  degree  of  closeness  between 
sounds  and  what  is  meant  by  the  same  place  of  articulation.  How 
close  are  the  places  of  articulation  in  mutaqjrib 
In  answering  such  questions,  we  should  consider  the  Arabs' 
division  of  sounds  into  two  groups:  Palq!  (throat)  and  famaw! 
(oral)  sounds.  There  are  three  sub-groups  of  the  PaIqI  group: 
4  an-Nashr,  I/  278. 
.5 
W-Kitab,  2/  411. 
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1.  glottal:  ),  h, 
2.  pharyngeal:  c,  ý, 
uvular:  z,  x., 
Ibn  jinnI  speaks  about  the  sounds  in  all  three  groups  as 
being  mutaqjrib,  even  though,  in  fact,  they  are  not  so  with  one 
another  in  the  same  degree,  for  example: 
(f  am  ily)  root  -IHL,, 
/  ;  uPud  /  (a  name  of  mountain  in  Madinah)  root  ;  ýID,  and 
-lax  /  (brother)  root  )X.  6 
These  show  that  Ibn  jinn!  is  not  using  the  term  mutaqjrib 
with  precision.  He  calls  the  pair  of  sounds  /  -7h  /.  /  )P  /, 
/  -Ix  1-mutaqjrib,  whereas,  in  fact,  in  the  first  example,  the 
two  sounds  are  mutajinis,  in  the  second,  they  are.  contiguously 
articulated,  and  in  the  third,  they  are  distinctly  articulated. 
From  this,  we  may  conclude  that  when  speaking  about  the 
nearness  of  sounds,  Arabic  linguists  are  not  necessarily  specific 
about  the  place  of,  articulation.  To  them  mutaqjrib  has  a  wide 
range  of  signification.  It  sometimes  implies  mutajdnis  . 
In  their  discussion  of  ta)llf  al-purilf  (the  combination  of 
sounds),  the  Arabic  linguists  give  the  manner  of  articulation  less 
attention  than  they  do  the  place  of  articulation.  This  is  because  it 
is  indeed  the  place  of  articulation  that  principally  determines 
whether  certain  sounds  can  occur  in  combination;  the  manner  of 
articulation  is  far  less  Important,  from  the  point  of  view  of  ease 
of  articulation. 
We,  as  the  Arabic  linguists  do,  shall  discuss  the 
combination  of  sounds  in  this  chapter  considering  two  related 
6-al-Khasa4s,  'I  /  54. 133 
aspects: 
1.  the  relationships  between  sounds  and  their  acceptance  or 
otherwise  of  being  combined  with  each  other  within  the  same 
root. 
2.  the  influence,  of  sounds  upon  each  other.  - 
Although  number  one  is  important,  number  two,  which 
results  in  some  kind  of  assimilation,  is  more  important  and  more 
relevant  to  our 
- 
topic.  The  two  aspects  will  be  discussed 
consecutively,  beginning  with.  their  application  to  consonants,  in 
which  both  are  concerned: 
Consonants: 
I.  I.  TOM  al-puriff  (the  combination  of  sounds) 
As  far  as  the  combination  of  sounds,  both  within  and  across 
word  boundaries,  is  concerned,  the  Arabic  phoneticians  focus  on 
the  environment  in  which  they  most  commonly  combine,  in 
which  they  less.  commonly  combine,  and  in  which  they  do  not 
combine  at  all.  In  this  context,  they  are.  concerned,  rather  with 
the  root  than  the  word  as  such. 
In  general, 
Ithe,. 
Arabic  linguists  ignore  vowels  in 
determining  the  root  of  a  word;  so  the  root  of  Srahaba  (he 
went)  is  J*HB. 
Vowels  really  only  come  into  consideration  in  words  that 
we  may  call-  uni-literal  and  bi-literal.  These  will  be  briefly 
discussed. 
I  The  triliteral  root  will  receive  most  attention.  The 
quadriliteral  and  quinqueliteral  roots  will  be  omitted,  since  they 
share  the  characteristics  of  the  triliterals  to  a  great  extent. 134 
1.  Uni-literal  forms: 
By  uni-literals  what  is  meant  is  occurrences  of  a  single 
consonant  having_  an  independent  meaning,  whether  or  not  this 
single  consonant  affects  the  inflection  of  the  following  word.  The 
majority  of  these  is  maft0h  (followed  by  /a  /),  such  as: 
hamzat  al-  istifham  (interrogative  particle  /a 
waw  al-calf  (particle  of  conjunction),  and 
M, 
lal- 
catf 
I(particle 
of  conjuxiction). 
A  few  particles  are  maksOr  (followed  by  /i  /),  such.  as: 
Jim  al-)amr  (imperative  particle  /  Ii 
None  of  this  type  is  madmilm  (followed  by  u7 
a. 
The 
reason  for  the  predominance  of  fatpah  in  such  cases  is  said  to 
be  ease  of  articulation.  /  a/  is  said  to  be  khaffah  (light,  easy 
to  pronounce),  /i/  is  harder  than  /  a  /,  and  /u  /  is 
-7aeqaIuhd  (the  heaviest,  most  difficult  of  the  three). 
Bi-literal  forms: 
Similarly,  the  vowels  following  the  first  radical  of  bi-literal 
forms  are  ordered  according  to  their  frequency  of  use  as  follows: 
n2aftilp,  maks0r,  and  madmilm.  Very  few  words  of  this  type 
have  Vammah  after  the  first  radical.  Some  examples  of  bi- 
literal  forms  are: 
a.  kam  (how  many  ?  ), 
n2an  (who  ?  ), 
-7aw  (or), 
b.  min  (from), 
al-Kha$j4s.  1  71. 135 
)in  (if), 
c.  huwa  (he). 
Triliteral  forms: 
Regarding  the  combination  of  these  sounds,  there  are  three 
degrees  of  acceptability:  "suitable",  "less  suitable"  and 
..  unsuitable"  (or  "prohibited"). 
The  "suitable"  type,  is  that  in  which  the  three  consonants 
are  articulated  "distantly"  from  one  another,  8  as  in  the  word 
(pain):  /)/  glottal,  /I/  alveolar,  and  /m/  bilabial. 
There  is  no  difficulty  in  pronouncing  such  combinations. 
The  "less  suitable"  type  is  that  in  which  two  identical 
consonants  occur  in  the  same  root,  as  in  : 
Maqaq  root  MQQ  I  (length), 
madad  root  MDD  I  (support), 
sabab  [  root  SBB  I  (reason) 
The  third  type,  the  "unsuitable"  or  "prohibited",  is  that  in 
which  the  three  consonants  are  articulated  very  closely  together, 
mutaqjrib.  Some  combinations  in  this  type  are  difficult;  some 
are  not.  Here  the  most  difficult  sounds  to  combine  together  are 
balql  sounds  (sounds  articulated  in  the  throat  area,  glottal, 
pharyngeal,  and  uvular  h,  c,  h,  V,  x  /),  especially  when 
articulated  contiguously  without  being  separated  by  any  other 
consonant. 
The  sounds  of  Arabic  may  be  grouped  in  descending  order 
from  the  PaIqI  (throat  sounds)  down  I to  famawi  (lip  sounds) 
8  See  al-Kitab,  2/  411,  Sirr  sinacat  al-icrab,  I  /  65,  Jamharat  a]- 
lughah  .1/9. 
Sirr  W-fasghah,  58,  and  al-Muzhir,  I  /  19  1. 136 
1.  VaIqI  sounds..  (throat  sounds): 
. 
VaIqI  sounds  are  six  :/),  h,  c,  X  /.  They  are  the  most 
difficult  sounds,  especially  when  combined  within  the  same  root. 
The  possibilities  in  the'combination  of  such  sounds  are: 
a.  The  combining  of  three  of  them. 
b.  The  repetition  of  one  of  them  [  takrlr 
c.  The  combining  of  two  of  them: 
1.  Contiguously, 
2.  Distantly. 
As  for  the  combination  of  three  closely  articulated  sounds, 
this  does  not  occur  in  Arabic  with  Palql  sounds.  The  only 
reported  case,  of  such  a  combination  is  al-hucxuc  (a  kind  of 
plant),  a  word  which  is  considered  as  instance  of  dacif  (weak 
Arabic).  The  combination  of  /  h.  c,  and  x  is  difficult  to 
pronounce  and  the  repetition  of  /c/  makes  it  even  more 
diff  icu  It. 
The  PaIqlsounds  are  much  less  commonly  repeated  within 
a  root  than  others.  Some  examples  are: 
ad-daylyah  (nice  garden), 
ar-raylyah  (a  kind  of  food  made  of  milk  and  flour), 
al-mahah  (beauty), 
al-bahap  (hoarseness), 
ag-gucic  9  (beam). 
Two  PaIql  sounds  are  also  less  commonly  contiguously 
combined  than  others,  as  shown  below: 
9  Sirr  sinacat'fil-iT-Rb,  2/  813-814. 137 
3  -+  C  /,  v 
.. 
h  +ý  /x  /Y 
C  +3  /ý  /X 
ý  +3  /h  /c 
*x+)  /h  /ý  1'K 
*y  +)  /h  /4.  /C  /X 
The  o  nly,  PaIqI  sounds  which  occur  contiguously  together 
within  the  same  root  are: 
1.  +h  )ahl  (family), 
)ahaba,  (?  ). 
2.  )  +  -7uPud  (the  name  of  mountain  in  Madinah), 
-Iipnah  (?  ). 
3.  +x  -lax  (brother), 
)axah  (to  take), 
-7uxar  (others). 
4.  h+  baha-la  (?  ), 
nahPa  (?  ). 
5.  h+c  hucxuc  [  which  is  rejected  a  kind  of  plant), 
dahaca  (to  call  camels), 
Jahic  (be  compliant). 
6.  Ic  +  hIO:  cahd  (  knowledge), 
cuhr  (adultery), 
cihn  (  wool). 
7.  x+  Ic  bazaca  (to  harm  oneself), 
nazc, 
XUCXUc. 
10  al-Khalil  is  mistaken  when  he  claims'  that  c+h  is  muhmal  (not  used), 
al-cAyn,  I/  61.  In  fact  he  himself  later  gives  some  examples,  such  as 
cahaba,  cahaia.  cahd,  uhrah,  cahaqa,  cahila,  ahama,  cihn. 138 
A  chart  of  Palql  sounds  contiguously  combined  would  look  like 
this: 
h  c  h  I  x 
0  a  +  + 
ii 
+  00  +  *  *  * 
C  *  +  0 
*  *  * 
Ii  a- 
* 
0 
*  * 
I 
*  *0  * 
0* 
00 
- 
x 
*  *  0+  *  *0 
00 
*  do  not  occur 
Even  when  two  PaIqI  sounds  are  separated,  they  still  only 
rarely  occur,  although,.  more.  commonly  than  in  contiguous 
combination.  Here  are  some  examples  : 
hada)a,  (to  be  quiet), 
cib-I  (burden), 
xaba-la  (to  hide), 
yayhab  (very  dark  night). 
2.  . 7AqpJ  al-lisin  (the  back  of  the  tongue)  /,  q,  k. 
These  'three-  sounds  do  not  occur  contiguously  in  Arabic, 
although  they  are  not  more  difficult  to  combine  than  balql 
sounds,  which,  as  we  have  seen,  are  claimed  to  be  the  most 
difficult  to  be  combined  contiguously.  '  /  q,  k,  are  never  used 139 
contiguously  within  the  same  root:, 
q  +k  *q  +j  *k  +q 
k  +j  *j  +q  *j  +kll 
These  sounds  can,  however,  follow  each  other  when  they 
occur  in  two  separated  roots  as  in: 
ka  qawlika  (as  you  said), 
al-haqqu  kulluhu  (the  whole  truth), 
)axrij  kutubaka  (take  out  your  books). 
3.  with  ýurtlf  at-taflIm  (emphatic  sounds): 
There  are  seven  tafkhlm  sounds  12  x,  'U,  and 
q  As  regards  the  combination  of  these  with  j,  /,  they  are 
divided  into  two  groups: 
1.  Sounds  that  do  not  combine  with  j  anyway.  These  are 
q,  13  in  pure  Arabic  words.  Therefore,  Arabic 
linguistsl  consider  the  following  words  to  be  -7acjan2j 
(originally  not  Arabic)  and  mucarrab  (Arabized): 
manjanIq  (catapult), 
ýawlajjn  (staff  with  a  curved  end), 
fifin  (frying  pan). 
2.  As  for  the  remaining  emphatic  sounds,  namely  /  0,4,  and 
x  /,  /j/  only  very  rarely  combines  with  them.  Words  that 
I  Ibrahim  Anis  says  :  "I  have  not  found  jim  followed  by  kilf  in  Arabic 
dictionaries  excep  t  in  one  or  two  strange  words,  like  jakara  (  to  attempt 
a  hard  sell  )" 
,  a]-AswJ1  a]-1ughawiyyah,  83. 
12  Isti,  19,  is  a  term  that  is  used  more  by  the  Arabs. 
13  a]-Bayan  wat-tabyin,  I/  69. 140 
have  such  a  combination  may  be  counted  on  the  fingers 
although,  perhaps  surprisingly,  some  examples  are  words  in 
very  common  use,  such  as  xaraja  (to  go  out),  nagija  (to  be 
ripe  or  well  cooked)  and  japaýa  (to  protrude  or  bulge).  14 
4.  ýVurfff  aF-FafIr  (sibilant  sounds)  :/ 
The  hissing  sibilant  sounds  /  S,  ;,  z/  do  not  combine  with 
each  otherl5: 
*s+e  /Z  *e+  's  / 
However,  when  this  group  of  sounds  combine  with  hushing 
/ý/,  it  must  precede  them  as  in  gazaba  (to  be  ragged),  gazr 
(trail,  difficulty),  gasafa  (to  be  dry),  gasaca  (to  be  remote), 
gaýaba  (to  be  hard,  painful),  and  gaýjpj-)  (year  of  drought) 
. 
16 
Ibn  jinni  says:  "neither  s,  or  z/  may  precede  17 
s+s+sz+s 
As  for  the  combination  of  sibilant  sounds  with  other 
sounds,  the  following  cases  may  be  considered: 
A.  /s  with 
/s/  does  not  combine  with  /6/  within  the  sI  ame  root.  al- 
jawaliqi  I  says:  If  you  come  across  a  word  that  has  both  /s 
and  you  may  consider  this  word  not  as  pure  ýkrabic  but 
rather  as  an  adopted  word  from  a  foreign  language 
. 
18 
14  al-Aswat  al-lughawiyyah,  80. 
15  Sirr  al-faslhah,  58,  and  Lisan  al-Arab,  chapters  /  z,  s. 
16  Sirr  fihaat  W-iTab,  2/  817.  ' 
17  Ibid. 
18  Sahm  a]-albJ4  U  wahm  a]-  alfA4,25. 141 
*+ 
B.  /z/  with 
Vz/  does  not  combine  with  /  4,0,9  /  in  one  root,  whatever 
the  order  may  be".  19 
*z  +9,  /0  /ý  *9 
*4+ 
C.  /g/with  /land  I  /: 
/§/  does  not  occur  after  /0/  nor  after  /I/  according  to 
al-Khalll  Ibn  Aýmad;  however,  rajulun  liglig  (light  man)  is 
reported  as  an  exception.  20 
*I 
The  reverse  is  accepted  with  /I/  only  as  in  : 
+I:  Mal  (handicap) 
§+0 
Non-glide  sonorants  /  n,  1,  r  /: 
Any  possible  order  of  these  three  sounds  is  accepted  within 
the  same  root  as,  well  as  across  word  boundaryý  The  only 
exception  is  that  /I/  cannot  be  followed  by  /r/  21. 
n+r:  napara  (to  kill  a  camel)  and  naeara  (to  scatter). 
n+I  nila  (to  gain)  napula  (to  become  thin). 
r+n:  raFuna  (to  be  sedate). 
r+I  rajul  (a  man)  riji  (a  leg). 
19  a]-Baygn  vat-tabyin,  I/  69. 
20  al-Lisin  a]-,  Arabi,  Fasl  /I/  BAb 
21  al-Muzhir,  1  /'195. 142 
I+n:  Ian  (no  /  not)  and  ladun  (from). 
+r. 
It  is  not  as  Ibn  jinn!  claims:  "As  for  the  combination  of 
rI/,  and  /n  it  is  accepted  wherever  /r 
precedes  the  other  as  waral  (monitor  lizard),  )urul,  rannah 
(ringing  sound),  and  rand  (myrrh),  but  neither  of  them  is 
accepted  before  /r/.  The  reason  behind  this  rejection  is  that 
r/  is  I  stronger  than  /  1,  n/  "22.  Ibn  Jinni,  in  this  statement, 
ignores  examples  such  'as  napar.  nadyar,  and  naear.  He  must 
mean  that  n/  cannot  occur  immediately  before  r  /.  which 
is  correct,  and  it  is  supported  by  his  explanation:  If  the  two 
sounds  (n,  r)  occur  contiguously,  the  strong  one  comes  first  -.  23  A 
few  exceptions  are  reported  with  geminated  /n/  which  is 
stronger: 
dannara  (to  become  wealthy). 
muzannir  (a  big  tall  man). 
SIbawayh  is  more  specific,  saying  that:  "We  do  not  know  of 
nan  sikinah  (the  voiceless  /n  /)  occurring  before  /r/  and 
/I/,  for  it  is  difficult  to  pronounce  without  assimilation,  and  if 
it  is  assimilated  and  geminated  it,  it  will  be  confused  with  the 
geminated  original  ".  24  The  sukFin  condition  of  /n/,  which 
means  immediately  contiguous,  has  been  excluded  from  the 
discussion  in  this  sub-chapter. 
22  Sirr  fiml,  at  a]-iTab.  2/  818. 
23  Ibid. 
24  a]-Kitab,  2/  416. 143 
6.  Dentals  /  4,1,  e/  with  /  tl: 
These  sounds  do  not  combine  with  each  other  in  one  root, 
except  that  and  /e/  may  occur  in  one  root  as  in  eabata 
(discourage)  and  timaeat  (to  menstruate) 
7.  Labials  f,  m,  b 
It  is  difficult  to  combine  these  sounds  in  one  root.  The  only 
combinable  sounds  here  are  : 
1.  f+m:  as  in  fam  (mouth),  fahima  (to  understand) 
2.  b+m:  as  in  bilm  (owls),  ibtasama  (to  smile)  . 
The  remaining  combinations  do  not  occur., 
*f  +b  *b+f 
*rn  +b  *M  +f 
8.  Summary  of  sounds  that  do-not  combine  together  in  the-  same 
root: 
1-*,  +  zý 
3.  '+  h.,  X,  'U 
5.  X+  li, 
7.  q+  j 
g.  j+  q,  k 
1  L*  ?+  s'  Z, 
13.  *  I+e,  r- 
15.  *  l+  z,  s 
17.  *  d+t 
19.  *  e+  4,  ä 
21.  *'rn+b,  f  ' 
2.  *  h+4,  x,  Z 
4.3,  h,  C,  X,  e 
b.  ),  h,  x 
8.  *X+q,  j 
10.  *  s+  e,  Z,  e,  ä 
12.  *  Z+S,  d 
Z 
Z,  e,  t,  s 
m*  + 
20.  *  f+b 
22.  *  b+  f 144 
Arabic  sounds  in  descending  order  according  to  the  number  of 
sounds  that  do  not  precede  or  follow  them: 
Sounds  not  preceded  by  not  followed  by 
I 
of  conditions 
X,  c,  h,  h,  ),  h,  h,  c,  x  10 
0,9,  t,  Z,  S  e,  6, 
.  Z,  S 
-10 
S,  9 
4  X,  'F,  h  ),  h,  c,  x,  y 
x  c,  h  h, 
z  e,  z 
7 
S,  ---T  Z.  17  Z.  I  ?,  §,  Z,  7 
X,  Y, 
-ICI 
4 
1ý 
11,  Y-  b 
h  Y,  X,  4  4,  V,  x  b 
S  Z,  s-  ........ 
Z,  s:  S,  Z,  § 
-  4 
q-  j,  k  k,  t 
k  q,  j  q,  j 
.  -q, 
k-  q,  k 
0  Z,  S 
f 
-M, 
b,  b  3 
b  M,  f  f  3 
t  d, 
.2 
1  ---  §,  r  2 
m  b,  f  2 
r 
n  0 
d  0 
Total  62  64  126 145 
I 
Arabic  sounds  in  descending  order  according  to  the  number 
of  conditioning  sounds  in  a  preceding  or  following  position  within 
the  same  word: 
sounds  of  conditioning  sounds 
y,  10 
z 
C,  S  7 
h,  b 
S  5 
j,  k,  q,  t  4 
b,  f, 
t,  M, 
r 
n,  d  0 
Muýampmad  Al-Khfill  carried  out  a  statistical  study  using 
some  modern  linguistics  texts.  He  came  to  the  conclusion  that  the 
order  of  -,  Arabic  sounds'  according  to  their  frequency  is  a's  follows: 
u,  n,  m,  ),  Y,  r,  W,  c,  h,  b,  1,  d,  f,  k,  q,  ý,  al,  t,  ?,  a,  9, 146 
Z  25  S,  d 
On  the  other  hand,  Ibn  Durayd  claims  that:  "The  most 
frequently  used  sounds  in  Arabic  are  w/u.  y/1,  and  ),  and  the 
least  frequently  used,  as  they  are  difficult  to  pronounce,  are  ý, 
then  a,  then  9,  then  t,  then  q,  then  x,  then  c,  then  n,  then  1,  then 
r,  then  b,  then  M-26.  Regarding  this  strange  statement,  we  must 
assume  that  several  ommissions  (13  consonants)  have  occurred, 
for  some  reason,  towards  the  middle  of  the  series  27.  This  is 
because  /mbrI  and  n/  are  not  difficult 
sounds.  They  are  all  except  for  m  among  the  afaliqah 
sounds.  Ibn  Durayd  himself  supports  this  idea  when  he  says 
about  the  o*aljqah  sounds:  "Wa  hiya  -laktharu  I-Purilf  wa 
-)aPsanuhj  imtizjjan  bi  ghayrihi  -28  (they  are  the  most 
common  sunds  and  the  easiest  to  combine). 
The  so  called  Purilf  aX-J*a1jqah  (labial  bm/,,  and 
f  /.  and  alveolar  sonorants  'n  /,  and  r  /)  have 
been  given  most  attention  by  Arabic  linguists,  and  have  been 
described  as  sounds  of  which  quadriliteral  and  quinqueliteral 
Arabic,  words  should  have  at  least  one;  otherwise  these  words 
are  considered  as  mucarrab  /  )acian2129;  except  for  some  ten 
quadriliteral  words  30.  It  is  to  be  understood  from  such  an 
25  W-Aswlt  al-lughawiyyah,  154. 
26  jamharat  al-lughah,  I/  12. 
27  as-Suy0j!  reports  the  same  statement,  referring  it  to  Ibn  Durayd 
without  comment.  (  see  al-Muzhir,  I/  195). 
28  jamharat  al-Jughah,  I/7. 
29  a]-,  Ayn,  1  58  Sirr  vina,  at  a]-PrAb  .1/ 
65 
,  and 
.  81-Muzhir  .1 
270  ,  etc. 
30  al-Ayn,  1  52  al-Khalil  adds:  "  Any  quadriliteral  noun  that  has  no 147 
asseition'that  the  hijqah  sounds  are  the  most  frequently  used 
in  Arabic 
Another  indication  of  how  frequently  a  sound  occurs  is  the 
number  of  conditioning  sounds  around  it. 
The  least  and  the  most  frequently  used  consonants  in 
Arabic  may  be  indicated  according  to  four  different  systems: 
1.  the  consideration  of  the  conditioning  sounds, 
2.  Ibn  Durayd's  system, 
3.  al-Khfill's  system, 
consideration  of  the  hljqah  sounds  31. 
The  following  table  shows  the  six  most  frequently  used 
sounds  according  to  these  systems: 
2  3- 
sounds  'd,  n,  r 
M,  1,  t 
m,  b,  r 
I,  n.  ) 
m,  n,  ) 
r,  c,  h 
m,  b,  f 
l,  r,  n 
The  four  systems  show  a  reasonable  degree  of  agreement 
concerning  the  frequency  of  use  of  these  sounds;  thus  we  may 
conclude  that: 
Sounds  with  a  less  conditioning  environment  are  used  more  in 
Arabic. 
2.  The  Arabs'  consideration  of  the  existence  of  rubacl  and 
khUn2j$1  words  without  one  or  more  of  the  ýurfff  Waldqah 
JaIjqah  sound  should  have  one  or  both  of  the  ta]Aqah  sounds  c,  q 
or  one  or  both  of  s  and  dI  see  a]-cAyn,  I/  54). 
31  Consonants  only  are  considered  here  and  not  vowels  or  semi-vowels. 148 
as  -lacjaml  is  accurate  32 
3.  The  voiced  consonants  have  less  frequency  in  Arabic  according 
to  systems  2  and  3,  but  not  system  133 
..  - 
a.  assuming  that  the  more  conditioning  there  is  the  less  used 
the  sounds,  5  out  of  the  12  most  conditioned  sounds  are 
voiced, 
b.  in  Ibn  Durayd's  system,  9  out  of  the  12  least  used 
consonants  are  voiced, 
c.  in  al-Khfill's  system,  7  out  of  the  12  least  used  consonants 
are  voiced. 
4.  of  the  conditioning  sounds  (as  shown  in  the  table  below): 
a.  39  are  homorganic, 
b.  44  are  articulated  further  back  than  the  sounds  that  they 
condition, 
c.  44  are  articulated  further  forward  than  the  sounds  that 
they  condition. 
32  Half  of  them  are  alveolars  /  n,  1,  and  r  /.  This  frecuency  of  use  of  the 
alveolars  is  similar  to  that  in  English.  Hutcheson:  "alveolar 
articulations  have  such  a  high  frequency  of  occurrence  in  English.  " 
PhD.  P.  17. 
33  However.  this  result  does  not  necessarily  contradict  Ibrahim  Anis's 
claim  that  the  percentage  of  the  occurrence  of  voiceless  sounds  is  not 
more  than  25%  of  the  total  number  W-AswAt  a]-1Lighawjyyah,  21 
since  the  voiced  sounds  include  vowels. 149 
not  preceded  by 
homorganic  S.  A.  F  IS.  A.  B 
sounds 
not  followed  by 
homorganic  S.  A.  F  IS.  A.  B 
1  0  4  0 
2  0  3  2  0  3 
2  1  '0  z  3  2  1 
0  2  1  2  2 
0  3  x  0  3 
2  0  2  2  0  2 
1  11  1  .1C  1  2 
2  1  0  ;S  2  1 
0  4  0  0  2  0 
0  0  h  0 
0  6  0  0  0  0 
2  0  0  2  0  1 
2  0  0  2  0  0 
0  2  0  0  2  0 
2  0  q  0  2  0 
'0 
1  1  k  0  1  1 
0  0  2  0  0  2 
0  0  0  2 
-0  2  -0  f  01  11  0 
0  1  b  0  0 
1  0  t  0  0  0 
0  0  0  1  0 
0  0-  0  1 
I 
10 
0  r  0  0  0 
0  0  0  n  0  0  0 
0  0  0 
-d 
0  0  0 
19  26  18  20  18  26 
S.  A.  F-  sounds  articulated  further  forward  than  the  sounds 
that  they  con  ition. 
S.  A.  -  B-  sounds  articulated  further  back  than  the  sounds  that 
- 
they  condition. 150 
It  is  important  to  see  whether'there  are  rules  controlling 
the  combination  of  Arabic  consonants  or  not.  Why  do  some 
consonants  occur  before  some  other  consonants  and  not  before 
others?  We,  shall  now  discuss-these  questions  and  see  what  the 
Arabic  linguists  have  said  and  how  relevant  that  is. 
1.  What  determines  whether  combination  of  sounds  can  take 
pface  is  the  place  of  articulation,  which  also  determines  the 
difficulty  or  ease  of  pronunciation.  This  is  the  reason  why 
some-homorganic  and  closely  articulated  sounds  such  as  zay, 
yax,  kaq,  qak  are  not  combined.  Howeven,  it  is  not  always 
difficulty  of  pronunciation  that  prevents  the  combination-of 
sounds.  One  example  of  this  is  that  of  /j/  with  /  k-  /  which 
are  supposed  never  to  occur  together.  in  the  same  root,  even 
though,  it  is  not  difficult  to  pronounce  them  adjacently,  as  in 
lakhrajaka  (he  took  you  out)  and  kajuffis  (as  sitting). 
2.  Most  of  the  sounds  that  do  not  accept  combination  have  this 
characteristic  bidirectionally,  e.  g.  /*xy/  and  vice  versa 
/*yx/.  50  out  of  a  total  of  64  are  bidirectional,  and  only 
14  are  unidirectional,  in  this  respect.  This  latter  type  includes 
both  homorganic  and  non-homorganic  sounds. 
Why  should  bidirectionally  occur  ? 
a.  Non-homorganic  sounds:  4. 
II  out  of  a  total  of  ý  91  that  do  not  allow  combination  uni- 
directio-nallý  are  non-homorganic  sounds.  9  out  of  the  II  will  not 
combine  with  a  sound  produced  further  back  than  themselves 
and  only  2  will  not  combine  with  a  sound  produced  further 
forward  than  themselves.  We  may  conclude  that  when  two 151 
sounds  are  difficult  to  combine,  the  one  further  back  will 
normally  come  first.  34  The  only  exceptions  are  the  combination 
of  [x+cI  and  [9+t1,  where  bazica  (to  anger),  nuxic  (spinal 
cord),  and  eabata  (to  stand  firm),.  occur,  but  the  two  do  not  occur 
in  the  opposite  combination. 
*+X 
* 
b.  Homorganic  sounds 
The  only  ,  homorganic  sounds  which  do  not  allow 
combination  u  nid  irection  ally  are  d+  t,  .  1+  r  1,  and  m+ 
b  ].  The  question  is,  why  do  the  combinations  are  not  occur  when 
the  first  sound  of  each  set  comes  first,  whereas  they  can-combine 
when  reversed? 
1.  *  d+  t 
d  as  in  watad  (a  peg).. 
2.  *1+  r 
as  in  waral  . 
3.  *m+b.  II 
b+  m  as  in  bilm  (owl). 
To  Arabic  linguists,  the  reason  for  the  occurrence  of  such 
combination  in  one  direction  but  not  in  the  other  is  that  the 
stronger  sounds  should  be  articulated  before  the  weaker  ones.  35 
It  is  not,  in  fact,  clear  as  to  what  is  meant  by  describing  a  sound 
34  Ibn  jinni  and  some  other  Arabic  linguists  say  that:  the  "stronger" 
sounds  come  first,  as  in  the  case  of  the  combining  of  /  s.  ;.  z/  with 
ýThey  must  follow  it  since  it  is  stronger  than  they  (Sirr  ;  inAcat 
al-jerab,  2/  817). 
35al-Khafl,  is  i/  54,  a]-Muzhir,  I/  196,  jamharat  W-Jughah.  I/9. 152 
as  strong  or  weak.  One  such  confusing  statement  is  made  by  Ibn 
jinn!  :  "If  two  (Palqi  sounds)  are  combined,  the  stronger  one 
should  come  first,  as'in  -lahl,  -lupud,  )ax,  cahd,  and  cuhr  -36 
.  It  is  confusing  because,  for  example:  4- 
1.  )  and  h:  These  combine  in  either  direction,  e,  g.:  hada-la  (to  be 
quiet),  and  hanPa  (to  be  comfortable).  - 
2.  c  and  h:  These  also  combine  in  either  direction,  e,  g.:  cahara 
(adultery)  and  haraca  (to  run),  and  hajaca  (to  sleep  at 
night).  In  fact,  it  is  clear  from  his  examples  that  by  "  if  two 
palqlsounds  are  combined",  he  is  here  referring  to  contiguous 
combination,  rather  than  combination  with  some  consonant  or 
consonants  intervening 
. 
Earlier  than  Ibn  jinni,  al-Khalil  also  makes  an  inaccurate 
statement:  "cAyn  /  Ic  /  is  muhmalah  (not  used  in  the  same 
root)  with  sounds  /  y,  h,  h,  and  x/  --37  He  must  mean  that 
these  sounds  do  not  combine  with  /c  if  /0/  comes  first; 
however,  he  himself  lists,  in  the  same  book,  some  examples  that 
contradict  his  own  assertion.  The  following  are  some  examples: 
bazi0a  (to  anger)  0  123), 
naza  ca  (spite  out)  0  12  1). 
dahaca  (to  call  camels)  0/  103), 
nahaca  (to  be  poor)  (I  /  108), 
cahiba  (to  be  careless)  0/  109), 
cahida  (promise)  0/  121). 
36  Al-Kha$ji$,  I/  54. 
37al-,  Ayn,  I/61. 152 
as  strong  or  weak.  One  such  confusing  statement  is  made  by  Ibn 
jinn!  :  "If  two  (Palqi  sounds)  are  combined,  the  stronger  one 
should  come  first,  as'in  -lahl,  -)upud,  -lax,  cahd,  and  cuhr  -36 
It  is  confusing  because,  for  example: 
1.  )  and  h:  These  combine  in  either  direction,  e,  g.:  hada-7a  (to  be 
quiet),  and  hanPa  (to  be  comfortable). 
2.  c  and  h:  These  also  combine  in  either  direction,  e,  g.:  cahara 
(adultery)  and  haraca  (to  run),  and  hajaca  (to  sleep  at 
night).  In  fact,  it  is  clear  from  his  examples  that  by  "  if  two 
palq!  sounds  are  combined",  he  is  here  referring  to  contiguous 
combination,  rather  than  combination  with  some  consonant  or 
consonants  intervening 
. 
Earlier  than  Ibn  jinni,  al-Khaill  also  makes  an  inaccurate 
statement:  "CAyn  /c/  is  muhmajah  (not  used  in  the  same 
root)  with  sounds  /  y,  h,  h,  and  x/  --37  He  must  mean  that 
these  sounds  do  not  combine  with  /c  if  c/  comes  first; 
however,  he  himself  lists,  in  the  same  book,  some  examples  that 
contradict  his  own  assertion.  The  following  are  some  examples: 
baxica  (to  anger)  0  123), 
naxa  ca  (spite  out)  0  12  1). 
dahaca  (to  call  camels)  0/  103). 
nahaca  (to  be  poor)  0/  108). 
cahiba  (to  be  careless)  0/  109), 
cahida  (promise)  0/  121). 
36  aj-Kha$j4$,  I/  54. 
37al-,  Ayn,  161. 153 
Regarding  the  combination  of  sounds,  in  general,  Bahd)  ad- 
Din  as-Subk!  says:  "The  best  and  most  frequent-  of  these 
combinations  are  as  follows: 
1.  A  sequence  of  sounds  going  from  back,  to  central  to  front, 
2.  A-  sequence  of  sounds  going  from  central  to  front  to  back, 
3.  A  sequence  of  sounds  going  from  central  to  back  to  front,, 
4.  A  sequence  of  sounds  going  from  back  to  front  to  central, 
A  sequence  of  sounds  going  from  front  to  back  to  central". 
38 
38  cArils  al-afrah,  95. 154 
3.1.2.  IdgbJm  al-puriff  wa  ibdilubl 
The  Arabic  consonants  act  differently  from  one  another  in 
their  acceptance  of  idghim  (assimilation)  and  of  being  used  as 
ibdjI  (free  variations).  Assimilation  will  be  discussed  in  detail, 
starting  with  back  sounds  and  moving  forwards.  The  group  of 
central-mouth  sounds  contains  a  large  number  of  consonants; 
therefore,  it  may  be  further  divided  according  to  their  manner  of 
articulation.  This  may  be  shown  in  the  following  chart: 
consonants 
PaIqI  -7aqýj  al-fam,  wast  al-fam  shafawl 
(back  sounds)  (back  mouth  sounds)  (central  mouth  sounds)  (labials) 
x,  V,  c,  ý,  h,  )  j,  k,  q  b,  f 
bayna  sha.  Irikh.  rikhwah  shadidah 
(sonorants)  (fricatives)  (stops) 
n,  r  d,  t 
aV-Vjd  bayna  al-asnin  Fafir 
0  Onterdentals)  (sibilants) 
G,  4,  g  Z,  S,  S,  'S 155 
L  Valql  sounds: 
A.  Hamzah  (glottal  stop) 
The  glottal  stop  /)/  interchanges  with  non-consonants, 
being  regarded  as  one  of  the  most  difficult  sounds  in  Arabic.  This 
sound  has  been  discussed  in  great  detail  in  the  fields  of  both  of 
Qirj)jt  and  of  Arabic  linguistics.  Indeed,  numerous  examples  are 
given  in  books  on  QirVit,  where  one  finds  it  difficult  to 
formulate  s  ystematic  rules  about  when  this  sound  is  pronounced 
as  pure  hamzah,  where  as  in-between  hamzah,  where  as  a 
long  vowel,  and  when  it  is  altogether  omitted.  This  is  because 
Qur)jnic  readers  differ  in  pronouncing  this  sound  in  many  cases. 
In  fact,  the  same  reader  may  pronounce  the  sound 
differently  in  similar  readings. 
As  for  Arabic  linguistics,  linguists  have  identified  situations 
where  the  sound  /)/  changes  to  a  long  vowel  or  a  semi-vowel, 
and  vice-versa,  and  have  formulated  rules  for  this.  However,  the 
rules  may  be  combined  and  reduced  in  number.  The  interchange 
between  and,  non-consonantal  sounds  may  be  represented 
as: 
I.  V) 
a) 
Wmana  )jmana  (to  believe). 
P  --->  I 
-7i)mjn  )Imdn  (believe). 
U)  ri 
Mliya  Vtiya  (given). 
2.3  --4  0/a-  fo  )  (optional): 
jVa  )ajaluhum  -->  jS  )ajaluhum. 156 
iv  )i  (optional): 
al-bighVi  ;  in  -4  a]-bighjy  -in. 
)  ----)  w/  fI  /-uw)  (optional): 
as-sufahj)u  -laij  --->  -7as-sufahjw  )alj. 
(optional): 
)a  )inna  -->  -a  yinna. 
4.  w  /V  -4  3/  d-w 
*  ducdw  ---  >  ducV. 
*  binjy  --->  binP., 
w  ---4  3/w-  aw: 
*  wawVil  -->  )awi)il. 
6.  w  /y  -3'  là_i 
q  iff  wil  -->  qj  . 1il, 
bjyic  --4  bVic, 
Cajjwiz  ---4  caiViz, 
Fapjyif  Fapj)if, 
wawawjl  -Iawiwil  ---4  )awVil, 
*  niyjyif  --)  niyj)if. 
However,  there  are  a  few  exceptions  where  the  glides  /w 
and  y/  do  not  become  hamzah  but  rather  remain  unchanged. 
These  are: 
cjYin  (evil  eyed), 
cjwir  (having  one  eye), 
qasjwir  (lions), 
ma  cjyish.  (way  of  living), 157 
The  hamzah,  is  pure  when  pronounced  initially  or 
immediately  after  a  consonant  except  itself,  as  in: 
2aPam  (ominous), 
a]-xab)a  (the  hidden  thing). 
The  following  are  general  remarks  on  the  hamzah: 
/)/  should  not  be  pronounced  as  an  emphatic  sound.  The 
readers  of  the  Qur)jn  and  others  should  pronounce  it 
carefully  especially  when  it  is  followed  by: 
a.  /d/  as  in  -Ijtj  (to  give),  and  -limin  (so  be  it) 
b.  emphatic  sounds  as  in:  ;  Alljh  (God)  ýaý-taljq  (divorce) 
c.  a  homorganic  sound  as  in:  ;  ihdinj  (guide  us) 
d.,  sounds  -articulated  contiguously  to  it  /  c,  ý/  as  in: 
ctj  (to  give). 
a 
(I  encompassed).  1 
2.  Hamzah  is  pronounced  in  different  ways;  it  may  be 
pronounced  as  mupaqqaqah  (true  hamzah),  or  it  may  be 
pronounced  as  musahhalah  (lightened).  The  lightening  of 
hamzah  has  three  degrees: 
a.  bayna  bayna  (in  between).  To  be  pronounced  as  between 
pure  /3/  and  the  long  vowel  corresponding  to  the  short 
vowel  that  precedes  it. 
b.  changed  to  the  long  vowel  corresponding  to  the  short  vowel 
that  precedes.  it.:, 
n2u)min  --4  milmin  (believer), 
bPr  --->  bir  (a  well). 
See  an-Nashr,  I/  216. 158 
c.  omitted  as  in  Waltu  saltu  (I  asked). 
3.  As  regards  the  Qur)jnic  readers,  some,  of  them  including  al- 
Kisa)l,  cA?  im  and  Hamzah  pronounce  as  muPaqqaqah, 
while  others,  including  Ibn  cAmir,  and  Abil  cAmr,  lighten  it. 
4.  The  Vijjzl  dialect  tends  to  lighten  the  hamzah;  the  Vijjzl 
people  would  say:  sdi,  wakkadtu,  tawkidan,  and  al-wikdf 
for  )is)al,  )akkadtu  ta)kldan  and  al-)ikif  respectively  2. 
"All  sounds  are  khafif  (ligh.  t,  Le.  lax)  when  sikin  (vowelless), 
except  the  hamzah  which  becomes  thaqllah  ffiard)"ý. 
B.  The  Rest  of  the  Valqi  Sounds: 
It  is  not  normal  to  assimilate  halql  sounds  with  each  0 
other.  However,  Slbawayh  mentions  some  cases  where 
assimilation  does  take  place4,  especially  when  asound 
assimilates  to  the  one  that  is  articulated,  one  stage  forward  than 
itself  [  glottal,  pharyngeal,  etc.  ]  and  vice  versa.  Examples  are: 
Lh  /ý 
-IiJbah  hamalan  )ijbap  Pamalan  (face  a  small  sheep).  -  I 
-limdap  HiMan  -limdah  HiMan  (praise  Hilal). 
II  Ibn  al-jazarl  does  not  accept  the  progressive 
assimilation  of  /,  h  /  to  /ý/  in  the  Qur)jn 
. 
He  says:  "  They 
assimilate  h'  /  in  Sabbiýhu  (glorify  him)  to  to 
become  [Sabbippul...  This  is  not  allowed  by  all  qurri-I"  5. 
2  -See  Blachere,  Tarikh  al-  adab  al-  Arab!.  I/  97. 
I  Ibn  al-jazarl,  at-Tamhid  f!  11m  at-taiwid,  109. 
4  a]-Kitab,  2/  413. 159 
2.  c/ 
-7iqfac  hililan  --)  -7iqtahhilalan  (cut  Hildl), 
-lijbah  cinabah  -)ijbacCinabah  ---  -Iajbappinabah 
(face  ýa  grape), 
bichu  --ý  bippu  (sell  it)  [h  /c  ---)  ý  1. 
. 
PArafah  ---->  *-limdaccArafah  )im  dap  cArafah  ---->  )im  dap 
(praise  cArafah). 
Dissimilation  in  these  reported  examples  is  much 
better  than  assimilation.  This  may-  be  supported  by  the 
agreement  among  all'qurri-Ito,  read  fasfah  canhum  without 
assimilating  to-/  c/6.  However,  Ab'a  cA  mr  11s 
reported  to  have  read  fa  man  zuPzipa  can  with  assimilation  an 
as  fa  man  zuPziccan7. 
Analyzing  these  rejected  examples  in  PaIqI  sounds  (*  h 
--->  c),  it  becomes  clear  that  regressive  assimilation  is  not 
allowed  here  while  progressive  assimilation  is.  The  reason  is 
not  because,  as  Sibawayh  says:  "  The  more  forward  sounds  do 
not  assimilate  to  the  more  backward  soundS-8  (among  PaIqI 
sounds).  This  reason,  although  it  applies  in  some  cases,  is  not 
always  valid. 
Two  of  the  h.  alql  sounds  are  mufaxxam  (partially 
emphasized):  /x/  and  /W/.  The  rest  of  the  sounds  are 
5-an-Nashr,  I/  218. 
6.  an  -Na  shr.  I/291. 
7.9itAb  at-laysir  fi  al-qjr&,  At  al-cashr,  23 
8  a]-Kilfib,  2/  413. 160 
muraqqaq  (non-emphatic).  These  sounds  are  apt  to  be 
pronounced  with  emphasis  when  occurring  adjacent  to  other 
emphatic  sounds,  as  in  )aýattu  0  encompassed)  and  al- 
Paqq  (the  right).  However.  '  this'is  prohibited  in  the  field  of 
Qirj)jt. 
II.  A  qF1  al-fam  sounds  :/q,  k,  j/: 
The  sound  /q/  assimilates  to  /k/  when  pronounced 
contiguously  as  in  yakhluq  kum  --4  [yakhlukkuml  (he  creates 
you),  and  even  when  separated  by  a  short  vowel,  as  in  yunfiqu 
kayfa  --4  [yunfikkayfal  (he  spends  as  ... 
).  In  both'cases,  the 
q/  must  be  preceded  by  a  short  vowel.  The  short  vowel  in 
between,  is  suppressed  before  assimilation  takes  place:  a]- 
idghim  al-kabIr.  A  suitable  form  for  this  may  be  represented 
as: 
q  -'-4  k/Vk.  (optional) 
This  kind  of  assimilation  occurs  only  across  morpheme  and 
word-boundaries  because  /q/  and  /k/  do  not  combine  in  the 
same  root. 
As  for  -the  assimilation  of  /k/  to  /q/.  it  occurs  only 
across  morpheme  and  word-boundaries  for  the  same-reason.  An 
example  of  this  type  of  assimilation  is: 
)imsik  qufnan  -4  [  )imsiqqu;  nan  I  (catch  cotton).  aa 
Again,  the  form  for  this  type  of  assimilation  may  be 
represented  as: 
Aqv  (,  o)  q  (optional) 
The  condition  that  both  /.  q  /  and  /k/  should  be 161 
preceded  by  a  short  vowel  before  they  may  be  assimilated  to  one 
another  is  occasioned  by  the  syllabic  structure  of  Arabic;  two 
sikins  cannot  occur  contiguously  except  in  pause  (as  we  have 
already  seen  in  idghim  kabir  above). 
The  sound  k/  of  the  feminine  singular  pronoun  /  ki  is 
pronounced  by  some  Arab  tribes  as  They  would  say 
[mingil  (from  you  (f)),  Calaygil  (on  you  (f)),  and  [jidsui  I  (your 
(f)  neck)  for  minki,  lcalayki,  and  j1duki  respectively.  9  In 
Arabic  Grammar,  this  is  known  as  kagkagah.  According  to 
Sibawayh,  it  was  a  dialectal  usage  of  Tamim  and  Asad, 
according  to  Ibn  Durayd,  of  Bakr,  according  to  Ibn  jinni,  of 
Rabicah,  according  to  Ibn  Fdris.  of  Asad,  and  according  to  as- 
Suyflti,  of  Rabicah  and  MuoarlO. 
The  sound  /j/  is  reported  to  be  assimilated  to  and 
t  In  idghim  kabir.  The  reported  examples  are: 
-lakhraja  gat-lahu  -7akhrag  gat-lahu  I  (sends  out  (seed) 
its  blade), 
al-m  a  cirij  ta  cruju  al-m  a  ciritta  cruju  ]  (ways  of  ascent 
...  ascend). 
occurs  in  the  Quran  before  seventeen  consonants  (t, 
n,  b,  k,  q,  h,  w,  1,  y,  r,  it  occurs  contiguously  with  the 
first  seven.  k  and  /q/  are  all  close  to  j 
in  their  place  of  articulation.  However,  there  is  no  report  at  all  of 
the  assimilation  of  to  /yk/.  and  q  in  such 
cases  as: 
9  Sirr  $inaat  a]-iT.  Ib,  1  206-207. 
IoAthar  ikhtilAf  a]-l'ahaiJ  It  al-Arabiyyah  R.  an-nabw,  546. 162 
)akhraja  yadahu  (he  took  his  hand  out),, 
yukhrijukum  (he  expels  you), 
)akhrij  qawmaka  (take  your  people  away). 
The  three  sounds  (q,  k,  j)  have  a  secondary  sound  that  is 
not  accepted.  Both  /q/  and  /k/  may  be  approximated  Ao 
/  The  resulting  sound  is  disapproved  of  in  traditional 
Arabic.  The  Arabs  call  this  sound  al-kif  aý-Fammj-). 
As  for  the  sound  /j/.  it  may  be  approximated  to  /k/ 
or  /s/.  Both  resulting  sounds',  are  disapproved  of  in  classical 
Arabic.  When  j/  is  approximated  to  /k/,  the  resulting 
sound  is  a]-kif  aý-Fa  mmV  -as 
above,  On  Ahe  other  hand, 
when  j/  is  pronounced  forward  of  its  normal  place  of 
articulation,  (alveo-palatal),  the  resulting  sound  is  between 
actual  /j/  and  /9/;  this  is  also  disapproved  of.  1  I 
III.  Wast  a]-fam  ýsounds 
(coronals): 
A  large  number  of  sounds  (fourteen)  is-ascribed  to,  wast  al- 
fam  (the  center  of  the  mouth).  In  a  discussion  of  assimilation,  it 
is  probably  more  profitable  to  group  them  according  to  their 
manner  of  articulation.  They  may  be  articulated  as  stops, 
fricatives  or  sonorants. 
1.  al-ýIurilf  an-natciyyah  (Stops  /  t,  d,  t  /): 
a.  /tI: 
Being  a  non-sonorant  coronal,  /t/  assimilates  only  to 
non-sonorant  coronals.  It  may  thus  be  assimilated  to  eleven 
II  See  (.  1.2.2.  )  above  for  these  disapproved  of  secondary  sounds. 163 
sounds  /  j,  9,  d,  t,  ;,,  S,  z,  0,9,4,  and  9/  across  word  boundaries 
and  in  one  case  within  the  same  word,  L  e.  the  iftacala  form  of 
the  verb,  in  which  /t/  is  changed  to  /t/  or  /d/  in  certain 
circumstances.  Some  examples  of  this  type  of  assimilation  are 
given  below: 
t  -4  j:  naollat  juladuhum  naoijafluffiduhum  (their 
skins  are  roasted  through). 
t  bi  Jarbacati  ýuhadj-7  ---4  [  bi  )arbacag  guhadj,  )  (with 
four  witnesses). 
td  -liVajara  )izdajara. 
t  )iotaraba  NOýaraba. 
t  --4  Pagirat  pudilruhum  --4  1  Pa.  ska,  s  Suouruhum  I  (their 
hearts  restraining  them). 
t  ---->  s  nazalat  silratun  --4  [  nazalassilratun  I  (a  sura  came 
down). 
t  --->  z  zabat  zidnjhum  --->  xabazzidnjhuml  ( 
... 
it  shows 
abatement,  we  shall  increase 
... 
t  --->  :  waIcjdiyjti  Oabhan  waIcjdiyjOOabPan  I  (by 
the  (steeds)  that  run,  with  panting  (breath)). 
t  kinat  'ýjlimatan  kinaffilimatan  I  (it  was 
unf  air). 
t  as-sayyi)jti  J*jlika  [as-sayyicaMaIika1  Uthat  are 
good  remove)  those  that  are  evil  ... 
be  that 
... 
t9  kaofhbat  eamild  kadUabaeomild  I  (Thamud 
does  not  believe) 
. 
A  suitable  form  for  such  assimilations  may  be  stated  as 
follows: 164 
+consonant 
+consonant  +consonant 
-  continuant 
-sonorant  w  -sonorant. 
-  voiced 
c<  coronal  c<  coronal 
+  coronal 
t  (optional) 
The  sound  /t/  occurs  in  the  Qur-lin  in  similar  situations 
before  sonorant  coronals  but  none  of  them  is  reported  as  having 
been  assimilated.  Some  examples  are: 
aj--),  ffyjtjJacajjakUm  (verses 
..  that  you  may), 
qjIat  rabbi  (she  said:  Oh  my  lord), 
fu  tip  at  ya)jflju  (Yajuj  was  opened). 
malakat  yaminuka  (that  your  right  hand  gain). 
/t/  of  the  form  iftacala  and  its  derivations  must  change 
to  /d/  or  /t/: 
1.  to  d/  when  it  occurs  immediately  after  zd 
*  Iztajara  --->  Izdajara, 
Idtaxala  Iddazala, 
Io*takara  M'dakara  IMakara  /  Iddakara. 
2.  to  /t/  when  it  occurs  immediately  after  itbiq  sounds. 
4tabara  --4  4tabara, 
Jotaraba  Idtaraba, 
aa 
Jdýtalama  Joytalamal2. 
aa 
12  See  (2.2.1.1.2)  above.  --  -' 165 
The  only  non-coronal.  sound  that  /  t,  changes  into  is  the 
glottal  /  h/  in  the  special  case  where  t/  is  a  -singular 
feminine  marker  attached  to  nouns,  ti-I  at-ta-W&  al-marbiltah, 
in  pause  :  Fitimatu  bintun  ----)  Fitimah.  (F.  is  a  girl)  [t  (f.  m.  n) 
--+  h  in  pause  1. 
/t/  is  a  non-emphatic  sound;  therefore,  it  is  pronounced 
non-emphatically  even  when  it  is  adjacent  to  emphatic  sounds, 
especially  the  homorganic  as  in  tatFj 
-(to 
exceed  proper 
bounds).  ? 
b.  /dI: 
Being  homorganic  to  /t/.  the  sound  /d/  assimilates  to 
non-sonorant  coronals  across  word  boundaries  only.  Some 
examples  are: 
d  ---)  j:  laqad  jj)akum  -->  [  laqajjj)akum  I  (already  came 
unto  you). 
d  --->  t:  qad  tabaYyana  ---4  lqattabayyanal  (already,  it 
becomes  clear). 
d  qad  gayafahj  -->  I  qa9gayafahd  (truly  hath  he 
inspired  her  with  violent  love). 
d  wa  laqad  Farrafni  wa  laqaFFarafhj]  (we  have 
explained).  ' 
d  --4  s;  :  qad  samica  --->  [  qassamica  I  ((God)  has  already 
I  heard). 
---4  z:  wa  laqad  Zayyanni  --->  I  Wa  laqaZZayyannj  I  (and 
we  have  adorned  ). 
d  t:  )inqud  tiliban  -linquttiliban  I  (criticize  a  seeker). 
d  qad  Vallu  -4  [  qaddallu  (they  already  go  astray).  a0 I 
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d  4:  fa  qad  blama  --->  [  fa  qaffalama  I  (fie  wrongs  ... 
). 
d  ý:  wa  la  qad  hra)nj  --->  [  wa  la  qaMara-Inj  I  (we  have 
made). 
9:  yurld  eawjb  --->  I  yurleeawjbl  (...  desires  a  reward). 
This  may  be  represented  in  the  following  form: 
+consonant 
-  continuant  +consonant  +consonant 
"  voiced  -sonorant  -sonorant 
"  coronal  oc  coronal  cK  coronal 
LL 
d  (optional) 
Similarly  to  /t/,  the  sound  /d/  occurs  before  the 
sonorant  coronals.  However,  assimilation  does  not  take  place. 
C.  /  I: 
Having  the  feature  of  emphaticness,  the  sound  /t 
assimilates  only  to  its  homorganic  alveolar  stops  /d/  and 
/t/.  SIbawayh  accepts  the  assimilation  of  t/  to,  /  4/  also, 
as  in,  )ihbif  ýjlim  an  --ý  Pihbiýýjjjm  an  (come  down  as 
unf  air).  - 
However,  except  in  a  few  cases,  the  emphatic  sounds  do 
not  assimilate  to  others,  and  even  in  these  cases  assimilation  is 
mostly  partial,  not  complete.  This  is  because  stronger  sounds 
generally  affect  weaker  sounds,  and  not  vice  versa;  exceptionally 
may  assimilate  to  both  /d/  and  /t/,  as  in: 
t  --4  d  :  )irbit  dibbataka  3irbiddibbataka  I  (bind  your 
animal). 
t  ---)  t:  -7irbif  taysan  --4  1  -'irbittaysan  I  (bind  a  billy  goat). 
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In  fact,  the  sound  does  not  assimilate  completely  to 
either  /  d/  or  /t/  but  only  partially.  The  emphatic  feature 
remains  so  that  /d/  and  /t/  resulting  from  /t/  are 
pronounced  with  tafkhIm  (emphaticness).  However,  SIbawayh 
mentions  both  kinds  of  assimilation,  partial  and  complete,  as 
being  possible  13. 
2.  Rikbwah  (fricatives): 
ýaflr  (sibilants): 
Sibilants  in  Arabic  are  four,  namely  /s/,  /?  /,  /z/ 
and  /§/;  the  alternative  terms  used  are  whistling  consonants, 
groove  fricatives,  or  groove  aspirants.  The  first  three  sounds  are 
articulated  alveolarly,  while  the  soun  S/  is  articulated 
further  back,  in  the  alveopalatal  position.  Their  respective 
manners  of  articulation  may  be  distinguished  from  each  other  by 
three  sets  of  features: 
1.  Hissing  /  hushing  : 
/s/.  /ý/  and  /z/  are  described  as  hissing  sibilants, 
and  /9/  as  a  hushing  sibilant. 
2.  Emphatic  /  non-emphatic  : 
/?  /  is  the  only  emphatic  sibilant;  the  remaining  sibilants 
are  non-emphatic. 
3.  Voiced  /  voiceless 
The  only  voiced'  sibilant  is  /.  z  /;  the  rest  are  all  voiceless. 
Since  the  influence  of  the  place  of  articulation  in  the 
phenomenon  of  assimilation  is  greater  than  that  of  manner  of 
13  al-KitAb,  2/  418. 168 
articulation,  the  hissing  sibilants  will  be  discussed  as  one  group. 
The  hushing  sound  /ý/  will  be  discussed  at  a  later  stage. 
A.  al-puraf  al-asaflyyah  (hissing  sounds) 
As  we  have  seen  earlier,  the  three  sounds  /  s,  ;,  z,  /  do  not 
occur  in  the  same  root.  However,  they  do  meet  across  word- 
boundaries.  In  this  case,  regressive  assimilation  may  take  place. 
A  few  examples  are: 
S  --4  z  -Iajlis  Zaydan  -->  Paflizzaydan]  (have  Zayd  sit  down). 
S  :  )ajlis  ýjbiran  Pajliýfjbiran  I  (have  $abir  sit 
down). 
z  -->  s  :  3iyriz  sayfaka  --4  [  )iyrissayfaka  I  (stick  in  your 
sword). 
z  )awjiz  ýaljtaka  -->  [lawfiFFalitakal  (make  your 
prayer  short). 
ss  ;  ifpaF  Siliman  -lifPassiliman  I  (examine  Salim). 
z  )ifpaF  Zaradah  -lifPazzaradahl  (  examine  Zaradah). 
S 
z  S 
Having  the  emphatic  feature,  the  sound  /;  /  is  stronger 
than  both  /s/  and  /z/.  Even  so,  it  assimilates  completely  to 
/z/,  as  in  the  example,  given  by  Sibawayh:  -)jfpaý 4 
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zaradah".  'It  assimilates  to  it  partially,  beco'ming  Fid 
m  usa  mm  jh  (approximated  to  /z  /)  as  in  the  word  aFda  q 
(more  truthful)  a5daq  1.  This  partial  assimilation  may  also 
apply  to  with  s  /,  as  in  the  example:  ýifpas 
. 
Silim  an. 
The'sou-n"d  /  s'l  may  -often'  be  pronounced  as  a  pure  /;  / 
or  as  ýjd  mugammah  U  pronounced  between  pure  /s 
and  z  /)  'when  occurring  before  m  usta  cli  (emphatic/ 
velarized)  sounds  within  the  same  word  15.  Some  examples  are: 
sirit  ---->  girit  /  Sirit  (a  way), 
yabsutu  ---->  yabFutu  /  yabSutu  (to  spread), 
saq,  r  Faqr  /  Saqr  (a  falcon), 
-7asbaya  -->  -'aFbaya  /  -)agbap  (to  give), 
saxxara  ---4  Faxxara  (to  subjugate). 
maining  emphatic  sounds  /.  The  re  ii  'i  /,  /I/,  /4/  do  not 
occur  with  /s/  in  the  same  root.  al-Batalyaws!  adds  /c/  as  a 
condition  for  changing  /s/  to  /;  /,  such  as:  misdic 
miýdjc  (split)  16. 
However,  if  the  original  consonant  in  the  root  is  /;  /,  it 
does  not  change'to  /s  because  the  emphatic  nature  of 
cause  it  to  dominate  s  /.  Thu's  Fair  (stone)  is  never 
pronounced  (*  saxr).  17 
For  the  changing  of  ýs  to  /  's 
,  the  conditioning  and 
14  al-Kitab,  2/  418. 
'15  See  al-Kha$a,  iý,  2/  143,  Sirr  $MAat  al-icrab,  1  /'220,  al-Muzhir, 
'l 
469,  al-Yujjah  lil-qurr-1,  as-sabeah,  49-50.  Duras  fi  a]-Jughahý  a]- 
cArabiyyah,  73,  etc. 
16a]-Muzhir,  I/  467. 
17  bid.  - 170 
assimilated  sounds  need  not  be  immediately  adjacent,  as  in  the 
following  examples  : 
sitiC  /  Fitic  (shining), 
)asbaya  /  )qbaya  (to  give), 
masilix  /  maýjlix  (slaughter-houses). 
However,  the  conditioning  sounds  should  occur  after  the 
assimilated  one.  If  not,  the  assimilation  is  not  likely  to  happen. 
The  word  qasat  (became  hard)  for  example  is  not  pronounced 
qaýat  This  result  agree-s  with  the  phonetic  rule  of  Arabic 
that  the  influence  of  a  following  sound  on  the  preceding  one  is 
greater  than  in  the  opposite  case. 
A  suitable  rule  for  such  a  phenomenon  may  be  as  follows: 
+consonant  +consonant  c 
+  continuant  +  continuant 
cc  +  emphatic 
-  voiced  -,  voiced 
+  hissing  +  hissing  ccc  ' 
_j 
L-g-  emphatic  L+  emphatic 
(optional) 
On  the  other  hand,  the  sound  S.  /  is  pronounced  as 
a  sound  between  pure  /  s:  /  and  /z  by  assimilating  /s/  to 
the  voiced  z  This  is  conditioned  in  most  cases  by  being 
followed  by  d  as  in  the  word  maFdar  ---4  masdar.  This  is 
called  ag-pid  al-mugammih  and  is  regarded  as  an  accepted 
secondary  sound  in  Arabic.  18  It  occurs  in  the  reading  of  AbU 
IOAmr  andýkjamzah.  Some  Arab  dialects  change  it  into  pure  /z 
These  are  said  to  be:  cUJ*rah,  ýKaOb,  Bana  al-Qays,  Tay),  and 
18  See  (1.2.1.1.  .  4)  above. 171 
Kalb.  19  Ibn  jinn!  specifies  the  environment  in  which  Kalb 
pronounce  /s  as  /z/  as  its  occurrence  before  q/  only  as 
in:  Faqr  zaqr20. 
B.  Hushing: 
The  feature  of  tafaggl  (spreading,  i.  e.  hushing)  makes  the 
sound  a  strong  sound  which  generally  protects  it  from 
acquiring  other  features  or  being  assimilated  to  other  sounds. 
The  only  reported  assimilation  in  this  case  is  the  reading  of  Abu 
cAmr  of  al-cargi  sablij  as  [al-carss.  ablIjI.  None  of  the  qurrj) 
reads  it  with  assimilation  except  him,  and  none,  including 
himself,  assimilates  to  other  sounds.  However,  when 
occurs  sikin  (vowelless)  before  d  it  is  sometimes 
pronounced  as  between  and  j3  an  accepted 
secondary  sound  in  Arabic  (see  1-2-1-1--3  above).  Thus  Wdaq 
may  be  pronounced  as  [  -a3daq  1. 
The  sound  is  one  of  five  sounds  that  do  not 
completely  assimilate  to  others,  although  the  others  may 
assimilate  to  them.  The  remaining  four  sounds  are  r 
f  /,  and  /  in  /.  Among  the  sounds  to  which  does  not 
assimilate,  although  they  assimilate  toit,  are  lal,  la 
ej  and  d  as  in: 
-7axraja 
gat-lahu  Pazraggat)ahul  ((a  seed)  which  sends 
forth  its  blade) 
qad  gayafahj  --->  [  qa9gayafahi  I  (Truly  hath  he  inspired  her 
19  yabya  $Alih,  Athar  ikhtilat  al-lahiat  al-,  Arabiyyab  tj  an-nabw,  528- 
530. 
20  Sirr  sinatat  al-iTab,  I/  196. 172 
with  violent  love). 
b.  al-trurilf  al-laeawiyyah  (interdentals  /  9,9,  e  /): 
Arabic  has  three  interdental  sounds  which  are: 
1.  voiceless  non-emphatic  interdental  fricative:  e 
2.  Voiced  non-emphatic  interdental  fricative:  a 
Voiced  emphatic  interdental  fricative:  4 
regressive  assimilation  is  optionally  applied  whenever 
one  of  the;  three  interdental  sounds  follows  another.  Here  are 
some  examples: 
9  --4  9:  )ib  cao  o*jlika  --4  [  )ib  caXo*jlika  I  (send  that). 
)ibcae  ftliman  -libcaMiliman  (send  an  unjust 
man). 
9  --->  e:  xuJ*  eawbaka  --->  [  xueeawbaka  (take  your  clothes). 
xudyftliman  --->  I  xuffiliman  (take  an  unjust  man). 
)ipfaý  Mika  ->  [  )ipfffjlika  (keep  that). 
:  -Iipfaý  eawbaka  ---->  Pipfaeeawbakal  (keep  your 
clothes). 
The  most  interesting  coincidence  within  this  group  of 
sounds  is  that  they  all  assimilate  to  non-sonorant  coronals 
optionally  whenever  these  sounds  are  at  the  end  of  the  word  and 
a  non-sonorant  coronal  sound  follows  at  the  beginning  of  the  next 
word.  The  following  are  examples  of  such  assimilations: 
e  t:  labietum  ---)  [  labittum  I  (you  stayed). 
ed:  )ibpae  dUnaka  I  -libPaddiinaka  I  (look  below 
you). 
e  -7ibh.  ae  talabaka  ---  ýI  -libPattalabaka  I  (look  at  your  0a  to 173 
request). 
lam  yalbae  jilisan  lam  yalbajjjlisan  I  (he  is  still 
sitting). 
9  -->  0  :  -)ibcae  gayfaka  --4  PibcaVqayfakal  (send  your 
guest). 
9  --->  s;  :  lam  yalbao  sikitan  ---->  [lam  yalbassikitan]  (he  is 
still  silent). 
9  --4  ý:  )ibcae  gayxan  [  )ibcaggayxan  I  (send  an  old  man). 
e  --4  ý:  -libcao  ýjbiran  --4  [  -IibcaýF'Jbiran  I  (send  ý;  abir). 
---4  z:  )ib  cae  Zaydan  -->  [  -libcazzaydan  I  (send  Zayd). 
t 
"  coronal 
"  interior  cK  coronal  cy,  coronal 
-sonorant,  -sonorant  -sonorant 
voiced 
9  optional 
j:  -)iO*jacaja  . 7ijjcala  (when  he  made). 
t  :  )ittaxaO*tU  --4  Pittaxattul  (...  (would  'that)  'I  had 
taken..  ). 
ý  --)  d:  No"'dakara  --->  I  Nddakara  I  (he  remembered). 
xuJ*  taYran  -->  [  xuffayran  I  (take  a  bird). 
xuJI  gay-an  -4  [  xuggay)an  I  (take  a  thing). 
9  ---->  s:  m  Of  sd  cah  --24  1m  Ussi  cah  I  (an  hour  ago). 
ý  --4  ý:  xuJ*  ýjbiran  --ý  I  xqýiff  biran  I  (take  Sabir). 
6  --4  z:  xudfZaydan  ---->  I  xuzzaydan  I  (take  Zayd). 174 
+  coronal 
+  interior 
c<  coronal 
-  sonorant  sonorant, 
+  voiced 
emphatic_j 
a 
c<  coronal 
-sonorant 
optional 
t:  ýawacaýfa  -->  [  -awacatta  I  (do  you  preach). 
d  Npfaý  dinaka  -->  Pipfaddinakal  (keep  your  religion). 
t  Npfaý  tarlqan  I  -lipfattariqan  I  (keep  a  way). 
0  :  )ipfaý  Vayfaka  Pipfaggayfakal  (keep  your  guest). 
S  )ipfaýgayxan  Npfas'gayxan  I  (keep  an  old  man). 
s  )ipfaýSjliman  -->  )iPfassiliman  (keep  Sdlim). 
S  )iýfag  Sabiran  )ihfassabiran  (keep  ýabir).. 
z  -IipfaýZaydan  --4  Npfazzaydan  (keep  Zayd). 
Nhfafiiraka  -->  [)ipfajjjrakal  (keep  your  neighbor). 
However,  the  feature  of  isticli;  (emphaticness)  is 
optionally  retained  when  assimilating  /4/  to  non-emphatic 
sounds.  Indeed  it  is  recommended  in  some  cases,  as  in  example 
, )awacaýta  above. 
"  coronal 
"  interior 
-sonorant  --4 
cK  coronal  oc  coronal 
"  voiced 
sonorant  -sonorant 
"  emphatic  j  optional 
A  suitable  rule  to  cover  this  type  of  assimilation  of 
interdental  sounds  may  be  represented  as: 175 
+  interior  c4  coronal  oc  coronal 
+  coronal  sonorant  -sonorant 
optional 
C.  The  sound 
The  sound  is  one  of  the  most  difficult  sounds  in 
Arabic.  It  contains  two  strong  features  :  itbiq  and  istitilah 
(elongation).  This  is  why  it  is  considered  as  one  of  the  sounds 
that  do  not  assimilate  to  others  although  it  does  act  as  a 
conditioning  sound.  /d/  is  a  homorganic  of  /s/  and  /s 
and  /z  although  it  does  not  assimilate  to  any  of  them. 
There  has  long  been  some  uncertainty,  even  in  the  early 
period,  concerning  the  precise  distinction  between  and 
however,  d/  does  not  assimilate  to  what 
assimilates  to.  This  1*s  because  the  feature  of  elongation  prevents 
it  acquiring  the  features  of  other  sounds. 
Many  Arabic  linguists  have  devoted  works  in  both  prose 
and  verse,  to  the  confusion  of  and  in  pronunciation, 
writing,  or  both,  . 
M.  al-Muaibid  lists  eighty  such  works,  of  which 
some  have  been  printed,  some  are  still  in  manuscript,  and  a  few 
are  not  known  to  be  extant  . 
21 
The  sound  shares  with  the  feature  of  tafagg! 
(spreading),  as  some  linguists  believe  22.  This  sharing  explains 
21  "  Kutub  ao-jad  waO-OA,  cind  ad-dArisin  al-Arab",  Majallat  mahad  al- 
makhJ019t  al-Arabiyyah,  Kuwait  30,2,  July  ,  Dec.  1986  ,  575-  634. 
22  Ibraz  a]-macan!  min  birz  al-amgni,  753.  In  fact,  islifAlah,  a  feature 
associated  with  and  tafaggl,  a  feature  associated  with  /t/,  are 
close  to  one  another. 176 
why  /0/  assimilates  only  to  /§/  in  AbfI  cAmr's  reading  of 
libacd  ga-Inihim  as  [libacs-ga-Inihiml  (for  some  of  their 
0 
activities). 
The  word  jVtajaca  (to  lie  down  or  sleep),  is  reported  as 
having  been  pronounced,  much  less  commonly,  as  itfajaOa  with 
/0/  assimilating  to  /t/.  Ibn  jinn!  regards  this  as  an 
exception23.  In  fact,  it  is  not  an  exception  because  it  also  occurs 
in  Ibn  Muýayýim's  reading  eumma  -7attarruhu  (then  I  force 
him 
... 
)  24  The  same  word  '10"fajaca  is  reported  to  have  been 
pronounced  exceptionally,  as  iltajaca  with  changing  into 
/I/.  This  does  not  occur  in  similar  words  such  as: 
muVfarib  ---ý  I*  mUltarib  I  (confused), 
m  uOtafir  --4  [*m  ultafir  I  (worried),  and 
m  uotabit  -->  n2  ultabit  I  (caref  ul). 
.a 
Dayna  sbadldab  wa-rikbwab  (sonorants): 
Arabic  has  three  sonorant  consonants,  /I/.  /n/  and 
/r/.  They  are  among  the  six  Oraliqah  sounds,  which  have 
been  described  as  the  most  frequently  used  in  Arabic.  They  are 
all  articulated  homorganically  on  the  alveolar  ridge.  /n/  is  a 
nasal  sonorant  or  resonant,  I  is  a  lateral  sonorant,  and 
/r/  is  a  trill  sonorant.  Both  I  and  /r/  are  liquids. 
a.  /nI: 
This  sound  is  one  of  those  that  act  as  both  assimilating  and 
conditioning  'sounds.  For  details  of  the  assimilation  of  this  sound 
23  Sjrr  finfitat  a]-iTJb  A/  214. 
24  a]-Mubtasab,  I/  106. 177 
to  others,  see  [  2.2.2.3  1  above. 
b.  /I/: 
The  Arabic  linguists  and  the  scholars  of  taiwid  have 
discussed  the  various  types  of  the  sound  /I/  in  different 
positions.  They  discuss  separately  the  /I/  of  the  definite  article 
from  /I/  that  is  found  as  the  final  consonant  in  words  such  as 
hal,  bal,  and  icmal,  and  so  on.  The  /I  of  the  definite  article 
is  the  same  phonetically  as  the  other  I/  but  phonologically 
different. 
The  /  11  of  the  definite  article-  assimilates  to  thirteen 
consonants  that  necessarily  share  with  it  the  feature  'of 
coronality.  (See  2.2.2.2  above) 
The  other  /I  /-assimilates  to  all  homorganic  consonants 
except  and  /d/.  It  also  assimilates  to  all  interdental 
sounds  articulated  contiguously  forward  of  its  place  of 
articulation,  but  not  to  any'sounds  articulated  backward  of  its 
place  of  articulation,  including  /9/.  These  types  of  assimilation 
are  optional  and  not  as  in  the  case  of  the  /I/  of  the  definite 
article  in  spite  of  the  similarity  of  its  position  particularly  with 
the  I/  of  hal'  and  bal.  /I/  does  occur  before  both  sounds 
/;  and  /d/  in  the  Qur)jn  across  word  boundaries,  both 
contiguously  and  non-contiguously.  Some  examples  are: 
qui  Fadaqa  Allih  (say  Allah  is  right), 
Wa  ya  cm  al  Filip  an  (....  and  work  righteousness  .... 
nacmal  Filipan  (we  work  righteousness  .... 
rabbanj  wa  taqabbal  ducd-I  (Our  Lord,  accept  our  prayer), 
wa  ý  qatala  Diwildu  jiffita  (and  Daw(ld  killed  jAlUt),  'and 178 
-'an  yubaddila  dinakum  (he  may  change  your  religion). 
In  none  of  these  examples,  nor  in  any  others,  is  assimilation 
reported  as  occurring. 
The  assimilation  of  /I/  to  sounds  that  are  homorganic  to 
it  and  to  interdentals  occurs  across  word  boundaries,  but  not 
within  the  same  word.  Some  examples  of  such  assimilation  are: 
bal  tabaca  -->  [battabacal  (nay,  (God)  hath  set  the  seal  ... 
s  bal  sawwalat  -->  [  bassawwalat  I  (nay,  but  your  minds 
have  made  up  a  tale  ). 
I:  bal  Vallig  --->  [  baVVallf!  I  (yet  they  stray). 
r:  bal  rafacahu  barrafacahu  I  (yet  (Allah)  has  raised 
him  up). 
n:  hal  nadullukum  --->  [  hannadullukum  I  (shall  we  point  out 
to  you). 
bal  ýanantum  --->  baffanantum  I  (yet  you  think). 
yaf  cal  J  ilika  yaf  caMilika  I  (let  him  do  that). 
e  hal  euwwiba  haeeuwwiba  I  (will  not  (the  unbelievers) 
have  been  paid  back  ). 
z:  bal  zayyana  ---)  [  bazzayyana  I(...  their  pretence  seems 
pleasing  ... 
The  assimilation  of  I/  to  r/  may  occur  whenever 
/I/  is  preceded  by  a  short  or  a  long  vowel,  except  when 
preceded  by 
Ia 
long  vowel  an 
Id 
followed  by  a  fatpah  /a 
marking  nqb.  Here  are  some  examples  : 
1.  )anzala  rabbukum  ---  >  1.  )anzarrabbukum] 
...  that  your  ford 
has  revealed  ), 
2.  rusulu  rabbika  --+  [rusurrabbikal  (we  are  messengers  from 179 
your  lord), 
3.  qjIa  rabbunj  -->  qjrrabbaniN  I  (he  said:  "  our  lord 
4.  yaqUlu  rabbanj  --->  [yaqiIrrabbanj1  (that  they  say:  "our 
lord  (is  God)"), 
5.  sabili  rabbika  sabirrabbika  I  (the  path  of  your  lord), 
6.  subula  rabbika  I  suburrabbika  I  (the  paths  of  your  lord), 
7.  quI  rabbi  -->  I  qurrabbi  (say:  "  my  lord"  ). 
8.  fa  yaqala  rabbi  -->  fa  yaqi1rrabb!  I  (and  he  should  say, 
0  my  lord  1  ... 
).  and  rasilla  rabbihim  rasilrrabbihim 
(the  messenger  of  their  lord) 
Compare  these  environments: 
a+1  +awr  --4  arr 
2.  u+  I  +uwr  urr 
3.  A+I  +awr  drr 
4.  U+I  +uwr  --4  Urr 
5.1  +I  +i  w'r  --->  irr 
6.  u+I  +awr  ---->  urr 
7.  u+I  -*  r  --->  urr 
8.11  +I  +awrý  --4  *  'arr 
A  question  that  may  be  raised  is'why  Ab'a  cAmr  should 
differentiate  between  the  eighth  example  and  the  rest, 
assimilating  /I/  to  /r/  in  -all  except  this  one. 
The  answer  to  such  a  question  is  not  easy.  However,  the 
following  points  may  provide  some  hints. 
1.  In  all  of  the  examples  except  ok  7,  the  assimilation  is  in  the 
form  of  al-idghffm  al-kabir,  which  involves  vowel  deletion. 180 
2.  Deletion  of  the  final  vowel  should  only  occur  when  there  is  no 
danger  of  ambiguity  in  the  meaning  of  the  sentence. 
Therefore,  'the  nqb  marker  will  perhaps  tend  to-be  retained 
as  having  more  necessity  for  grammatical  discrimination  than 
the  other  endings.  On  the  other  hand,  no.  6  involves  the 
deletion  of  a  nqb'marker. 
C.  In: 
The  sound  /r/  is  one  of  the'sounds  that  do  not  assimilate 
to  others,  although  it  does  act  as  a  conditioning  sound.  To 
SIbawayh,  'this"assimilation  does  not  occur  even  with  its 
homorganic  sonorants  /I/  and  /'n/,  --on  account  of  its  being 
mI  ukarrarah  (a  trill)  25.  However,  '  AbU'  cAmr'  in  his  reading 
assimilates  r  to  /  1-/  in  both  al-idghim  aý-Faghlr26 
(contiguous  assimilation)  and  al-idglidm  al-kabjr27  (non- 
contiguous  , assimilation).  Some  examples  of  his  reading  are: 
yayfir  lakum  --->  yayfillakum  I  (He  will  forgive  you  ... 
'-7i§ku,  r  ff  )i9kull!  I  (show  gratitude  to  me), 
. 
4tharu  Jakum  --+ 
[,  athallakuml  ((they  are)  purer  for  you), 
and 
I!  yayfira  Jaka  -->  1i  yayffilaka  I  (that  God  may  forgive  you). 
If  the  sound  r  occurs  after  a  short  or  a  long  vowel  and 
is  followed  by  a  which  is  not  acting  as  a  naýb  marker,  AbIl 
cAmr  assimilates  r  to  /I/,  in  the  same  way  as  to 
r  /.  Some  examples  are: 
25  al-Kiflb,  2  /412. 
26  an-Nashr,  2/  12-13. 
27  an-Nashr,  1'/  292,  Kitib  at-taysir,  27. 181 
1.  sakhkhara  lanj  -->  [sakhkhallanil  ((who)  has  subjected 
these  to  our  use  ... 
), 
2.  Ii  yaghfira  lani-4  [Ii  yaghfillanil  (may  he  forgive  us 
3.  al-fufliri  laff  Siffln-->  [  al-fujijilaff  Siffln]  (surely  the  record 
of  the  wicked  is  in  Siflin), 
4-wal-pamlra  Ii  tarkabahi  -->  *  [Wal-pamilli  tarkabilhil 
(...  and  donkeys  for  you  to  ride),  and 
5.  -linna  al-)abrjra  laff  nacim  --->  *  Pinna  I-)abrillaff  nacim] 
(truly  the  righteous  will  be  in  bliss). 
IV.  Sbafawiyyah  (labials): 
Labial  consonants  in  Arabic  are  three:  two  bilabials  and  one 
labiodental.  This  group  of  sounds  does  not  have  assimilation  in 
common.  In  fact,  two  of  them  are  sounds  that  do  not  assimilate  to 
others  although,  they  do  act  as  conditioning  sounds.  These  two 
are  /m  and  /f/.  However, 
_ 
it  is  reported  that  al-KisA,  i  read 
nakhsif  Whim  (we  could  cause  the  earth  to  swallow  them), 
assimilating  /f/  to  /b/;  all  other  readers  however,  read  it 
without  assimilation. 
However,  ikhfP  (a  partial  assimilation)  is  applied  to  the 
sound  /  m.  /  occurring  before  /b/-/m  does  not  occur 
vowelless  before  /b/  in  the  same  root  as  in  yactasim 
billihi  (...  holds  firmly  to  Allah).  The  feature  of  nasality 
remains.  On  the  other  hand,  when  occurring  before  other  sounds, 
dissimilation  is  applied.  But  again,  it  is  reported  that  al-Kisd)i 
assimilated  /m  completely. 
The  sound  b  ass'imilates  only  to  two  front  sounds, 
namely  /m  and  f/  such  as  )irkab  macanj 182 
Pirkan2macanal  (ride  with  us),  and  -law  yaylib  fa  sawfj  --> 
Paw  yaghliffasawfal  C....  or  gets  victory  -  soon  shall  (we)  ). 
A  suitable  form  for  the  representation  is: 
+  consonantal  +  consonantal  +  consonantal- 
-  continuant  +  continuant  +  continuant 
+  interior  ocinterior  cK  interior 
L  coronal  L  -coronal 
(  optional 
Qalqalah  always  occurs  when  the  sound  /  b  is  sikin 
(vowelless);  -  otherwise,  the  secondary  rejected  sound  would 
reSUlt  28. 
When  /b/  occurs  adjacent  to  emphatic  sounds,  as  in 
baFal  (onion),  batal  (hero)  and  bazila  (to  be  stingy).  -  it  may  be 
a 
pronounced  with  some  emphaticness  by  some  people;  however, 
this  is  not  accepted.  When  it  occurs  initially,  as  in  Mira  (pore)29, 
and  before  /t/,  it  may  be  pronounced  with  some  voicedlessness 
by  some  people;  however,  this  is  not  accepted  either. 
V.  General  remarks: 
We  have  established  so  far  that  the  behavior  of  different 
sounds,  with  regard  to  assimilation,  is  not  the  same.  Some  sounds 
act  as  both  assimilating  and  conditioning.  Some  do  not  assimilate 
to  others  although  they  do  act  as  conditioning  sounds.  Some 
assimilating  sounds  assimilate  to  more  sounds  than  do  others. 
Some  assimilating  sounds  assimilate  to  sounds  articulated 
28  See  (1.2.2..  8  above). 
29  Ibid. 183 
backward  of  their  place  of  articulation,  but  they  do  not 
assimilate  to  those  articulated  forward  of  their  place  of 
articu  ation. 
Concerning  these  differences  in  the  behavior  of  different 
sounds,  we  shall  here  consider  the  views  of  the  early  Arabic 
linguists. 
1.  Sibawayh  makes  some  statements  concerning  the  fact  that 
famawl  sounds  assimilate  more  readily  than  do  PaIqI 
sounds.  I 
a.  "mi  kiNna  -laqraba  )ilj  Purilfi  al-fam  kina  -laqwj  cali  al- 
idghim"30  (Sounds  closer  to  the  mouth  are  more  inclined  to 
assimilate), 
"-Iaýlu  al-idghimi  li  Purilfi  al-fami  li  -7annahi  -laktharu"31 
(Assimilation  originates  with  the  oral  sounds  because  they  are 
greater  in  number),  and 
c.  "lam  takun  Pur0fu  al-palqi  aglan  lil-idghimf'32  (Assimilation 
does  not  originate  with  throat  sounds). 
How  accurate  are  these  statements?  - 
-it  is  clear  that  the  famawi  sounds  are  greater  in  number 
and  assimilate  more  frecuently  than  the  PaIqI  sounds.  The 
statistics  are  as  follows: 
a.  Only  6  consonants  out  of  26  are  ýalql,  and  only  7  cases  of 
assimilation  out  of  the  total  number  of  98  occur  among  the 
balql  sounds., 
b.  17  consonants  out  of  26  are  fan2awl,  and  89  cases  of 
30  W-Kitfib,  2/  412. 
31  W-Kitab,  2/  415. 
32  al-Kimb,  2/  413. 184 
assimilation'out  of  the  total  number  of  98  occur  among  the 
famawi-  sounds,  33 
c.  'j  consonants  out  of  26  are  shafawl,  and  2  cases  of 
assimilation  out  of  the  total  number  of  98  occur  among  the 
shafawl  sounds. 
Slbawayh's  statements  appear  quite  consistent  with  those 
statistics. 
2.  Regarding  the  direction  of  assimilation  and  the  place  of 
articulation  of  assimilated  and  conditioning  sounds: 
a.  The  predominant  direction  of  complete  assimilation  is 
regressive,  which  'seems  to  support  Sibawayh's  statement: 
'*-)aýju  al-idghimi  )an  yudghama  al-awwalu  f!  al-.  )jkhar"34 
(Basic  assimilation  is  that  of  the  first  to  the  second)  . 
b.  A  sound  may  assimilate  to  homorganic  sounds,  sounds 
articulated  forward  of  it,  or  sounds  articulatedbackward  of  'it. 
From  the  material  that  we  have  examined,  it  appears  that: 
In  17  cases  out  of  'a  total  of  98,  the  direction  of  assimilation  is 
forward 
In  35  cases  out  of  a  total  of  98,  the  direction  of  assimilation  is 
backward  (  ---)  ) 
In  42  cases  out  of  a  total  of  98,  assimilation  is  homorganical. 
This  result  contradicts  Sibawayh's  statement  that:  "al- 
aqrabu  -Ifla  al-fami  Ij  yudghamu  f!  allaR  qablahu"35.  (a  front 
33  The  ikhfgj  (  partial  assimilation)  of  n/  is  not  counted  here. 
34  a]-Kitab,  2  42  1. 
35  al-Kitab,  2  413. 185 
sound  doesý  not  assimilate  to  one  articulated  backward  of  it).  An 
example  of  sounds  not  assimilating  to  those  articulated  backward 
of  themselves  is: 
h  --->  ý  but  not  h 
The  result,  showing  that  assimilation  is,  greater  between 
homorganic  sounds,  supports  ad-Ddnl'  s  statement:  "wa  kullami 
taqdr-abat  al-makhjriju  wa  tadinat  kina  al-idghim  u 
)aqwj"36  (The  closer  the  places  of  articulation,  the  stronger  the 
assimilation). 
Again,  it  is  clear  that  back  famawl  sounds  (aqFj  a]-lisin) 
do  not  assimilate  to  PaIqlsounds  at  all.  SIbawayh  says:  "Purilfu 
al-lisin'i  Ij  tudgham  u  ff  P  urilfi  al-P  alqi-37  (Back  [tongu'el 
sounds  do  not  assimilate  to  PaIqI  sounds).  I 
3.  According  to  ad-D5.  nl38,  the  sounds  that  do  -not  accept 
assimilation  to  others  are  eight  in  number,  namely  S, 
rn,  and  w.  He  probably  meant  that  these  sounds  do  not  commonly 
accept  assimilation,  since,  as  we  have  seen  earlier,  39  some 
examples  are  reported. 
In  fact,  it  is  not  easy  to  give  the  reason  behind  the 
behavior  of  certain  sounds  with  regard  to  assimilation.  The 
principle  of  phonological  strength  , 
that  stronger  sounds  are  not 
affected  by  weaker  ones.  provides  an  explanation  in  some  cases. 
"Strong"  features  are  plosiveness,  voicedness,  isficld) 
36  Kitab  al-idghfim,  folio  6. 
37  ai-Ximb,  2/  415. 
38  Kitib  al-idgham,  folio  7. 
39  Sibawayh  mentions  only  four  of  them,  namely  t,  f.  and  m-.  al- 
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(velarisation,  i.  e.  emphaticness),  tafaggl  (  spreading),  istitfflah 
(lengthening),  and  qalqalah.  The  opposites  of  these  features  are 
continuousness,  voicelessness,  istifil  (non-emphaticness),  non- 
tafags-j-,  non-isUtilah,  and  non-qalqalah  respectively. 
Phonological  strength,  however,  does  not  always  apply  in 
assimilation.  For  instance,  the  sound  /t/  is  the  strongest  sound 
among  the  emphatic  sounds,  having  all  the  strong  features. 
Despite  this,  it  does'assimilate  to  other  sounds,  as  well  as  being  a 
conditioning  zsound.  On  the  other  hand,  the  sounds  s/  and 
/;  /,  for  example;  although  weaker  than  /  /,  have 
nonetheless  been  listed  among  sounds  that  'do  not  accept 
assimilation  to  others. 
It  is  true  that  the  features  tafagg!  (spreading),  takrjr 
(trillity),  and  istitilah  (lengthening)  of  /9J,  /r/  and  /0/ 
respectively,  provide  good  protection  for  these  sounds  against  the 
acquisition  of  the  features  of  others. 
Another  explanation  may  be  the  "difficulty"  of  certain 
sounds  that,  tends  to  give  them  power  over  others.  for 
example,  is  described  as  a  "difficult"  sound. 
4.  In  comparing  the  influence  of  the  place  and  the  manner  of 
articulation  oný  assimilation,  it  is'  clear  that  the  influence  of  the 
former  is  greater  than  that  of  the  latter.  Sounds  that  assimilate 
to  each  other  may  be  articulated  homorganically  or  contiguously. 
It  is  less  common  for  non-contiguously  articulated  sounds  to 
assimilate.  However,  'the  assimilation  of  , the  definite  article  and 
the  assimilation  of  final  sikin  /  n,  /  are  exceptions  to  this. 187 
However,  the  influence,  of  the  manner  of  articulation  is 
greater  than  that  of  the  place  of  articulation  in  preventing 
assimilation.  One  reason  for  this  is  that  no  two  sounds  are  the 
same  in  all  features,  although  they  may  share  the  same  place  of 
articulation. 
It  is  noteworthy  that,  of  the'98  instances  of  assimilation 
referred  to,  most  of  which  are  taken  from  Qur-linic  examples  in 
works  on  qkVit,  68  occur  with  six  sounds  only,  namely  t,  d,  9,9, 
4,  and  -1.  Each  of  the  first  five  'assimilates  to  eleven  other 
consonants,  and  /I/  assimilates  to  thirteen  consonants.  - 
Why  does  this  group  of  sounds  assimilate  to  more  sounds 
than  others  ? 
It  is  difficult  to  categorize  them  as  one  group  since  they 
have  no  distinguishing  features  common  to  all  of  them.  However, 
a  fairly  obvious  explanation  may  be  offered  for  the  frequency  of 
some  of  them: 
Four  of  the  sounds  occur  frequently  in  a  final  Position,  with 
sukFin,  in  Arabic: 
1.  /  as  a  tP  at-ta)nlo  (the  feminine  marker  /t  /)  in 
the  3rd  person  singular  of  the  m  aol  of  the  verb. 
2.  /d/  in  the  particle  qad  (of  different  meanings). 
in  the  conjunction  NJY  (since,  when). 
4.  /I/,  in  the  particles  hal  (interrogative)  and  bal  (no, 
rather). 
/I/  as  an  element  in  the  definite  article,  of  course, 
accounts  for  a  great  deal  of  fts  frequency,  in  any  case. 
Some  of  these,  notably  qad.  -,  io*,  hal,  and  bal  occur  with 188 
particular  frequency  in  the  QuOin. 
It  is  difficult  to  provide  an  explanation  for  the  frequency  of 
assimilation  of  the  remaining  two  sounds  /  Eo  /,  and  /4/. 
In  fact  it  is  strange  for  the  sound  /4/  to  assimilate  at  all, 
since  it  has  the  feature  of  emphaticness.  The  fact  that  it  does 
assimilate  runs  counter  to  the  tendency  in  behavior  of  emphatic 
sounds  noted  previously. 
5.  The  behavior  of  Arabic  sounds  with  regard  to  assimilation  is 
unlike  that  of  English  even  within  ,  the  same  phonetic 
environment.  For  example,  the  alveolar  stops  in  Arabic  /t/, 
d/  and  do  not  assimilate  -to, 
non-coronal  stop  sounds 
d/t/  ---->  b/kI  while  on  the  other  hand,  the  English 
d/  and  t/  assimilate  in  rapid  speech  to  labial  /b/  and 
velars  /k/  and  /g/  as  in: 
Good-bye  --*  Goob-bye 
Good  boy  --*  Goob-boy 
Right  corner  -'*  Righk-corner40. 
6.  IsticIP:  (raising,  velarisation,  i.  e.  pharyngealisation) 
Isti,  M,  sounds  are  /;  /,  /0/,  /t/,  /4 
x  /,  and  /V/.  The  first  four  are  called  itbiq  sounds. 
The  feature  of  isticIP  is  a  strong  one  that  influences  the 
neighboring  sounds.  As  an  example.  the  vowel  /a/  and  its 
counterpart  long  vowel  /d  /-  may  be  pronounced  as 
mufakhkham  /  D.  -/  and,  /  5  /,  when  articulated  adjacent  to 
40  See  Q.  Bailey  "A  possible  Explanation  for  an  Assimilation  Curiosity", 
Working  Papers  in  Linguistics.  University  of  Hawaii,  1970,  p.  187. 189 
emphatic  sounds  as  in  the  word  /  Falit  /  (prayer)  -->  [pal5t). 
The  strength  of  the  emphatic  sounds  decreases  in-  the 
following  progression:  t,  1,  ;,  4,  q,  IS,  'and  X  41.  The  first'four, 
which  are  called  mutbaqah,  have  complete  emphaticness,  while 
the  remaining  three  have  only  partial  emphaticness.  On  the 
other  hand,  all  mustafil  (lowered)  sounds  are  non-emphatic, 
except  for  /I/  and  /r/  which  are  emphasized  sometimes  in 
certain  circumstances. 
The  feature  of  emphaticness  is  a  distinguishing  one 
especially  in  the  Itbiq  consonants  where  a  non-emphatic 
counterpart  is  found  for  three  out  of  four. 
S 
a 
d 
The  only  mutbaq  sound  that  has  no  non-emphatic 
counterpart  is  /0/. 
The  degree  of  *  emphaticness  among  the  emphatic 
consonants  depends  on  the  environment.  There  are  five  degrees 
of  emphaticness,  in  descending  order: 
1.  Emphatic  consonants  +a:  as  Priq  (a  man's  name), 
2.  emphatic  consonants  +a:  as  galupa  (to  be  good), 
3.  emphatic  consonants  +u:  as  qutila  (he  was  killed), 
4.  emphatic  consonants  +c  as  )ýsbir  (be  patient),  and 
5.  emphatic  consonants  +i  as  Fidq  (truth) 
41  Ibn  jinni's  view  is  that  is  stronger  than  /t  (See  a]-Munsif.  2 
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/I/: 
/I/  is  a  mustafil  sound  (lowered,  i.  e.  non-emphatic). 
However,  it  becomes  an  emphatic  consonant  in  certain 
circu  m  stances: 
1.  In  the  word,  Allih  and  Alljhumma,  except  when  preceded 
by  /i/  or  /Iý/.  Some  examples  are: 
Allih  u  rabbi  (God  is  my  lord), 
hjofj  cAbdu-ýJjh  (this  is  Abdullah), 
-IicbudiI-tjjh  (worship  God), 
ra)aytu  cAbda-tjjh  0  saw  Abdullah), 
hjo*jni  cAbdj-tjjh  (these  are  Abdullahs), 
min  cAbdi  Allih  (From  Abdullah),  and 
min  cibid!  Allih  (from  the  worshippers  of  Allah). 
2.  Warsh  read,  it  as  emphatic  /I/  when  followed  by  /a/  or 
/A/.,  and  preceded  by  ;,  t,  or  4  whether  immediately  or 
separated  by  the  short  vowel  /a/  42,  as  in  the  following 
examples: 
MqaIIj  Mugallal  43  (a  place  of  prayer), 
Wlama  PaPamal  (to  become  dark),  and 
. 7at-taliqu  Pat-taliqu]  (divorce). 
The  remaining  qurrV  read  /I/  in  this  case  as  a  non- 
emphatic  sound. 
3-At  is  reported  that  /I/  was  read  with  emphaticness  when 
occurring  between  two  high  consonants  as  in  these  examples: 
42  an-Nashr,  2/I  11,  and  at-Taysir,  58. 
43  The  doubling  of  the  /I/  makes  no  difference  to  the  effect. 191 
-)ayWa  -->  Pay/aPl  (ruder), 
)al-xulatd)  --->  [)a]-XuJatVJ  (partners),  and 
)al-muxlasin  --->  [)a1-muxJq1nJ  (sincere)  44. 
Ibný  al-Jazarl  said:  "It  is  better  to  pronounce  as 
muraqqaqah  (non-emphatic)  particularly  when  adjacent  to  an 
emphatic  phoneme"  45.  He  cites  some  examples: 
Jacala  Alljhu  (God  made), 
al-latif  (the  polite  one),  )ixtalata  (to  be  mixed  up),  and 
lasallatahum  (you  have  given  them  power  over  you  .. 
) 
. 
Concerning  the  function  of  the  emphatic  /I/  in  classical 
Arabic,  and  whether  it  is  an  independent  phoneme  or  just  an 
allophone  of  the  normal  I  C.  Ferguson  and  S.  Al-An!  hold  the 
view  that  -the  emphatic  is  an  independent  phoneme  and 
not  an  allophone  of  the  phoneme  /I/  46.  Ferguson  came  to  this 
conclusion-  through  using  minimal  pairs  with  the  word  Allih 
and  phonologically  similar  words.  However,  he  ignores 
morphological  functions  in  his  examples  . 
The  two  minimal  pairs 
he  cites  are: 
Lwallihu  (and  God), 
walljhu  (he  appointed  him). 
The  two  units  seem  to  be  the  same  in  shape,  although  they 
are  not,  since  each  of  them  in  fact  contains  two  separate  words, 
which  are  completely  different  in  either  case.  The  first  consists  of 
wa-  (and)  and  -Allih  (God).  The  second  consists  of  wallj-  (he 
44  an-Nashr,  2/  115. 
45  an-Nashr.  11221. 
46  See  "  The  Emphatic  I  in  Arabic",  Readings  in  Arabic  Linguistics 
(1978),  pp.  157-  166 
,  and  Arabic  Phonology,  29. 192 
appointed)  and  -hu  (him).  So  in  this  minimal  pair,  there  is  no 
evidence  that  the  emphatic  is  an  independent  phoneme  as 
Ferguson  claims. 
2.  wallihi  (by  God), 
wallihi  (and  the  one  who  amuses). 
Again  these  words  are  not  minimal  pairs.  The  two  words 
differ  in  two  sounds  since  their  final  sounds  also  are  different. 
We  may  conclude  that  the  emphatic  /I/  is  an  allophone 
of  the  actual  /I/.  The  word  Allih  is  an  exception. 
Pronouncing  the  /I/  of  Allih  as  non-emphatic  is  a  kind 
of  assimilation.  This  is  because  of  the  fact  that  kasr  (i  sound) 
and  tafkhIm  (emphaticness)  are  opposed.  This  is  why  the 
emphatic  consonants  have  a  lesser  degree  of  emphaticness  when 
followed  by  /i/1/  than  when  followed  by  other  sounds,  as  we 
have  seen  previously.  Furthermore,  we  will  see  later  in  the  sub- 
chapter  on  imilah  how  the  emphatic  consonants  prevent 
im  älah.  -  > 
/ 
Unlike  /I/,  /r/  is  an  emphatic  sound  in  most  cases.  It  is 
pronounced  as  a  non-emphatic  sound  in  the  following  cases  only: 
1.  When  followed  by  kasrah  /i/  or  /1/,  no  matter  what  the 
preceding  sound  is.  The  Arabic  linguists  and  the  qurri-I  agree 
in  this  case.  Some  examples  are: 
Hizan  (a  plague), 
baripa  (to  remain),  and 
bilrika  (to  be  blessed). 
A  suitable  form  for  this  case  may  be  represented  as: 193 
+t  rill  +  trill 
emphatic  emphatic 
T-r- 
2.  When  it  occurs  after  /i/  or  /1/  and  is  not  followed  by  an 
isticli;  sound.  Some  examples  of  this  muraqqaqah  /r/ 
are:  miryah  (doubt),  gircah  (a  law),  and 
Fircawn  (Pharaoh) 
However,  when  an  isticIP  sound  occurs  after  it  in  the 
same  word,  this  /r/  is  pronounced  as  mufakhkhamah 
(emphatic)  as  in  :  qirtds  (paper),  and  miajdan  (a  watch- 
a0&. 
tower)  . 
The  form  for  this  case  may  be  represented  as: 
+  trill  +  trill  +  consonantal 
+  emphatic  emphatic  high 
r 
When  it  occurs  finally  after  /i/  or  /1/  as  in:  zabir  (well 
acquainted),  and  munhamir  (pouring  forth) 
. 
The  isticlV  sound  does  not  influence  /r/  when  it  occurs 
initially  in  the  following  word  as  in  faFbir  Fabran  jamilan 
(  maintain  a  patience  that  is  beautiful). 
The  form  for  this  case  may  be  represented  as: 
+  trill  +  trill  i 
+  emphatic  emphatic 
r 
4.  -When  it  is  separated  by  one  or  even  more  consonants  from  a 194 
preceding  /i/.  This  case  is  mostly  associated  with  the 
reader  Warsh  in  the  following  circumstances: 
a.  The  separated  consonant  is  not  an  isticIP  one,  as  in: 
)iprahum  (their  heavy  burdens),  and  m4ran  (Egypt);  with 
the  exception  of  the  sound  /x/,  as  in  )ixrjjj  (taking 
&  something  away),  which  he  reads  with  Tarqlq  (non- 
emphaticness). 
bAt  is  not  followed  by  an  istiOlj)  sound,  even  distantly,  as  in 
)icrjoan  (shunning); 
c.  It  is  not  repeated,  as  in  midrjran  (in  abundance)  and 
vwran  (insistence); 
d.  It  is,  not  in  an  )a  cja  ml  word  (foreign),  as  in  Ibrihim 
(Abraham)  and  o,  mrin  Omran). 
This  case  has  also  some  exceptions,  according  to  Makki  Ibn 
Abi  Talib47,  such  as:  cigriln  (twentY).  cibr*ah  (example 
instructive),,  wiq  (heavy  load),  and  piofrahum  (their  warning). 
The,  sound  /r/  is  pronounced  as  emphatic  elsewhere, 
such  as  when  followed  by  /a/,  /A/,  /  U.  /  or  /U/:  as  in 
qarva  (to  read),  qaruba  (to  be  near),  and  Furara  (deception). 
The  muraqqaqah  (non-emphatic)  /r/  is  an  allophone  of 
the  emphatic  /  TJ  and  not  a  separate  phoneme. 
ý,  - 
Finally,  all  other  Mustafil  (non-emphatic)  consonants  are 
pronounced  as  muraqqaq.  The  scholars  of  taiwid,  according  to 
Ibn  al-jazarl,  advise  all  readers  not  to  emphasize  mustafil 
sounds  even  when  they  occur  close  to  emphatic  sounds. 
47  Kitab  al-kashf  an  wujDh  a]-qirAat  as-sabc,  1  /211-212. 195 
2.  Vowels 
Introduction: 
The  vowels  of  Arabic  will,  in  general,  be  discussed  here 
alongside  the  two  semi-vowels,  i,  e.  glides,  I  Y,  w  /,  because 
vowel  and  semi-vowel  are  discussed  together  in  classical  Arabic, 
and  because  of'the  interchangeability  between  the  two,  especially 
between  glides  and  long  vowels. 
Arabic  has  three  primary  long  vowels  and  three  primary 
short  vowels,  in  both  deep  and  surface  structures.  The  claim 
made  by  M.  'Brame  that:  "There  do  not  exist  long  vowels  in 
underlying  representations"  I  is  not  entirely  correct.  Most  long 
vowels  are-indeed  the  result  of  regular  phonological  changes. 
However,  there  still  remain  some  long  vowels  that  may  be 
considered'as  purely  long  in  surface  structure  as  well  as  in  deep 
structure.  This  is  supported  by  the  fact  that  the  long  vowel 
/d/  for  eiample,  occurring  in  some  bi-radical  roots,  is  a  purely 
long  one  in  deep  as  well  as  in  surface  representation.  Ibn  jinni 
says:  "  In  most  Purilf  where  alif  (d)  is  the  last  letter,  as  in  mi, 
0 
IS,  bayi,  )HIJ,  Patti,  kalij,  and  so  on,  such  alifs  are  )uýal, 
not  zawi-lid  (appendages)  or  the  result  of  changes  from  other 
letters.  The  indication  that  they  are  not  appendages  is  the  fact 
that  appending  constitutes  some  form  of  tasarruf  or  of  ishtiqjq 
in  a  word;  none  of  these  Purilf  is  mutaFarrif  or  mugtaqq.  2 
The  long  vowel  /A/,  when  occurring  as  a  second  or  third 
Arabic  Phonology  :  Implications  for  Phonological  Theory  and 
Historical  Semitic.  Ph.  D.  Thesis 
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radical  in  words  that  are  mutaFarrif,  derives  from  an  original 
w  or  y  /.  The  likelihood  of  its  originating  from  /w/  is 
much  greater  than  from  /y/.  Ibn  jinni  says:  "  The  alif  is 
regarded  as  coming  from  waw  when  occurring  as  cayn  (second 
radical)  in  default  of  the  other  evidence  to  prove  that  it  comes 
from  ya).  Do  you  not  see  how  frequent  is  the  type  of  tawaytu, 
gawaytu,  rawaytu,  Pawaytu,  and  zawaytu  G  folded,  roasted, 
brought  water,  collected,  and  contracted  respectively)  and  how 
rare'  is  that  of  Payaytu  0  lived)  and  cayaytu.  0  was  unable 
to  ... 
)--3. 
Here  are  some  notes  regarding  the  vowels  in  Arabic: 
1.  There  is  some  dispute  among  Arabic  linguists  as  to  whether  the 
short  vowels  derived  from  the  corresponding  long  vowels  or 
vice  versa.  Most  hold  the  former  view. 
Vowels  do  not  occur  in  certain  environments: 
a.  Four  short  vowels  never  occur  within  the  same  root:  *  Cv  Cv 
Cv  Cv.  However,  they  do  occur  across  morpheme  boundaries, 
as  in  Oarabahu  (he  hit  him).  They  also  occur  in  a  few 
words  when  the  long  vowel  is  shortened  for  some  reason 
such  as  metrical  license,  as  in  culabitu  from  culibitu. 
b.  Vowels  never  occur  initially:  V  v. 
c.  Two  vowels  never  occur  contiguously.  *VV  *vv  *Vv  *vV. 
2.  The  long  vowel  U/  does  not  occur  in  the  final  radical 
position  in  ''noun  forms.  The  only  exception  is  RI  /  (the  one 
who)-in  the  dialect  Of  Tay)  and  the  so  called  "six  nouns"  Pazil 
(brother),  )abil  (father),  Pamil  (father-in-law),  Al  (mouth), 
3  W-Munsif,  2/  140-141. 197 
02rij  (possessor),  and  banil  (penis),  in  idifab.  AbU  as- 
SammELI's  reading  of  alif  at-tafkbim  /5/  as  in  [ar-rib5l  for 
ar-ribi  /4  may  be  included  here.  On  the  other  hand, 
U/  occurs  frequently  in  the  final  radical  position  in  verbs, 
as  in  yadcil  (to  pray),  yakhIff  (to  be  alone). 
The  ease  of  articulation  does  not  necessarily  influence  the 
frequency  of  vowels.  The  vowel  IiI  is  easier  to  articulate 
than  the  vowel  IuI.  However,  triliteral  words  having  two 
Ii  Is,  such  as  )ibil  (camels)  are  less  common  than  triliteral 
words  having  two  Iu  Is.  such  as  cunuq  (neck),  tunub  (tent 
rope)  and  suhud  (insomniac) 
. 
4.  In  roots  that  have  a  halqi  sound  as  second  or  third  radical, 
the  vowel  following  the  second  radical  in  the  muoiric  is 
generally  /a/,  as  having  a  similar  place  of  articulation,  as 
in  yas)alu  (to  ask),  yaqra-)u  (to  read),  yascaru  (to  fire), 
yaq,  racu  (to  hit),  and  yasbapu  (to  swim)  5 
Regarding  the  occurrence  of  glides  in  Arabic,  the  following 
conditions  obtain: 
A.  Glides  may  occur: 
1.  initially  as  in  wacada  (to  promise)  yabisa  (to  be  dry), 
2.  finally  as  in  da1w  (bucket)  ýaby  (gazelle), 
intervocalically  as  in  dacawit  (invitations),  laqiya  (to 
4  aL-Mubtasab,  I/  142. 
5  aj-Kha$ji$,  2/  143. 198 
meet), 
4.  between  vowel  and  consonant  as  in  Fircawn  (Pharaoh), 
say,  r'(walking),  except  for  the  sequences  -  iw+  C-  and  - 
uy  +C 
"  qiwi  (saying), 
"m  u'ysir  (wealthy). 
However,  when  the  combinations  /  iw  and  uy  /  are 
followed  by  another  vowel,  this  occurrence  is  accepted  as 
piwallchange)  and  Cuyabah  (faulty); 
5.  between  consonant  and  vowel  as  in  )acwar  (one-eyed)  and 
)abyao  (White). 
B.  When  a  vowel  precedes  its  corresponding  glide,  the  result  is  a 
long  vowel. 
U+  w  --4,  a 
C.  Because  the  long  vowel  /1/  is  not  identical  with  the  glide 
y  1,  or  /  'a  with  /w/,  gemination  does  not  take  place 
when  the  long  vowel  precedes  its  corresponding  glide  either 
within  the  same  word  or  across  word  boundaries,  e.  g.  yuctl 
Yjsk  (Yasir  gives)  and  yadca  Wjjid  (Wdjid  invites). 
Assimilation  takes  place  between  the  three  types  of  sound, 
long  vowels,  glides,  and  consonants,  as  follows: 
1.  long  vowels  assimilate  to  vowels, 
2.  long  vowels  to  glides, 
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4.  glides  assimilate  to  glides, 
5.  glides  assimilate  to  consonants, 
6.  consonants  assimilate  to  glides,  and 
7.  consonants  assimilate  to  long  vowels. 
1.  Long  vowels  assimilate  to  vowels: 
1.  /A/  in  the  -active 
form  of  fical  becomes  /u/  in  the 
passive  form  of-it,  such  as  in:  bjyaca  (accept  someone  to  be  a 
leader)  ---->  bilyica  (to  be  accepted  as  a  leader),  and  diraba 
(to  fight  with  someone)  ---->  Vilriba  (to  be  fought) 
. 
2.  /U/.  assimilates  to  /i/  in  diminutive  form,  such  as:  cuýffir 
(sparrow)  CuFayfir  (a  small  sparrow). 
2.  Long  vowels  assimilate  to  glides: 
A  final  high  long  vowel  becomes  a  corresponding  short 
vowel  plus  glide:  *  marmOy  --.  *  marmiyy  (  thrown, 
shot);  the  dual  form  of  yayzil  (to  fight)  is  YaZrzuwjn 
(they  fight),  and  the  naFb  of  yarzil  is  yayzuwa.  The 
dual  form  of  yarml(to  throw)  is  yarmiyin,  and  the 
naFb  of  yarmlis  yarmiya.  Likewise,  nouns  ending  in 
/I/  such  as  al-qjol  (the  judge),  change  to  /  iya  /  in 
the  nqb,  as  al-qjoiya. 
3.  Glides  assimilate  to  long  vowels: 
1.  When  a  glide  occurs  between  two  identical  short  low  vowels,  it 
combines  with  the  two  vowels  to  form  a  long  low  vowel.  This 
may  be  represented  in  the  following  form: 200 
"  vocalic  -  consonantal  +  vocalic  +  vocalic 
"  low  +-  vocalic  ++  low  -->  +  low 
z_long  :.  long  long 
a  Y,  wa 
These  are  some  examples  : 
*,  qawala  --4  qjIa  (to  say), 
"  bayaca  --->  bica  (to  sell), 
"  -Vtawada  ---->  -VIctida  (to  become  accustomed),  and 
"  -linqawada  -->  -IinqJda  (to  obey). 
There  are  two  exceptions  to  this  rule: 
a.  when  the  glide  is  the  central  radical  in  a  noun  form: 
hayaf  (slenderness), 
pawallsquint),  and 
,. 
cawar  (being  one-eyed)  . 
b.,  (only  with  /w  /)  when  the  glide  is  the  central  radical 
in  the  iftacala  form  of  verbs  indicating  shared  activity, 
as  in: 
Njtawaril  (to  be  neighbors),  and 
UtawaRl  (to  fight  each  other). 
2.  When  a  glide  occurs  between  a  consonant  and  a  short  low 
vowel,  it  combines  with  that  vowel  to  form  a  long  low  vowel. 
Again,  this  may  be  represented  in  the  following  form: 201 
-  consonantal  +  vocalic  +  vocalic 
-  vocalic  +  low  +cons)  -+  low 
+  long  -long 
y.  w  (in  deep  structure)  a  (in  surface  structure)  a 
The  following  are  some  examples: 
*  -laqwama  --->  )aqjma  (to  raise), 
*  -7istaqwama  ---)  -7istqjma  (to  be  straight), 
*  -libyanah  -->  )ibinah  (clearness). 
The  only  exception  is  -af  'al  at-tafoll  (the  -7af  cal  of 
superiority),  e.  g.  )abyanu  (more  clear),  and  )ahwanu 
(easier). 
A  round  glide  combines  with  the  short  vowel  following  it  to 
form  a  long  high  round  vowel  when  occurring  between  a 
consonant  and  a  short  high  round  vowel.  This  may  be 
represented  in  the  following  form: 
-  consonant  +  vocalic  +  vocalic 
-  vocalic  -4 
+  high 
+  conso.  -+ 
high 
+  round  +  long  -long 
L  L.  ý  round 
_j 
L.  ý  round 
_j 
w(  in  deep  structure  )0(  in  surface  structure  u 
Some  examples  are: 
*,  yaqwulu  ---->  yaqf7lu  (to  say), 
*  yaýwumu  --ý  yagUmu  (to  fast). 
4.  A  round  glide  combines  with  the  short  vowel  preceding  it  to 202 
form  a  high  non-round  long  vowel  when  preceded  by  a  high 
non-round  short  vowel  and  followed  by  a  consonant.  This  may 
be  represented  in  the  following  form: 
consonantal 
vocalic 
+  round 
w  (in  deep  structure) 
"  vocalic  +  vocalic 
"  high  +  high 
+  conso 
"  long 
/- 
long 
round 
_j 
I-  round  I 
-1  (in  surface  structure) 
These  are  some  examples: 
*  miwqjt  --->  mlqjt  (season), 
*  miwziNn  -->  mlzjn  (balance), 
*  diwmah  --->  d1mah  (continuous  rain). 
A  round  glide  becomes  a  high  non-round  long  vowel  when  it 
occurs  finally,  preceded  by  a  high  non-round  short  vowel.  This 
may  be  represented  in  the  following  form: 
consonantal 
vocalic 
+  round 
Lw 
(in  deep  structure) 
"  vocalic  +  vocalic 
"  high  +  high 
"  long 
/- 
long 
L  round 
-i 
L  round 
1  (in  surface  structure) 
Here  are  some  examples: 
*  FjZiw  ---->  Zrdzl  (fighter), 
*  djciw  ---  >  dic!  (inviter). 203 
6.  A  non-round  glide  becomes  a  high  non-round  long  vowel  when 
preceded  by  a  consonant  and  followed  by  a  high  non-round 
short  vowel.  This  may  be  represented  in  the  following  form: 
-  consonantal 
-  vocalic 
-  round 
L 
_j  y  (in  deep  -structure) 
"  vocalic  +  vocalic 
"  high 
+  conso  +  high 
"  long  +  short 
L:  round 
_j 
L  round 
-i  !  (in  surface  structure)  i 
Here  are  some  examples: 
*  yabyicu  --->  yabicu  (to  sell), 
*  yahyim  u  ---4  yahim  u  (to  fall  in  love)  . 
7.  A  non-round  glide  combines  with  the  short  vowel  preceding  it 
to  form  a  high  round  long  vowel  when  preceded  by  a  high 
round  short  vowel  and  followed  by  a  consonant.  This  may  be 
represented  in  the  following  form: 
consonantal  +  vocalic  +  vocalic 
vocalic  +  high  +  high 
round  +  long  -  long  +  conso 
+  round 
_j 
L+  round  L 
_j 
Y(  in  deep  structure  CI  (  in  surface  structure 
These  are  some  examples: 
*  muyqin  --)  milqin  (sure), 
*m  uysir  --4  m  Usir  (wealthy), 
*  !  uybi  --ý  tffbd  (gladness). 204 
4.  Glides  assimilate  to  glides: 
1.  A  non-round  glide  becomes  a  round  glide  in  these  cases: 
a.  When  a  non-round  glide  occurs  as  the  final  radical  in  the 
fa,  ula  form  and  is  preceded  by  a  high  round  short  vowel. 
This  may  be  represented  in  the  following  form: 
+  vocalic 
-  consonantal  -  consonantal  +  high 
W  -  vocalic  -  vocalic 
-  long 
-  round  +  round  +  round 
yw  _J  u 
Here  are  some  examples: 
"  nahuya  -->  nahuwa  (to  be  intelligent), 
"  qaouya  -4  qaouwa  (to  be  a  judge). 
b.  When  a  non-round  glide  as  the  final  radical  is  preceded  by 
a  consonant  and  followed  by  a  low  non-round  long  vowel. 
This  may  be  represented  in  the  following  form: 
T 
+  consonantal  +  consonantal  +  vocalic 
vocalic  -->  -  vocalic  +  low 
round  +  round 
conso) 
+  long 
W 
ywa 
Here  are  some  examples: 
taqyj  --)  taqwJ  (godliness), 
garyj  ---  ý  garwd  (likeness), 
fatyj  -->  fatwi  (fatwa;  formal  legal  opinion), 
dunwj  dunyj  (near), 
cuIwj  culyj  (high). 205 
However,  a  few  exceptions  are  reported: 
II  sacyj  (a  name  of  place), 
rayyj  (fresh,  plump,  (f.  )  of  rayyjn)), 
taýyj  (oryx  calf)6, 
quFwjl  distant). 
2.  A  round  glide  becomes  non-round  glide  in  these  cases: 
a.  When  the  two  glides  occur  continuously  regardless  of  their 
order.  This  may  be  represented  in  the  following  form: 
+  consonantal 
-  vocalic 
+  round 
w  (in  deep  structure) 
+  consonantal  y 
vocalic 
round 
Y  (in  surface  structure) 
Here  are  some  examples: 
*  saywid  ---4  sayyid  (leader), 
*  maywit  --ý  mayyit  (dead), 
PWY  PYY  (concealment), 
gawy  gayy  (grill). 
A  few  exceptions  are  reported,  among  which  are: 
. 
Vaaywah  (a  name  of  a  man), 
cawyah,  (howling), 
Vaywin  (male  cat), 
ýaywam  (long  or  hard  day). 
b.  When  a  round  glide  is  preceded  by  a  high  non-round  short 
vowel  and  followed  by  a  low  long  vowel.  This  may  be 
represented  in  the  following  form: 
6  piyA,  as-salik,  4/  282. 206 
+  consonantal  +  'consonantal 
+  vocalic 
-  vocalic  vocalic  +  high 
L+  round  round  -  long 
-  round 
L-  -  -i 
w  (in  deep  str.  )  Y,  (in  surface  str)  I 
Here'are'some  examples: 
"  ejwjb  --4  eiyjb  (clothes), 
"  riwjo  --->  riyjV  (lands), 
siwit  ---4  siyjt  (whips), 
Fiwim  ---)  Fiyjm  (fasting). 
&a 
Some  exceptions  are  reported,  such  as: 
siwir  (bracelet), 
siývjk  (a  small  stick  used  to  clean  the  teeth), 
Jjwjr  (neighborhood), 
IiwjJ*  (ref  uge). 
"  vocalic 
"  high 
"  long 
L-J 
a 
c.  Again,  when  a  round  glide  occurs  as  a  final  radical  and  is 
preceded  by  a  high  non-round  short  vowel.  This  may  be 
represented  in  the  following  form: 
+  consonantal  +  consonantal  +  vocalic 
--  vocalic  vocalic  +  high 
L+  round  round  long 
round 
w  (in  deep  str.  )  Y  (in  surface  str.  ) 
-Here  are.  some  examples: 207 
"  raoiwa  raoiya  (to  be  satisfied), 
"  cufiwa  cuflya  (to  be  excused), 
"  yuziwa  --4  yuziya  (to  be  fought), 
"  gajiwwah  --4  gajiyyah  (worried  (f.  )), 
"  yjziwah  yjziyah  (to  strive). 
d.  The  two  glides  may  occur  in  a  free  variation,  as  in  these 
examples: 
Fuwwjm  Fuyyjm  Fiyyjm  (fasting  (pl.  )), 
0a 
nuwwdm  nuyyjm  niyyjm  (sleeping  (pl.  )), 
mapawtu  mapaytu  0  deleted), 
yazawtu  /  yazaytu  0  fought). 
Glides  assimilate  to  consonants: 
Both  glides  assimilate  to  /t/  when  they  occur  before  it  in 
the  iftacala  form.  This  may  be  represented  in  the  following 
for  m: 
+  consonant.  +  consonant. 
consonantal  --->  -  continuant  continuant 
vocalic  -  voiced  voiced 
--I  L  coronal  coronal 
Y.  W  (in  deep  struc.  )tt(  in  iftacal'a 
Here  are  some  examples: 
*  ýiwtaFala  --4  -7ittapla  (to  be  connected), 
*  Nwtaýafa  --4  )ittasafa  (to  be  characterized  by), 
*  )iwtazana  ---)  )iltazana  (to  be  consistent), 
*  )itasara  -->  )Ittasara  (to  be  easy)  7 
7  In  fact,  this  type  involves  a  vowel  assimilating  a  consonant.  However,  it 208 
2.  Glides  are  changed  to  /,  /  in  two  circumstances: 
a.  When  the  glides  /w/  or  /y  occur  finally  after  /d 
they  may  be  changed  to  /  /.  Again,  this  may  be 
represented  in  the  following  form: 
+consonant.  +  vocalic 
-consonantal  +back  +  low 
vocalic  voiced  +  long  + 
continuant  I--  __j  zUL 
y,  w(  in  deep  struc.  a 
Some  examples  are: 
1.  *  samjw-4  sami)(sky), 
*  binjy  ---  >  biniff)  (building). 
2.  *  samjwa  +  kum  --4  samPakum  (your  sky), 
*  binjya  +  hu  ----)  binVahu  (his  building). 
3.  *  samiwan  ----)  samPan  (a  sky), 
*  binjyan  --->  binVan  (a  building)8. 
b.  Likewise,  these  glides  may  change  to  /)/  when  they  occur 
after  /A/  and  are  followed  by  /i/,  as  in  the  ism  al- 
facil  of  hollow  verbs,  and  of  some  plurals  of  nouns  the 
singular  of  which  doubles  a  second-radical  glide.  e.  g. 
"  qJwil  ---  >  'qd)il(a  speaker), 
"  bjyic  ---  >  bVic  (salesman), 
"  )aWjWiI  ----)  -7awVII  (first  people), 
"  nayjyif  ---  >  nayVif  (excesses). 
It  is  also  claimed  that  the  same  thing  occurs  in  the 
is  listed  here  because  yasara  in  the  root  the  first  radical  is  a  glide, 
8  Glides,  followed  by  a  short  vowel  and  tanwin,  are  still  considered  to  be 
f  inals. 
"  consonant. 
"  back 
-  voiced 
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formation  of  the  plural  of  nouns  in  the  singular  of  which  the 
glide  is  an  element  Iengthening  the  second  syllable,  and  not 
a  radical,  and  which  generally  end  in  tP  marbilfah,  e.  g. 
Cajaz  *  CajJWiz  ---  )  caji-liz  (old  people), 
Faplfah  *  Fapjyif  ---)  Fapj)if  (newspapers). 
This  may  be  represented  in  the  following  form: 
+consonant.  +  vocalic  +  vocalic 
consonantal  --->  +b  ack  +  low  +  high 
vocalic  -  voiced  +  long  -  long 
-j  LZ  continuantj  L:  round 
Y,  w 
However,  it  'appears  that  this  change  is  not 
attributable  solely  to  the  phonetic  environment,.  since,  in 
exactly  similar  circumstances,  the  glides  may  remain 
unchanged,  e.  g.: 
ýjwil  (imper.  of  Piwala),  (  try), 
cjwir  (one-eyed),  ' 
cjyin  (imper.  of  cjyana)  (inspect), 
compare  of 
ýVil  (barrier), 
cMr  (ohpthalmia), 
cMn  (flowing). 
3)'Wh6n  the  glide  /w/  occurs  initially  and  is  followed  by 
Kasrah-,  l  i  /.  it  changes  to  in  some  Arabic  dialects, 
according  , to  Ibn  jinn!  9.  Some  examples  are: 210 
Wisadab  /  )is  jdab  (a  pillow), 
wicP  /  Ncff)  (receptacle), 
wifidab  /  )ifidah  (delegation), 
wikif  -likif  (a  drip).  10 
This  dialectal  variation  or  free  variation,  as  we  may  call 
it,  also  occurs,  but  less  frequently,  when  /w/  is  followed  by 
'U  /  or  a  /.  Some  examples  are: 
a.  wujilb  /  -lujfib  (faces) 
wucida  /  -)ucida  (to  be  promised) 
wuqqitat  /  )uqqitat  (...  are  appointed  a  time) 
b.  waiama  )ajama  (to  be  silent) 
waPada  -Wada  (one) 
wandt  /  -7anit  (weakness). 
The  two  forms  may  coexist  with  somewhat  different 
meanings,  e.  g.  muwaqqat  (timed)  /  mu)aqqat  (temporary). 
It  is'also  quite  possible  that  the  alternative  root  to  which 
a  variation  is  attributed  may  be  an  invention  attributable  to  it, 
as  with  m"uwakkad  /  mwakkad  (sure). 
6.  Consonants  assimilate  to  glides 
1.  When  two  ha  mzahs  occur  initially  and  are  separated  by  a 
short  vowel,  the  second  /  assimilates  completely  to  /w/% 
before  /a/  'or  /E  in  the  plural  form  and  in  the 
diminutive  form,  `6.  'g.  ': 
9  See  a]-Munsif,  l  /  228. 
10  This  is  s'u'ppose  -d  to  bccu  -r  in  the  dialect  of  Tamimi.  (  See  Y.,  AI  Suwar, 
Athar  ikhtilAf  al-lahajlt  al-carabiyah  R  an-now,  MA  thesis,  548-551. 211 
)jdaml*  Widim  ---4')awJdim  (humans), 
-Iffqiyyah  *  )a)jql  --4  )awjql  (weights), 
*  Maydim  ---  ý  -Iuwaydim  (a  small  human). 
2.  When  hamzah  I)I  occurs  between  two  Ia  Is,  it 
assimilates  completely  to  a  glide  /y/.  as  in  :*  xafa)j  ---4 
xatjyj  (mistakes).  This  may  be  represented  in  the  following 
for  m: 
+  conson 
+  contin.  -conson.  +  vocal.  +  vocal. 
-  voiced  -  vocalic  +  low.  +  low. 
b  ack  -  round  +  long  +  long 
31  y 
a  a 
7.  Consonants  assimilate  to  long  vowels: 
When  a  word  begins  with  two  hamzahs,  the  vowel  in 
between  and  the  second  hamzah  become  a  long  vowel 
corresponding  to  the  short  vowel.  These  are  some  examples: 
1.  *  Wmana  -->  )jmana  (to  believe), 
*  Wdam  --->  Wam  (Adam). 
2.  *  )Pm  in  --4  )!  min  (belief), 
*  )PIdf  --->  )iljf  (covenants). 
Mtiya  -->  Vtiya  (to  be  given), 
Mtumina  --->  )Utumina  (to  be  trusted). 
However,  when  the  function  of  the  first  hamzah  is  to 
indicate  the  m  uViric  or  istifhjm,  optionally  the  second  /3/ 212 
assimilates  to  /V/.  as  in  the  following  examples: 
Winnu  /  -layinnu  (I  groan) 
-Wanhrtahum  /  )inhrtahum  (whether  you  warn  them). 213 
2.2.  Im  glab  (Inclination): 
3-2.2.1  :  Definition  and  Introduction: 
Imilah  as  defined  by  Ibn  al-jazarl  as  well  as  by  other 
scholars  of  tajwld  and  grammarians  is  "  -7an  tanpuwa  bil- 
fatpati  --napwa  al-kasrati  wa  bil-alifi  nahwa  al-yVi"I 
(imilah  is  the  shift  of  /a  to  be  close  to  /  i  and  the  shift  of 
/d/-  to  be  close  to  /1/  In  other  words,  to  pronounce  a/ 
and  /d  /  as  between  act  ual  low  vowels  /  a/  and  /A  and 
the  high  vowels  /i/,  and  /1  respectively,  producing  central 
front.  vowels  as  a  result. 
The.  alif  of  imalih  /  EL  /  is  regarded  by  both  Arabic 
linguists  and  scholars  of  tajwld  as  one  of  the  most  mustapsan 
(acceptable)  secondary  sounds;  it  is  in  fact,  the  most  frequently 
occurring. 
The  fatpah  of  imilah  /a/  is  not  listed  among 
acceptable  secondary  sounds;  however,  it  is  accepted  alongside 
its  corresponding  long  vowel  alif  al-imilah.  The  reason  for  this 
omission  is  that  the  Arabic  linguists  speak  about  P  urt7f  0, 
(consonants,  glides,  and  long  vowels)  but  not  about  Parakit 
(short  vowels).  To  them,  the  latter  sounds  are  just  parts  of  the 
former. 
It  has  already  been  suggested  that  the  imilah  sounds 
may  be  transcribed  a's  /e  /4  and  /  E/E  /. 
The  imAlah  with  /e/  ýF  /  is  called  imilah  shadidah  or 
mapoah  (heavy  or  pure).  The  imalah  with  /E/E/  is  called 
imalah  khafifah  or  imilah  bayna  bayna  (light  imilah,  or 
an-Nashr,  2/  30.  See  also  al-Kitab,  2/  293  and  Sharb  al-mufa$$al, 
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imilah  in'  between)2.  ad-Dan!  prefers  al-imilah  al- 
khaflfah3. 
The  imllah  sounds  are  not  independent  sounds.  They  are 
only  allophone  of  the  low  vowels  /  a,  a  /.  Imilah  is  optional; 
thus  a  speaker  may  pronounce  the  low  vowels  as  middle  vowels 
in  s  pe  cif  ic  circumstan  ces,  or  not,  as  he  wishes.  To  quote  Ibn 
Yaclsh:  "The  circumstances  of  imilah  make  it  optional  and  not 
compulsory...  So  all  sounds  occurring  in  imilah  circumstances 
may  be  pronounced  without  imilah"  4.  The  optional.  nature  of 
imilah  suggests  that  the  /  a,  5.  /  sound  is  indeed  the  original 
sound,  rather  than  the  /  e,  6  /.  5 
This  question  is  widely  discussed  by  scholars  of  taiwid, 
most  of  the,  m  inclining  to  the  view  that  fatp  or  tafkhIm  is  the 
original.  Ibn  Yacish  says:  "at-tafkhlm  is  the  original,  and  the 
imilah  is,  tjrPah  (derivedy  6.  This  view  is  supported  also  by 
the  a/  a  sound's  not  being  restricted  to  particular  circumstances, 
as  is  the  case  with  imilah.  Thus,  the  a/a  sound  is  acceptable 
in  all  circumstances,  but  the  e/6  sound  is  not.  However  some 
writers  believe  both  fatp  and  imilah  to  be  original,  and  others, 
2/e/  iý  /,  in  this  chapter  should  hereafter  be  taken  to  cover  both  kinds 
of  imalah. 
3  an-Nashr,  2  30. 
4  Sharb  a]-  mufas$al,  9/  55. 
5  As  well  as  being  called  al-fatP,  the  a/A  sound  is,  sometimes  called 
at-tafkhIm  or  an-nasb  (emphatic  or  accusative). 
6  Sharb  al-mufassal,  9/  54  See  also  an-Nashr,  2/  32,  where  Ibn  al- 
jazari  speaks  about  those  who  believe  that  the  fatb  is  the  original. 
However,  'Ibn  al-jazarl  himself  does  not  give  his  tarjib 
(preponderance)  to  either  side,  according  to  Makki  Ibn  AN  Talib,  al- 
Kashf,  I/  198. 215 
mostly  modern,  believe  that  fatp  is  the  original  in  some  cases 
and  im.  Rlah  is  the  original  in  others  7.  They  generally  restrict 
the  originality  of  e/&  to  cases  in  which  alif  stands  for  yj-7.,  in 
deep  structure,  as,  for  example  bica,  from  the  root  byc. 
Imilah  does  not  involve  any  semantic  or  syntactic 
variation.  Imilah  results  from  the  adaptation  of  articulation  of 
a  low  vowel  to  a  high  vowel,  under  the  influence  of  a  preceding 
or  following  high  vowel-,  it  also  results  from  the  representation  by 
alif  of  an  original  /y/.  As  will  be  seen  later,  the  Arabs  tend  to 
pronounce  a  with  im  i1ah  if  it  represents  y  in  deep 
structure  and  with  pure  /a/  if  it  represents  w  in  deep 
structure. 
Imalah  is  discussed  by  most  Arabic  grammarians  and 
scholars  of  tajwId.  Some  devote  whole  books  to  this  field,  among 
whom  are  ad-Ddni,  Makki  Ibn  AbI  Talib,  AbfI  Shdmah*  AbU  al- 
Ijasan  al-Qd;  iý,  and  cAbd  al-Fattah  Shalab!  8;  others  merely 
include  a  chapter  on  imalah  in  their  more  general  works,  among 
whom  are  SIbawayh9,  Ibn  al-jazar!  10,  az-Zamakhsharill, 
and  Ibn  YacIshl2.  '-AbTl  cAmr  ad-Ddni  falls  into  both  categories. 
Ibn  jinn!  'does  not  have  a  separate  chapter  on  imilah,  nor 
does  he  go  into  detail  concerning  it;  he  is,  however  the  first 
7  See  for  example  Makki  Ibn  Abi  TAlib 
.  al-Kashf.  I/  198,  IbrAhim 
Anis,  R  aNahaiat  al-  carabiyyah,  47,  and  Abd  al-FattAh  Shalabl,  al- 
Imalah  R  a]-qirAjt  wal-jahapt  al-  carabiyyah,  97. 
8.  For  more,  details,  see  a]-Imilah  H  al-qirVat  wal-lahajit  al- 
carabiyyah  , 
19-22.  % 
9  al-Kitab,  2/  262-271. 
10  an-Nashr;  -2  /  29-90. 
I  Sharkal-mufassal,  9/  53-66. 
12  Ibid. 216 
Arabic  linguist  to  mention  imilah  as  a  part  of  al-idghim  al- 
aýghar13. 
A  shift  of  the  low  vowels  /  a.  A/  towards  the  middle 
vowels  may  take  place  in  either  of  two  directions.  It  may  be 
forwards,  to  approximate  to  /1  /  (imilah),  or  backwards  to 
approximate  to  This  backwards  shift  is  known  as 
tafkhiml4.  These  shifts  may  be  represented  thus: 
f  ront  central  b  ack 
high 
These  two  phenomena  are  opposites,  that  is  to  say  that 
they  cannot  occur  at  the  same  time.  This  opposition  may  explain 
the  tendency  of  imilah  not  to  occur  in  the  dialect  of  klijaz,  which 
is  the  dialect  best-known  for  frequency  of  occurrence  of 
tafkhlm.  -, 
3.2.2.2.  Asbib  Al-imllfib  (The  circumstances  of  imilah): 
The  shift  of  /,  5/  upwards  towards  /1/  is  generally 
13  aI-Kha$A4$.  2  /  141. 
14  See  (2.6.2.5  below). 217 
conditioned  by  /i/.  /1/  or  /y/.  These  dominating  sounds 
may  appear  in  surface  structure,  in  deep  structure,  or  in  both. 
This  shift  is  a  kind  of  vowel  harmony,  especially  in  surface 
structure.  The  direction  of  influence  in  this  type  of  assimilation 
may  be  either  regressive  or  progressive.  However  the  influence  of 
the  preceding  high  front  vowel  is  greater  than  that  of  the 
following  high  front  vowel".  15 
The  following  circumstances  of  imilah  are  listed: 
I.  A  --->  W-/i-: 
When  kasrah  /i/  occurs16  before  /A/,  it  may  cause 
imilah.  The  separating  segment/s  between  the  two  vowels  may 
be: 
a.  one  segment  as  in  :  Cimid  -->  Cim,  ýd  (support),  and  Nihid 
--->  Nihid  (a  girl's  name), 
b.  two  segments  as  in  :  gimMl  ---->  gimbFl  (small  amount),  and 
-'in  s  dn  ---  >  Nns4Fn  (human  being). 
In  fact,  an  example  with  three  separating  segments  is  given 
by  SIbawayh  and  his  followers:  yagribahj  ----)  yaoribaht3 
(that  he  hit  her).  This;  however,  is  a  samic!  case,  not  qiyjsL 
The  reason  for  his  accepting  assimilation  here  is  that  /h/  is 
khafiyyah  (not  clearly  heard).  He  accepts  this  imilah  only 
with  an  intervening  /a/  sound  (i.  e.  the  nasb).  He  says: 
There  is  no  case  of  im  Pah  of  the  alif  when  the  verb  is  in 
rafc  (with  the  vowel  /u  /)  as  yaVribuhiff  ---> 
Iyaoribuhil"17.  Later  Ibn  Yacish  considers  imilah  in 
15  Sbarb  W-mufa$$al,  9/  56. 
16  Contiguous  occurrence  of  two  vowels  is  not  found  in  Arabic. 218 
/  yaoribah,  ý  /  as  shjM  (exceptional)  18. 
From  the,  previous  discussion,  it  is  clear  that  the  separating 
segments  may,  not  be  more  than  two,  with  the  exception  of  the 
example  given  by  SIbawayh.  A  form  for  this  circumstance  of 
imilah  may  be  represented  as: 
+  voca.  +  voca. 
+  voca.  low.  -  round  C. 
+  low.  +  long  -  long  cc 
+  long.,  -  high  +  high 
Lz  back  J 
In  this  circumstance,  the  scholars  of  tajwld,  in  theory, 
follow  the  dictates  of  the  grammarians.  In  practice,  however, 
they  do  not  always  follow  them.  For  instance,  Ibn  al-jazarl  gives 
/  -)insAn  /  as  an  example  of  the  intervention  between  /A/ 
and  /i/  of  two  segments,  which,  according  to  the  grammarians, 
should  produce  imilah.  In  practice,  the  word  occurs  65  times  in 
the  Qur)jn,  but  in  no  occurrence  is  it  reported  to  have  been  read 
with  imilah  by  any  reader  19.  Ibn  at-jazarl  could,  however, 
have  found  words  of  similar  form  in  the  Qur)dn  that  are 
pronounced  with  imilah  by  some  qurri-1,  for  example,  cimrin 
which  is  pronounced  by  Ibn  gakwdn  with  imilah  lcimriW20. 
Many  similar  examples  may  be  given  of  words  that,  according  to 
the  grammarians,  are  pronounced  with  imilah,  but  are 
17  al-Kitab,  2/  262. 
18  Sharb  a]-mufassal,  9/  56, 
19  al-  Imalah  R  a]-qirA-At  wal-lahaiAt  al-carabiyyah,  214. 
20  at-Taysir  H  al-qira,  at  as-sabc.  52. 219 
pronounced  by  the  qurri-I  without  imdlah.  Among  these  words 
are:  bili  d  (countries),  Pisin  (beautiful  (girls),  and  Cibid 
(human  beings  /  servants) 
2.  A-ö  / 
When  /a  /  occurs  before  /i/,  it  may  be  pronounced  as 
Not  more  than  one  segment  may  separate  the  two  vowels, 
e.  g.  cilim  -->  c4§1im  (a  scholar),  cibid  -->  c,  §bid 
(worshipper),  f!  an-niri  (in  hellfire),  and  min  an-nisi  ---->  min 
an-nisi  (from  the  people).  The  kasrah  in  the  first  two  examples 
is  an  internal  vowel  of  the  word,  while  in  the  last  two  it  is  a 
genitive'marker.  Either  position  is  a  circumstance  of  /6/.  This 
circumstance  may  be  presented  in  this  form: 
+  voca.  +  voca. 
"  voca.  -  low.  -  round 
"  low.  +  long 
+ 
0-  long 
"  long  -  high  +  high 
LZ  back 
-j 
21 
Neither  grammarians  nor  scholars  of  tajwld  allow  more 
than  one..  separating  segment  in  this  case.  However,  qurrj)  do 
21  An  alternative  form  may  be: 
+  voca. 
+  voca. 
low. 
++ 
voca. 
+  long  -  round 
+  low. 
-  high  -  long 
+  long 
-j  L-  back  -j  _j 
U  high 
_J 
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not  always  follow  the  theory  of  either  grammarians  or  scholars 
of  tajwld  in  practice.  Some  examples  that  have  imilah  in  the 
theory  of  the  grammarians  but  not  in  the  practice  of  the  qurri-I 
are:  bi;  jrid  (driven  away),  mirid  (obstinate),  and  mirij  (fire 
free  of  smoke).  * 
3.  ä-3ö  /y 
-  According  to  Arabic  grammarians  and  theoreticians  of  the 
science  of  tajwld,  a  preceding  /y  /  is  a  circumstance  of 
imilah  in  a  kind  of  progressive  assimilation22.  A  suiiable  form 
may  be  represented  as: 
+  voca 
+  voca.  -  low.  -  conso 
+  low.  +  long  -  voca. 
+,  long  high  -  round 
L.:  back  j 
y 
In  this  case,  the  conditioning  /y/  and  assimilating  /d/ 
may  occur: 
a.  contiguously,  as  in:  bayyjc  ----)  [  bayy,  ýc  ]  (salesman), 
kayyjl  -->  [kayy,  ýJ]  (one  who  weighs),  and  bayin  ---4 
[bayin]  (report). 
I 
b.  separated  by  one  segment  as  in:  gaybin  -->  I  gayb6n  I  (an 
Arab  tribe's  name),  and  cAylin  ---4  [  CAyMn  I  (an  Arab 
tribe's  name). 
c.  -separated  by  two  segments  as:  payawin  ---->  [Payaw6n) 
22  See,  al-Kitab,  2/  280  (1885).  Shar,  5  al-mufassal,  9/  56,  and  an- 
Nashr,  2/  33  . 221 
(animal),  and  mayalin  --4  [  mayaMn  I  (deflection). 
d.  separated  by  four  segments  as:  yadahi  ----)  [  yadahoý  I  (her 
hand),  and  yadand  --4  [  yadanj  I  (our  hand).  However,  Ib*n 
al-jazarl  considers  it  as  being  separated  only  by  two  segments; 
to  him  and  other  grammarians  harakit  (short  vowels)  do  not 
count.  23 
Qurrj)  do  not  follow  this  theory.  To  them  /y/  does  not 
cause  imilah.  Thus  they  do  not  pronounce  with  imilah  many 
such  words,  e.  g.:  bayin  (report),  payjt  (life),  )ayyjm  (days), 
and  bayjtan  (at  night).  24 
On  the  other  hand,  when  /Y/  occurs  after  /A/,  it  does 
not  influence  the  pronunciation  of  it. 
4.  ä-4ö  /1 
When  /A/  occurs  after  /1/  it  may  be  pronounced  with 
imilah.  The  influence  of  the  long  vowel  here  is  greater 
than  that  of  the  short  vowel  /i/  and  that  of  the  semi-vowel 
/ 
_y 
/  25.  This  circumstance  may  be  represented  in  the 
following  form: 
+  voca. 
+  voca.  -  low. 
+low.  ---  +  long 
+  long  -  high 
L_:  b  ack 
a  e 
+  voca. 
-  round 
+  high 
+  long 
23  an-Nashr,  2/  33. 
24  al-Imalah  H  234. 
25  Sharb  al-mufassal.  9  /  56. 222 
The  conditioning  and  assimilating  sounds  here  may  be 
separated'by  one  segment  as  in  /  d1bij  /  --4  Wb6j]  (silk 
brocade),  and  may  be  separated  by  more  than  one  segment  as  in 
yakllahj  f  yakllab§  I  (he  weighs  it). 
5.  ä--4ë  /r 
It  is  claimed  by  both  grammarians  and  scholars  of  tajwld 
that  the  muraqqaqah  /r/  has  a  strong  tendency  to  cause  the 
occurrence  of  imilah.  al-Kisa,  i  says:  "Jil-cArab  f!  kasr  ar-ri.  ) 
ra-lyun  lays-a  lahj  f!  Zrayrihi'-26  (to  Arabs  the  occurrence  of 
im2lah  in  the  neighborhood  of  /r/  is  more  likely  than  with 
other  sounds).  In  their  view,  the  reason  is  that  Vr/  is  close  to 
yj.  7.  "27  and  also  /r/  acts  as  if  it  were  two  because  of  its 
trillity  and  the  kasrah  acts  as  if  it  were  two  too.  28 
The  question  is:  is  the  dominant  influence  here  that  of 
/i/  or  that  of  /r/? 
Some  examples  may  help  to  indicate  whether  /r/  in 
itself  causes  imilah  or  not: 
1.  a.  Prid  ---->  t6rid  (driven  away), 
b.  fVif  --4  *  t0if  (migrant), 
a.  yarim  -4  F,  ýrim  (one  who  pays), 
b.  yi-lib  --4  *  Y6)ib  (absent).  29 
From  these  examples,  it  is  clear  that  /r/  causes  imilah 
since  both  (a)  and  (b)  have  the  same  circumstances;  however, 
26  Ibraz  al-ma,  ani  min  birz  al-amini,  219. 
27  al-KitAb,  2/  268. 
28  Sharb  a]-mufassal,  9/  61. 
29  Shart,  aj-n2ura$$al,  9/  61. 223 
imAlah  occurs  where  /r/  occurs  and  not  when  it  does  not. 
However  the  influence  of  /r/  on  imilah  only  functions 
where  /r/  is  muraqqaqah.  Compare  these  examples: 
2.  a.  Pimirika  -->  I  Pimerika  I(  with  genitive  case  ), 
b.  Pimiraka  ----)  *I  Pim,  ýraka  I(  with  accusative  case  ), 
c.  him6ruka  ---  I  pim6ruka  with  nominative  case  a 
6.  The  alif  in  mutaFarrif  (conjugated)  verbs  and  mulcrab 
(inflective)  nouns  where  there  is  no  neighboring  /  i,  1,  or  y/ 
in  the  surface  structure: 
When  there  is  no  neighboring  /  i,  1.  or  y/,  /a/  itself  is 
taken  in  consideration,  whether  it  occurs  in  the  middle  or  finally, 
whether  it  represents  an  original  /y/  or  /w/,  what  its 
function  is,  and  whether  it  occurs  in  a  noun  or  in  a  verb.  The 
different  types  of  alifs  are  represented  in  a  tree  form: (A 
ýr 
0 
E3 
"COD 
(D 
CD 
13 
CD 
13 
CD  (D 
CD  0  CD  SI) 
CL 
!D 
CL 
CL 
L4 
CD 
CD 
L4  0 
C: 
CD  --j 
(D 
CD 
CL  113  "  CD  - 
C-  S  C-  E3 
CL 
P1 
C6. 
E3 
CL 
a.  9.7 
cr 
I-' 
C. 
I-. 
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Some,  observations  and  examples  concerning  the  occurrence 
of  imilah  may  be  offered  on  the  basis  of  this  tree: 
a.  The  final  augmentative  alif  accepts  imilah  whether  it  is 
appended  or  a  feminine  marker.  Some  examples  are: 
Publi  -->  Publi  (pregnant), 
Sucdj  -->  Sucd,  §  (a  woman  name), 
)artj  -4[  )art4§  I  (a  kind  of  tree). 
b.  The  alif  that  is  /y/  in  underlying  structure  may  be 
pronounced  with  imilah30  whether  it  occurs  in  a  noun  or  in. 
a  verb,  as  in: 
rama  ram4ý  I  (to  throw), 
qaVj  qao,  61  (to  judge), 
fatJ1--->  fat6  I  (young  man)  [in  pause], 
rapi  ---  [  rapqý  I  (mill)  [in  pause]. 
c.  The  alif  that  is  /w/  in  underlying  structure  may  be 
pronounced  with  imilah  too  except  in  three  positions: 
As  the  middle  radical  in  a  verb  that  does  not  take  kasrah  in 
the  elided  forms,  e.  g. 
qjIa  qNa  (to  say), 
liba  t,  ýba  (to  become  good). 
These  verbs  take  gammah  in  these  forms,  quitu 
said),  and  tubtu  0  became  good  or  well). 
However  in  ajwaf  (hollow)  verbs  that  do  take  kasrah 
in  the  elided  forms,  im4lah  may  occur,  as  in:  fdza  (to  win) 
30  al-KiMb.  2/  92.  , 226 
and  xjfa  (to  fear),  which  may  be  pronounced  with  imilah 
as  ffizal  and  fxjfal 
2.  As  the  middle  radical  in  a  noun,  as  in: 
bib,  ---->  [bib]  (door), 
dir  --4  fdJrj  (house). 
3.  As  the  final  radical  in  a  triradical  noun,  as  in: 
casi  L  cag,  ý  I  (rod), 
a 
qafj  qafý  I  (back). 
The  circumstances  of  imilah  given  by  grammarians 
and  scholars  of  tajwld  concerning  origihating  as 
w  /,  are  not  convincing. 
The  qurri-1,  in  practice,  do  not  always  follow  the  theory 
enunciated  by  both  grammarians  and  scholars  of  tajwld  in 
this  case.  The  following  examples  are  pronounced  with 
imilah  theoretically.  However  the  qurri)  pronounce  them 
without  imilah: 
daci  (to  call),  danA  (to  become  close),  zaki  (to  become 
good),  cali  (to  become  high),  and  naij  (to  escape). 
It  is  clear  that  when  linguists  state  the  first  five 
ý  circumstances  of  imilah,  they  mean  only  one  type  of  alif, 
namely  the  non-final  augmentative  such  as  cilim,  firjS',  and 
samic.  None  of  them,  however,  specifies  this  type  of  alif 
/  ;a/;  they  all  appear  to  refer  to  it  in  general  terms,  which 
are  hardly  appropriate. 
7.  at-tanlsub  (conformity,  e.  g.  harmony): 
-/a-/,  may  be  pronounced  as  /ý/  to  match  another 
/ý/  This  circumstance  of  imilah  is  a  kind  of  vowel  harmony. 227 
One  of  the  alifs  has  a  real  circumstance  of  imilah  while  the 
other  does  not,  except  in  conformity.  This  type  of  vowel  harmony 
may  occur'either  regressively  or  progressively,  within  the  same 
word  or  across  word  boundaries.  In  words  such  as  Cimidi  --> 
cim,  ýd4ý  (support)  and  kitibi  -->  kit,  §b6  (book),  in  pause,  the 
first  alif  is  pronounced  with  imilah  because  it  is  preceded  by  a 
kasrah.  The  second  alif  is  pronounced  with  imilah  for  the 
sake  of  harmony.  The  above  examples  represent  progressive 
occurrence  in  conformity.  Examples  of  regressive  occurrence 
within  the'same  word  are  in  the  reading  of  yatimi  (orphans) 
and  an-naFiri  (christians)  as  al-yatgm,  ý  and  an-naFe-re-,  in 
which  the  second  alif  accepts  imilah  by  virtue  of  being  a 
fourth  or  subsequent  letter. 
Imilah  in  the  circumstance  of  conformity  across  word 
boundaries  is  found  in  the  Qur-lin.  Some  qurrj,;  pronounce  with 
imilah  all  the  final  IA  Is  at  the  end  of  verses  such  as  in  the 
Silrah  Wao-oupj  (by  the  morning). 
ýnother 
example  is  found  in 
the  Silrah  Wag-gamsi  wa  Oupjhj  (by  the  sun  and  its  morning). 
8.  before  the  feminine  marker  /h/  (in  pause  only): 
al-Kisd)l  pronounces  with  imilah  the  fatpah  /a 
before  hP  at-ta)nIth  31  (feminine  /h  /)  specifically  in  a 
pause  on  condition  of  its  being  not  preceded  immediately  by 
c,  or  isticIP  sounds.  An  example  in  this  case  is:  rapmah 
raPmeh  (mercy).  He  does  not  apply  this  to  any  other  hP, 
e.  g: 
31  Wliether  Wis  written  as  M,  marbOtah  or  ta,  MaftiDbah,  al-Kisa,  I 
'reads  it  in  pausewith  imAlah.  (  See  IbrIz  al-ma,  Jnf,  243). 228 
original  hjý  as  in:  tawajjah  ---)  *tawajjeh  w  (to  face), 
pronoun  hj-7,  as  in:  Icilmahu  -->  *cilmeh  -o  (his 
knowledge). 
SIbawayh  says  of  this  phenomenon:  Va/  followed  by  /h 
is  analogous  to  /a/  followed  by  alif-32. 
9.  In  al-,  Vurtlf  al-muqat;  acah  at  the  beginning  of  some 
Surabs: 
a.  Alif  Lim  RV.  This  is  pronounced  by  AbQ  cAmr 
,  al-Kisa)!, 
Ibn  c.  Kmir,  Ijamzah,  Khalaf,  and  Abfi  Bakr  as  PAlif  Lim 
RP  1.  Similarly  with  Wif  Lim  Mim  Rj-ý 
b.  Kif  HP  Yj)  cAyn  ýjd.  This  is  pronounced  by  some  qurri) 
as  [  Kif  HP  YP  cAyn  ýjdl- 
c.  Tjhj,  Tisin,  and  Tj  Sin  Mim  are  sometimes  pronounced 
as  [  T,  §hj  1,  [  T,  ýslh  1,  and  I  T,  §s1mm1m  I  respectively. 
d.  ýVj  Mim  is  sometimes  pronounced  as  LV,  §  Mim]. 
10.  mr-Riviyah  wat-talaqql  (transmission): 
The  qurra,  frequently  allege  the  tradition  of  the 
transmission  that  they  have  received  as  a  reason  for  adopting 
imalah  in  circumstances  other  than  those  we  have  mentioned, 
and  for  not  adopting  it  in  some  of  the  latter  circumstances. 
1.  There  are  many  cases  where  imilah  occurs  without  any 
--apparent  circumstance;  these  receive  only  unsatisfactory 
explanations  from  the  theoreticans.  An  example  of  this  is  the 
reading  of  khjfa  with  imifflah.  One  reason  given  here  is 
-  "that  /d/  becomes  /I/  in  the  passive"33.  If  this  reason 
32  al-Kitab,  2/  270. 229 
were  accepted,  all  -Iajwaf  verbs  would  be  read  with  imilah, 
which  is  not  the  case. 
2.  Some  words  are  reported  to  have  been  read  with  imilah, 
whereas  similar  words  in  similar  circumstances  are  not.  Makki 
Ibn  Ab!  TEtlib  says:  "  Some  cases  of  imilah  may  occur  by 
virtue  of  oral  transmission,  without  any  other  reason"  . 
34 
Grammarians  as  well  as  scholars  of  tajývld  believe  that  it  is 
obligatory  to  follow  the  qurri-I.  SIbawayh  says:  "The  qirVah 
(what'  the  q'urri-I  say)  may  not  be  rejected,  because  it  is  a 
sunnah,  which  should  be  followed-35.  Similar  statements  are 
made  by  Ibn  al-jazarl.  36 
However  in  normal  speech,  one  may  pronounce 
with  imilah  or  not  because  imilah  is  optional.  SIbawayh 
says:  Know  that  people  who  pronounce  /d/  with  im  Pah 
do  not  do  so  in  all  cases,  nor  do  those  who  pronounce 
without  imilah  always  do  so.  "37 
Im  11ab  as  a  dialectal  variant: 
This  issue  will  be  discussed  from  two  different  points  of 
view.  Firstly,  in  the  language  in  general  as  dealt  with  in  works  on 
Arabic  grammar  and  linguistics.  Secondly,  in  the  recitation  of  the 
Qur-lin  as  laid  down  in  theories  of  qiri-lit  as  well  as  in  the 
actual  practice  of  the  qurri). 
33  Ibrfiz  a]-maefin!  min  birz  a]-amani,  231. 
34  al-Kashf,  84. 
35  al  Kitab,  (1966)  1  39  1. 
36  an-Nashr,  I/  10-11. 
37  W-Kitab,  2/  263. 230 
1.  In  general: 
Imilah  is  a  dialect  variant.  Tribes  having  the  tendency  to 
pronounce  /a/d/  with  imilah  live  in  the  central  eastern 
parts  of  the  Arab  peninsula.  Ibn  al-Jazarl  says:  "al-imilah  is  a 
feature  of  the  dialects  of  all  the  Najd!  tribes  such  as  Tamim, 
Asad  and  Qays.  "38  The  -tribe  that  is  best  known  for  consistent 
use  of  imilah  is  Tamlm'.  ý  However,  within  these  dialects, 
imilah  is  still  only  an  allophone  of  /d/.  The  tribes  having  the 
tendency  to  pronounce  /a/d/  purely  live  in  the  western 
parts  of  the  peninsula.  The  fath  is  usually  associated  principally 
with  the  dialect  of  Vijjz.  39 
This  does  not  mean  that  no  ýVjjzl,  for  example,  would  ever 
pronounce  /  Et  /  with  imilah.  In  fact,  there  was  considerable 
interaction-  between'  Quraysh  and  other  Arab  tribes  in  the 
jjhili,  v,  vah  as  -well  as  in  Islam,  and  they  were  influenced  by 
them.  This  appears  to  have  confused  Ibn  al-AnbEtrl;  he  says:  "  It 
Jimilahl  is  the  dialect  of  )ahl  al-ýVjjz  and  their  neighbors  such 
as  Tamlm  and  others.  "  40 
2.  In  Qirj)iff  t: 
In  this  particular  sphere,  the  important  question  appears 
to  be:  which  of  the  qurrV  apply  imilah? 
A  statement  by  Ibn  al-jazarl  gives  us  an  idea  of  how 
common  imilah  is  among  qurri-1:  "  There  is  no  qjri;  who  does 
not  use  imilah  to  a  greater  or  lesser  extent.  "41'ljamzah  and  al- 
38  an-Nashr,  2/  30. 
39a]-Kitab,  2/  279-280. 
40  Asrar  aPcArabiyyah,  160. 231 
Kisa)l  are  among,  those  use  it  most.  Ibn  Kathir  uses  it  least, 
according  to  Ibn  al-jazarl.  However,  as-SuyfiVi  says:  "All  the 
ten42  qurri-I  used  imilah,  except  Ibn  Kathir,  who  did  not  use  it 
-- 
at  all,  throughout  his  reading  of  the  whole  Qur)jn.  "43 
3.2.2.4.  The  inhibition  of  imilab: 
The  circumstances  that  inhibit  imilah  are  more  clearly 
defined  than  those  in  which  imilah  occurs.  The  following  are 
the  circumstances  in  which  imilah  is  inhibited: 
1.  *a  --)  6/  emphatic  -:  after  emphatic  sounds: 
,  When  /  fk  /  is  preceded  by  an  emphatic  sound  I  ;,  0,  t,  ý, 
and  T  L'  imilah  does  not  occur,  as  in  qjcid  (sitting), 
yj  -7ib-.,  (absent),  ximid  (abating),  Ficid  (going  up),  tj)if 
(ambulant),  gimin  (responsible),  ýjlim,  rigid,  and  Allih. 
Slbawayh  says:  "We  do  not  know  anyone  who  pronounces  /A/ 
here  with  imilah  except  those  whose  Arabic  is  not 
acceptable.  "44  However,  according  to  the  grammarians,  when 
the  conditioning  emphatic  sound  is  preceded  or  followed  by 
kasrah,  most  people  produce  imilah45.  Here  are  some 
examples:  '-  ý 
mýsbjp  ---4  mýWp  (lamp), 
sicib  Sic6b  (hard  (pl.  )), 
41  Munjid  al-muqrhin  wa  murshid  at-jalibin,  60. 
42  They  are  Ibn  Kathir,  Wit,  ck;  im,  AbO  cAmr,  al-KisA,  I,  Ibn  cAmir, 
liamzah;  -.  AbO  jacfar,  Yatq0b,  and  Khalaf. 
43  al-Itqan,  1  /94. 
44  al-KitAb,  2/  264. 
45  Sharti  al-mufas$34  9  60. 232 
miopik  ----)  miopik  (laughing), 
Slicif  OicU  (weak  (PLA 
. )i.  tcjm  --->  -Wc,  ým  (feeding), 
tiwil  UwN  (high  (pl.  )), 
-7iýljm  (darkness), 
J*im  V  ýimP  (thirsty  (pl.  )), 
mi,  ynjj  -->  miyn6j  (coquettish  (woman)), 
Filib  -->  YiMb  (struggle), 
-Iixbdt  -)ixb6t  (humility), 
xibje  -4  xWe  (bad  (PIM, 
miqljt  --->  miql,  §t  (frying  pan), 
qifif  --->'qif6f  (container). 
According  to  the  qurrjý  on  the  other  hand,  imilah  is 
inhibited  here.  The  only  word  reported  with  imilah  here  is 
dic,  ff  (weak  (pl.  )),  and  even  this,  is  read  only  by  klarnzah.  O 
There  are  some  exceptions  to  the  influence  of  the  preceding 
emphatic  sounds: 
a)  -4  6/  emphatic  - 
(in  ajwaf  (hollow)  verbs): 
When  /A/  occurs  in  in  ,  ajwaf  (hollow)  verbs,  as  in 
these  examples: 
Wa  -->  [  x6fa  I  (to  fear), 
yjba  --4  yjba  I  (to  be  absent), 
fdba  ---4  f6ba  (to  be  good), 
Fira  --->  F6ra  (to  become)47. 
46  an-Nashr,  2/  63. 
47  in  this  example,  /"a  occurs  between  two  emphatic  sounds:  however, 
imalab  is  not  inhibited. 233 
d  --4  5/  emphatic  -  go  : 
When  a/  occurs  finally,  imilah  occurs,  as  in  these 
examples: 
fayj  --->  tay,  6  I  (to  overflow) 
Fayj  --->  Fay,  61  (listen). 
al-m  u  ctj  al-m  u  ctCS  (the  given), 
al-  wustj  ---  al-wust6  (the  central). 
c)  ä,  --->  C-  /  emp  h  atic  -  ri  : 
When  /a/  occurs  before  /r/  which  is  followed  by 
/i/  48,  as  in  these  examples: 
qdrib  ---4  qC-rib  (boat), 
iArim  --4  T6rim  (debtor), 
tdrid  -->  tkrid  (driving  away). 
2.  *A  --ý  &/-  emphatic  :  before  emphatic  sounds: 
When  /d/  is  followed  by  an  emphatic  sound,  imilah 
is  inhibited  even  when  the  emphatic  sound  is  separated  from 
/A/,  by  one  or  more  other  sounds: 
na  qid  --4  *[  n6qid  I  (critic), 
citis  --4  *[  lc,  ýtis  I  (sneezing) 
, 
nifix  ---->  *[  n6fix  I  (blowing), 
nihig  --4  n6hiO  I  (rising), 
manigit  man6s-It  (pleasant  things), 
m  an;  fffix  m  an6fix  (bellows). 
The  emphatic  sound  is  strong  enough  to  inhibit  imilah 
even  across  word-  boundaries: 
,i-  ýatj  I  Q-1-SIM  -lat6  Qjsim  I  (Qasim  came). 
48  W-Kitilb,  2/  268. 234 
The  following  are  important  observations  on  the  inhibition 
of  im  ilah:  , 
1.  Why  do  isticM.  )  sounds  inhibit  imilah? 
Pronouncing  /a/  as  pure  alif  with  neighboring 
isticIP  sounds  is  a  kind  of  assimilation.  SIbawayh  explains 
this:  "IsticIP  sounds  inhibit  imilah  only  because  they  are 
sounds  that  rise  to  the  upper  palate,  and  alif  rises  to  the 
upper'  palate  when  it  is  'produced  at  its  (true)  place  of 
articulation'.  "49  This  is  made  clearer  by  Khdlid  al-Azharl: 
"The  mustacl!  sounds  inhibit  imilah  in  a  search  for 
harmony  of  sounds.  "50 
2.  Regressive  assimilation  is  more  frequent  and  less  readily 
inhibite  d  than  progressive.  Thus,  the  inhibiting  sounds  have  a 
greater  influence  when  they  occur  after  /d/  than  when 
they  occur  before  it.  This  statement  may  be  supported  by  the 
following: 
a.  Preceding  emphatic  sounds  inhibit  imilah  only  when 
occurring  contiguously.  Following  emphatic  sounds,  on  the 
other  hand,  inhibit  imilah  even  when  separated  by  up  to 
two  other  sounds: 
Ficid  *[  F6cid  I  (going  up),  but 
tilib  til,  §b  (claiming), 
xilif  zilff  (disagreement). 
b.,.  Preceding  emphatic  sounds  inhibit  imilah  only  within  the 
same  word.  This  is  not  the  case  with  following  emphatic 
49  a]-VtAb,  2/  264. 
50  Sharb  at-tasrlb  caJA  at-taW05,2  /  349. 235 
sounds. 
Vabata  cilim  --4  1  Vabata  cC51im  I  (to  capture  a  scholar). 
c.  Exception's  to  the  inhibition  of  progressive  assimilation  are 
more  numerous  than  those  of  regressive.  The  alif  in 
)ajwaf  verbs  and  the  final  alif  are  good  examples. 
The  'law  of  assimilation,  including  imAlah,  does  not  always 
apply.  An  example  is  the  following  two  readings  of  Hamzah: 
a.  zjyat  canhum  al-labFir  (have  their  eyes  failed  to 
pre'Serve  them), 
b.,  V,  ýqat  calayhim  al-7aro  (the  earth  seemed  constrained  to 
the  m). 
He  reads  the  first  example  without  imilah  and  the 
second  example  with  imilah.  However,  /a/  in  the  second 
,  example  occurs  between  two  emphatic  sounds,  and  im  i1ah  is 
still  not  inhibited.  Hamzah  is  definitely  following  his  teachers 
in  both  cases. 236 
3.2-3.  Vowel  harmony: 
Vowel  harmony  may  be  defined  as  "a  principle  which  rules 
that  the  vowels  of  neighboring  syllables  shall  have  similarity 
with  each  other.  "I  The  best  equivalent  term  for  vowel 
harmony  in  Arabic  is  itbic 
In'  this  sub-chapter,  the  vowel  harmony  will  be  limited  to 
that  of  identicalness  between  vowels.  Applying  this  limitation, 
imilah,  for  example,  may  be  excluded  from  our  discussion  here, 
except  in  a  few  cases,  where  a  vowel  assimilates  to  another 
vowel  completely.,  However,  in  all  its  types,  im  d1ah,  as  we  have 
seen,  is  a  kind  of  vowel  harmony. 
There  are  two  types  of  vowel  harmony:  progressive  and 
regressive.  Some  linguists  limit  vowel  harmony  to  the  progressive 
type  and  call  the  regressive  one  "umlaut--  2.  However,  we  shall 
use  the  term  "vowel  harmony"  here  for  both  types,  as  other 
linguists-do,  since  they  both  exist  in  Arabic.  The  vowels  involved, 
as'has'b6en  mentioned,  3  do  not  occur  contiguously,  but  rather 
with  one  or  more  consonants  intervening. 
Vowel  harmony  may  occur  across  morpheme  and  word 
boundaries  as  well  as  within  the  same  word.  It  is  one  of  the  most 
common  types  of  distant  assimilation. 
Vowel  harmony  occurs  as  a  systematic  feature  in  a  number 
of  languages,  such  as  Turkish  and  Hungarian.  In  Turkish,  for 
example,  unrounded  vowels  occur  after  other  unrounded  vowels, 
I  C.  Ward,  Practical  Phonetics  for  Students  of  African  Languages,  127. 
2  For  example,  see  Roger  Lass,  Phonology,  171-172. 
3  See  (3.2.  L  above).  - 237 
and  rounded  vowels  occur  after  other  rounded  vowels. 
Systematic  vowel  harmony  occurs  in  Arabic  in  a  limited 
number  of  cases.  Thus  many  Arabic  linguists  do  not  discuss  it 
directly  in  their  works. 
1.  Systematic  vowel  harmony: 
A.  Hamzat  al-waft 
This  is  a  sound  that  is  not  pronounced  when  occurring 
between  other  sounds.  In  other  words,  this  sound  occurs  only  at 
the  beginning  of  utterances.  4  For  example  the  hamzah  of  the 
definite  article  is  waft  it  is  pronounced  initially  as  in  -al-qamar 
(the  moon)  but  is  not  pronounced  in  wa  ;  al-qamar  (and  the 
moon)  --4  *  wa  )al-qamar. 
On  the  other  hand,  hamzat  I-qatc  persists,  whatever  its 
position  within  an  utterance,  -'Apmad  is  pronounced  as  wa 
JAPmad  (and  Ahmad)  and  not  *  wapmad. 
Hamzat-l  wafl  may  be  n2aftilpah  (followed  by  /a  /),  as 
is  the,  case  with  the  definite  article  /  )al-  /.  may  be  maksilrah 
(followed  by  /i  /),  as  in  nouns  such  as  -ism  (name),  )ibn  (son), 
and  )imru)  (  man)  or  imperatives  such  as  )io*hab  (go),  or  may 
be  magmilmah  (followed  by  /u  /),  as  in  imperatives  such  as 
.,  uqtul  (kill). 
The  most  important  thing  in  our  discussion  or  hamzat  al- 
wapi  in  nouns  is  verbal  nouns  of  quinqueliteral  and  sexiliteral 
4  In  fact  this  hamzah  persists,  even  in  continuous  speech,  If  It  Is  the 
hamzah  of  the  definite  article  and  the  preceding  sound  Is  hamm  a]- 
istifham  (interrogative  particle)  as  In  aal  bintu  mataks?  (is  the  girl 
with  you  ?  ).  Another  situation  where  hamzat  4-wa$]  persists  is  In  the 
word  -aymun  in  oaths,  as  in  waymu  L19h  /  waymun.  It  Is  retained  In 
order  to  avoid  ambiguity  W-VtAb,  2/  297). 238 
forms,  as  in  the  following  examples: 
a.  )intiliq  (outbreak), 
. 
ibas  (seclusion),  -'in  h 
nnfirij  (relaxation), 
b.  -listikhrij  (taking  out), 
listicmil  (using), 
;  istifhjm  (questioning). 
This  systematic  vowel  harmony  may  be  represented  in  the 
following  form: 
+  cons.  +  cons.  +  voca.  +  voca. 
+  back.  +  voca.  +  back.  -  round  -  round 
conti  -  long  -  conti  +  high  (cc)  +  high 
voice  -  voice  -  long  long 
L  -i  L- 
)  (of  waV  in  nouns) 
L-  -j  L- 
However  with  hamzat  a]-qatc,  there  is  no  vowel  harmony, 
as  in  these  examples: 
)aqribP  (relatives), 
2aqwiyj)  (strong  (pl.  )). 
When  hamzat  al-waV  occurs  in  a  verb  form,  the  harmony 
of  vowels  is  more  systematic;  the  vowel  immediately  following 
the  hamzah  is  /u/  when  the  following  vowel  is  /u/,  and  is 
i/  when  the  following  vowel  is  an  unrounded  one.  These  are 
some  examples: 
I.  -7ucbud  (worship  1), 
;  uqtul  (kill  1). 
)untuflqa  (a  setting-off  took  place  1), 239 
-  -lustukhrija  (it  was  taken  out). 
2.  a.  -liorib  (hit  1). 
-7ijlis  (sit  down  1), 
_-Iinfir 
(go  away  1), 
b.  -7ifham  (understand  1), 
)ifrap  (be  happy  1), 
)ib  ta  cid  (go  away  1). 
Suitable  forms  for  these  types  of  harmony  may  be  represented 
as  follows: 
"  cons.  +  cons.  +  voca.  +  voca. 
"  back.  +  voca.  +b  ack.  +  round  +  round 
-4  -  conti  long  -  conti  +  high  (cc)  +  high 
-voice  -  voice  -  long  long 
L_  _j  L_  _j 
)  (of  wa;  l  in  verbs) 
L_  _j  L_  _j 
u 
_j 
u 
"  cons.  +  cons.  +  voca. 
"  back.  +  voca.  +  back.  -  round  +  voca. 
-  conti  long  -  conti  +  high  (cc)  -  round 
-  voice  -  voice  -  long  -  long 
LJL  -J 
') 
(of  wa;  l  in  verbs) 
L  L 
i 
L- 
a,  i 
Again  these  forms  are  connected  with  hamzat  al-wasl 
only.  There  is.  no  harmony  in  similar  circumstances  with  hamzat 
al-qatc,  as  in: 
- 
)agribu  (I  hit),  and 240 
, ýajlisu  Q.  sit  down). 
The  Arabic  linguists  detail  the  types  of  verbs  in  which 
hamzat  al-wql,  occurs,  as  follows: 
1.  The  past  tense  of  a  quinqeliteral  verb:  -7incatafa  (to  turn). 
0 
2.  The  past  tense  of  a  sexiliteral  verb:  -listafhama  (to  ask). 
The  imperative  of  a  triliteral  verb:  -lilcab  (to  play). 
4.  The  imperative  of  a  quinqueliteral  verb:  )intaýjr  (to  wait). 
5.  The  imperative  of  a  sexiliteral  verb:  )istacmil  (to  use). 
According  to  az-Zamakhsharl,  the  pronunciation  of  hamzat 
I-wapl  as  hamzah  in  continuous  speech  is  not  Arabic  and  is 
lapn.  5 
I 
B.  Third  person  pronouns: 
Vowel  harmony  occurs  systematically  with  the  third 
person,  pronoun.  This  pronoun  includes  all  suffixes:  hd  (her):  hu 
(him  /  it),  humA  (them  (dual)),  hum  (them  (masculine  plural)), 
and  hunna-  (them  (feminine  plural)).  The  following  are  some 
examples: 
1.  *  bihu  --4  bihi  (in  it), 
f1hu  --ý  f1hi  (in  it), 
min  cindihu  --4  min  cindihi  (from  him), 
min  kitibihu  -->  min  kitibihi  (from  his  book), 
calayhu  -->  calayhi  (on  him  /  it), 
ladayhum  ladayhim  (with  them), 
ff  njdIh  um  ff  nid1him  (in  their  club), 
min  qjglhu  --4  min  qjolhi  (from  his  judge). 
Sharh  al-mufassa4  9/  137. 241 
2.  kitib'uhu  (his  book), 
rusuluhum  (their  (m)  messengers), 
buy0tuhunna  (their  M  houses). 
3.  kitibahu, 
rusulahum, 
buyfftahunna, 
qa;  alahu  (he  killed  him), 
samicahum  (he  heard  them). 
4.  )iqra)hu  (read  it), 
]am  yasmachum  (he  did  not  hear  them), 
minhum  (from  them). 
From  the  above  mentioned  examples,  it  is  clear  that  the 
pronoun  /  hu  /  becomes  /  hi  /  if  it  is  immediately  preceded 
by  /  il,  /1/,  or  /y/,  without  any  other  consonant 
intervening.  This  may  be  represented  in  the  following  form: 
+  cons.  +  voca.  +  cons.  +  voca. 
+b  ack.  -  long  +  back.  -  round  -  conso. 
+  strid  +round  +  strid  +  high  -  round 
high  +high  high  long 
i 
+  high 
-i 
L- 
hu,  (as  third  p.  p.  )  h 
- 
i 
L. 
6 
i,  1,  y 
_ 
Reg,  arding  the  vowel  harmony  here,  some  exceptions  are 
reported,  as  follows: 
a.  Some  ýVijjzl  speakers  would  say:  bihu,  and  calayhu  instead 
ý  _, 
of  bihi.  and,  calayhi.  Ibn  Kathir  read  fakhasafni  bihu  wa 242 
bidirihu  I-)aroO  (then  we  caused  the  earth  to  swallow  up 
him  and  his  house). 
Some  other  speakers  would  extend  the  vowel  harmony 
to  the  vowel  following  /m/,  in  /  hum  /  in  particular.  Abil 
cAmr  reads:  calayhimi  J*-Jyillah  (baseness  has  come  upon 
them),  and  '...  -Wayhimi  enayn  (...  two  to  them)7  This 
harmony  iS'known  as  a]-wakam. 
Ijamzah  -  an  Irdql  reader  -  reads  calayhim,  )ilayhim, 
and  la-dayhim  as  calayhum,  ilayhum,  and  ladayhum 
respectively 
cA;  im,  as  reported  by  Ijaf;,  reads  with  dissimilation  the 
following  two  verses: 
mi  )ansjnlhu  (did  not  cause  me  forget  it),  and 
bi  mi  cjhada  calayhu  ýJjh  (what  God  had  agreed  on).  9 
Regarding  the  rule  of  the  examples  in  (w  4)  above, 
vowel  harmony  occurs  in  some  of  the  utterances  of  Rabicah; 
according  to  Sibawayh,  they  would  say  minhim.  Sibawayh; 
however,  rejected  this  kind  of  vowel  harmony  and  called  it 
bad  Arabic.  It  is  known  as  al-waham. 
C.  -7imru-7un  /  -limra-lan  /  -limri-lin: 
The  word  for  man  )imru)un  represents  another  type  of 
systematic  vowel  harmony.  The  second  vowel  depends  on  the 
6  al-Lahajät  fi  al-kitäb.  105. 
7a, 
-,  Uujjah  111-qurrä»  as-sabrah,  1/  58. 
8  Ibriz  al-matäni  min  birz  al-samäni,  72. 
9  an-Nashr,  1/  305.  Uujjat  al-qirä,  ät,  1/  177. 243 
last  one.  It  becomes  a  high  front  before  a  high  front,  a  high  back 
before  a  high  back,  and  a  low  before  a  low.  Here  are  some 
examples: 
huwa  mru,  7un  saminun  (he  is  a  fat  man), 
ra-laytu  mrVan  saminan  (I  saw  a  fat  man), 
mini  mrPin  saminin  (from  a  fat  man). 
This  type  of  vowel  harmony  is  not  violated  by  a  pause. 
since  deep  representation  of  the  final  vowel  is  considered.  The 
above  examples  are  pronounced  in  pause  as: 
huwa  mru),  o  (he  is  a  man), 
ra-'aYtu  mra)  w, 
mini  mri)  w. 
2.  Non-Systematic: 
A.  Fa  cil  form: 
The  facll  form  is  pronounced  as  ficil  by  some  Arabs  as  a 
dialectal  variant.  Some  examples  are: 
a.  la)lm  -->  1PIm  (ignoble), 
salcid  --4  sicid  (happy), 
shahid  --4  shihid  (martyr), 
naPff  niP!  f  (thin), 
bakhII  bikhII  (miserly), 
raghif  righif  (loaf  of  bread), 
b.  kabir  --ý  kibir  (big), 
karlm  --4  kirlm  (generous), 
ja,  ffl  --4  jilll  (great). 244 
SIbawayhIO  and  Ibn  jinnil  I  limit  this  phenomenon  to 
cases  where  the  second  radical  is  a  ýalql  sound,  as  in  (a)  above, 
while  az-Zubayd!  12  and  al-  MatlabI13  do  not  limit  it  to  PaIqI 
sounds,  as  in  (b)  above. 
This  kind  of  vowel  harmony  is  associated  by  SIbawayh 
with  the  'dialects  of  Tamim,  Huhyl  and  a  few  other  tribes.  In 
fact',  it  is  still  heard  in  Najd!  dialects. 
Some  people  assimilate  the  vowel  after  the  first  radical  to 
the  vowel  after  the  second  radical  in  forms  other  than  faC11,  as: 
cuýiyy  ---->  cýsiyy  (sticks),  and 
muntin  -4 
'mintin  (stinking).  14  Ibn  Jinn!  reports  an  alternative 
progressive  assimilation  in  this  case:  muntin  ---  >  muntun.  15 
B.  CC  ----)  CvC  /Cw  CC  (without  pause): 
When  a  word  ends  with  a  consonant  and  is  followed  by  a 
word  beginning  with  two  consonants  as  a  result  of  dropping 
hamzat  I-waýl,  a  short  vowel  is  inserted  at  the  end  of  the  first 
word.  This  is  part  of  the  phenomenon  of  iltiqj-l  as-sikinayn 
(consonant  cluster).  This  insertion  is  called  at-takhalluý  min 
iltiq-j)  as-sikinayn  (avoiding  consonant  cluster).  However,  in 
pause,  the  contiguity  of  three  consonants  across  word  boundaries 
o,  -%.  u,  L  a,  as  in:  wal-caFr  fo  -linna  (by  the  time  verily).  The  three 
10  al-Lahajilt  R  a]-kitAb,  10  0. 
II  al-Khasa*,  2  141-145. 
12  TIj  al-car0s,  2391. 
13  Lahiat  Tamim  Wa  latharuha  f!  al-Arabiyyah  al-muwabbadah,  162- 
163. 
14  al-Lahaiat  R  al-kitab,  10  1,102. 
15  al-Mutitasab.  I/  178. 245 
consonants  are  not  separated  by  a  vowel;  if  no  pause  were 
made  at  the  end  of  the  first  word,  the  kasrah  there  would  be 
retained. 
The  separating  vowel  is  most  commonly  /i/.  as  in  these 
examples: 
qJIat  )iVrib  qjIati  Vrib  (she  said:  "Hit  1"), 
min  -)ibnika  --4  mini  bnika  (from  your  son), 
Can  al-Cilm  ---->  cani  I-Icilm  (off  /  from  the  knowledge). 
However,  the  separating  vowel  is  not  always  /i/,  it  may 
b  e: 
a.  u  if  the  first  vowel  in  the  second  word  is  /u/,  as  in: 
qjlat  )ukhruj  -->  qjlatu  khruj  (she  said:  "go  out  I"), 
-)an  -Iuqtuiff  -->  -7anu  qtuffi  (to  kill  (pl.  )), 
b.  a  /,  after'the  preposition  min  when  it  is  followed  by  the 
definite  article  -Ial  only,  as  in:  mina  I-qamar  (fr6m  the 
moon),  even  when  the  next  vowel  is  /i/,  as  in:  mina 
1-cirqi  (from  the  root). 
However,  vowel  harmony  occurs  here  in  the 
utterance  of  the  people  of  Nairin,  according  to  AbU  cAmr 
and  SIbawayhI6,  and  of  Hawizin  and  HuoNyl  according 
to  Abil  Hayygnl7  They  would  say  mini  I-Lihi  instead  of 
mina  1-ýJhi  (from  Allah). 
The  inserted  vowel  after  can,  a  similar  word  to  min, 
when  followed  by  the  definite  article  is  /i/,  as  in:  cani  I- 
qaIaM  (off 
...  the  pen).  This  difference  is  not  easy  to  explain. 
16  al-Mubtasab,  11283. 
17  al-  Babr  al-mubit,  3/  185. 246 
C.  Changing  the  main  or  inflectional  vowel  to  match  other  vowels 
in  the  neighboring  word: 
The  verse  al-pamdu  Ifl-Lihi  (praise  to  God)  is  reported 
to  have  been  read  with  both  regressive  and  progressive  vowel 
harmony,  as  follows:  al-pamdu  lul-Lihi  and  al-pamdi  lil- 
Ljhi.  The  verse  f1hi  hudi  (it  has  guidance)  is  reported  to 
have  been  read,  with  progressive  vowel  harmony,  as  f1hi 
hidj  18. 
D.  Finally,  in  some  words,  accepted  free  variation  may  occur,  as 
follows: 
I.  al-  bace  /  al-  bacae  (the  sending  out), 
al-  bapr  /  al-  bapar  (the  sea),  ea 
an-  nahr  /  an-  nahar  (the  river), 
ag  -  gakhr  /  ag-  Fakhar  (the  rock), 
o0 
shibh  /  shabah  (similar), 
Cashrah  /  Casharah  (ten), 
jahrah  /  jaharah  (loudly), 
a.  sunan  /  sunun  (ways), 
)ushar  )ushur  (lively), 
b.  burqac  burquc  (veil), 
CunFal  /  cunFul  (squall), 
cungar  /  cunpur  (origin), 
tuplab  /  tuplub  (water  moss), 
a.  yimr  /  ramar  (flooding), 
b.  rafil  /  rajal  (walking), 
ratil  /  ratal  (elegant), 
18  al-ffujjah  lil-quml,  as-sabcah,  I/  207. 247 
c.  al-  kiakie  al-  kaekae  M, 
al-  )ielib  al-  )aelab  (stones  and  earth), 
finfin  janjan  M, 
d.  fidad  jadad  (cutting  dates  from  trees), 
prim  Farim  (cutting  dates  from  trees), 
qitjc  qatic  (cutting), 
4.  -)uk]  /  -lukul  (foods), 
rusl  /  rusul  (messengers), 
5.  '  cuFiyy  /  cýsiyy  (rods), 
6.  maysurah  /  maysarah  (left-side), 
7.  subrUt  sibrit  (poor), 
zunbUr  zinbir  (hornet), 
8.  al-'kiofib  /  al-  k0ub  (lie), 
9.  Pujuritl  Pujarit  /  Pajr4t  (rooms), 
, Yurufjt  yurafit  /  yurfit  (rooms), 
xutuwjt  xutawit  /  xutwit  (steps). 248 
3.2.4.  Vowel  lengthening  and  shortening: 
It  has  already  been  stated  that  Arabic  has  three  cardinal 
short  vowels  and  three  cardinal  long  vowels.  However,  the  short 
vowels  may  be  pronounced  shorter  or  longer  than  their  normal 
duration.  Likewise,  long  vowels  may  be  pronounced  shorter  or 
longer  than  their  normal  duration.  This  topic  is  dealt  with 
separately  by  scholars  of  tajwld  and  incidentally  by  Arabic 
linguists. 
A.  Lengthening: 
The  increasing  of  vowel  duration  may  take  one  of  the 
following  types: 
1.  v  ---)  V: 
The  pronunciation  of  a  short  vowel  is  sometimes  made 
longer  to  -produce  the  corresponding  long  vowel.  This 
phenomenon  is  known  as  ishbic  or  tamtItl  (expansion)  as 
a 
opposed  to  ikhtilis  (the  shortening  of  an  already  short  vowel-, 
slurring).  - 
This-  type  of  increasing  of  vowel  duration  is  not  very 
common  in  Arabic.  A  few  examples  are  reported  in  works  on 
linguistics.  Some  of  them  are: 
mina  I-)ayyjml  for  mina  I-)ayyjmi  (from  the  days)  [at  the  end 
of  a  bayfl, 
lima  Wimil  for  lima  li-limu  (a  blamer  blamed), 
fa  -7anftru  forla  ;  anftru  (then  I  look  at  ... 
), 
b!  m  untazjýi  for  bi  m  untazapi  (in  a  distant  place), 
I  See  for  example-  al-Kitab,  2/  297. 249 
lapmj  shitin  for  IaPma  shitin  (the  meat  of  a  sheep).  2 
Most  of  the  examples  reported  of  this  type  by  Arabic 
linguists  undergo  change  as  a  result  of  metrical  exigency.  Thus  it 
is  not  normal  Arabic. 
In  the  field  of  Qirj)jt,  also,  the  chan*ging  of  the  short 
vowel  to  its  corresponding  long  vowel  is  limited,  but  more 
systematic. 
All  qurri-I  pronounce  the  suffix  -hi  as  h!  and  the  suffix 
-hu  as  hil,  when  the  sound  immediately  preceding  it  is  a  short 
vowel.  3  This  may  be  represented  as  follows: 
hi  ---4  h!  v 
Suffix  pronoun 
-  hu  ,,  ý.,  ---)  ,  hil  v 
Suffix,  pronoun 
Some  examples  are: 
-7um  mihi  --4  3um  mih!  (his  mother), 
pjpibatihi---4  Fjpibatihl  (his  wife), 
bihi  ---->  bihl  (in  it), 
lahu  -->  lahU  (for  him), 
, cindahu  ---->  Cindahil  (with  him), 
rusulahu  --4  rusulahil  (his  messengers). 
Ibn  Kathir  was  in  the  habit  of  doing  this  even  when  the 
pronoun  was  preceded  by  a  long  vowel,  4  unless  it  was  followed 
by_  a  sequence  of  two  consonants  CC 
. 
flhl  hudi  (has  a  guidance), 
2  See 
- 
for  example  al-Mublasab,  I/  258-259 
,  a]-Kha$Ji$,  2/  318, 
Sirr  al-fasAbah,  80-81  and  al-Kitab,  2/  328-329. 
3  at-Taysir,  30. 
4  Ibid.  2  9. 250 
*  yaclamhil  Allih  (God  knows  it). 
The  reader  NAfilc  read  calaybi,  at  every  occurrence,  in  the 
Qur)jn  as  calayhl  (on  him). 
2.  v-9 
When  the  vowel  of  hi  /  hu  is  followed  by  a  hamzah,  the 
short  vowel  may  not  only  become  a  long  vowel  but  even  an  over- 
lengthened.  one,  /  v*  /  as  in: 
-7anna  milahu  )akhladahu  --4  )anna  milahu"  )akhladahu 
(his  wealth  would  make  him  immortal). 
3.  -4: 
"A  long  vowel  is  considered  as  equal  to  a  consonant  plus  a 
following  vowel.  That  is  to  say  :V=  Cv.  This  can  be  interpreted  in 
terms,  of 
.  'quantity, 
5  Furthermore,  this  long  vowel  may  be 
extended  up  to  six.,  times  its  length.  This  over  -lengthening  is  given 
different  names  by  Arabic  linguists  and  scholars  of  tajwId. 
The  linguists  call  it  ishbic,  which  is,  as  we  have  seen,  also 
applied  to  the  lengthening  of  a  short  vowel.  The  scholars  of 
tajwld  call  it.  madd,  which  to  the  linguists  simply  refers  to  an 
ordinary  long  vowel;  the  latter  is  called  qaFr  by  the  scholars  of 
tajwld.,  Thus  the  vowel  in  Ij  (no/not)  is  referred  to  as  madd 
by  the  linguists  and  qasr  by  the  scholars  of  tajwId.  Ibn  al- 
jazarl  defines  these  terms  in  the  following  way:  "The  madd  in 
this  context  is  adding  more  length  to  that  of  normal  madcr-.  6 
5  Dakalla,  "  The,  Contribution  of  The  Arabs  and  Muslims  to  the  study  of 
Vowel  Length",  Study  of  Sounds,  Tokyo:  The  Phonetic  Society  of  Japan, 
18  (1978).  198. 
6  an-Nashr,  I/  313.  For  a  similar  description,  see  Ibriz  a]-macAnj 251 
The  topic  of  over-lengthening  is  not  discussed  in  linguistics 
in  detail.  However  in  Qiri-lit  material.  -a  separate  chapter  is 
always  devoted  to  it.  The  following  are  some  environments 
where  a  long  vowel  becomes  over-long: 
a.  F/  before  hamzah: 
When  a  long  vowel  occurs  immediately  before  a  hamzah 
it  is  pronounced  with  more  length,  whether  the  influenced 
sound  and  the  conditioning  sound  occur  within  the  same  word  or 
across  morpheme  or  word  boundaries..  Here  are  some  examples  : 
1.  sh  i,  )a  (to  wish), 
n 
si  a  (grieved), 
sir-,  (evil). 
2.,  ya"')ukhta  Hiriln  (Oh.  sister  of  Harun), 
ya  bam"'  -lisrPil  (Oh.  children  of  Israel), 
-liclamu  -lanna  J-ýjha  (know  that  God). 
The  lengthening  with  al-hamz  al-m  uttaFil  (/  V/  and 
/)/  in  the  same  word)  is  greater  than  with  al-hamz  ai- 
m  unfasil  and  not  in  the  same  word).  All  qurri  2 
read  with  extra-length  in  both  cases,  with  the  exception  of  Ibn 
Kathir  7  who  reads  with  extra-length  in  the  first  case  only.  8 
However  Ibn  al-jazarl  says:  "All  scholars  agree  that  the  madd 
in  both  -cases  is  required,  although  they  actually  do  not  agree 
about  how  much  the  extra-length  should  be.  Nonetheless,  in 
these  two  types  (Muttasil  and  munfafil),  all  qurrj)  agree  that 
min  birz  a]-,  amAnI,  83,  and  al-Kashf,  I/  45  ,  etc.; 
7  And  AbD  jafar,  according  to  Ibn  al-jazari  (an-Nashr,  I/  321). 
8  al-Kashf,  I/  56. 252 
the  qa$r  (not  giving  extra-length  to  the  long  vowel)  is  not 
accepted".  9 
A  suitable  form  for  this  over  -lengthening  may  be 
represented  as  following: 
+consonant. 
+  vocalic  +  vocalic  +  back. 
+long  +  overlength 
)R-  continuant 
L 
-i 
L  voice 
iýý  V 
b.  v/  before  mushaddad  (geminated)  consonants:  'F 
, 
When  a  long  vowel  is  immediately  followed  by  a  geminated 
sound,  it  is  pronounced  with  extra-lengthlO.  Here  are  some 
examples: 
ao-  Oinffn  (who  go  astray), 
di"bbah  (an  animal), 
aF-  Fa  xxah  (the  deafening  noise), 
-)a  tumiddu"hn!  ?  (do  you  give  me  support 
)a  ta)m  uru"In!  ?  (do  you  order  me  ?  ). 
This  type  of  madd  is  called  al-madd  as-sikin  al-1,1zim.  1  I 
The  following  form  may  represent  it: 
+  vocalic 
--> 
+  vocalic 
CJCI 
+  long  +  overlength 
V 
9  an-Nashr,  I/  314. 
10  /i/  does  not  occur  in  this  environment. 
II  an-Nashr,  I/  317. 253 
c.  V'--4  VFý  /  in  pre-pausal  position: 
When  a  long  vowel  occurs  in  pre-pausal  position,  the  extra- 
length  is  applied.  This  type  of  lengthening  is  called  al-madd  al- 
cirio  Hs-sukUn.  It  usually  occurs  at  the  end  of  Qur)jnic  verses 
but  it  is  not  limited  to  this  case.  The  following  are  examples  of 
such  lengthening  : 
ar-  Rahminu  ---->  ar-  Rapmal  -4*  (the  most  merciful), 
bi  sultinin  --4  bi  sulfa  nw  (with  a  power), 
taclamffna  -4  taclamu""n  w  (you  know), 
Hildin  -->  Hirdio  , 
al-  mustaqlma  -4  al-  mustaq]"m  w  (the  straight  (path)), 
nastacinu  -->  nastac)ýh  w  (aid  we  seek). 
Unlike  the  preceding  types  of  lengthening,  this  type  is  not 
necessarily  given  extra-length.  It  may  be  pronounced  with 
normal  length,  or  with  more  or  less  extra-length.  A  suitable  form 
may  be  represented  as: 
+  vocalic 
--> 
+  vocalic 
(+  consonantal)  w 
+  long  +  overlength 
v 
d.  v"  /  after  hamzah  in  the  reading  of  Warsh  only: 
He  does  this  only  when  hamzah  is  not  immediately 
preceded  by  a  consonant.  12  The  following  examples  represent 
his  reading: 
-Un2ana  --4  -7a"*mana  (to  believe), 
12al-Kashf,  I/  46-7., 254 
wa  )jtayni  wa  -Ia"tayna  (and  we  gave), 
-10tiya  --->  )u"tiya  (he/it  was  given), 
4min  -)  rimin  (believing), 
m  uttakPIn  m  uttaki  rin  (reclining), 
al-  Qur)jn  al-  Qur-'a  n  (the  Qur>jn), 
mas)CIM  -->  mas)Oj  (responsible). 
e.  vvC  (restricted  to  fawitip  as-suwar): 
This  is  a  special  case  in  prolongation,  mainly  in  al-purilf 
al-  muqaftalcah  f!  fawifftiý  as-suwar  (the  separate  phonemes, 
which  have  long  vowels,  at  the  beginning  of  some  silrahs).  They 
are  seven  in  number  and  are  pronounced  with  prolongation  by 
all  qurrj-'  13 
1.  Fid  F;  rd, 
2.  q  if  qX?, 
3.  nign  -->  nun, 
4.  sin  --4  slil, 
5.  liff  m  --->  la  m, 
6.  kif  >  krf, 
7.  mim  -->  mi  m. 
y/wyw/  before  hamzah,  or  before  geminated  'F 
consonants,  in  pre-pausal  position,  and  in  fawdtip  as-suwar: 
Prolongation  is  also  applied  to  glides  when  they  occur  in  an 
environment  where  a  long  vowel  takes  extra-length.  Here  are 
some  examples: 
cayn  --ý  Cayn  (the  letter  /c/  in  fawflip  aS-SUWar. 
13  IbrJz  al-macani,  123. 255 
shay)in  --->  shap;  o  (thing), 
Qurayshin  --->  Qurav*"sh  w, 
)as-  saw)i  -->  as-  savP  w  (disaster), 
khawfln  -4  khavFf  (fear). 
Concerning  the  prolongation  of  glides,  Abil  Shdmah  says: 
"The  Rn  letters  are  not  given  extra-length  when  there  is  no 
hamzah  or  sukffn".  14  He  considers  those  who  read  the 
following  examples  with  extra-length  as  mistaken: 
calayhim  (on  them),  -lilayhim  (to  them),  ladayhim  (with. 
them),  q-ýayfi  (summer),  al-bayti  (house),  a]-mawtu  (death), 
and  al-khawfu,  (fear).  However  the  last  four  examples  may  be 
pronounced  with  extra-length  in  pause  15. 
But  when  these  glides  and  /3/  occur  not  in  the  same 
word,  the  lengthening  is  not  accepted,  as  in: 
khalaw  )iIj  --)  *  khalaw"")iIj  (be  alone  with), 
;  jbnay  -lirdama  --->  -libnair;  irdama  (the  two  sons  of  Adam). 
Regarding  the  prolongation  of  vowels,  some  points  may  be 
made: 
1.  Two  questions  arise  here:  how  much  longer  can  a  long  vowel 
be  made?  --What- 
measurement  do  the  qurri)  use  to 
differentiate  between  the  various  types  of  lengths? 
The  long  vowel  is  regarded  as  equal  to  two  Parakahs 
(movements,  short  vowels  /v  /)  as  the  minimum  length.  The 
extra  length  may  be  the  equivalent  of  two  alifs  (twice  the 
14  Ibraz  al-ma,  ani,  125. 
15  Ibid. 256 
normal  length  of  /A  /),  four  alifs,  five  alifs,  or  six  alifs;  this 
last'  is  the  maximum  length,  which  is  sometimes  called  )ifrit 
(excess).  16 
QU  r)jý'ic  teachers  'sometimes  use  simple,  practical, 
methods  to  help'learners  to  recognize  and  differentiate  between 
the  various  gradation  of  vowel-quantity.  The  time  it  takes  a 
reader  to  open  and  close  his  hand  is  equal  to  the  duration  of  a 
normal  long  vowel. 
2.  Lengthening  is  more  prolonged  before  geminated  consonants 
than  in-  any  other  circumstances,  then  comes  lengthening 
before  /)/  in  the  same  word.  These  two  types  of 
prolongation  are  required  in  the  reading  of  the  Qur-7in, 
according  to  all  qurrV.  17 
Elongation  of  a  long  vowel  after  hamzah,  in  the  reading  of 
Warsh,  'is  greater  than  that  of  a  glide  before  hamzah.  As  a 
result,  a/  and  /  'a  /  in  the  following  two  examples  are 
given  extra-length,  while  /w/  is  not18: 
saw)jtihimj  ---  >  to  Warsh  [saw-7a'tihimal  (their  (dual) 
shame), 
al-nia  I w)Udati  ---  ý  to  Warsh  [al-maw4"datil  (the  infant 
female  buried  alive). 
4.  When  the  same  type  of  madd  occurs  twice  in  the  same  word, 
the  reader  is  recommended  by  some  scholars  to  give  extra- 
length  to  both  of  them  19,  as  in  the  following  examples: 
-)tuý  a  I'Junni  ((come)  ye  to  dispute  with  me), 
16  See  an-Nashr,  I/  321-326. 
17an-Nashr,  1  35  1., 
18  a]-Kashf,  1  49. 
19  al-BurhAn  f!  taivid  al-Qur,  fin.  70. 257 
r, 
alif  la  MMI  .,  M  (alif  12M  MIM), 
)irl-)a  ha  (now). 
Equal  lengthening  is  applied  in  similar  situations  within 
the  same  sentence.  Therefore,  the  alif  after  /h/  in  both 
words  hi  )antum  (here  you  are)  and  hPulPi  (these)  is  read 
with  the  same  degree  of  length20,  for  the  sake  of  vowel 
harmony. 
5.  If  there  exist  two  circumstances  of  lengthening,  in  the  opinion 
of  the  majority  the  stronger  only  operates.  Some,  on  the  other 
hand,  observe  both. 
B.  Shortening: 
A  long  vowel  may  be  pronounced  shorter  and  thus  made 
into  a  short  vowel.  A  few  words  are  reported  to  have,  been  so 
uttered,  in  samici  cases.  such  as  an-nujum  for  an-nujilm  (the 
stars)  and  al-puluq  for  al-puffiq  (throats).  Some  shortening  of 
vowels  is  made  systematically,  and  in  qiyjsl  cases.  Here  are 
some  of  them: 
I.  /  Mj  /  (what 
... 
)  is  pronounced  /  ma  /  when  preceded  by 
a  genitive  partic  e: 
bi  mi  -->  bi  ma  (in  what), 
can  mi  -->  can  ma  (what), 
Ii  mj  -->  Ii  ma  (why), 
*')ilj  mi  --4  NIj  ma  (until  what), 
*  Patti  mi  -->  Patti  ma  (until  what). 
2.  When  a  word  ends  with  a  long  vowel  and  is  followed  by  a 
20  an-Nashr,  I/  356. 258 
word  starting  with  two  consonants,  the  long  vowel  is 
pronounced  short  to  protect  the  syllabic  structure  of  the 
language,  which  prohibits  the  occurrence  of  three  sikins 
together: 
fatj  I-m  ustaqbal  --4  fata  1-mustaqbal  (the  young  of 
the  future), 
"  JM  1-cilmi  ---4  Jru  I-cllmi  (the  knowledgeable  person), 
"  yadcff  ar-rajulu  ---->  yadcu  r-rajulu  (the  man  invites), 
"  f!  al-)aroi  --->  fl  I-)aroi  (in  the  earth), 
"  yamsh!  *tiflu  --->  yamshi  t-tiflu  (the  child  walks), 
"  muftafi+wn  /  yn  ---->  muFtafawn  /  muýtafayn 
(Mustafas  (plural,  dual)). 
However,  when  the  long  vowel  in  question  is  a  dual 
marker,  '  it  cannot  be  shortened  because  that  would  give 
rise  to  ambiguity  in  the  sense:  qaIamj  af-tilib  (the  two 
pens  of  the  student)  is  not  pronounced  qalama  at-tilib, 
because  that  would  sound  identical  with  the  singular. 
3-thi  first  person  pronoun  /I,  nI  /  at  the  end  of  words  may 
be  shortened  to  /i/:  yj  cibid!  (oh,  my  servants)  may  be 
pronounced  as  [  yj  cibidil,  and  fattaqUnI  (fear  me)  may 
be  pronounced  as  [  fattaqUni.  ] 
4.  A  radical  may  sometimes  be  shortened  ,  e.  g: 
al-yawinl(the  beautiful  girls)  may  be  pronounced  as  [al- 
Tawinil, 
al-cawill  (the  high  places)  may  be  pronounced  [al- 
al-muhtadi(the  guided  one)  may  be  pronounced  [al- 
muhtadil. 259 
3.2.5.  Emphatic  /5/: 
alif  a  t-  tafkh1m  is  a  secondary  accepted  and 
recommended  sound  by  both  Arabic  linguists  and  scholars  of 
tajw1d.  Its  value  lies  between  pure  /  fi  /  and  /U/.  In  other 
words,  it  is  /a/  pronounced  with  a  measure  of  lip-rounding.  Ibn 
jinn!  says:  "As  to  alif  at-tafkh1m,  it  occurs  between  the  alif  and 
the  wjw.  "  It  is  worth  mentioning  that  tafkh1m  is  used  also 
to  describe  the  pronunciation  of  alif  and  fatpah  without 
imilah,  as  we  have  seen  earlier;  however,  this  is  not  meant 
here.  Some  examples  of  tafkh1m  here  are: 
salit  -4  sal5t  (prayer), 
zakit  --4  zak.  5t  (purity), 
payjt  ->  Pay5t  (life). 
The  question  here  is:  what  type  of  sound  is  it  ?  Is  it: 
1.  an  independent  phoneme  ? 
2.  a  free  variant  of  /A/? 
3.  an  allophone  of  the  phoneme  /?  or 
4.  a  dialectal  variant  ? 
None  of  the  Arabic  linguists  or  scholars  of  taiwid  claim  that 
this  sound  is  an  independent  phoneme  or  a  free  variant  of 
Three  possible  circumstances  may  be  listed  for  determining 
whether  5  is  an  allophone  of  /a/  or  not: 
a.  it  occurs  after  emphatic  sounds, 
b.  it  occurs  before  tV  at-ta;  nlth  al-marbtffah, 
Sirr  $InAc2t  a]-iTib,  I/  56. 260 
c.  it  is  a  wjw  in  deep  representation. 
As  to  (a),  this  is  not  an  exclusive  circumstance,  because  such 
words  as  zak5t,  Pay5t,  and  sal5m  (peace)  may  be  read  with 
tafkhIm,  although  no  emphatic  sound  is  present.  Moreover, 
many  words  in  which  emphatic  sounds  precede  /a/  are 
pronounced  with  imilah,  which  has  been  said  to  be  the  opposite 
of  tafkhIm.  Some  of  these  words  are: 
q6ma  (to  stand  up), 
Pba  (to  be  good), 
T,  §h4F  (Taha). 
This  indicates  that  alif  is  not  necessarily  to  be  emphasized 
after  emphatic  sounds.  It  also  indicates  that  the  statement  of  Ibn 
al-jazarl  that  "alif  complies  with  whatever  precedes  it,  so  that  it 
[  in  itself  I  can  be  described  neither  as  a  mellow  nor  an  emphatic 
sound-2  is  not  accurate. 
As  for  (b),  it  is  clear  that  all  words  reported  to  have  been 
pronounced  with  alif  at-tafkhIm  and  written  with  wjw  in  the 
Qur-lin  "end  with  tP  at-ta)nlth  al-marbilfah,  except  ar-ribi 
(interest).  Concerning  the  occurrence  of  /5/  in  the  Qur)jn,  ad- 
Ddn!  lists  eight  words:  Fal3t,  zak3t,  Pay3t,  rib3,  ghad5t  (morning), 
mishk5t  (lamp),  naj5t  (safety),  and  man5t  (the  name  of  an  idol 
in  the  jjhilivvah  period).  3 
Again,  it  is  clear  that  this  circumstance  is  not  exclusive.  It  is 
violated  by  such  words  as  rib5,  sal5m,  and  q.  5ma. 
Ortfiographically,  there  appears  to  be  some  connection 
2  an-Nashr,  I/  203. 
3  W-Muqnic  R  ras'm  ma$Jhif  W-  am$ar,  57. 261 
between  writing  alif  as  wJw  and  the  presence  of  tV  at- 
ta)nlth  al-marbOtah,  in  the  Qur-lin,  except  in  ribi,  as  stated 
above.  This  type  of  connection  is  behind  writing  alif  mamdCjdah 
in  words  such  as  maroit  (satisfaction),  since  the  ti-I  is 
maftilhah  here. 
a 
As  to  (c),  this  is  clearly  an  exclusive  circumstance,  because 
all  reported  examples  have  wjw  in  the  root,  except  one  word 
which  is  difficult  to  account  for,  namely  sahim. 
Words  Root 
q3ma  QWM 
Fal5t  ýLw 
zak5  t  ZKW 
pay5t  ýIyw 
rib5  RBW 
ra  d5  t  yDW 
misk5t  §K  W 
naj3t  NJ  W 
man3t  MNW 
da  c3  DCW 
FaZ5  rzw 
Saj3M  4  SLM 
This  indication  of  its  being  a  conditioned  allophone  of  the 
phoneme  /a/  is  accepted  by  some  modern  linguists  like  K. 
Samaan  5.  However,  to  SIbawayh  6  and  a  few  modern  Arabic 
Sirr  finAcat  a]-iTAb.  I/  52. 
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lingUiStS7,  the  phenomenon  is  a  dialectal  variant,  which  is 
specifically  associated  with  the  ýIijjzf  dialect. 
As  a  conclusion,  we  may  say  that  alif  at-tafkhIm  is  a 
dialectal  variant  specific  to  the  usage  of  al-,  Vijjz.  However, 
within  this  dialect,  the  /5/  sound  is  a  conditioned  allophone  of 
d  /.  That  is  to  say  that  a  speaker  from  the  Hjj*az  may 
pronounce  /d/  as  /5/  only  if  this  alif  is  a  wjw  in  deep 
representation. 
6  al-Kitab,  2/  404. 
7  See  as  an  example  AbO  Bakr  al-Khalifah,  The  Text  of  the  Qur,  an...  ,  157. 263 
Conclusion 
As  a  conclusion,  the  following  points  may  be  stated: 
1.  The  description  of  the  point  and  the  manner  of  articulation  of 
the  twenty-eight  primary  Arabic  sounds  given  by  the  early 
Arab  linguists  is  quite  accurate.  The  modern  linguists,  with 
advanced  machine  facilities,  arrive  at  the  same  description, 
except  of  three  sounds,  for  which  they  have  a  different 
description,  in  the  case  of  voicing.  However  we  have  adduced 
some  evidence  that  the  description  of  the  early  Arabs  is  likely 
to  be  correct. 
2.  The  term  "assimilation"  is  not  exactly  equivalent  to  the  Arabic 
term  idghim,  even  though  it  is  the  most  commonly  used 
approximation.  The  term  taqjrub  al-aýwjt  is  a  closer  term, 
although,  it  is  not  commonly  used. 
The  determination  of  sound  changes  is  not  limited  to  phonetic 
and  phonological  rules;  morphological  and  syntactical 
conditions  may  also  be  involved  in  both  causing  and  inhibiting 
assimilation. 
Regarding  assimilation  between  Arabic  consonants,  183 
examples,  used  in  this  thesis,  are  examined  to  see  which  type 
or  types  of  assimilation  occurs  more  commonly  than  others. 
Repetition  is-avoided  in  these  examples  as  far  as  possible.  The 
frequency  of  these  types  of  assimilation  is  shown  in  the 
following  table: 264 
Type  of  assimilation  Number  of  frequency 
strong  --->  weak  b4 
weak  ----)  strong  119 
voiced  voiced  b7 
voiced  voiceless  57 
voiceless  voiceless  18 
voiceless  voiced  41 
stops  stops  24 
stops  continuant  32 
continuant  -->  continuant  88 
continuant  ---  )  stops  39 
front  back  59 
back  front  40 
homorganic  84 
progressive  20 
regressive  lb3 
complete  130 
partial  53 
compulsory  39 
optional  144 
within  the  same  word  b7 
across  word  boundaries  IIb 
contiguous  Ib3 
distant  20 265 
From  this  table,  the  dominance  of  consonants  may  be 
restated  as  follows: 
A.  Strengthening  and  weakening: 
When  two  sounds  undergo  assimilation,  the  weaker  is 
more  commonly  changed  to  the  stronger.  However  the  converse 
also  occurs.  Out  of  a  total  of  183,  in  119  cases  of  assimilation  is 
the  sound  strengthened,  while  only  in'  64  cases  is  it  weakened. 
I)  Voicing  and  devoicing: 
The  behavior  of  voiced  consonants  with  unvoiced  ones 
is  not  as  was  expected,  since  in  57  cases,  voiced  consonants 
are  changed  to  unvoiced  consonants  and  in  41  cases 
unvoiced  consonants  are  changed  to  voiced  consonants. 
However  in  67  cases  voiced  consonants  are  changed  to  other 
voiced  consonants,  and  in  only  18  cases  unvoiced  consonants 
are  changed  to  other  unvoiced  consonants. 
2)  Continuant  and  non-continuant  consonants: 
In  spite  of  the  fact  that  stops  are  stronger  than  non- 
stops,  it  is  found  that  in  39  cases  consonants  are 
strengthened  by  changing  continuants  to  stops,  and  in  32 
cases  consonants  are  weakened  by  changing  stops  to 
continuants.  However  in  24  cases  stops  are  changed  to  other 
stops,  and  in  88  cases  continuants  are  changed  to  other 
continuants. 
Direction  of  assimilation: 
I)  Consonants  assimilate  to  homorganic  consonants  more  than 
they  do  to  consonants  articulated  forward  or  backward  of 266 
themselves.  The  number  of  cases  in  which  this  occurs  is  84. 
The'number  of  cases  of  sounds  assimilating  to  other  sounds 
articulated  further  back  is  59,  of  which  4  involve  Palql 
sounds.  The  number  of  cases  of  sounds  assimilating  to  other 
sounds  articulated  forward  is  40. 
2  Progressive  and  regressive: 
The  occurrence  of  regressive  assimilation  is  much 
more  frequent  than  that  of  progressive  assimilation.  The 
number  of  cases  in  which  regressive  assimilation  is  involved 
is  163,  while  in  only  20  cases  is  progressive  assimilation 
involved. 
C.  Complete  and  partial  assimilation: 
Complete  assimilation  is  more  frequent  than  partial 
assimilation.  The  former  occurs  in  130  cases,  and  the  latter 
occurs  in  53  cases,  of  which  30  involve  the  ikhfj):  the 
assimilation  of  the  vowelless  /n/  to  fifteen  sounds  within 
the  same  word  as  well  as  across  word  boundaries. 
D.  Compulsory  and  optional  assimilation: 
Optional  assimilation  occurs  more  frequently  than 
compulsory  in  Arabic;  therefore,  in  144  cases  out  of  183 
assimilation  is  optional,  and  in  only  39  cases  is  it  compulsory; 
of  them  15  involve  the  iftacala  form,  13  involve  the 
assimilation  of  the  definite  artical  /  al-  /  to  the  shams! 
sounds,  and  5  involve  the  assimilation  of  the  vowelless  /n 
to  sonorant  sounds. 267 
E.  The  assimilation  of  sounds  occurs  in  across  word  boundary 
position  more  frequently  than  it  does  within  the  same  word. 
116  cases  have  the  assimilated  consonant  and  the  conditioning 
consonants  in  two  separate  words;  67  cases  have  both 
consonants  in  the  same  word,  and  only  22  of  these  are  involve 
radicals;  the  rest  occur  across  morpheme  boundaries. 
F.  Contiguous  and  distant  assimilation: 
The  influence  of  contiguous  consonants  upon  each  other  is 
much  greater  than  when  they  occur  distantly.  In  163  cases, 
the  assimilating  and  the  conditioning  consonants  are  close  to, 
each  other,  and  only  in  20  cases  are  they  separated  by  other 
sounds;  even  in  this  case,  17  of  them  involve  a]-idghim  a]- 
kabir,  which  is  mostly  associated  with  the  reading  of  AbU 
cAmr. Selected  Bibliography 268 
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